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Abstract
The South-East England Chalk aquifer is arguably the most significant groundwater resource in
the UK. The South-East has experienced mean temperature increases of 1.0-1.7 C since 1961, but
negligible change in precipitation. The impact of this temperature change on groundwater levels
is not well understood. Two of the longest groundwater records in the world are located on the
Chichester Chalk Block. The Chilgrove record from the Lavant catchment dates from 1836, and
the nearby Compton record dates from 1892. These records provide an unprecedented opportunity
to investigate long-term trends in groundwater levels.
A broad range of statistical analyses have been applied to the Chilgrove and Compton records,
which indicate that annual groundwater minima approximately conform to a normal distribution
and can be used as a surrogate drought indicator. The records have shown a trend of increasing
severity and frequency of minima since the early 1970s. Hydrometric data for the catchment shows
a consistency with UK-wide trends of increasing temperatures and potential evapotranspiration,
along with increases in winter and decreases in summer precipitation. Corresponding changes in
seasonal recharge have resulted in cyclic behaviour and extreme events often providing a trigger for
transition between periods of high, normal and low recharge.
The Lavant Conceptual Model (LCM) has been developed for modelling groundwater levels
and streamflows, and has been calibrated against historic catchment records. The model is shown to
closely reproduce the historic groundwater trends. A Soil Moisture Accounting Procedure (SMAP)
based on solving Richards’ equation has been coupled to the LCM to create a second model that
performs more accurately in drought conditions.
Applying UKCP09 Weather Generator emission scenario data to the LCM has indicated that
projected minima will demonstrate large amounts of variability, similar to that observed in the
historic data, and that distinct future trends are difficult to identify.
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Groundwater is a vital source for public water supply, accounting for nearly one third of public
supply in England (Price, 1996). Around half of this comes from Chalk aquifers, making the
Chalk aquifer the most important in terms of groundwater supply. In more arid regions of the
world, the Chalk is also important for irrigation (Scanlon et al., 2006). Therefore the management
of abstraction and the potential for influence from climatic change on Chalk aquifers is of vital
importance. Increasing demand for water, coupled with the risks associated with climate change
may lead to challenging water management problems in coming years.
Recent extreme climatic events, such as droughts (i.e. the 1976 major meteorological drought,
1990-1992 major drought due to precipitation deficiencies, 1995-1997 hydrological drought due to
warm dry summers followed by cool dry winters, 2003 summer drought and the 2010-2012 drought
in Central, Eastern and Southern England and Wales due to below average rainfall) (Marsh, 2007;
Met Office, 2017) have highlighted the potential risk of successive dry winters and summers.
Projections from the UK Climate Impacts Program (Murphy et al., 2009) have the UK to
overall become warmer with wetter winters and hotter drier summers. The south-east of England
is projected to be particularly affected with drier and warmer summers. It was noted that the
Central England Temperature has increased by about 1◦C since the 1970s and it is likely that
global emissions of man-made greenhouse gases have contributed significantly to this rise. These
projections have indicated the number of days with heavy precipitation (greater than 25 mm)
will increase both in winter and summer months under a medium emission scenario (Murphy et
al., 2009). In the future this could increase the occurrence of summer flooding events as seen
previously in regions of Southern England around Chichester and the River Lavant (Taylor, 1994
and Newman, 1994). This projection, coupled with more recent UK Climate Projections (Murphy et
al., 2009) findings for low, medium and high emission scenarios has furthered concerns over climate
change. The UKCP09 report (Jenkins et al., 2008) confirmed an average increase in temperature
across the UK since the mid-20th century, with warming being greater in the summer than winter.
Trends in precipitation have been more difficult to identify due to the natural seasonal variation
of precipitation. This is consistent with the general trend in seasonal precipitation observed since
records began in 1766 (Jenkins et al., 2009).
Under these emission scenarios, the UKCP09 summary briefing report (Jenkins et al., 2009)
shows projections for all time frames (2020s, 2050s and 2070s) of mean daily maximum temperatures
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will increase everywhere. Increases in the summer average are up to 5.4◦C (2.2◦C to 9.5C) in parts
of Southern England and 2.8◦C (1◦C to 5◦C) in parts of Northern Britain. Increases in winter are
1.5C (0.7◦C to 2.7◦C) to 2.5◦C (1.3◦C to 4.4◦C) across the UK (Jenkin et al., 2009). Mean daily
minimum temperature show winter averages increasing by about 2.1◦C (0.6◦C to 3.7◦C) to 3.5◦C
(1.5◦C to 5.9◦C) depending on location. In summer it increases by 2.7◦C (1.3◦C to 4.5◦C) to 4.1◦C
(2.0◦C to 7.1◦C), with the biggest increases in Southern Britain (Jenkins et al., 2009). The UKCP09
Briefing Report (Jenkins et al., 2009) notes that summer average temperatures will increase, with
the greatest in parts of Southern England (up to 4.2◦C (2.2◦C to 6.8◦C).
The UKCP09 Briefing Report (Jenkins et al., 2009) summarises that central estimates of
annual precipitation amounts show very little change everywhere but the biggest changes in precip-
itation in winter, increases up to +33% (+9 to +70%), are seen along the western side of the UK,
while the biggest changes in precipitation in summer, down to about 40% (65% to 6%), are seen in
parts of the far south of England. In addition, sea level rises have been predicted to be greater in
the south of the UK than in the north (Jenkins et al., 2009).
From these projections, it is obvious that reliable management of the UK’s aquifers will
become even more necessary. Therefore, our understanding of the how these systems behave, par-
ticularly the Chalk with respect to drought, is important given their importance as a water resource.
Groundwater abstraction has steadily increased during the 20th century (Robins et al. 1999, Price
et al. 1993). The hydraulic behaviour of the Chalk, in both the saturated and the unsaturated zones
has been the subject of much research over the past 40 years. Much recent work has been focused on
developing these and our understanding of the Chalk unsaturated zone and the processes within is
rapidly expanding (Ireson et al., 2006, Mathias et al., 2005, Price et al., 2000). The understanding
of these processes will aid understanding how Chalk aquifers behave under predicted climate change
scenarios, which will influence management of these aquifers as a resource.
The Chalk is an aquifer with a very fine grain matrix, which is highly porous but also in-
tersected with a complex fracture networks. It has often been described as a dual-porosity system
where storage is within the Chalk matrix and flow takes place through the fractures. However,
work by Wellings and Bell (1980), Ireson et al. (2006) and Price et al. (2000) has shown the Chalk
unsaturated zone to behave as a dual-permeability system, where fractures are activated at specific
times to allow fracture flow. Work by Price et al. (2000) suggested that the Chalk unsaturated zone
has an additional storage component as well as the matrix, being the partially saturated fractures.
More recent work by Ireson (2006) further developed the concept of a gradual recharge through the
unsaturated zone, as a result of slow gravity driven flow. This work built on the idea of recharge
fluxes through the unsaturated zone matrix, previously suggested by Wellings and Bell (1980) and
developed in direct regards to the Chalk by Price et al. (1993). Ireson (2006) attempted to quantify
and understand the significance of these recharge fluxes to aid the understanding of the dynamics
of Chalk hydrology. Understanding the recharge system of the Chalk is vital for understanding and
predicting its behaviour during extreme climatic events such as droughts, which if current climate
projections are correct, may become more common.
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This work will focus on drought events, however understanding floods is also important.
Research on lag delays between precipitation events and water table responses has helped to explain
the behaviour of the Chalk unsaturated zone. Work by Lee et al. (2006) examined six Chalk sites
in Southern England and the time taken for the water table to respond to precipitation events.
This work found delays to vary from less than 24 hours to greater than four weeks. Lee et al.
(2006) found the groundwater table responses still occurred during dry periods, and these could
be explained as delayed responses from a much earlier precipitation event, as a result of matric
conductivity causing slower flow through the matrix, as opposed to rapid fracture responses.
Th current understanding of the Chalk unsaturated zone is good, with much research having
been carried out in this area. However, it is still not as detailed as for the saturated zone. Much
research has been concentrated on flood-related extreme events. Less has been done to explore
the behaviour of the Chalk unsaturated zone during drought events (O’Dochartaigh, 2001). With
the current climate projections, periods of low flow are expected to become more common and
potentially more severe. It is important to draw on the previous knowledge of the processes of the
Chalk unsaturated zone to allow its behaviour to be modelled during drought events. There is no
perfect way of modelling the Chalk unsaturated zone, but the recent work such as that by Ireson et
al. (2009) has given new insights to the processes and methods of modelling these processes of the
unsaturated zone. Much of this modelling carried out to date has relied complex physical models
with numerous parameters. While these models may provide good results, they often require a
large number of parameters that cannot be accurately measured. Therefore it was decided to
explore the potential for relatively simple conceptual models, and the use of these to understand
the processes within a Chalk catchment. The Lavant catchment was selected due to its relatively
undeveloped state and limited groundwater abstraction, along with a large amount of long-term
groundwater data available. Of particular importance being the records from Chilgrove House for
monthly rainfall dating back to 1834 and groundwater level recordings dating back to 1836, and the
Compton groundwater record, which dates back to 1893. The development of the Lavant Conceptual
Model (LCM) provides a basis to assist with understanding drought events in the Chalk. The LCM
is a conceptual mathematical model, akin to a perceptual model. The LCM comprises two main
components; a soil moisture accounting unit and a routing module. The LCM requires only six
parameters to run and it is driven using daily rainfall and potential evapotranspiration. It has a
representation of catchment storage that can be used to simulate groundwater levels and recharge.
This allows the LCM’s output to be compared with actual groundwater level and streamflow data.
As of 2012, there have been no published major systematic studies to investigate changes in
historic groundwater levels in the UK (Bloomfield & Marchant, 2013). The Environment Agency
(EA) published a review of its monitoring sites in England and Wales in 2008. Of the over 6,000
sites, the EA questioned the value of around a quarter of them, with problems associated to a lack of
metadata (e.g. datum levels), non-unique locations and influences such as abstraction (Environment
Agency, 2008). The data for these groundwater records were provided by the UK Environment
Agency for research purposes during the early stages of this work (Appendix A). The EA gave a
simple brief to attempt to find evidence for climatic change in the historic records, in a three month
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time-frame, which limited the level of analyses due to the sheer volume of data. Examination of these
records noted that only 40 records had 40 or more years of observations (12 per year minimum).
Analysis was carried out on annual low groundwater levels for the records where a Weibull ranked
plotting method was applied on 10 records per EA region over 10, 15 and 20 year periods. This
showed a general decline in the annual low levels over the past 40 years on a 20 year basis, which
gave an indication that groundwater levels may have changed over this time-frame. However, due to
relative shortness and associated poor quality of most of the records further work would be required
to analyse these potential trends. Related to this problem, trend analysis is difficult on a short-term
basis due to a combination of inherent variation at a smaller-scale. This initial work provided the
direction for future work, applying the initial analysis methods on much longer term records. A
copy of the project report can be found in Appendix A.
The long-term data available and the modelling resources for this project provide opportunity
to both explore the behaviour of the Chalk during drought conditions and on a wider scale explore
the response of groundwater to changing climatic conditions over a much longer time-frame.
1.2. Research Objectives
The objectives of this thesis are to further the understanding of the behaviour of a Chalk catchment
with particular reference to changes in groundwater levels and links to potential climatic change
with particular reference to periods of drought. The Lavant Conceptual Model (LCM) will be
utilised as a tool to model and reproduce changes in groundwater levels.
The main objective of this project may be summarised as follows:
• The fundamental research question is, “can evidence for climatic change (with particular
reference to droughts) be detected in groundwater records?”
Groundwater records of a sufficiently long period will be critically examined using statistical
methods combined with conceptual modelling and in turn will be examined for notable changes and
trends in the record.
• If changes in the groundwater record can be detected, and assuming these are a result of
climatic change, varying statistical methods will be used to test the assertion that a change
has occurred during the record.
• If such changes are found to have occurred, these will be used to assess whether drought
conditions becoming more common and also more severe; and
• What are the main causes of this change?
If a statistical change in the groundwater records is identified, the question as to whether
this can be attributed to climatic change will be tested. As part of this, other potential causes will
be considered in order to see whether they can be eliminated through further investigation (e.g.
land-use changes, measurement techniques etc.). Having examined this, the next question is:
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• Can these changes in groundwater records be reproduced by catchment modelling (LCM) to
support this theory?
Can catchment modelling be used to modify data inputs (e.g. rainfall, temperature) to detect
what has caused the changes seen in the groundwater records once other areas (abstraction for
example) have been eliminated? In order to do this reliable input datasets are required for use with
the LCM. The LCM will then be calibrated against groundwater records and used to reproduce an
accurate simulation groundwater levels that in turn can be validated against historic record.
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2. Literature Review
2.1. Part 1: Hydrological Concepts and the Chalk
2.1.1. The Unsaturated Zone
An aquifer may be conceptually separated into three zones as in Figure 2.1. The first of these is the
saturated zone. The saturated zone is the section of an aquifer that is below the water table and
remains constantly saturated with water and soil moisture and distribution of fluid press is equal
to the atmospheric pressure in the ground. The top of the saturated zone is water table where
fluid pressure is equal to atmospheric pressure, above which sits an intermediate zone known as
the capillary fringe, where the fluid pressure is less than atmospheric pressure but the aquifer is
saturated. The unsaturated zone (vadose zone) is the part which lies above the deepest water table
and capillary fringe. The unsaturated zone and the capillary fringe are often grouped into the zone
of aeration, where at times air can occupy pore spaces but also sometimes be occupied by water (e.g.
during heavy precipitation). The water table is considered to be the divide between saturated and
aeration zone, where above the water table the saturation of the rock generally decreases towards
the surface. The water table height fluctuates with precipitation (e.g. higher with more rain) and
generally follows surface topography.
The unsaturated zone is the part in which pore-water pressure are less than atmospheric
pressure and above the groundwater table, except locally in perched aquifers (Price et al., 1993).
As a result of this, a more useful definition of the unsaturated zone uses this pore-water pressure,
Figure 2.1.: Diagram of aquifer zone division and indication of fluid pressure (Pw) related to atmo-
spheric pressure (Pa) in the aquifer.
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rather than actual saturation of the rock as much of the Chalk unsaturated zone may be near to
saturation for much of the time (Price et al., 1993). If atmospheric pressure (Patm) is taken as
zero, then pressure head (ψ) at the water table is zero. Below the water table ψ is greater than
zero under positive hydrostatic pressure and above the water table is less than zero, as water in
the unsaturated zone is held in soil pores under surface-tension forces. The unsaturated zone also
includes the soil layer. Monitoring the unsaturated zone is important as it will control infiltration
of water that will reach the water table and in turn recharge to the aquifer. This obviously will
have implications for water management and it will also help with identifying pollutants that are
in the ground and may migrate to the saturated zone (Price et al., 1993).
In both zones flow is governed by Darcy’s law and occurs in response to a hydraulic gradient
or change in hydraulic head (Price et al., 1993):
qz = −Kz dh
dz
(2.1)
Where qz is specific discharge, Kz is hydraulic conductivity and
dh
dz is hydraulic head gradient.
Pressure head is often referred to as matric potential, whilst matric or soil suction/tension is
the same property but given the opposite sign. The total hydraulic head (or simply head) is defined
as the mechanical energy of the fluid per unit weight and has three components; elevation head
(hz), velocity head (V z) and pressure head (ψ). In the unsaturated zone the velocity of water is
so slow that the velocity head component is ignored and hydraulic head is equal to the sum of the
elevation head and pressure head as follows:
h = hz + ψ (2.2)
The classic understanding of the behaviour of the unsaturated zone in the Chalk was provided
by Wellings (1984a; 1984b), following on from earlier work (Wellings & Bell, 1982; 1980). However,
the water table has since been used as the datum instead of the ground surface. Whilst this means
the datum is not fixed due to the water table rising and falling it does mean that conceptually when
the total hydraulic head in the unsaturated zone is positive, water will move down towards the
water table, and when it is negative water will move up from the water table (Price et al., 1993).
If we take a uniform granular aquifer profile that has undergone recharge and then has been
left for a sufficient period of time without any further recharge or evaporation then the water
will redistribute to equilibrium state where no flow occurs, otherwise known as the hydrostatic
condition as in Figure 2.2. In this condition there is no vertical movement and total head is constant
throughout and the same as that at the water table (Price et al., 1993). As the water table is the
datum, then the total head is equal to zero everywhere. This allows the profiles of various head and
storage components to be predicted as in Figure 2.3. Below the water table, pressure head increases
linearly with depth and elevation head decreases linearly with the sum of the two constant and equal
to zero. Above the water table elevation head increases linearly and pressure head decreases, that is
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Figure 2.2.: Theoretical relationship between head, depth and water content in the unsaturated
zone following recharge and drainage to equilibrium (hydrostatic condition) (Price et
al., 1993.)
there is negative pore pressure and the total is equal to zero (Price et al., 1993). At the water table
pressure head and elevation head are equal to zero and total head is zero. Effectively elevation head
increases with a gradient of +1 and pressure head decreases with a gradient of -1 (Ireson, 2006 and
Ireson et al., 2006) as shown in Figure 2.3. In practice this hydrostatic condition would never occur
as recharge and evapotranspiration continually affects both the head and water-content profiles.
An important concept in Chalk hydrology are zero flux planes (ZFP) caused by the effects of
recharge and evapotranspiration and cause effects illustrated in Figure 2.2. Recharge will create a
downwards head gradient in the unsaturated zone (Figure 2.3a) and an increase in water content
near the surface (Figure 2.3b). As water moves down it will recharge the top of the capillary
fringe (Figure 2.3d) and the downward gradient flow will persist through the unsaturated zone
(Figure 2.3c). When evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall infiltration, both pressure head and water
content in the soil will reduce and water will theoretically move upwards, creating a divergent
zero-flux plane (DZFP) (Figure 2.3e, f). However, it is worth noting that rainfall can be zero and
evaporation occur and pressure heads will reduce but the total head governs the direction of flow,
which can still be downwards. The DZFP is a maximum in the head profile; above it all water moves
upwards and below all water downwards (Price et al., 1993). The DZFP forms at the soil surface in
early summer and moves downwards rapidly and evapotranspiration reduces, due to declines in the
upwards flux of water as moisture content and hydraulic conductivity are reduced (Wellings & Bell,
1982). At the start of the following winter (recharge season), rainfall will exceed evapotranspiration
and water will move down through the soil and unsaturated zone, reducing and eliminating the
soil-moisture deficit (Price et al., 1993). This creates a convergent zero flux plane (CZFP) above
the DZFP (Figure 2.3g, h). This moves downwards and may eliminate the DZFP and return to the
situation seen previously (Figure 2.3c). The full process is cyclic and illustrated in Figure 2.4.
In a situation with a shallow water table or delayed recharge the ZFP may move down to the
water table (Figure 2.3i). Here water is drawn up from the saturated zone, but as the unsaturated
zone’s water content is depleted (Figure 2.3j), hydraulic conductivity in the unsaturated zone will
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Figure 2.3.: Theoretical relationship between head and water content against depth in the unsatu-
rated zone during infiltration and evapotranspiration process, above a fixed water table
(Price et al., 1993).
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be reduced below the saturated value and rates of upward flow will be small (Price et al., 1993).
For prolonged periods where evapotranspiration exceeds rainfall the soil will dry out causing the
capillary fringe to move downwards (Figure 2.3i, j).
Figure 2.4.: Diagrammatic representation of seasonal partition of water fluxes by zero flux planes
within the Chalk unsaturated zone (Wellings & Bell, 1982).
2.1.2. Soil Moisture Characteristic
The relationship between water content and pressure head is known as the soil moisture character-
istic (water retention). This is the ability of a soil to drain from a saturated state to an unsaturated
state. As the water table falls, larger pores empty at lower pressure, while the smaller pores will
drain later at higher suctions. A sandy soil with larger pores will drain much quicker and drain
at lower suctions than a clayey soil with smaller pores, which will retain more water for longer.
These variations give rise to the soil moisture characteristic curves related to pore size distribution
as in Figure 2.5 (Bouma, 1977) (Note: pF is the negative logarithm of the equivalent hydraulic
head used to express negative pressure potential of soil water, effectively the suction). Below the
water table pore spaces are totally saturated and water content is equal to the saturated water
content or porosity. Above the water table is the capillary fringe. In the capillary fringe pores are
fully saturated even though the matric potential is negative. This zone exists because pore spaces
will not drain until the pore pressure falls below a specific pressure value known as the air-entry
pressure. The water is held at less than atmospheric pressure.
Another important concept for the vadose zone is capillary rise. This is a rise in water
caused by surface tension forces of the air-water interface due to attraction of liquid and solid
phase molecules. This rise will determine the ability of the unsaturated zone to supply water for
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Figure 2.5.: Soil moisture characteristics curves of different soils, where moisture content is equal to
matric potential and Pf is the retentiveness of water content (Bouma, 1977).
evapotranspiration. The smaller the pore spacing the greater the capillary rise will be and the
more negative matric potential, resulting in a thicker capillary fringe. Increasing elevation from the
capillary fringe causes pressure head to decrease and the pore spaces to become less able to hold
water and so a gradual decrease in pressure results in emptying of progressively smaller pores until
only very narrow pores can hold water under capillary forces. This is the soil moisture characteristic
in action. The variation in pore sizes of differing soils and rock means differing rates of drainage.
2.1.3. The Chalk as a Resource
The Chalk has a long history as a source of water in the North West of Europe (Downing et al.,
1993) and has extensively been used as an aquifer since the nineteenth century (Lloyd, 1993) in
the UK. The Chalk is one of the three major groundwater aquifers present in the UK (Figure 2.6),
the other two being limestone and sandstone. Previously abstraction was on a small scale and
mostly from spring sources and hand dug wells in areas of Chalk outcrops (Lloyd, 1993). Many
urban developments in the UK are the result of the proximity of this readily available high quality
source of water. From the early seventeenth century London was supplied by an aqueduct, referred
to the New River in the Lee Valley. This carried 30, 000m3 of water per day from chalk springs
in Hertfordshire in 1613 to Clerkenwell, London (Lloyd, 1993). Deeper extraction in the early
nineteenth century was by excavated shafts and adits from the wells. Further exploitation of the
Chalk began in the mid-eighteenth century with the beginnings of the industrial revolution. The
development of steam-driven pumps allowed for abstraction of Chalk groundwater from much greater
depths, replacing piped systems as the system of choice. By the early twentieth century the potential
for abstraction of Chalk groundwater had been realised and large numbers of wells were being sunk
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to depths of up to 170m and penetrating 50-100 m of Chalk (Lloyd, 1993). Large numbers of these
wells were privately owned, a trend that continued until relatively recently. Initial early confidence
in the Chalk as a water source was replaced with concern in the 1960s for the potential for over
exploitation. As a result proposals were put in place to manage Chalk groundwater resources on a
regional basis, combining water supply demands but also environmental issues including maintaining
river flows. By the early 1990s the Chalk provided about 55% of the total volume of groundwater
used (Lloyd, 1993). The Chalk is the most important aquifer in the UK due to its occurrence in
South East England, where the population density of the UK is at its highest. This is combined
with the lowest effective precipitation in the UK, high agricultural and industrial demand and a
lack of suitable terrain for reservoir construction (Lewis et al., 1993). Estimates of the Chalk’s
contribution to water supply have varied around the 50-55% level more recently (Bradford, 2002);
while regionally in the South of England the Chalk South Downs aquifer may supply around 70%
of water supplied in the South Downs regions.
Figure 2.6.: Map of the main aquifers in England and Wales (modified from Environment Agency,
2007).
The Chalk is a highly transmissive but relatively low-storage aquifer. Management of the
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Chalk aquifer has become a major issue since the 1990s. The first major assessment of the Chalk
groundwater resources was carried out by the BGS in 1993 (Lewis et al., 1993). This allowed for
more effective management of resources. The aim of this study was to determine the total volume
of water of the Chalk (porosity) and the volume in the dynamic storage (storage changes within
zone of natural water level fluctuation). This was to build on previous methods of estimating
groundwater resources on a regional basis by estimating infiltration from rainfall measurements and
calculating evaporation by the Penman-Grindley equations, under the assumption that direct run-
off from the Chalk would be effectively negligible. These results were then compared empirically
against groundwater hydrographs in numerical groundwater models. The total outcrop of the Chalk
in England is approximately 21,500 km2 and resultant volume 6.88 x 1012 m3. The 1993 BGS study
examined data from 1970-1990 and reported the volume of water in the Chalk to be between 2.02
x 1012 and 2.63 x 1012 m3. The dynamic storage volume (between the highest and lowest water
table levels) was reported as between 0.4 x 109 and 1.0 x109 m3. These dynamic storage values
were equivalent to 0.1-0.2 years of recharge or 0.3-0.8 years of abstraction. However, a report
by the BGS (Jones & Robins, 1999) stated that data from pumping tests for storage coefficients
could not be meaningfully extrapolated across the aquifer. Differing properties of the Chalk units
influence storage capacity and yield potential (Jones & Robins, 1999). Storage is also affected by
various factors such as structural features and topography (Jones & Robins, 1999). Tests were
also shown to be biased towards high yielding boreholes due to the abandoning of lower yield
boreholes so any values for transmissivity and storage coefficients cannot be truly representative
of the aquifer a whole (Jones & Robins, 1999). Groundwater has been extensively impacted by a
wide variety of pollutants throughout the twentieth century with nitrate being the most widespread
(Bloomfield & Marchant, 2013). The natural (baseline) quality of groundwater is highly variable in
the UK and groundwater chemistry is a function of rainfall chemistry, aquifer lithology, geochemical
environment, groundwater flow regimes and residence times (Shand et al., 2007). More detail is
presented in Appendix B.1 for brevity.
2.1.4. Chalk Hydrogeology
During the Late Cretaceous period, approximately 100 million years ago, sea levels were significantly
higher than present day (>100m), and significant portions of North West Europe were below sea
level. Due to the reduction in land mass, less material was available for erosion. As a result
pelagic deposition occurred on the seabed that allowed for the formation of soft white ooze from
the accumulation of microscopic planktonic skeletal algae (coccoliths). Other major contributing
factors that allowed for pelagic deposition were the lack of seasonal climate, causing an arid desert-
like climate with warmer waters with a general broad state of tectonic stability. (Hancock, 1993).
Once the ooze layer solidified it formed the limestone lithostratigraphic unit, which we know as the
Chalk that occurs across Northern Europe and parts of North America and Asia. Chalk geology is
covered in
Historically the Chalk of the UK was divided into three main sub-units; The Upper Chalk,
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the Middle Chalk and the Lower Chalk. This has since been replaced by a revised Chalk Group
Stratigraphy (Bristow et al., 1997) and is covered in more detail in Section 3.5.4.
The properties of the Chalk are a result of its tectonic origin, later diagenesis, weathering
and metamorphic activity. However, the hydraulic properties of the Chalk are related more to past
groundwater flow history in the saturated and unsaturated zones than its deposition history and
stratigraphic boundaries (Lloyd, 1993). The Chalk is an aquifer with a very fine grained porous
matrix intersected with a fractured network (Downing et al., 1993). Dissolution is largely the cause
of the main development of permeability in the upper parts of the aquifer, particularly in bedding
planes (Downing et al., 1993). Within the North Sea the Chalk may be up to around 2000 m thick
in the Viking Graben, whilst 300-350 m is more common on the flanks and outcrops (Downing et
al., 1993). On land, the Chalk sequence varies in thickness in the region of 200-500m in Southern
England (Lloyd, 1993 and Jones & Robins, 1999). The effective thickness of the Chalk aquifer
may only be in the region of 30-60 m (Lloyd, 1993) and areas of enhanced permeability are present
in levels above the present day water tables (Headworth et al., 1982; Headworth, 1972) due to
higher levels of precipitation and recharge in palaeosaturated conditions in the last post-glacial
recession (Lloyd, 1993). Fracturing has resulted in high permeability that decreases with depth
along with specific storage though the part of the aquifer affected by dissolution. In a section of
unconfined Chalk transmissivity may be very high but the overall specific yield is relatively small in
comparison. The aquifer does not confirm to stratigraphical boundaries and hydrological properties
generally show a gradual decrease with depth but can vary significantly in differing areas. The
Chalk exhibits a significant degree of heterogeneity.
The Upper and Middle Chalk of South East England has a typically high porosity of 20-45%
(Price et al., 1993) due to the shape and composition of coccoliths particles that comprise much
of the matrix. However, given the small size of these particles (<1 to 100 µm), the pores and
particularly the pore throats are also very small with the effective pore throat diameters being
between 0.1 and 1.0 µm and are generally uniform (Price et al., 1976). As such, the hydraulic
conductivity is correspondingly low, in the range of 10−4 to 10−1 m/day, although this range may
vary depending on whether laboratory core measurements or packer tests are used, with packer
tests typically showing a greater range of values as shown in Figure 2.7. Permeability is typically
0.1 to 10.0 m/day and has a low air entry pressure in the order of -30 m (Price et al., 1993).
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Figure 2.7.: Variation of hydraulic conductivity with depth from packer tests (bars) and labora-
tory core measurements (dots) from a Chalk borehole in the Candover catchment in
Hampshire. The figure illustrates the low values of inter-granular hydraulic conductivity
compared with the packer tests (Modified from Allen et al., 1997).
The fracture system of the Chalk has the opposite hydraulic properties compared to the
matrix having a low porosity and constituting about 1% of the Chalk’s total porosity, a high
hydraulic conductivity of typically two or three orders of magnitude greater than the matrix (Price
et al., 1993). Air entry pressure is high, around -0.5 m (Wellings, 1984a). The fracture system is
primarily tectonic in origin with three main sets of fractures present in European Chalk. One system
is parallel to bedding and the other two perpendicular to each other (Price et al., 1993). A survey
by Bloomfield (1996) distinguished two main features of large fractures comprising of horizontal
bedding planes and sub-vertical faults and small fracture features or joints.
Within the saturated zone the fractures provide the high transmissivity of the Chalk. The
saturated Chalk behaves as a dual porosity aquifer (Price et al., 1993), where the fractures provide
permeable pathways for flow and the matrix provides storage. The fractures and fissures that
contribute porosity and permeability components are referred to as fissure or fracture porosity and
permeability. The blocks bounded by these fractures are often described as matrix blocks and
their porosity and permeability as matrix (or matric) components (Price et al., 1993), hence the
dual porosity or double permeability description. Historically the role of fractures in flow and
transport processes was poorly understood due to the issue with how the high air entry pressure
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Figure 2.8.: Idealised dual porosity and dual permeability systems for the Chalk unsaturated zone
(Ireson, 2006).
of the fractures relative to low matric potential of the matrix pores would allow fractures to hold
and transmit water against the pore water suction from the matrix (Ireson, 2006; Ireson et al.,
2006). Given this issue, two conceptualisations of the Chalk unsaturated zone were proposed, the
previously mentioned dual permeability system but also the classic dual porosity system for flow
in an aquifer. The Chalk unsaturated zone was thought more to function like a dual permeability
system with gravity flow developed in fractures and matrix. Both systems are conceptualised in
Figure 2.8. The horizontal bedding planes had an average fracture spacing of 0.34 m and the fault
zones to have a spacing of 5.0 m on average (Bloomfield, 1996).
Flow however occurs in both fractures and matrix (Ireson, 2006; Ireson et al., 2006)) and this
system is highly sensitive to rainfall and relatively small changes in cumulative rainfall can cause
major differences in the temporal and spatial extent of fracture flow to the point of it dominating
recharge patterns (Ireson et al., 2006). Modelling indicated that increases of rainfall as little as
10% can activate fracture flow. In the saturated zone the fracture systems are extremely important
to hydrological processes. Historically fractures were considered to play a marginal role in the
hydrological processes of the unsaturated zone, but work by Ireson (2006) showed that the fractures
can dominate recharge.
2.1.5. Understanding Flow in the Chalk 1 - Early Work
In the saturated state the Chalk was suggested to behave as a dual porosity system, first recognized
by Barenblatt et al. (1960) and later further expanded by Price et al. (1993). Early work by Foster
(1974) suggested differing layers of linear storage elements with differing permeability and storage.
Foster (1974) concluded that the Chalk could not be considered to have a uniform distribution
of permeability and storage with depth. Prior to this, work by Smith et al. (1970) assessed the
distribution of water content and tritium over depth to estimate mean downwards velocity due to
inter-granular movement by the use of solute profiles. Smith et al. (1970) estimated this velocity to
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be 0.88 mm/yr, meaning that if all tritium moved at this velocity then none would be present below
13 m depth. However, only 15% was observed below 1 3m and 85% above. This was early indication
of the differing in dominance of flow better fractures and seepage, with fractures previously thought
to be dominant.
Further work by Foster (1975) re-interpreted the work by Smith et al. (1970). Foster (1975)
suggested that water input to the unsaturated zone varies by area and localised in fractures and
concentration gradients would exist between fractures and the matrix pore water. The processes
of movement were still analysed by solute profiles, with Oakes (1977) assuming water moved solely
through fractures and diffuse exchange of solutes occurred instantaneously between the mobile
fracture water and static pore water but this was shown to be unrealistic by (Barker & Foster,
1981) with solute transfer occurring by diffusion. Further work during the late 1970s and early
1980s continued to use solute movement to explain flow processes in the Chalk. Young et al. (1976)
indicated that uniform migration of solutes could be achieved by inter-granular seepage through
the matrix. Wellings (1984b) looked at solute profiles in a Chalk aquifer in Hampshire and found
that solute peaks attenuated little in the upper 3m of the profile and the solutes moved downwards
at similar velocity to water and predominantly through the Chalk matrix rather than fractures at
0.85 mm/yr, consistent with earlier work by Young et al. (1976). Work at this stage used 10-15%
of flow through the Chalk to represent fracture flow (bypass flow) based on the uniform velocity
models from Oakes (1977).
2.1.6. Understanding Flow in the Chalk 2 - Soil Physics
A significant amount of work in the early 1980s brought forward our understanding of the Chalk.
The application of soil physics was an area applied to the Chalk to help understand flow processes
in the unsaturated zone. These were based on changes in matric potential over depth allowing the
hydraulic gradient to be derived, changes in water content over time used to derive changes in storage
over time and boundary fluxes, the rainfall infiltration, output by drainage and evapotranspiration.
Early work in this area by Wellings & Bell (1980) attempted to explain the conditions under
which the mechanisms of rapid fracture flow and slow matric flow occur. Data from Wellings & Bell
(1980) indicated matric flow to be dominant in both summer and winter. They also indicated that
fractures would be unable to hold water unless the conditions were quasi-saturated with high matric
potentials to provide flow pathways. Wellings & Bell (1980) indicated high intensity storms were
required for fracture flow and solute profiles were consistent with the slow drainage (at velocities
similar to those quoted previously in this section) through the matrix. It was clear that water
content and matric potential was highly interrelated and in a state of constant flux (Wellings &
Bell, 1982) and concepts at the time such as field capacity, specific yield did not taken into account
this. Wellings & Bell (1982) stressed that further soil physics work was required to determine the
flow processes.
Work by Wellings & Cooper (1983) looked at variability of recharge in a Chalk aquifer. They
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summarised that there was a clear variability in the Chalk’s physical properties and solute profiles
further supported slow flow predominantly through the matrix. They also suggested that rapid
transport of water through large pores of fractures to be plausible provided that matric potentials
are high enough, but these are only likely to occur during extremely wet conditions. Changes in
hydraulic conductivity were attributed to fractures when high matric potential occurred (Wellings
& Cooper, 1983) meaning they could transport water rapidly to the water table. Wellings (1984a)
first adopted the framework of two modes of flow where capillary theory applies to both fractures
and the matrix. Wellings (1984a) concluded that the dominant flow at the test site to be matrix
flow and fractures have a specific air entry pressure and only when matric potential is greater than
this threshold will fractures hold water and allow flow, whilst when matric potential is less than this
threshold they will not hold water or allow flow (Wellings, 1984a). The other observation was the
activation of fracture flow following sufficient recharge once the drainage flux exceeds the saturated
matrix hydraulic conductivity (Wellings, 1984a).
2.1.7. Understanding Flow in the Chalk 3 - Activation of Fractures
In the unsaturated zone, pore suction from the matrix makes it difficult to see how fractures can
hold and transmit water. Until recently the role of fractures tended to be thought mainly as flow
pathways and was poorly understood. The thought of a fracture dominated flow system prevailed
prior to the 1980s due to often recorded rapid responses of the water table to heavy rainfall. The
rapid response was often been explained by a “piston displacement” mechanism during the 1970s and
1980s where water that enters the water table has been displaced from the base of the unsaturated
zone, rather than flowing through the unsaturated zone (Price et al., 1993). Hodnett & Bell (1990)
hypothesised that thin films of water occurred of the surface of the saturated Chalk matrix after
observing slow responses to rainfall when the Chalk profile was dry and fast when wet. High matric
potentials allowed high fluxes to be carried over the matrix surface through these films (Hodnett &
Bell, 1980). Hodnett & Bell (1990) described how the contact area between Chalk blocks separated
horizontally would form a bottleneck in hydraulic conductivity and these films would be the first
area to exhibit preferential flow behaviour. Increases in the thickness of these films at a contact
point will increase hydraulic conductivity by increasing cross-sectional water-filled porosity and
reducing tortuosity of flow pathways (Haria et al., 2003). When these horizontal openings are
water-filled but vertical fractures are empty the vertical flux will be equal to the maximum matrix
conductivity (Haria et al., 2003) and further increases in drainage fluxes will invoke a vertical film
and fracture flow (Figure 2.9). These represent intermediate water storage sites in-between the small
matrix pores and large fracture pores and is the main controlling factor for water fluxes in shallow
groundwater sites (Haria et al., 2003). Deep groundwater sites were observed to be attenuated and
contact points at shallow groundwater tables lacked the capacity to accommodate incoming water
compared to contact points at deeper groundwater tables (Haria et al., 2003). Deep groundwater
sites could not reach potentials required to exceed the hydraulic conductivity of the Chalk to allow
preferential fracture flow to occur (Haria et al., 2003). Further work by Mathias et al. (200) (and
Mathias, 2005) examined the effect of the horizontal fractures on matrix flow. Mathias et al. (2005)
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concluded through numerical modelling that movement through the matrix would only be partially
impeded by horizontal fractures. This work also pointed out failings in the 15% bypass value from
solute profiles.
Figure 2.9.: Conceptual illustration of the development of the intermediate storage by contact theory
(Haria et al., 2003).
Work by Price et al. (1993) looked the specific yield of Chalk catchments and found that
change in groundwater storage during times of groundwater recession to be an order of magnitude
less than the total volume of water lost from baseflow for the same period. This indicated that
additional processes must contribute to baseflow and was suggested that this could be water con-
tributed from the unsaturated zone as a delayed yield or recharge. This delayed yield could be
thought of as the intermediate storage component proposed by Haria et al. (2003) and Price et al.
(2000). Price et al. (2000) looked at this anomaly in detail, calculating that drainage of around
0.3% the unsaturated zone storage rock would be required to explain the slow drainage and helped
explain slow water table responses following recharge events but also the Chalk’s drought resilience.
Importantly this indicated that the water table may not be an accurate indicator of resources. Price
et al. (2000) also illustrated the concept of filling and draining irregularities on the fracture surfaces
allowing for a model for fracture flow generation of the unsaturated zone. This model suggested
flow could be generated at any depth and is likely to occur near the water table with low matric
hydraulic conductivity (Figure 2.10).
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Figure 2.10.: Fracture flow activation (Price et al., 2000).
2.1.8. Understanding Flow in the Chalk 4 - Water Table Response to Rainfall
Historically water table responses to rainfall have not been examined significantly. Early work by
Headworth (1972) looked at the lag between rainfall and groundwater level rise and used this to
infer rates of percolation of 1.5-6.7m/day through the Chalk, compared to rates of up to 0.01m/day
given by Price et al. (1993). Headworth interpreted this flow as a displacement mechanism with
water entering the top of the partially saturated profile which then displaces water at the bottom.
Work by Lee et al. (2006) looked at the water table response to rainfall at three sites on the
Chalk in Sussex and Hampshire. They found that responses varied from less than a day to over
4 weeks and associated faster responses to fracture flow and slow responses to matrix flow via the
displacement mechanism described by Headworth (1972). Rapid responses were observed to occur
during recharge periods with the thinnest unsaturated zone and moisture content at its highest
whilst slowest responses occur after dry periods in reverse conditions.
2.1.9. Recent Developments
Significant work in understanding the Chalk has occurred in more recent years. Bradford (2002)
noted major structural features along with changes in permeability and storage with depth to control
regional groundwater flow. Minor structural features, lithology and karstification were important
on a local scale, particularly in regards to discharge to rivers. Griffiths et al. (2006) looked at the
interaction of groundwater and streamflow in the Pang and Lambourn catchments and indicated
that the controls on this interaction were numerous and varied in scale but difficult to describe
(similar to Bradford, (2002)) but they showed that Chalk groundwater can support dry weather
streamflow indicating resistance to drought. Chalk groundwater and discharge were observed to
match well, with rise in hydraulic head occurring with increased discharge but streamflow recession
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was faster than groundwater recession, indicating the slow matrix recharge previously indicated.
Grapes et al. (2004) showed that the temporal and spatial variability in chalk stream accretion
with marked variations in the magnitude of seepage over comparatively small distances and are
likely to reflect a combination of local and site-specific controls on groundwater flow, but the results
of the work by Grapes et al. (2004) also demonstrates the importance of surface topography and,
in chalk catchments, the distribution of dry valleys.
Attempts to understand the significance of the matrix flow contribution in the Chalk following
the earlier solute profile work were continued by Mathias et al. (2005). Historically fracture flow
was considered dominant partly due evidence from rainfall rapid responses (Headworth, 1972). The
later work by Wellings (1984a), Hodnett et al. (1990) and Haria et al. (2003) thought matrix
flow to be dominant, whilst work by Oakes et al. (1981) and Fretwell et al. (2000) considered
fracture flow dominant. Mathias et al. (2005) attempted to resolve this conflict via reviews of
literature and modelling analyses. Amongst the previously discussed 15% bypass issue, Mathias et
al. (2005) indicated matrix flow to be significant in the unsaturated zone but unable to quantify
it but also agreeing with Price et al., (2000) that fracture flow is likely to be intermittent. A
comprehensive monitoring scheme of the unsaturated zone was carried out by Ireson et al. (2006) in
an effort to further understand the processes, however this was limited to the soils and nearer-surface
weathered Chalk. The field observations were used to characterise unsaturated zone and recharge
processes. Ireson et al. (2006) observed water content and matric potential to be attenuated with
depth, consistent with earlier observations by Mathias et al. (2005) with the soil layer attenuating
water fluxes allowing the chalk to accommodate them in normal conditions. Recharge processes
were interpreted by both fracture flow and displacement (Headworth, 1972) via slow matrix flow.
Changes in soil moisture causing rapid propagation of matric potential down the to the water table
caused increases or decrease in hydraulic head gradients at the water table and in turn the rate of
recharge (Ireson et al., 2006). This suggested recharge to be occurring continually throughout the
year at differing rates (Ireson et al., 2006). Fracture flow was not dismissed by Ireson et al. (2006)
but matrix flow was considered the primary source of recharge. Packer and borehole pumping tests
were carried out by Williams et al. (2006) in a similar chalk location (Berkshire) to Ireson et al.
(2006). These attempted to investigate the amount of flow fractures contributed but confirmed the
heterogeneity of the Chalk and failed to highlight which flow process to be dominant.
Mathias et al. (2006) added evidence to fracture flow being episodic and infrequent and rep-
resented 17-30% of annual recharge, following development of a dual-permeability one-dimensional
model. These simulations, using a solute further indicated attenuating effects of the soil layer caus-
ing most flow to be matric. Building on this development, catchment scale modelling of flow in
the unsaturated zone was developed by Jackson et al. (2006; 2007). This further indicated the
attenuation effects but showed more rapid water table responses to be strongly correlated to ma-
jor infiltration episodes, matching the observations of fracture flow in highly saturated conditions
(Wellings, 1984a), with further solute profiles indicating slow matric flow being dominant.
Ireson et al. (2009) developed a physical model driven by rainfall and evaporation data for
flow of water through the unsaturated zone. This model contained discrete matrix and fracture
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components and allowed water fluxes to be simulated throughout the profile. This model closely
reproduced observed changes in soil moisture and indicated matrix flow to be predominant for
recharge and strongly attenuated with depth and accounted for vertical heterogeneity. However,
Ireson et al. (2009) indicated fast fracture flow pathways to be highly sensitive to rainfall and
could be activated by moderate increases in rainfall (order of 10%), dramatically altering recharge
patterns. Simulations of zero flux planes provided strong evidence for where deep water tables exist;
recharge is constant throughout the year even in drought conditions, albeit at differing rates. This
indicated the large amount of storage in the unsaturated zone above the ZFP was available to satisfy
evaporation demand and stressed that this has historically been overlooked and in turn may lead
to errors in parametric estimation for modelling. The evidence for rapid responses (Ireson et al.,
2009) indicated that preferential recharge pathways may exist in certain conditions in water tables
deeper than 5m. The model by Ireson et al. (2009) produced simulations of the migration ZFPs
throughout the profile over time, which were extremely similar to ZFP profiles from data sites. An
example can be observed in Figure 2.11. The results from this are consistent with the schematic
proposal in Figure 2.4 by Wellings & Bell (1980). The water table responses also match the seasonal
demand for water with levels falling following creation of a divergent ZFP.
Figure 2.11.: Simulated zero flux planes and observed water table response at test site (Ireson et
al., 2009).
This was examined in detail by Ireson & Butler (2011) by both a physical modelling and
empirical approach. The controls on preferential recharge were observed to be characteristics of
rainfall events (duration and intensity), physical properties of the near surface and antecedent soil
moisture in the near-surface. Ireson & Butler (2011) suggested two distinct methods of fracture
flow in the unsaturated zone; non-preferential and preferential (in addition to matrix flow). The
former occurred when matric potential in fractures and matrix are in equilibrium causing recharge
lag in the region of 10s of days. Preferential flow would occur in response to extreme rainfall events,
with flow bypassing the matrix causing recharge lags less than 1 day. However, this was limited
to one test site and computationally demanding and water table responses could not be simulated.
Moderate rainfall events required the antecedent soil moisture to be accounted for.
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The matric potential in the matrix and fractures was further shown to be extreme different
particularly following intense infiltration events (Ireson et al., 2012). This continued the dual-
continua model developed previously (Ireson & Butler., 2011, Ireson et al., 2009). The activation
of fractures was consistent with a maximum infiltration rate that could be accommodated under
fracture-matrix equilibrium (Ireson et al., 2012) indicating preferential wetting of fractures and
fracture flow may explain hysteretic soil moisture curves. The water table responses were measured
at two borehole sites in the Chalk at East Ilseley and Hodcott. The difference in the responses from
the two sites was explained be differing thicknesses of the unsaturated zone causing similar water
table response from different recharge pulses (Ireson et al., 2012). The unsaturated zone at East
Ilseley is 20m thick whilst it is 30m at Hodcott. It was suggested that preferential fracture flow
reached the water table at 20m depth at East Ilseley but at Hodcott was fully attenuated by 30m
corroborating the previous work by Ireson et al., (2009) and Ireson & Butler, 2011.
The Chalk aquifer is often the dominant influence on overlying river systems and chalk streams
such have seasonal baseflow dominated hydrographs that reflects the dynamics of the aquifer it
drains (Hughes et al., 2011). Typically in Chalk catchments there is little surface runoff due
to overlying permeable deposits so streamflow can represent as little as 2% of incidental rainfall
(Hughes et al., 2011). Streamflow sources will migrate seasonally, retreating during summer and
may cease in drought conditions. The intermittent nature of Chalk streams is greater between ex-
treme events. These river-aquifer interactions are a strong control on streamflow (Bradford, 2002).
Chalk groundwater dominated catchments have been characterised as part of a major UK initiative,
the UK lowland catchment research programme (LOCAR) (Wheater et al., 2007). This initiative
has been designed to improve our understanding of these chalk catchments. The lowland catchment
research (LOCAR) programme in the UK has provided a unique set of comprehensively instru-
mented groundwater-dominated catchments. The Pang and Lambourn, tributaries of the Thames
near Reading, have been a particular focus for research into subsurface processes as well as surface
watergroundwater interactions (Jackson et al., 2007). The study by Jackson et al. (2007) sum-
marised the modelling and data findings of the LOCAR explorations into a new dual permeability
numerical model of the Chalk, used to explore the relative roles of matrix and fracture flow within
the unsaturated zone and resolve conflicting hypotheses of response and produced a parsimonious
conceptualisation of the general response of flow and transport within the unsaturated zone.
2.1.10. Modelling Chalk Catchments
Modelling of Chalk catchments has been developed since the 1970s with significant areas discussed
in Section 2.1.1. A lot of early work was related to water balances and solute profiles. Most
models were rainfall-runoff models based on inputs and outputs (Vandewiele, 1983). Selecting the
appropriate model can be challenging, with distinction between conceptual and physical modelling
approaches.
Physical models are often powerful tools to assist with our understanding of hydrology. They
are based on understanding of the hydrological processes and use physically based mathematical
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equations to describe these processes. These models are typically more computationally intense
and data heavy than conceptual models. Physical models usually require a greater number of input
parameters to operate. Physical models may provide reliable results if the required parameters (e.g.
hydraulic conductivity) are available. In reality often the required parameter inputs (particularly
sub-surface hydrological parameters) are not available or cannot be measured accurately, and so
interpolated localised values are often used.
Broadly speaking, conceptual models are simpler in that they do not generally attempt to
provide a realistic representation of the physical processes occurring. Conceptual modelling draws on
metric modelling, which use hydrograph fit relationships between data, but do not offer identification
of the real parameters. This method often uses a series of water stores with rules and parameters
to govern the fluxes and losses between the stores, where a loss from one store typically acts as
the input for another store. Representing the physical processes can be challenging, so often the
conceptual approach is adopted. A bucket model is a conceptual representation of the hydrological
processes where an aquifer is represented by a conceptual bucket. Manabe (1969) proposed one of
the early bucket models. This initially had one parameter, the bucket capacity, but has since been
modified and used as a basis for further bucket models to create rainfall-runoff models with inputs
and outputs that can be tested on a number of locations (Mouelhi et al., 2006). Nash & Sutcliffe
(1970) discussed the differences in modelling approaches to river flows and noted the fundamental
difference being whether the model is required solely to forecast flows for a particular basin or
whether to gain a greater understanding of the hydrological processes within. If only to reproduce
the outputs, then specifying the model form and optimised parametric values so that the output
is sufficiently close to the observed output, then the first approach is suitable and the conceptual
approach, whilst the latter requires establishing relationships between parameters, model parts
and the catchment characteristics and processes within (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970). Versatility and
simplicity, as well as the ability to modify are important aspects of the process. These early models
provided simplistic low parameter approaches to modelling catchments (O’Connell et al., 1970).
Varied time-steps can be used in modelling, but clearly the finer the resolution the better, but this
in term will impact parameter numbers and the effectiveness of models (Mouelhi et al., 2006). Fair
results can be obtained using functions of rainfall to produce streamflow, but a review by Mouelhi et
al. (2006) indicated model performance was better when including antecedent rainfall. Parameter
numbers in modelling can be highly varied.
Adopting the correct approach is vital. Gleick (1986 and 1987b) provided a review of the
approaches to selecting an approach based on a set of criteria, which were the inherent accuracy
of the model, the initial model calibration, availability of input and historical comparative data (as
well as data quality and resolution), the model’s flexibility (including ease of use and adaptabil-
ity) and compatibility with GCMs. Water balance models were shown to be highly effective for
evaluating regional hydrological impacts of global climatic changes (Gleick, 1986). Fundamentally
the conceptual approach is viewed to be not only effective in modelling hydrological processes, but
also ease to understand and adjust. If a model can be run on short-term time-steps, incorporate
different output/input scenarios and provide information on hydrological variables (e.g. graphical
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output of flow simulations) then the model will be of value, particular for planning for impact as-
sessment (Gleick, 1987; 1987b). In addition empirical approaches are difficult to produce due to the
inability to directly measure much of the hydrological processes occurring, particularly within the
unsaturated zone (Wibley et al., 1994).
Hydrological modelling is dependent on an effective calibration process, whether against a
single objective or multiple objectives. Typically many models are designed to produce one par-
ticular output and so calibration is carried out on parameters to optimise this output in terms of
performance. This automatic calibration has proved historically to be effective and efficient but has
drawbacks often related to whether parameters are realistic (Efstratiadis & Koutsoyiannis, 2010).
Replacing the single scalar method with a multiple (vector) method of calibration using a pareto
concept has shown to be highly effective for calibration purposes (Madsen & Khu, 2005) and has
only been in widespread use since the late 1990s (Efstratiadis & Koutsoyiannis, 2010). For a use-
ful summary on multi-objective calibration the reader is referred to the work by Efstratiadis &
Koutsoyiannis (2010).
The integrated nitrogen in catchments (INCA) model was used by Limbrick et al. (2000) to
assess potential impacts of climate change scenarios on flow regimes in the River Kennet catch-
ment using a water balance. This model is flow based and uses reaction kinetic equations to
simulate hydrological processes, developed by Whitehead et al. (1998) and widely applied around
the world (Mathias et al., 2007). These simulations (Limbrick et al., 2000) showed reductions in
annual runoff along with greater summer and autumn soil moisture deficits, which also persisted
longer. Fundamentally a reduction in annual minimum flows was observed. This model comprised
of three components, the first uses the Meteorological Office rainfall and evapotranspiration system
(MORECS) to calculate hydrologically effective rainfall (HER) and soil moisture deficits (SMDs) to
create two inputs and daily average temperatures being the third. The second component simulates
effects of the catchment to be identified and incorporated and the third simulates flows through
water reservoirs in soil and groundwater reactive zones (Whitehead et al., 1998). A lot of work
with the chalk has also been focused around tracer tests (Mathias et al., 2006 and Schurch et al.,
2004). Authors have also broken down modelling hydrological processes into sections, for example
estimating recharge to aquifers (Rushton & Ward, 1979 and Rushton, 2005). This has been applied
to the Chalk by estimating HER via simple models, giving insights to root constants as well as infor-
mation on the ability of the Chalk to draw on stored water in dry years (Limbrick, 2002). Another
approach is by coupling established models into an integrated approach. This has been applied
to the Kennet catchment by combining region climate models, water resources models and water
quality models into one framework (Wibly et al., 2006). This approach allows for linking models to
assess climate change impacts. A study by Jackson et al. (2007) looked at the integration of the
catchment scale INCA model with a simplified unsaturated zone representation resulting in a new
model for catchment-scale flow and transport within Chalk systems called INCA-Chalk and was
applied to the Lambourn catchment in regards to concerns around the unsaturated zone in lowland
Chalk preventing the control of nitrogen levels being achieved within the time scales demanded by
incoming European and UK legislation at the time. The results of this study implied that the time
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lines demanded by the Water Framework Directive were not realistic for Chalk catchments, or any
baseflow-dominated systems where significant retardation of chemicals can occur (Jackson et al.,
2007). The model simulations presented by Jackson et al. (2007) suggested that groundwater con-
centrations in such systems will not reduce for several decades, and that increases due to historical
loading are inevitable within the short term.
Recent work modelling the Chalk has been carried out in the Pang and Lambourn catchments
in Berkshire, UK as part of the NERC lowland catchment research program (LOCAR). Extensive
instrumentation exists in the catchment to provide an improved understanding of the processes of
the Chalk unsaturated zone. Much physically based work has been carried out on the data from this
catchment and a summary of the recent advances and challenges in modelling Chalk groundwater
behaviour is presented by Butler et al. (2012). Ireson et al., (2008) developed a physically based
model for the flow of water through the unsaturated zone, with the inclusion of weathered layers into
the model. Parameters were indicated by the use of field data of water content and matric potential.
The model was able to accurately reproduce the observed changes in soil moisture, using rainfall
and evaporation data. Ireson et al., (2009) concluded again that recharge was primarily through
the matrix, linking all the way back to early work by Smith et al., (1970) on the Chalk unsaturated
zone. Ireson et al., (2009) also concluded that the development of the recharge fluxes persists
throughout the year, even during drought conditions. Jackson et al., (2006; 2007), noted like Ireson
et al., (2006; 2009; 2011), that whilst the water table response to major infiltration episodes may be
strongly correlated with low lag times, vertical flow through the matrix may in fact be extremely
slow and water that exits the unsaturated zone may be of greatly varying age due to aggregation
and variations in flow conditions in the unsaturated zone. Addressing challenges in modelling
Chalk groundwater have major implications for both droughts and floods. Fully understanding the
effect of the Chalk’s heterogeneity is still a major challenge, and still its behaviour under extreme
conditions is not well understood, coupled with difficulty in parametrising hydraulic properties of
the unsaturated zone (Butler et al., 2012). Complex coupled matrix-fracture flow models have
been developed for use in distributed groundwater models to aid with understanding hydrological
processes (Butler et al., 2012). Some of these models are highly complex and computationally
demanding. Still, simple lumped parameter single-point models are in use by the EA for example
to monitor groundwater levels and can be expanded by combining multiple single-point methods to
gain information on groundwater flooding (Upton & Jackson, 2011).
Conceptual models have shown to be effective in producing accurate representation of ob-
served outputs, while being less computationally demanding. It is also more flexible and easy to
adapt for needs than a more empirical physical-based approach. There are limitations, with the
lack of identifiability of parameters to real processes but our inability to accurately measure these
hydrological processes negates this issue. Conceptual modelling has also been shown to work well
on a catchment scale so combining these factors it is considered the better approach for modelling
the Lavant catchment. In addition when addressing the criteria suggested by Gleick (1986) there
is a significant amount of high-quality input data for the catchment as well as long-term historic
groundwater records for validation.
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2.2. Part 2: Drought
2.2.1. Introduction
Water management is a world-wide issue. With current trends of population growth, the demand
for water looks likely to increase significantly. Typically events of low precipitation and resultant
low flows lead to droughts. Drought studies typically lack a consistency in the methods for defining
drought events. Various definitions have been developed based on different methods and data, but
this variation is one of the major problems which may well lead to the varying definitions (Dracup
et al. 1980a) stated that the varying concepts used by different fields of study give rise to this lack
of consistency. Therefore the question must be asked, “How do we define a drought for this study?”.
In order to answer this we must explore drought classifications and drought indicators.
2.2.2. Drought Definitions
No universal definition of drought exists and a vast array of differing definitions have been published.
This issue was highlight by Wilhte & Glantz (1987) who noted over 150 published definitions and
that many studies lack consistency in their definitions. Droughts occur in nearly every climatic zone
and therefore constant definitions are difficult to achieve due to the inherent variations in climatic
conditions. As a result definitions have often been regional in their application.
Droughts occur in almost every climatic zone. Consistent definitions that may be applied
to all zones are found to be lacking, whilst specific definitions often applicable to a certain region
and/or climatic conditions appear to be more common. The widely ranging definitions of drought
have historically been an issue for drought investigation (Yevjevich, 1967). More recently many
authors have presented wide-ranging definitions for drought. A useful summary of these definitions
have been presented by Mishra & Singh (2010) and Hisdal & Tallaksean (2000a). A distinction
between conceptual and operational aspects of drought is required (Wilhite & Glantz, 1987). The
conceptual aspect may be thought of as a definition in relative term such as a “long dry period”,
whilst operational aspects identify the duration and severity of drought periods. The operational
aspect may be used to analyse drought frequency or severity and duration for a return period
(Mishra & Singh, 2010). A general definition suggested by Beran & Rodier (1985) stated the
chief characteristic of a drought to be a decrease in water availability in a particular period over
a particular area. Most suggestions are general, such as “a significant deviation from the normal
hydrological conditions of an area” (Palmer, 1965). A summary of these general definitions was
presented by Mishra & Singh (2010).
A further method of definition was based on disciplinary aspects, first suggested by Dracup
et al. (1980a; 1980b). This was later developed by Wilhite & Glantz (1985) by identifying four
categories:
• Meteorological drought: an expression of departures in precipitation from the normal over a
period of time and reflects one of the primary causes of drought. A commonly used method
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for drought analysis. Effective precipitation is an important aspect as this is the normal
amount of rainfall required to maintain soil moisture above the wilting point and counteract
evaporation.
• Hydrological drought: typically a period with deficiencies in surface and/or subsurface water
availability for normal uses in a water system. It usually reflects both effects and impacts of a
drought. Streamflow data has primarily been used for hydrological drought analysis (Dracup
et al., 1980a).
• Agricultural drought: typically defined as a period with a decline in soil moisture for a par-
ticular crop for a particular period without any reference to surface water. A decline in
soil moisture is inherently linked to factors that affect both meteorological and hydrological
droughts.
• Socio-economic drought: usually associated with the supply and demand of water resources
and occurs when this demand exceeds the supply due to weather-related shortfalls in water
supply.
The statistical characteristics proposed for defining extreme events are duration, magnitude
(average water deficit) and severity (cumulative water deficit) (Dracup et al., 1980b) which were





Only two parameters were required to specify droughts or high flow events with duration
and severity considered primary parameters being dependent on annual streamflow (Dracup et
al., 1980b). This is further expanded in the Drought Indicators section (Section B.3). This ba-
sic statistical approach paved the way for the four previously defined definitions based on water
deficits, averaging periods, truncation levels and regionalisation. Building on this a disciplinary
classification was used by Tate & Gustard (2000) which categorised droughts into climatological,
agro-meteorological, river flow and groundwater droughts. These categories are closely linked. A me-
teorological drought will often lead to an agricultural drought and, in turn, a hydrological drought.
The latter manifesting itself first as a surface water drought, which then may be followed eventually
by a groundwater drought propagating through the hydrological system (Mishra & Singh, 2010).
Whilst this sequence is logical, there are limitations with its applicability to differing aquifer types.
It assumes catchments to be non-groundwater dominated, that is the sequence will always apply
regardless of aquifer type. This is discussed further in Section 2.2.5.
The regionalisation aspect must be considered with droughts as thresholds for definitions
based on changes in precipitation or deviations from normal amounts will be site specific (Hisdal
& Tallaksen, 2000a; 2000b and Tallaksen et al., 2009). Problems can occur when defining normal
amounts on relatively short-term data records (typically 30 years) and then comparing these to
much longer-term variations. The deviations (surplus or deficit) will also differ in severity due to
regionalisation (Hisdal & Tallaksen, 2000a; 2000b and Tallaksen et al., 2009). Early methods used
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percentiles to apply measures of shortfall that allowed for regional variation (Gibbs & Maher, 1967).
Droughts are often split into major and minor with the separator being a set quantifiable indicator,
such as a specific groundwater level or range below a set value. These definitions typically vary
from site-to-site and are subjective (Hisdal & Tallaksen, 2000a). Major droughts are referred to by
Mishra & Singh (2010) in their review of drought concepts, but no actual definition is provided,
while minor droughts are not considered. Often major droughts covering a long time period may
be split into these minor droughts and considered to be then mutually dependent minor droughts
as opposed to one event (Hisdal & Tallaksen, 2000a; 2000b). The distinction between major and
minor therefore is subjective and dependent on the study and so appropriate definitions should be
indicated by the researcher.
2.2.3. Drought Indicies/Indexes
Dracup et al. (1980b) noted two basic approaches to drought analysis existed; analysing the stochas-
tic structure of the components within a hydrological system and analysing the interaction between
stochastic components. Drought indicators (or triggers) are variables used to detect and charac-
terise drought conditions (Steinmann et al., 2005). These include magnitude, severity and spatial
extent of droughts and are based on hydrological and meteorological observations. Changes in these
variables can indicate the occurrence of droughts. Combining indicators gives rise to drought indices
or indexes. Further detail on drought indicators is presented in Appendix B.3 for brevity.
A drought index is a variable used to assess the effect and parameters of droughts and a
number have been historically defined (Mishra & Singh, 2010). The variable should be able to
quantify droughts for different time-scales and the most commonly used is a yearly time-scale.
The yearly time-scale is useful for obtaining information on hydrological drought behaviour but a
monthly time-scale is used more in situations related to agricultural and socio-economic droughts
(Mishra & Singh, 2010). Drought indices can be single or multi-variable (complex), combing one or
more elements from the hydrological cycle.
A number of different indices have been developed to quantify droughts and each has inherent
strengths and weaknesses. Some of the most well know multi-variable indices include the Palmer
drought index (PDI) (Palmer, 1965 and Ramachandra Rao & Padmanbhan, 1984) and standardised
precipitation index (SPI) (Mckee et al., 1993) for meterological droughts and the surface water
supply index (SWSI) (Shafer & Dezman, 1982) for hydrological droughts. Nearly all drought indices
use precipitation singly or combined with other meteorological aspects by combining the various
indices (Mishra & Singh, 2010). Many of these indices have been in use for decades and have been
widely used and subsequently modified for specific localities or purposes (Rao & Padmanabhan,
1984). The PDI evolved into the PDSI (Palmer Drought Severity Index) with variations having
been developed for differing purposes such as water supply monitoring.
Byun & Wilhite (1998) highlighted general weaknesses in some of the indices used including
the inability to detect the onset, end and accumulated severity of droughts along with the inability
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to take into account runoff and evapotranspiration. Issues with time-steps were highlighted and
importantly the inability to differentiate hydrological effects into surface and subsurface water. The
authors introduced effective precipitation (EP), which was added to create a new series of indices
for use along with methods to calculate duration. This method was used by the authors to create
a ratio known as the effective drought index (EDI) value. This EDI value was then compared
on daily basis to EP values, to see if the EDI value was exceeded or not. However, this method
shown differing weaknesses with exaggeration of droughts occurring and suitability issue depending
on regional variation. In addition the time-scale was comparatively short at 37 years. A detailed
review of all major drought indices is presented by Mishra & Singh (2010) and some example
applications by Hisdal & Tallaksen (2000a; 2000b) and Hisdal et al. (2000). Specific groundwater
drought indices and there application were investigated by Fendekova & Fendek (2012). Here, Base
flow values were separated from the discharge hydrograms. The base flow drought severity index
was applied, calculated as the value of the base flow drought deficit volume divided by the drought
duration. Fendekova & Fendesk proposed standardized base flow drought severity index as the ratio
of the base flow drought index and the average long-term annual base flow. The authors applied
this to the Nitra River basin of the Vah River in Slovakia, noting differences between seasonality
and base flow drought duration occurred across a cross-section of the river basin with no unified
pattern of drought occurrence across the basin, with the upper basin being more sensitive to extreme
climatic situations occurrences. Flieg et al. (2011) explored the link between severe hydrological
droughts and weather types using a new Regional Drought Area Index (RADI) based on daily
streamflow, to represent drought-affected areas across five regions (four in the UK). The authors,
building on earlier work by Fowler & Kilsby (2002), noted that regional drought characteristics,
including duration and frequency, were found to vary considerably between regions but in 1976 and
1996, all regions experienced severe events, and these years were, unsurprisingly, found to be the
most severe drought years across the study regions as a whole. Linking to later work by Chiverton
et al. (2015a; 2015b), it was observed that hydrological response time (time taken for weather to
influence drought development) was found to vary markedly between regions according to basin
storage properties. This work by Flieg et al. (2011) demonstrates hydrological response time to be
fundamental in moderating drought response to mesoscale climatic drivers and severe hydrological
droughts may be caused by a complex set of hydroclimatological processes (primarily northern
high-pressure systems) that vary between regions and events.
2.2.4. Streamflow Drought
Hydrological droughts can be defined in terms of streamflow. A distinction has been made between
streamflow droughts and low flows (Beran & Rodier, 1985), where the main feature of a drought is
said to be the deficit of water for some specific purpose as opposed to low flow that are normally
experienced during a drought but feature only one element of the drought (i.e. drought magnitude).
For defining streamflow droughts the most common method is the threshold method (Figure 2.12),
first developed by Rice (1945). Early major hydrological applications were by Yevjevich (1967). The
properties of this are the drought duration and severity. The minimum flow is a low flow measure.
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The actual threshold is a set low flow amount. The severity is often defined by the ratio between
drought deficit volume and duration. The threshold can be defined in a number of ways, such as
well defined quantity such as reservoir specific yield/storage or applying low flow indices or flow
exceedance (Dracup et al., 1980a).
Streamflow droughts are of limited use for this study due to the limited amount of streamflow
data (30 years) and because of the presence of only one river in the study region and its intermittent
nature. A review of summer streamflow drought was provided by Kingston et al. (2013) and further
information presented in Appendix B.4.
Figure 2.12.: Streamflow hydrograph of threshold method indication duration (di) and severity (Si)
and the threshold level q0 (Hisdal et al., 2000).
2.2.5. Groundwater Droughts
Groundwater levels reflect both the intrinsic storage and hydraulic conductivity properties of an
aquifer as well as the dynamic balance of water recharging and discharging an aquifer over a wide
range of spatial and temporal scales(Bloomfield et al., 2013). Groundwater recharge is temporally
and spatially highly variable due to the range of influence factors related to land-use, soil types,
geology, surface water characteristics and others. (Bloomfield et al., 2013). Permeable catchment
hydrological droughts can also be defined using groundwater droughts. Historically groundwater
research in regard to droughts has been lacking (Hisdal & Tallaksen, 2000a; Peters, 2003, Peters et
al., 2003, Peters et al., 2005, Tallaksen et al., 2006). A review of drought concepts by Mishra &
Singh (2010) recommended that groundwater drought be included with the previous drought types
outlined in Section 2.2.2. Dracup et al. (1980a) neglect the impact of drought on groundwater
entirely, whilst Wilhite & Glantz (1985) only mention groundwater in context of a parameter for
drought monitoring. Peters & Van Lanen (2000) provide a useful overview of groundwater drought
parameters, but highlight the lack of definitions for groundwater droughts.
Groundwater drought has been considered in terms of changes in groundwater storage and
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discharge (Marsh and Monkhouse , 1993). Groundwater levels are often monitored to detect emerg-
ing groundwater droughts and this is common in the UK (Hisdal & Tallaksen, 2000a). Typically a
groundwater drought has three measured variables: recharge, groundwater level and groundwater
discharge, representing inflow, storage and outflow (Tate & Gustard, 2000). Recharge and outflow
cannot be measured directly but are derived from other measurements or simulated. Groundwa-
ter levels can be measured directly and accurately. Performance indicators for groundwater are
a method to assess vulnerability to droughts, but have historically been more widely applied to
surface water. Peters et al. (2005) combined historic drought performance indicators (reliability,
resilience and vulnerability) for groundwater with a new set of indicators. These new indicators
were developed by combining drought frequency and severity rather than separate reliability and
vulnerability, stressing the importance of relating severity and frequency together. In addition stat-
ing severity should be dependent on duration and intensity and any indicator used for groundwater
should be sensitive to drought persistence (Peters et al., 2005). Importantly distributions of drought
duration and intensity indicate that single-year and multi-year droughts differ in their distribution
(Peters et al., 2005).
The general cause of a groundwater drought is a reduction in recharge. This will typically
occur by a decrease in effective rainfall through a lack of precipitation or by an increase in evap-
otranspiration. Further factors also affect recharge. High intensity rainfall can result in greater
runoff and less infiltration. Frozen soils will also halt infiltration. Low intensity rainfall can incur
greater levels of evaporation of the intercepted water. Changes in vegetation can also increase evap-
otranspiration. Groundwater responses to changes in rainfall are typically out of phase. Correlation
between rainfall events and groundwater level responses are highly variable, lasting between days
up to years (Hisdal & Tallaksen, 2000a; 2000b) as conceptualised in Figure 2.13. In the Chalk of
Southern England (Lee et al., 2006) they can vary from a day to more than four weeks with slow
responses coming after dry periods when storage in the unsaturated zone and hydraulic conductivity
are low (Lee et al., 2006) and fast responses in the opposite conditions. Groundwater levels often
recover slowly meaning the effects of droughts may continue long after the meteorological drought
has ended, something common to the Chalk of England. Only major meteorological droughts will
be represented in the groundwater record due to slow response times. However, the human influence
from abstraction can also be a factor, adding further stress to groundwater systems and potentially
enhancing natural droughts.
There are limitations to the descriptions of groundwater drought. These definitions assume
the catchment to be highly permeable and there is a reasonable baseflow index. This allows the
sequence of drought succession to occur. This does not necessarily hold true for Chalk catchments.
The Chalk, while being important, is a poor aquifer. It is relatively thin (typically around 50m) with
a low specific yield (around 1%) due to its very fine grained nature compared to other aquifer types.
The Chalk is highly susceptible to meteorological droughts when compared to other aquifers as the
amount of water storage available is significantly lower due to it relative thinness and low specific
yield. The properties of the Chalk also mean surface water is groundwater dominated and the notion
of surface water being the first affected in the sequence proposed by Hisdal & Tallaksen (2000a) is
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not fully valid for Chalk catchments. Groundwater will be affected first in Chalk catchments. Given
the intermittent nature of Chalk streams a reflection of drought in surface water is not clear. This
is due to surface water being mostly groundwater due to a high baseflow index. This makes Chalk
catchments a unique case, where the standard drought definitions do not fully apply.
Figure 2.13.: Conceptual illustration of groundwater response to a meteorlogical drought event (His-
dal & Tallaksen, 2000b).
Returning to defining groundwater droughts, two methods are commonly used. The first is
the threshold method, as discussed in the streamflow droughts section. The second method is the
annual minimum series (AMS) method. In this method the record is divided into annual periods
(calendar or hydrological years) and for each period the lowest recorded level is selected (Hisdal
et al., 2000). This is compared to the minima from other years to evaluate drought severity. The
droughts are assumed to be independent events with no duration or occurrence over multiple years.
The AMS method has a number of advantages. The period can be properly defined and large inter-
annual variability can be easily defined (Peters, 2003). However the choice of methods is highly
dependent on the available data and type of analysis (Hisdal et al., 2000). When using the threshold
method, the collection of values below the threshold are called the partial duration series (PDS).
Figure 2.14 illustrates the differences between the PDS and AMS methods. How groundwater
performs in drought has not beed widely studied. One study by Bloomfield et al. (2003) used the
annual low groundwater level for 1 in x year return period, where x is specified by the operator (e.g.
1 in 20 year or 1 in 100 year) depending on the requirements. This used graphs of minimum annual
groundwater levels against return periods to provide descriptions of droughts for boreholes. This
was shown to be a robust and simple approach to define groundwater drought. In turn, this was
used with statistical correlations to rainfall records to predict groundwater levels. Synthetic rainfall
could also be used based on climate-change scenarios to model groundwater level behaviour under
emission scenarios from UKCIP98. Of particular relevance was the use of a Chalk borehole in South
East England. Results from this indicated a drop annual low groundwater levels for the 2050s and
2080s under medium-high emission scenarios, suggesting vulnerability of Chalk groundwater levels
to climate change. In addition under these scenarios with changes in precipitation seasonality and
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intensity, annual low groundwater levels could fall in the future (Bloomfield et al., 2003).
Another aspect influence groundwater drought are catchment characteristics. Chiverton et
al. (2015b) attempted to classify river catchments based on temporal dependence structure of daily
mean river flow time series applied to 116 UK catchments into four cluster types of catchments
using semi-variograms. Variograms have been proven effective at identifying hydrological change
(Chiverton et al., 2015a) This temporal dependence in river flow data is driven by flow pathways,
connectivity and storage within the catchment and can be used to assess the influence that these
catchment characteristics have on moderating the precipitation-to-flow relationship. The authors
investigated a range of characteristics; elevation, land cover, physiographic characteristics, soil type
and geology across the study catchments and these characteristics drive the temporal dependence
structure by influencing the rate at which water moves through the catchment and/or the storage
in the catchment. These catchments varied significantly in their characteristics. The authors found
that clustering catchments based on the semi-variogram is an effective way to obtain separate
groups of catchments based on their catchment function and not a specific aspect of the flow
regime Chiverton et al. (2015b) included Chalk catchments in their study, noting river flow in
catchments in these catchments types (highly productive fractured rock) have a greater contribution
from groundwater than the other catchment types, which will have the effect of moderating higher
frequency variability in precipitation and is consistent with the relatively large range and small
semi-variance exhibited in catchments.
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Figure 2.14.: Annual minimum series and partial duration series methods of defining groundwater
droughts (Peters, 2003).
Work by Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) has looked to build upon the standardised precipi-
tation index (SPI) approach by developing a new index for standardising groundwater level time
series and characterising groundwater droughts, called the Standardised Groundwater level Index
(SGI). The SGI builds upon the SPI by taking account of the differences in the form and charac-
teristics of groundwater level and precipitation times series but by using a normalisation approach
to produce a continuous drought index. The SGI is estimated using a non-parametric normalised
scores transform of groundwater level data for each calendar month (mean monthly groundwater
level). These monthly estimates are then merged to form a continuous index. Thus the index is a
measure relative to a mean hydrological baseline, the mean monthly groundwater level. In contrast,
previously described threshold level approaches produce measures of drought based on absolute
values (for groundwater levels mean depth below or height above the threshold) that define drought
events. These methods do not typically take into account seasonal flows of river discharge and
can therefore classify naturally low summer flows as periods of low flow. The benefit of the SGI
approach for analysing groundwater related drought time series is that it acknowledges that poten-
tially there may be strong site specific responses in groundwater levels to meteorological droughts
and it enables these site specific responses to be characterised more fully. An important difference
noted by Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) between the threshold and normalisation approaches is
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that the threshold approach does not provide a continuous index of drought that is amenable to
analysis using techniques that provide insights into temporal structure of the drought records, such
as the characterisation of autocorrelation structure. Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) also noted that
given the significance of autocorrelation in groundwater systems the SGI provides an important
complementary technique to the threshold method for groundwater drought investigation. This
work built on earlier correlation analysis by Fiorillo & Guadagno (2012), who investigated the cross
correlation between SPI-like drought indexes for spring flows over short lag periods of one - two
months. Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) looked at cross correlation analysis between SPI and SGI
including a wide range of precipitation accumulation periods from one to 48 months and lags be-
tween the two drought indices up to ten months noting autocorrelation varies significantly between
sites and the two key sources to be that it arises primarily from autocorrelation in the recharge
signal and the second possible cause of autocorrelation in SGI may be associated with saturated
storage and drainage processes in the aquifer and therefore it can be postulated that aquifers that
are relatively transmissive and/or have relatively low storage may dissipate pulses of recharge more
quickly than those with relatively low transmissivity and/or high storage and, as may be expected,
exhibit relatively short SGI autocorrelations and vice-versa. Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) inves-
tigated the causes of autocorrelation by exploring the relationship between m-max (the significant
temporal correlation of a SGI time series deemed to be the largest ‘m’, or simply the most significant
autocorrelation), the estimated mean unsaturated zone thickness and estimates of aquifer transmis-
sivity and storativity used to estimate hydraulic diffusivity. Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) noted
that for predominantly fractured aquifers such as the Chalk and Lincolnshire Limestone aquifers,
there is a positive relationship between mean unsaturated zone thickness and m-max and appears
to support the hypothesis that, at many of the Chalk sites, the origin of relatively long GI autocor-
relation is associated with the recharge process, whether it is by piston flow, by-pass flow or some
combination of recharge mechanisms (Price et al., 1993). Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) showed
that periods of low values of SGI can be shown to coincide with previously independently docu-
mented droughts, SGI is taken to be a robust quantification of groundwater drought. However, the
SGI can be strongly influenced by location reflecting influences from local and site specific recharge
processes and regional to site-specific saturated flow processes that aren’t spatially correlated and
therefore any analysis must take into account the hydrological context of the observation boreholes
from which data originates. Of particular relevance to this study is the use of the Chilgrove borehole
data by Bloomfield & Marchant (2013), for which the cross-quantification of the SGI and SPI was
carried out. It is important to note that groundwater droughts are a site and aquifer dependent
consequence of autocorrelation in groundwater recharge and/or of the effect of intrinsic aquifer
characteristics on saturated flow and storage thus indicating evidence for treating annual minima
as independent variables.
Groundwater systems are inherently spatially heterogeneous and respond in a highly non-
linear manner to changes in climate forcing and act as low-pass filters preferentially degrading
higher frequency components of climate signals. They are also commonly characterised by their
relatively slow response to environmental change compared with surface water because of their large
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storage capacity (Bloomfield et al., 2013). The sensitivity of groundwater to multiple environmental
change drivers further complicates any assessment of groundwater level response to climate change.
For example, changes in land cover, land use and water resource management affect groundwater
resource and quality, and these environmental changes may themselves be indirectly related to
changes in climate (Bloomfield et al., 2013). Separating potentially relatively small climate change
signals from these other environmental change signals in groundwater systems is proving to be
highly challenging (Green et al., 2011).
2.2.6. UK Drought and the Chalk
Both droughts and floods have been projected to become more frequent (Hirabayashi et al., 2008)
and will likely be influenced by changes both in winter and summer temperatures, both seeing
a rise but also with changes in mean annual precipitation seeing a decrease, but also a shift in
precipitation patterns indicating greater winter rainfall and lower summer rainfall (UK Climate
Projections Science Report: Climate Change Projections (Murphy et al., 2010)). These changes are
not simply due to changes in precipitation but rather the relationship between hydrological variables.
The UK has been shown as being vulnerable to droughts, particularly in Southern England with a
five-fold increase in water demand over the past 100 years coupled with climatic changes that include
rising temperatures (Marsh et al., 2007). The UK has experienced a number of dry summers in
recent years (1990, 1995, 2003 and 2006). The UK Climate Impacts Programme scenarios (Murphy
et al., 2009) have indicated increased likelihood of wetter winters and more arid summers in and
overall warmer world (Marsh et al., 2007) (more detail presented on these findings in Appendix B.5).
A number of major droughts have occurred in the UK since 1800. A review by Marsh et al.
(2007) presented a summary of the main events, which are highlighted in Table 2.2.6. Long-term
droughts are viewed as more serious due to causing significant stresses on resources (Marsh et al.,
2007). Major droughts were identified by runoff deficiencies over a 9-24 month basis coupled with
other indicators such as visual appraisals of river flows, groundwater levels and rainfall deficiencies
(Marsh et al., 2007). Major droughts were viewed as having an impact on a wide geographical
area. Reviewing these events indicates that drought is a reoccurring event for the UK. Of the ten
major droughts, nine persisted for at least a year and were associated with one or more dry winters.
Geographical differences in drought severity were also observed. In addition to these ten major
droughts, over twenty more severe droughts were identified since 1800, but these only had minor
impacts on groundwater (Marsh et al., 2007). Exceptional events such as the “long drought” of
1890-1910 exist as the most sustained drought conditions experienced by the UK due to a number
of accumulated dry winters and dry springs with a long-term rainfall deficiency. An example of
a drought reaching its maximum intensity during the summer is the drought of 2004-2006. This
drought was particularly prevalent in South East England, reaching its peak in severity during
July 2006. This drought led to depressed groundwater levels and widespread spring failures and
contraction in river networks (Marsh et al., 2007) in the summers of 2005 and 2006 with greatly
increased soiled moisture deficits. The drought of 2003 was mainly due to the driest period for the
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UK since 1921 (Marsh, 2004). Exceptionally warm weather with high evapotranspiration created
dry soil conditions. This drought (as with 2004-2006) was not particularly severe by historical
standards. The excellent conditions of water resources at the start of 2004 also helped limit the
impacts (Marsh, 2004) but its impacts were relatively consistent across the whole UK. If dry winters
had occurred before and after the drought event the affects would have been much greater (Marsh,
2004), which highlights the vulnerability of the UK to drought. However, the UK is currently
more drought resilient than historically but climatic changes makes this more and more challenging
(Marsh et al., 2007). Some authors have attempted to challenge the usual understanding of drought
in the UK by adopting a socio-technical approach (Taylor et al., 2009). Whilst the argument that
drought has long been a feature is valid, defining them as normal is not. Highlighting changes in
normal consumption is valid, with increases on water resources demands by man but by defining
them as normal UK events is not valid. Increased stresses on water resources will exacerbate
droughts but the fundamental cause of droughts will be related to changes in the hydrological cycle
that man must be aware of and so act according in terms of water resources. Droughts as defined
previously, are an extreme event and uncommon, whilst their severity is inherently linked to the
occurrence. These factors are influenced by the changing climate and whilst this can be argued as
partly influenced by man, this study is not concerned with this aspect for this work but simply if
change has occurred and what has caused any change. The drought of 1976 is considered the most
severe in terms of its impacts on groundwater levels in the South East of England and a review its
impacts is presented by Day et al. (1978). The 1976 drought affected not only the UK but extended
to much of Europe. The drought only became severe after the exceptionally dry winter of 1975-
1976 when within most of England and Wales negligible recharge to aquifers occurred. Therefore
by spring 1976 aquifer storage was already at a very low level due to the lack of significant winter
recharge, when it would usually have been at its peak. However, Day et al. (1978) note that
since ground-water levels in aquifers are controlled by local and variable base level drainage and
hydrological conditions, the extent to which further falls in groundwater levels could occur under
natural unconfined conditions was limited and sp by the autumn of 1976 in most places levels were
lower than those previously recorded by only a few metres. However, within confined aquifers that
have lower storativities, effects were usually more severe and falls in level below those previously
recorded of more than 10 m occurred and it not been for the exceptionally wet winter of 1974/75
when recharge to aquifers was generally well above average, groundwater levels in the autumn of
1976 might have been considerably lower (Day et al., 1978). Of interest, Fowler & Kilsby (2002)
presented a weather-type approach to analysing resource drought in the Yorkshire region from
1881 to 1998. They used two drought severity indices based on three and six month cumulative
precipitation anomalies and analysed atmospheric circulation contrasts associated with droughts.
This allowed for a methodology to be developed to identify water resource droughts in the region
using historic weather type information rather than precipitation data. Fowler & Kilsby (2002)
highlighted a number of severe drought events between 1884 and 1896 that were substantiated with
anecdotal evidence.




Major long duration drought. Sequence of dry
winters in lowland and North England. Major
sustained groundwater impact.
1887-1888 Late winter 1887-Summer 1888
Major drought with high ranking rainfall deficiency.
Primarily surface water drought.
1890-1910 “Long Drought”
Major long duration drought with some very wet
interludes. Caused by sequence of dry winters,
particularly in second half. Major sustained
groundwater impacts.
1921-1922 Autumn 1921-Early 1922
Major drought with second lowest 6 month and
lowest 12 month rainfall totals.
Very severe in South East England.
1933-1934 Autumn 1932-Autumn 1934
Major intense drought across Southern Britain.
Severe surface water impacts in 1933 and
groundwater impact in 1934.
1959 Feb-Nov
Major long duration drought. Sequence of dry
winters in lowland and North England. Major
sustained groundwater impact.
1976 May 1975-Aug 1976
Major and intense three season drought with modest
groundwater impacts.
1990-1992 Spring 1990-Spring 1992
Major long duration drought. Sequence of dry
winters in lowland and North England. Major
and sustained groundwater impact with an intense
phase in 1990 and exceptionally low winter flows
in 1991-1992.
1995-1997 Spring 1995-Spring 1997
Major drought with third lowest 18 month rainfall
since 1800. Long duration with intense regional
episodes. Initially a surface water drought leading
to very depressed groundwater levels and
lowland streams.
Table 2.1.: Summary of Major UK Droughts since 1850.
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itation data. Work by Burke and Brown (2010) quantified rainfall droughts in the South East
areas of the UK using gridded precipitation data defined as monthly time series of standardized
12-month precipitation accumulations. Regional drought events were characterised by determining
the severity, area, duration and frequency of dry periods. The authors applied the data to a regional
climate model (HadRM3) output to examine potential future changes in drought due to increased
greenhouse gases, noting the HadRM3 projections of changes in drought characteristics over the
second half of the 21st century under increased atmospheric greenhouse gases hint at an increase
in the severity of drought but were unable to distinguish between natural variability or projection
uncertainty.
Climatic changes will have an influence on hydrological regimes. Recharge will be affected due
to effects on the components of runoff, rainfall, evaporation and bypass recharge (Herrera-Pantoja
& Hiscock, 2008). Even though winter recharge has been predicted to increase the potential ground-
water recharge has been expected to decrease steadily due to increases in evapotranspiration and
soil moisture deficit during summers shortening the recharge window (Herrera-Pantoja & Hiscock,
2008). The use of RCMs has also been used to examine drought occurrence in the UK (Blenkinsop
& Fowler, 2007). These projections indicated an increased frequency of short-duration droughts,
whilst long-duration were predicted to become less common (Blenkinsop & Fowler, 2007), but these
results for long-duration droughts were not shown to be consistent by all six models in the study
by Blenkinsop & Fowler (2007). Risks of changes in recharge were also highlighted by Yusoff et
al. (2002). Simulations based on climate change scenarios indicated decreases of between 17-35%
(Yusoff et al., 2002), leading to significant increases in soil moisture deficits. Coupled with less
summer precipitation and increased evapotranspiration, there will be impacts on groundwater lev-
els. The modelling of climate change impacts by Yusoff et al. (2002) showed decrease in recharge
groundwater levels for winter with an increase in severity of low groundwater levels for the 2050s,
whilst for the 2020s the scenario used predicted increases in spring recharge and groundwater levels
along with a decrease in severity of annual low levels. Both periods showed decreases in autumn
recharge (Yusoff et al., 2002). Importantly for this study, it indicated Chalk fed rivers will be im-
pacted. Further projections using climate inputs from the Hadley Centre Regional Climate Model
(HadRM3) for 1960-2080 indicated a clear climate change signal from the persistent lowering of
mean daily river flows (Cloke et al., 2010). Generally, even with the varying levels of uncertainty in
these projections, the projections of lowering flows and groundwater levels, coupled with changes
in precipitation and temperatures for the UK are valid. The amount of change may face varying
levels of uncertainty but fundamentally the UK climate is projected to undergo change as a whole,
which will in turn influence the hydrological cycle.
A review of UK multi-annual droughts in the English lowlands, along with their characteristics
and climate drivers for winter periods was provided by Folland et al. (2015), noting a limited
understanding of the atmospheric drivers of multi-annual droughts and thus examined known key
climate drivers in the winter half-year (October to March) and their relationships with multi-annual
droughts. These droughts were characterised using various hydrological and meteorological data sets
and in turn identified using gridded precipitation series and refined using Standardised Precipitation
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Index (SPI), Standardised Streamflow Index (SSI) and the Standardised Groundwater level Index
(SGI) applied to regional-scale river flow and groundwater time series. The authors examined
the linkages between climate drivers/forcing, such as El Nino-Southern Oscillation (ENSO), North
Atlantic tri-pole sea surface temperature pattern (SST), the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO), solar
and volcanic forcing and the Atlantic Multi-Decadal Oscillation (AMO). The authors found that no
single driver explained the occurrence of any multi-annual drought in the historical record back to
1910. Folland et al. (2015) also indicated that an association between La Nina episodes and winter
rainfall deficits exists in some major multi-annual drought episodes in the English Lowlands. They
also showed significant (yet relatively weak) links between ENSO and drought indicators applied to
river flow and groundwater levels and that some of the other drivers listed are likely to influence
English Lowlands rainfall. There are some limitations with this study (admittedly noted by the
authors), such as the lack of summer period investigations, there is still considerable uncertainty
around changes in precipitation but the projects for future temperature increases for the UK are
more robust. Particularly relevant to this study, Folland et al. (2015) note that an improved
understanding of the hydrological response to precipitation deficits during the onset, development
of and recovery from drought episodes is required and the work by Folland et al. (2015) was only
carried out over a coarse scale, noting the key point that temporal relationship will vary across
the study area, particularly due to aquifer and catchment properties but also the socio-economic
aspects. The work by Folland et al. (2015) highlights the need for more systematic studies of
drought propagation using a combination of observational and catchment modelling approaches.
A review of evidence for changes in historic and future groundwater levels in the UK was also
provided by Jackson et al. (2015), who noted to date no evidence has been found for systematic
changes in groundwater drought frequency or intensity in the UK when examining the observa-
tional records, but some evidence of multi-annual to decadal coherence of groundwater levels and
large-scale climate indices has been found, which should be considered when trying to identify any
trends. Jackson et al. (2015) observed that the ability to identify trends is difficult given the UK’s
groundwater monitoring network is not designed to characterise long-term changes in groundwater
levels and a need to improve measuring quality and frequency but also a need to improve existing
historic groundwater level data by systematically infilling gaps, removing spurious data points and
establishing a reference data set of the best observations for future climate impact studies, some-
thing that will be attempted in Chapter 4 of this study. Jackson et al. (2013) also observed that the
evidence for impacts of future climate change on UK groundwater recharge is limited with studies
undertaken being small with differing approaches to quantity impacts on typically localised areas.
Prudhomme et al. (2012) have undertaken one of the most detailed assessments of the uncertainty
associated with climate projections and adopted a consistent approach across multiple sites and
quantified the uncertainty associated with the climate projections through the use of probabilistic
climate ensembles. Jackson et al. (2015) undertook additional analysis of the Prudhomme et al.
(2012) projections showwed that that the majority of the models suggest reductions in annual and
mean September groundwater levels, and increases in mean February levels, by the 2050s under a
high greenhouse gas emissions scenario, when expressed by the median of the ensemble of simu-
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lations. However, Jackson et al. (2013) noted it should be recognized that local hydrogeological
conditions can be an important control on the response at a site.
Attempts to classify drought specifically in the UK are mainly related to weather type (Han-
naford et al., 2011; ) or hydrological and groundwater processes on a catchment scale (Peters, 2003;
Peters et al. 2005; Tallaksen et al. 2006). There is as yet no definitive groundwater drought clas-
sification system for the UK (Durant et al., 2015). Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) developed an
index for standardising groundwater level time series and characterising groundwater droughts, the
Standardised Groundwater level Index (SGI), and calculated SGI for 14 relatively long, up to 103
years, groundwater hydrographs from a variety of aquifers that included Chilgrove House. In light
of this lack of a clear definition for the UK, a matrix method was presented by Durant et al. (2015)
with the most important parameters for groundwater drought applied to historic drought events
building on work by Bloomfield & Marchant (2013).
2.3. Chapter Summary
In this chapter an introductory section has been presented on the unsaturated zone of the Chalk
and associated flow and a summary of the understanding of the Chalk has developed.
Following from this, a number of studies in the early 1980s and 1990s on the Chalk used phys-
ical measurements of water content and matric potential to attempt to understand flow processes
(Wellings & Bell, 1980, Wellings, 1984a, Hodnett & Bell, 1990, Haria et al., 2003, among others). It
was generally agreed since Wellings (1984a) that matrix flow was dominant and fracture flow would
initiate under certain conditions but the spatial and temporal occurrence was not well understood.
The soil layer was shown as having an important control on recharge, acting as a buffer to prolong
drainage (Mathias, 2005), helping to explain the specific yield anomaly (Price et al., 1993). The
fracture system was shown not to be a simple on/off system but to behave like other porous media
with saturation controlled by matric potential in contact point theory (Price et al., 2000). Fracture
flow was also considered to be intermittent (Price et al., 2000 and Mathias et al., 2005). A significant
amount of research in flow processes has occurred in the Chalk in the past decade. Ireson (2006)
and Ireson et al. (2006) confirmed that flow occurs in both fractures and matrix and that this
system is sensitive to rainfall, building on earlier work on groundwater responses to rainfall (Lee
et a., 2006). He also demonstrated that there is a continuous recharge flux in the Chalk, helping
to explain the specific yield anomaly further. Recharge was considered to be constant but to occur
at varying rates (Ireson et al., 2006) and matrix flow to be dominant, whilst fracture flow being
episodic and representing 17-30% of annual recharge (Mathias et al., 2006). Major infiltration events
were demonstrated to cause more rapid water table responses and the attenuation effects of the soil
layer on infiltration during these events was also shown to influence water table responses (Jackson
et al., 2006 & 2007). The fractures were shown to be sensitive to rainfall, and when active to alter
recharge patterns (Ireson et al., 2009) by providing preferential pathways for recharge (Ireson et al.,
2012). This dual-continuum model worked on the basis of preferential and non-preferential fracture
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flow in the Chalk unsaturated zone (Ireson & Butler, 2011) depending on matric potential. The
behaviour of flow in the Chalk will have a significant influence on water resources. The Chalk’s
ability to attenuate flow, leading to persistent recharge fluxes, may mask drought events and their
severity in comparison to other aquifers.
An overview of the main aspects of drought and their occurrence in the UK has been presented.
Groundwater drought is a less well understood area of drought research. Given we are investigating
groundwater and have available a number of long-term catchment records, the annual minima is
adopted as our indicator of drought. This is similar to the approach adopted by Bloomfield et al.
(2003) but using much longer records. We may think of the annual low groundwater level as a
surrogate drought indicator. The difficulty with the 1 in x year drought relates to limitations due
to record length and the occurrence of these events. From a review of historical droughts in the
UK it is hard to define whether major droughts have become more frequent. We can look at how
groundwater levels have changed over a record duration and in turn examine the potential causes
of change. Therefore we are not reliant on the occurrence of the 1 in x year event occurring during
our record availability.
There has been little work carried out with long duration historic groundwater records for
the Chalk,, with most work focussed on the physical understanding of the mechanisms of recharge
present in the Chalk (e.g. Ireson et al., 2006; 2009). The evidence for the impacts of future
climate change on UK groundwater recharge and levels is limited, with the number of studies being
small and typically being localised (Jackson et al., 2015). Work in this area is still on-going, with
studies by Jackson et al. (2015) suggesting reductions in annual and average summer levels, and
increases in average winter levels, by the 2050s under a high greenhouse gas emissions scenario.
Investigation into more recent work on this area is limited due to the time constraints of this study
and its pre-2010 focus. A review of the drought literature by Durant et al. (2015) noted that the
available data and information for each drought varied greatly, with reporting having improved
post-1976. This report also observed discrepancies between the perceived drought and the actual
state of groundwater resources. Durant et al. (2015) noted this in 2003-06 and between 1988 and
1998, where the literature reports the 2003-06 drought as two separate events but an assessment
of the SGI and groundwater data indicate that these two events were highly linked. Durant et al.
(2015) concluded this could be a reflection of the tendency to focus mainly on surface water impacts.
Thus showing a lack of consensus in the area of drought analysis for the UK. The Lavant catchment
provides the longest groundwater record for the UK. Work related to drought and the impact of
climate change has been carried out on groundwater levels but this is only short-term (post-1960)




This chapter outlines the scope of the study area, the Lavant catchment, within the larger setting
of the South Downs of South East England.
3.2. Regional Geography and Topography
The South Downs are a major physiographical feature along the coast of South East England
stretching approximately 100 km in length from Eastbourne in the east, to Havant in the west with
an average width of 10 km. The maximum elevation of 271 mAOD is recorded at Butser Hill. The
exact limits of the South Downs are often proposed to differ, with some suggestions being the River
Itchen valley near Winchester in the west and to Beachy Head in East Sussex (Brandon, 1999)
(Figure 3.4). The South Downs comprise of chalk, containing the actual lithostratigraphic unit
known as the Chalk (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The South Downs cover an area of approximately
670 km2.
The South Downs form the southern boundary of the eroded Wealden Anticline and dip south
to the coast into the Hampshire-Dieppe Basin, of which most now lies below the English Channel
(Gupta et al., 2007). The northern boundary of the South Downs is marked by a prominent chalk
escarpment, and in turn the Weald and then the North Downs. South of this scarp face the dip of the
topography is gentle, falling to the coastal plain along the coastal fringes of East and West Sussex
(Jones & Robbins, 1999). The east of the South Downs is abutted by high cliffs before reaching the
English Channel with a distinct coastal plain west of Brighton, becoming more developed further
west (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The cliffs are remnants of historic interfluve Chalk between dry river
valleys. The South Downs meet the North Downs at the western edge of the Weald to form the
Hampshire Downs. Figures 3.2 and 3.4 further outline the location in more detail, along with the
geological setting.
The South Downs are divided into five “blocks” by four rivers, the Arun, Adur, Ouse and
Cuckmere (Jones & Robbins, 1999). These all rise in the Weald, north of the Chalk scarp. Generally
the elevation is greater than 50 mAOD for most of its length, with a maximum elevation of generally
over 240 mAOD in the west (maximum of 271 mAOD) and somewhat lower in the east (up to 215
mAOD) (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The general landscape is of rolling downland with convex slopes
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Figure 3.1.: Outline map of England and Wales, showing approximate location of study area (in-
dicated by the red dot) and boundary of the South Downs (indicated by dotted line)
(Ordnance Survey, Crown Copyright 1999).
Figure 3.2.: Location map of the South Downs showing main locations and approximate Lavant
Catchment location (modified from, Google Earth 2016).
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Figure 3.3.: Location map of the South Downs showing basic geology and public water supply
boreholes (Jones & Robbins, 1999).




















































The Lavant catchment is located in West Sussex, on the South Downs of Southern England as
shown in Figures 3.1 to Figure 3.4. It sits on the Chichester Chalk block. The catchment mirrors
the general relief of high elevations to the north and low elevations to the south, with a gently
inclined dip slope towards the south coast. Figures 3.5 and 3.6 show in detail the location of the
main data collection points within the catchment. It is not possible to provide the exact boundaries
for the catchment, however for the purposes of this section we can assume them to be approximately
in-line with topographic boundaries between the areas main rivers as illustrated in Figure 3.7 and
Figure 3.6.
Figure 3.5.: Outline map showing approximate location of the catchment and main data collection
points.
The Lavant catchment covers an area of approximately 87 km2 (Newman, 1994). The catch-
ment has generally high elevations to the northern side and low elevations to the south, reflecting
the overall topography of the South Downs. To the north of the catchment, the South Downs Chalk
escarpment can be found, with peak elevations being around 240 mAOD. Towards the south of the
catchment, elevations vary between 10 and 20 mAOD with generally flat low relief, before reaching
the English Channel. The southern dip slope falls relatively gently, falling from 23 mAOD to 20



























































































Figure 3.7.: Geological map of the Chichester Chalk Block, with boundaries of study area marked,
along with major watercourses in the area (modified from Southern Water, 1988).
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3.4. Regional Climate
As the catchment is located close to the south coast of England, which is the closet part of the UK to
mainland Europe meeaning the climate is influenced by its proximity to the sea as well as subject of
continental weather influences. These factors can cause cold spells in winter and hot humid weather
in the summer. It also furthest from the paths of most Atlantic depressions, with the associated
cloud, wind and rain and thus creates a relatively quiescent regional climate. The overall climate
under the Koppen-Geiger climate classification is that of a temperate climate, meaning that the
climate is dominated all year by the polar front. This classification is based on three descriptors;
main climates, precipitation and temperature. The UK is assigned a classification of Csb, which
means a warm temperature for the main climate (C), summer dry for the precipitation (s) and
warm summer for temperature (b) (Kottek et al., 2006). This describes very changeable weather
in the region with generally cool summers and mild winters. The coastal areas of Sussex, close to
the catchment, are some of the mildest and sunniest parts of the UK, receiving on average seven
hours of sunshine per day during the summer, with summer temperatures being on average 16.1
◦C and winter 5.5 ◦C (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Between 1961-1990 the maximum mean monthly
temperature for July was 20.02 ◦C and -1.40 ◦C for January, calculated from temperature data
provided from the Environment Agency.
The average annual rainfall for the South Downs is around 844 mm (Jones & Robbins, 1999),
although current Met Office Station annual average data for Thorney Island, Shoreham and North
Heath is 727 mm, 723 mm and 827 mm respectively. Precipitation distribution is strongly influenced
by topography. Areas of higher topography in the north receive around 25 percent more precipitation
than coastal areas. The average annual precipitation for 1961-1990 within the Lavant catchment
was 927 mm, calculated from rain gauge data provided by the Environment Agency. Precipitation is
strongly linked to seasonal variations with highest averages of precipitation occurring during winter
months. Inter-annual precipitation does not vary greatly. More recently the total precipitation
recorded for 1991-2000 was 976 mm and for 2001-2010 was 848 mm (calculated from rain gauge
data provided by the Environment Agency), both in line with the 1961-1990 catchment average.
The gauges used for each of these periods changed over the record, but all sit within the Lavant
catchment.
Evaporation has similar strong monthly variations like that of precipitation, with summer
values being much greater than winter values. Again there is little variation on an annual basis.
PE values (using data provided by the Environment Agency) recorded by the PENSE point value
method showed a monthly average total high of 92.61 mm m−1 for July and low of 3.21 mm m−1
for December. The monthly MORECS grid value averages for July and December were 81.76 mm
m−1 and 13.40 mm m−1 respectively. The average evapotranspiration for the South Downs is 485
mm m−1 and effective rainfall about 359 mm m−1. The average annual recharge of the Chalk varies
from a maximum of 475 mm in the Chichester and Brighton areas to 373 mm for the Seaford area,
with variation influenced by topography (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
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3.5. Regional and Catchment Geology
3.5.1. Geomorphology
The South Downs have been shaped by geomorphological processes. The historic drainage patterns
of the region were different, with the five previously mentioned rivers all being tributaries of the
ancient Solent River (Jones & Robbins, 1999) that flowed west to east on the Chalk and Palaeogene
landscapes. Over time the drainage patterns became more complex, with erosion of the Palaeogene
cover and Chalk within the boundaries of the Weald. The current scarp and vale landscape took
shape during this time (Jones & Robbins, 1999) due to variations in lithology. The current drainage
pattern took form during the late Palaeogene and Pleistocene.
A secondary scarp behind the primary Chalk escarpment was formed due to differential weath-
ering and erosion and is due to differing strengths of the Chalk (Mortimore, 1993). The coastal plain
has three erosion levels (33-41 mAOD, 20-25 mAOD and 7.5 mAOD) reflecting higher sea levels
in the past. This coastal plain is covered by a thickness of Head Gravels and brickearth. Little
outcropping of the Chalk remains on the plain. Dry valleys on the dip slope are common features
of the South Downs landscape. Most of these have a north-south alignment (Jones & Robbins,
1999). Combes are common on the scarp slope. The two major east-west valleys are just east of
Singleton and between Falmer and Lewes (Jones & Robbins, 1999). These valleys vary from shallow
depressions to deep incursions, but they do not intersect the water table in most cases, apart from
the Winterbourne at Lewes and the Lavant at Chichester (Jones & Robbins, 1999). These valleys
were developed by fluvial processes when both the water table and sea level were higher (Williams,
1980). During the Calabrian, sea levels were higher causing groundwater levels to back-up and then
streams to flow over the chalk, but when sea levels dropped during the Pleistocene, the groundwater
levels fell below the valley bottoms causing river flow underground through the chalk instead (Jones
& Robbins, 1999). Permafrost conditions during the Pleistocene meant the near surface chalk was
effectively impermeable, however summer floods due to snow melt (Jones & Robbins, 1999) helped
to develop the valleys further. Freeze-thaw weathering also helped with erosion. Other methods
of developing the landscape have been suggested, including solution of the Chalk dip slope (Jones,
1980) and various periglacial events causing solifluction spreads causing the overlying deposits.
The Chalk formation that forms the South Downs extends from Beachy Head (Eastbourne)
in the east, to as far west as Dorset and Wiltshire (Bristow et al., 1997). The South Downs are
limited by the geographical boundaries described in the Section 3.2. The general structure of the
geological strata of the area is that of a dip towards the south with younging towards the south. The
Chichester Chalk block is by defined river boundaries and is the largest of the five blocks (Brighton,
Worthing, Chichester, Seaford and Eastbourne Chalk blocks) (Southern Water, 1988). Figure 3.8
illustrates the basic geology of the region.
The Chichester Chalk block is approximately 493 km2 in size, with about 55% Chalk outcrop,
including parts concealed by superficial deposits (Southern Water, 1988). In the southern areas
of the block the Chalk is overlain by superficial deposits (Southern Water, 1988). The Chichester
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Figure 3.8.: Outline map of solid geology of the South Downs and adjacent areas (Jones & Robbins,
1999).
Chalk block is bounded by the Gault Clay along the northern edge (Southern Water, 1988), along
with the River Rother, which lies at sea level running approximate to the northern boundary, flowing
roughly west to east. From the northern edge of the Chalk block a north-facing Chalk scarp slope
rises from the River Rother. This slope reaches elevations of 250 mAOD, after which it gradually
falls away initially quite steeply southwards but flattening out towards the coast. A geological map
of the Chichester Chalk block is shown in Figures 3.8 and 3.7. A more detailed geological map is

























































































































































Figure 3.10.: Geological map showing bedrock and superficial geology of the broader catchment area
(see Figure 3.9 for Key), reproduced and modified from the BGS Geology of Britain




The geological succession of the South Downs extends from the Purbeck Group (Upper Jurassic to
Lower Cretaceous) to the Palaeogene. The main geological groups are the Purbeck Group, Wealden
Super Group, Paleogene and Quaternary. The main hydrogeological units are the Tunbridge Wells
Sand, Ashdown Formation, Lower Greensand Group and the Chalk. A detailed review of the main
geological units of the South Downs has been presented in the Hydrological Report Series by the
British Geological Survey (Jones & Robbins, 1999). As such only the Chalk will be presented in
detail, and brief summaries provided for the other relevant geological units. The main geological
sequence of the South Downs is shown in Figure 3.11.
The Purbeck group is of little hydrological significance (Jones & Robbins, 1999) and comprises
of hard limestones. The Wealden Super Group contains mainly arenaceous and argillaceous rocks
of the early Cretaceous. Moving up in the geological succession, but below the Chalk is the Lower
Greensand Group. It is a considerable stratigraphic break (Jones & Robbins, 1999) and comprises
of four subdivisions of various clays, sands and sandstones. It thins out from 160 m in the west
to a few metres in the east near Eastbourne (Jones & Robbins, 1999). It also thins out moving
southwards under the Chalk in the area. One of the sub-divisions is the Gault clay formation. The
northern edge of the Chichester block is bordered by the Gault clay. The Gault clay is stiff dark grey
impermeable clay up to 92 m thick in this region (Southern Water, 1988). The Gault clay can be
considered to act as a major aquiclude due to its low hydraulic conductivity between the overlying
Upper Greensand and the Chalk aquifers and sub-divisions of the underlying Lower Greensand
(Southern Water, 1988). It effectively separates the Upper and Lower Greensand formations, as
shown in the geological sequence in Figure 3.11.
Overlying the Gault clay and below the Chalk is the Upper Greensand, which is comprising
of alternating bands of sands, sandstones and clays and is up to 30 m thick (Jones & Robbins,
1999). The Upper Greensand is assumed to be in hydraulic connection with the Chalk (Jones &
Robbins 1999; Southern Water, 1988) but due to its limited outcrop area is of minor importance as
an aquifer.
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Figure 3.11.: Generalised geological sequence of the South Downs (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
3.5.3. The Chalk
The main aquifer of the region is the Chalk Group. The Chalk block itself has been previously
classified via subdivision into three Chalk Formations, these being the Lower, Middle and Upper
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Chalk. During the 1980s remapping of the Chalk in Sussex showed that the boundary between
the Middle and Upper Chalk can be difficult to identify, and in fact may not be valid (Southern
Water, 1988). Accordingly, maps produced by the British Geological Survey at the time considered
the Middle and Upper Chalk as one unit. Work by Mortimore (1983; 1987) suggested a new
method of classification to be applied to the Chalk in the south of England. This led to the Upper
Chalk (undifferentiated) being termed the Sussex White Chalk (Mortimore, 1983). This unit was
in turn subdivided into six separate members based on their lithostratigraphic features that more
realistically reflects the variation in the physical properties throughout the Upper Chalk (or Sussex
White Chalk). This was later modified further and Bristow et al. (1997) provided a summary of the
stratigraphy of the Chalk in the south of England recognising at least ten mappable subdivisions
of the traditional Lower, Middle and Upper Chalk. Since, further variations and subdivisions for
both the Upper/Middle Chalk and the Lower Chalk have been suggested. Figure 3.12 shows the
various classifications used previously and Figure 3.13 shows the adopted BGS classification for the
Chalk. Figure zref shows the the units as in Figure 3.13 but in turn related to the North Downs
lithostratigraphy and widespread hydrogeological nomenclature.
Figure 3.12.: Summary of Chalk chrono and lithostratigraphy for Southern England, modified from
Bristow et al. (1997)
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Figure 3.13.: Traditional (left) and BGS lithostratigraphic mapping units (right) (modified from
Jones and Robins, 1998).
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Figure 3.14.: Lithostratigraphic units for the South Downs Chalk related to the North Downs lithos-
tratigraphic units and their general relation to previous nomenclature (modified from
Allen et al., 1997).
3.5.4. Chalk Classification
The Chalk was traditionally split into the Lower, Middle and Upper Chalk, but has since been
revised to the Lower Chalk and White Chalk Formation (Figure 3.12). The term Sussex White
Chalk is often used to describe the combined Middle and Upper Chalk. A detailed report of the
lithostratigraphic members of the Chalk is presented by the Jones & Robbins (1999), and by Woods
(2006) and only a brief summary of this report is presented here. Figure 3.15 shows the outcrop
and thickness of the Chalk in England. A BGS report (Allen et al., 1997) gives a detailed overview
of the Chalk aquifer as a whole across the UK.
Overall the Lower Chalk comprises of massive grey and white marly chalk and is less massive
than the Sussex White Chalk, and this unit is typically 70 m in thickness but free from flints. At
a more detailed level, the Lower Chalk is comprises of thin glauconitic marl resting on top of the
Upper Greensand at its base. It comprises mostly of clayey fine sands 2-4 m thick. Overlying this
is the West Melbury Marly Chalk, comprising layered alterations of marls, chalks and limestones
and is 10-40 m thick. The Zig-Zag Chalk is the top member of the Lower Chalk and comprises
of uniform massive greyish blocky chalk with thin marls (Jones & Robbins, 1999) and is 20-80 m
thick.
The name of Sussex White Chalk has often been applied to the South Downs since its proposal
by Mortimore (1983). Overall the Sussex White Chalk is massive and characterised by a large
amount of tabular and nodular flints towards the top of the formation (Southern Water, 1988). The
Sussex White Chalk reaches a maximum thickness of approximately 359 m below the Palaeogene
strata in the southern regions, but generally over the outcrop the thickness is between 150-250 m
due to erosion (Southern Water, 1988). The base of the Sussex White Chalk is marked by the
Holywell Chalk Member, a hard gritty nodular chalk with marl seams (Jones & Robbins, 1999) and
can be 20-35 m thick. It contains a thick bed of nodular limestone, known as the Melbourne Rock.
The Melbourne Rock is the traditional base of the Middle Chalk and is both a prominent feature
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Figure 3.15.: Outcrop and thicknes of the Chalk in England (modified from Allen et al., 1997).
of the Chalk escarpments and is an important aquifer horizon (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The next
member higher in the succession is the New Pit Chalk Member that comprises massively bedded
and fairly hard white chalks with thin marl seams and flints (Jones & Robbins, 1999), which can
be 25-55 m thick. A schematic cross-section is presented in Figure 3.16.
The next member is the Lewes Chalk Member, a hard Chalk and thought to be the base of
the Upper Chalk. It changes from a hard flinty chalk to a more nodular hard chalk and can be
35-80m thick (Jones & Robbins, 1999). From the Lewes Chalk there is a lithological change to the
Seaford Chalk Member, which is a purer and softer Chalk (Jones & Robbins, 1999) with flints and
some marl seams. A further lithological change occurs moving to the Newhaven Chalk Member.
The Newhaven Chalk Member is a nodular chalk with many marl seams, flint courses and sponge
beds and a thickness of 40-76m (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The following member is the Tarrant
Chalk Member, a soft white homogeneous chalk unit 35-45m thick with flints (Jones & Robbins,
1999). Next is the Spetisbury Chalk Member, a soft white chalk with some flints and then finally
the Portsdown Chalk Member, which is over 30m thick and comprised of white chalks with marl
seams and some flints Jones & Robbins, 1999).
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Figure 3.16.: Schematic cross-section of the lithostratigraphic members of the Chalk Group (Jones
& Robbins, 1999).
3.5.5. Palaeogene Geology and Quaternary Deposits
Overlying the hard geology is a series of Palaeogene and Quaternary drift deposits. Figure 3.18
illustrates the sequence of these deposits found in the study area.
Further overlying the Chalk units in the southern region of the Chichester Chalk Block is
the Reading Formation (Palaeogene), which comprises multi-coloured clays with some sands with
pebble beds. The Reading Beds are between 24-40 m thick and outcrop in a 1 km wide section
close to the A27 road between Arundel and Chichester (Southern Water, 1988). The Reading Beds
generally behave as an aquiclude confining groundwater in the Chalk (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
The London Clay overlies the Reading Beds and also acts as an aquiclude. The London
Clay is blue/grey clay, 90-120m in thickness (Southern Water, 1988) with five upwards coarsening
sequences (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Each sequence contains silty clays, with pebbles and sandy
horizons (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The London Clay occupies the centre of the Chichester syncline
(Southern Water, 1988), as seen in cross-section seen in Figure 3.17.
Overlying the London Clay are the Bracklesham Beds, a Palaeogene deposit of glauconitic
clays, silts and sands, up to 120m thick (Jones & Robbins, 1999) with some flint beds. The
Bracklesham Beds outcrop only in the coastal margin at Selsey and Hayling Island (Southern Water,
1988).
Overlying most of the strata are drift deposits (Figure 3.18). The oldest of these deposits
are the Coombe Deposits, overlying the junction of the Chalk and Reading Beds (Southern Water,
1988) and comprises stiff clays with Chalk rubble and flints up to 24m in thickness. The Coombe
Deposits are in hydraulic connection with the underlying Chalk (Southern Water, 1988). The
remaining deposits comprise plateau/head gravels, raised beach deposits and Brickearth, covering
much of the southern area of the Chichester Chalk block, reaching up to 7 m in thickness (Southern
Water, 1988).
The plateau gravels have been used as a historical source for aggregates in the Chichester and
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Figure 3.17.: North-south geological cross-section of Westhampnett area showing drift deposits from
Posford Duvivier report (Newman, 1994).
Figure 3.18.: Main drift deposits in West Sussex (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
Graylingwell (just north of Chichester) area. Previous site investigation work in the area of the
former Graylingwell hospital, adjacent to the Graylingwell monitoring site, by the author of this
work has noted the general shallow depth of the Chalk with overlying sand and gravel deposits and
relatively high water table (4-5 m below the surface). The cross-section in Figure 3.17 shows the
structure of the overlying drift deposits in the Westhampnett area east of Chichester. Particular to
this (Figure 3.17) are the raised beach deposits. The upper (and older) deposits overlie the Chalk.
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Figure 3.19.: Distribution of plateau gravels and clay with flints over the southern Chalk (modified
from Allen et al., 1997).
The lower (younger) deposits lie across the eroded anticline of the Chalk, London Clay and Reading
Beds (Newman, 1994). A map highlighting the distribution of the plateau gravels and brickearth
(clay with flints) can be found in Figure 3.19.
3.5.6. Geological Structure
The Chalk of the South Downs is intersected by a system of fractures and joints formed by various
structural movements during the intra-Cretaceous through to Quaternary (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
The Chalk formation that the South Downs forms part of extends from Beachy Head (Eastbourne)
in the east, to as far west as Dorset and Wiltshire in Wessex (Bristow et al., 1997). The South Downs
are limited by the geographical boundaries described in the Section 3.2. The general structure of
the geological strata of the area is that of a gentle dip towards the south with younging towards the
south. Strata generally thicken towards the south-east.
The gentle dip towards the south coast is related to the Weald-Artois anticline (Wealden
anticline and basin), which extends from the South Downs of South East England to North West
France and is a Chalk ridge. Tectonic movement of the African plate and North Atlantic spreading
ridge caused the stress patterns that resulted in uplift and Chalk deposits during the Palaeogene
(Jones & Robbins, 1999). The Wealden Anticline was created by this, as well as a number of other
smaller folds, such as the Chichester syncline and anticline and the Portsmouth and Littlehampton
anticline. The Chichester syncline and associated anticline (Portsmouth Anticline to the west) may
have been formed during the Alpine orogeny (late Oligocene to middle Miocene). The Littlehampton
anticline is the uplifted basin formed during the much earlier Triassic to Cretaceous periods. The
full structure runs from England to France.
The gentle southerly dip of the South Downs is interrupted by east-west running folds related
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to basement structures and the inversion of the Weald (Jones & Robbins, 1999). These also cause
varying regional joint and fracture patterns. This folding has causing the exposed stratigraphic level
to differ and so the Chalk type varies across the South Downs (also differing porosity and fracture
type), resulting in thicker Chalk in West Sussex than in East Sussex (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
Figure 3.20.: Main geological structures of the South Downs (Modified from Jones & Robbins, 1999).
The Chichester syncline, on which the Lavant catchment is located, is much like the Wealden
structure and dips gently south and steeply to the north. The Chichester syncline, which is ori-
entated east-west from Havant, through to Chichester, passing south of Arundel and running into
the sea at Lancing (Southern Water, 1988). Obviously this structure will have a major influence
on groundwater regimes and spring discharges southwards from the Chalk (Southern Water, 1988).
The Chichester syncline reaches a maximum depth of -120 mAOD south of Boxgrove (Southern Wa-
ter, 1988). The Singleton anticline acts as a barrier to groundwater movement southwards across
the escarpment (Southern Water, 1988). The dip of the Chichester Chalk Block is also interrupted
by the Littlehampton anticline. The westward extension of the Littlehampton anticline is located
south of the Chichester syncline, as is the eastward extension of the Portsdown anticline (Southern
Water, 1988). Both of these features bring the Chalk towards the surface. The Littlehampton an-
ticline plunges westwards, dying out east of North Mundham and the Portsdown anticline plunges
eastwards from Stockbridge (in the Test Valley, Hampshire, approximately 50.8 km north-west of
Chilgrove), dying out parallel to the Littlehampton axis (Southern Water, 1988). The resultant
shallow trough at North Mundham (approximately 3.75 km south of Chichester) is in filled with
deposits from the Reading Beds (Southern Water, 1988). Figure 3.21 illustrates this general struc-
ture.
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Figure 3.21.: Geological cross-section of Chichester Chalk block running north to south. Vertical
height is exaggerated (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
During interglacial periods (Pleistocene) a narrow isthmus was formed separating the now
North Sea and English Channel (Gupta, et al., 2007). Throughout the English Channel there are
a network of submerged and partially in-filled valleys that extend westwards from the Straight
of Dover, which collect the drainages of Southern England and Northern France (Gupta et al.,
2007). Bathymetric studies (Gupta et al., 2007) have shown that catastrophic flooding events are
responsible for the formation of the English Channel valley network. This flooding created the
English Channel, thus submerging these river valleys following a breach of the Weald Basin. The
Chalk outcrops of Southern England are effectively the visible remnants of a much larger, but now
submerged network of river valleys.
3.6. Hydrology
3.6.1. Regional Hydrology
The Chalk forms the major aquifer for the South Downs, as well as for much of southern and eastern
England. The specific details of the hydrological properties of the Chalk have been outlined previ-
ously in the Literature Review section of this work and a detailed study of the regional hydrology
is shown by the Jones & Robbins (1999) and the hydrological map of the broader region is first
shown in context of the UK in Figure 3.22, and then presented fully across Figurse 3.24 and 3.25
with the main water courses in Figure 3.23. The groundwater gradient of the South Downs is north
to south, reflecting the topography. Geological structures, such as the Chichester syncline have an
influence on the hydrogeology. The varying zones of weakness and geological features of the Chalk
influence hydrology. Elements do not always coincide, with effects of lithology and topography
possibly cancelling each other out (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The aquifer properties vary across the
South Downs due to the varying independent factors that affected the development of the Chalk
(Jones & Robbins, 1999). Perennial springs exist just north of the scarp slope, and springs on
the dip slope vary seasonally causing intermittent streams. Spring discharge also occurs along the
coastal margin (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Figure 3.26 shows the main data collection points located
on the hydrological map.
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The Gault Formation is a major influence on flow, forming a near impermeable boundary
below the Chalk, whilst the Reading Beds that overly the Chalk act as an upper impermeable
boundary, confining groundwater in the Chalk (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The Coombe deposits
that overlie the Reading Beds help maintain spring flows that drain the area by acting as a buffer
to the impermeable clays overlying the Chalk (Southern Water, 1998). The Quaternary deposits
control the infiltration to the Chalk and act as a source of groundwater, with particular importance
towards the Chichester rife stream system (Jones & Robbins, 1999). It has been assumed that the
Upper Greensand is in hydraulic connection with the Chalk; however the composition of the Lower
Chalk, being marly and massive, makes this uncertain (Southern Water, 1998).
Figure 3.22.: Outline map of region covered by BGS hydrological map with numbers indicating BGS
hydrological map sheets.
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Figure 3.23.: Map showing the main rivers in the broader South Downs (modified from Environment
Agency, 2013).
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Figure 3.24.: Broader Hydrological Map of the South Downs and Adjacent Parts of the Weald,
modified from BGS Sheet 6 Hydrological Map sheet 6, Hydrological Map of the South
Downs and Adjacent Parts of the Weald, Part One (Steel et al., 1978).
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Figure 3.25.: Broader Hydrological Map of the South Downs and Adjacent Parts of the Weald,
modified from BGS Sheet 6 Hydrological Map sheet 6, Hydrological Map of the South
Downs and Adjacent Parts of the Weald, Part Two (Steel et al., 1978).
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Figure 3.26.: Section of the Hydrological Map of the South Downs and adjacent parts of the Weald
showing the main study region with key data points marked (see Figure 3.25 for full
legend), modified from BGS Sheet 6 Hydrological Map sheet 6, Hydrological Map of
the South Downs and Adjacent Parts of the Weald (Steel et al., 1978).
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The Chichester Chalk block is drained by two main systems (Southern Water, 1988). The first
of these are scarp slope springs, which emerge on the northern part of the Chichester Chalk block.
The springs typically reach the surface on the Lower/Middle (Sussex White) Chalk and Upper
Greensand/Gault Clay boundary around the foot of the north-facing Chalk scarp slope (Southern
Water, 1988). The springs drain northwards into the Rivers Rother and Arun. Historically, flows
from six of these springs have been measured using continuous water level recorders installed on
crump or plate weirs (Southern Water, 1988). Since the 1980s, a number of these monitors have
been discontinued. During the 1970s a survey recorded 23 scarp slope streams, of which 18 were
found to directly come from the Chalk and Upper Greensand (Southern Water, 1988) (Table 3.1).
Site
Flow (Ml)
1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
South Harting 1926.6 1064.0 535.7 1393.1 1158.6 992.0 1264.6 1500.0 1512.3 1060.4
Treyford 1784.4 1259.8 585.1 1311.0 1089.8 1038.8 1196.0 1225.1 1262.1 799.5
Cocking 2745.7 2105.7 1224.6 1840.6 1416.1 1517.0 1895.9 2178.2 2192.3 1524.2
Seaford College 3742.3 1852.8 2276.6 3575.7 3057.1 26424.7 3401.5 3986.7 4026.7 3543.3
Bignor 1134.1 887.0 605.7 1098.0 912.1 1050.3 1012.9 1029.0 1052.0 1024.0
Sutton 718.3 596.0 359.9 629.0 608.2 658.4 707.0 832.0 839.0 743.8
Totals (Ml) 12051.4 7765.3 5587.6 9847.4 5241.9 7881.2 9478 10751 1088 8695
Manually Gauged 10720 8385 5656 10982 7942 8863 8667 9560 9904 9246
Totals (Ml)
Total Flow (Ml) 22771 16150 11244 20829 16184 16744 19145 20311 20788 18211
Table 3.1.: Table of flow data from scarp springs (Southern Water, 1988).
The second system that drains the Chichester Chalk block comprises major intermittent
streams; the Chichester Creeks, the rifes and the Park Bottom/Swanbourne Lake area. Together
these can be grouped as dip slope streams (Southern Water, 1988). The main intermittent streams
compromise Rivers Lavant and Ems. Both drain southwards along the dip slope of the Chalk, and
reach the sea at Chichester harbour and are mainly groundwater fed (Southern Water, 1988).
The River Ems comprises two branches with a total length of approximately 9.7 km. A
report by Southern Water (1988) states that it has multiple sources, with the eastern branch rising
from Chalk springs in both the Compton and Stoughton Valleys, forming two streams that meet at
Walderton, before continuing to flow southwards. However, examination of regional maps appear
to only give one source, that being approximately 0.6 km north-east of the village of Stoughton.
This branch is intermittent and flows south-west. At Walderton, there is sometimes a pond which
appears to be fed by another stream (Rudkin, 1984), which may corroborate the observations in
the Southern Water report (Southern Water, 1988). There is a pumping station and gauge parallel
to the B2146 and B2147 roads south of Walderton village for extraction of water to feed three
reservoirs. The stream is still ephemeral at this point (Southern Water, 1988). It continues to flow
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in a southern direction past the village of Lordington, where a small stream joins it. Following a
south-west course, the Ems continues to roughly match the path of the B2146 road, flowing through
meadows and wooded areas. Approximately 1.3 km south-west of Walderton on the northern side
of Westbourne, the river diverts sharply towards the east into a canal constructed prior to 1640
(Rudkin, 1984). A secondary (western) source joins the Ems at Westbourne, sourcing from the
Aldsworth Pond, approximately 1.5 km north of Westbourne (Southern Water, 1988). Here it flows
south through Westbourne, also feeding an old mill pond, with a millstream sourced from this pond.
These two channels flow southwards towards Emsworth, with a number of historical divergences
related to the millstream and railway, before flowing through Brook Meadow and Lumley Mill
before discharging into the sea at Chichester harbour.
The River Lavant is the largest stream on the Chichester Chalk block dip slope, draining a
topographic area of approximately 115 km2 (Southern Water, 1988). It is an ephemeral or winter-
bourne stream. It can often be dry during summer months. The River Lavant is predominantly
fed by groundwater. The River Lavant source will depend on the groundwater table, having no
perennial source. It can have two ephemeral sources, with the main one generally rising in the
area east of Singleton (Newman, 1994). During wet years, it can source further east at East Dean
(Figure 3.6). The Lavant then flows west towards Singleton village, before turning south past West
Dean and flowing past the villages of Mid Lavant, East Lavant and West Lavant (which form the
civil parish of Lavant). Beyond Lavant the river turns south-west at Westhampnett (Figure 3.27),
where it splits into 3 channels (Newman, 1994). This part of the Lavant’s course is approximately
12.4 km (Newman, 1994). From Westhampnett the Lavant continues south towards the eastern side
of Chichester. The natural flow of the River Lavant was south towards the coast at the village of
Pagham. However, the Romans diverted the Lavant to flow around the southern side of Chichester.
In Chichester the channel is narrowed and the Lavant flows as a culvert beneath Chichester. The
River Lavant then emerges south-west of Chichester at Westgate fields, where it flows through the
Fishbourne channel before discharging into the sea at Chichester harbour (Newbury, 2000). The
Lavant is gauged at Graylingwell, on the north-east outskirts of Chichester. The total length of the
Lavant’s course is approximately 14.5 km. The River Lavant’s course reflects the general north-
south dip of the regional topography. There are dry river valleys that cut through the landscape
in a northsouth orientation. These dry valleys meet the main valley that runs from East Dean to
Singleton, through which the River Lavant flows east to west and is ephemeral.
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Figure 3.27.: Map of the River Lavant and main features around Chichester (modified from ESRI,
2016).
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There are suggestions of the catchment being historically much larger than at present (New-
bury, 2000). The theory presented by Newbury (2000) suggests that a dome-like Chalk structure
was in place and eroded from the centre in an outwards direction resulting in the formation of the
Weald basin. This also caused denudation of the Chalk surface and southward erosion of the north
facing scarp (Newbury, 2000). Moreover, this theory suggests the River Lavant was once of much
greater size, extending north beyond its current topographic divide. It is futher hypothesised that
the River Rother is a more recent development due to headward erosion to the west from the River
Arun once the scarp slope had been eroded enough to allow for erosion of the Gault Clay (Newbury,
2000).
One of the systems draining the Chichester Chalk block is the Chichester Creeks. These are
a series of tidal inlets and creeks. They drain the area between Chichester and the River Ems
into the sea (Southern Water, 1988). Four main flows are associated with spring outflows from
the Chalk block: The Hambrook stream, Cutmill Stream, Ratham Stream and Fishbourne springs
(Southern Water, 1988). The Hambrook and Cutmill stream can on occasion be intermittent and
are sourced from overflow through cress beds derived from the Chalk (Southern Water, 1988).
The Ratham stream sources its water from two Chalk springs, those at Funtington, before flowing
south receiving input from further Chalk springs before discharging into the Bosham channel and
Chichester Harbour (Southern Water, 1988). Around Fishbourne a number of Chalk springs rise
around the contact of the Chalk and Palaeogene deposits (Southern Water, 1988). A public water
supply station is located Fishbourne pumping station, which is often artesian (Southern Water,
1988).
Another system, known as the rifes is a group of streams that drain the area between Chich-
ester and Littlehampton shown in Figure 3.28. There are five main rifes: Bremere, Pagham, Ald-
ingbourne, Lidsey and Binsted. All are fed by streams that source at the contact of the Chalk and
Palaeogene deposits and flow south towards the English Channel (Southern Water, 1988). From
water chemistry and flow data following a sampling program, it was concluded that the rifes contain
a mixture of Chalk groundwater and surface run-off (Southern Water, 1988).
The final system is the Park Bottom/Swanbourne Lake area. This is located just north of
Arundel on the south-east Corner of the Chalk block. Chalk springs discharge in this area into the
River Arun from Park Bottom and Swanbourne lake valleys (Southern Water, 1988). Both lakes
outflow into the River Arun via streams.
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Figure 3.28.: Map of the rife systems (modified from Environment Agency, 2013).
3.6.2. Flows in the Lavant
The River Lavant, for a Chalk stream, is a particularly flashy stream, even with it being groundwater
derived (Southern Water, 1988). The Lavant flows can begin in November and continue through to
June, but primarily occur during February to June following groundwater recharge during winter
months from precipitation. Flows in the Lavant can occur from September to July but are less
common (Newman, 1994). The Lavant can dry up for periods of up to 18 months, such as during
1975 - 1976 and 1991 - 1992 (Newman, 1994). On rare occasions, flow can be continuous for periods
such as 1961 - 1962 (Newman, 1994). The channel of the River Lavant generally has a flat gravel
bed with mostly grassed sides, resulting in good hydraulic conductivity with the Chalk (Newman,
1994).
There is one permanently operating gauging station on the River Lavant, located at Grayling-
well, just on the northern edge of the town of Chichester. This station has been in operation since
January 1971. The station is a flat V shape weir with a crest breadth of 5 m, a cross-slope of 1:10
and is constructed from concrete. The weir has a capacity of 6 cumecs, with a stage of approxi-
mately 1 m. Historically flows in the Lavant have been recorded up to 4 cumecs in winter periods
(Southern Water, 1988). More recently, during extreme events (such as the 1994 Chichester flood
event) flows have approached 7.9 cumecs at the Graylingwell gauging station. However, due to the
construction of this gauging station, bypass can occur during extreme events so actual flow values
could be higher (Newman, 1994).
Typical flows will peak around two cumecs during winter months (Newman, 1994). An exam-
ination of flow records shows that flows tend to increase during winter months (October/November)
with flows typically peaking between December and February. However, historically flows have
peaked as late as March and April. The Lavant can often be dry from as early as May, but more
typically from July or August. Flow can be intermittent during summer months, or in the form of
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intermittent flowing sections along the course of the Lavant. Periods of no flow can be explained by
drier periods causing groundwater levels to drop and no longer able to support base flow. Average
flows are typically in the region of 0.3 cumecs at Graylingwell for 1970 - 2010).
The River Lavant will typically begin to flow when the recorded groundwater value at the
Chilgrove House borehole rises past 50 mAOD. Flow will increase further once the groundwater
level exceeds 69.5 mAOD at Chilgrove, effectively acting as a threshold point where flows become
significantly greater and affect catchment behaviour (Newman, 1994). Once passing this threshold
the corresponding flows increase from approximately 1.3 cumecs up to 6.5 cumecs, before the mon-
itoring well becomes artesian. The relationship between groundwater levels at Chilgrove and the
flows in the Lavant corresponds to the upwards movement of the water table and in turn reaching
the zones of higher permeability. The rise of the water table will also result in the emergence of
springs, adding to overland flow. Median flow is typically limited to around 2 cumecs. However,
beyond this threshold there is potential for more dramatic increases in flow rates. This may be
related to the zones of permeability close to the water table (Newman, 1994).
3.6.3. Groundwater Flow Regimes
The Chichester Chalk block is greatly influenced by the Chichester syncline as it restricts the general
southwards groundwater flow and is in parts confined due to the infilling of the syncline by over 100
m of Palaeogene deposits and low-permeability chalk, which blocks outflow (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
As a result, groundwater flow moves eastwards towards Arundel and west towards Chichester (Jones
& Robbins, 1999). The syncline itself is pierced by a number of tidal creeks (rifes) near Chichester
(Jones & Robbins, 1999) and promotes spring discharges. The syncline also protects the block from
some saline intrusion.
A report of the groundwater flow within the Chichester Chalk block was reported by Southern
Water (Southern Water, 1988). This suggested four possible groundwater flow regimes, as illustrated
in Figures 3.29 - 3.32 and groundwater flow contours and divides are illustrated previously in
Figure 3.26. All four regimes suggested that flows are dominated by the Chichester syncline. The
groundwater divide of the Chichester Chalk Block lies at the crest of the scarp-slope of the South
Downs (Southern Water, 1988). From this divide water flows northwards to feed springs, eastwards
towards the River Arun or south towards the coast. The southerly flow towards the coast will
obviously be influenced by the geological and topographic features. It is important to note, that
where a preference regime may be suggested, the potential for the regimes to not be fully exclusive
exists, with them operating under differing hydrological conditions.
The first suggested regime was that of overflow (Figure 3.29), which occurs when the ground-
water table lies above the contact of the Chalk and Palaeogene deposits (London Clay and Reading
Beds) on the northern side of the Chichester syncline. In this regime, groundwater is forced towards
the surface creating a zone of high hydraulic conductivity which is relatively shallow on this north-
ern side. Outflow may occur via Chalk springs or via lateral flow through drift deposits towards
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the rifes (Southern Water, 1988).
Figure 3.29.: Proposed groundwater flow regime 1 (Southern Water, 1988).
The second suggested flow regime is underflow towards the rifes (Figure 3.30). In this scenario
the groundwater table is below the contact between the Chalk and Palaeogene deposits. Thus in
this regime, no overflow occurs and flow is diverted east or west as underflow through the Chalk.
Some underflow beneath the syncline may occur but will be dependent on the transmissivity of the
Chalk at depth. If this does occur some upwards seepage may in turn occur south of the Chichester
syncline through the Chalk outcrop and then via overlying drift deposits to form surface drainage.
Lateral flow through drift deposits will contribute to rife flow (Southern Water, 1988).
Figure 3.30.: Proposed groundwater flow regime 2 (Southern Water, 1988).
The third regime is underflow to the coast(Figure 3.31). In this the Chalk is in continuity
with the sea and underflow is generated as in the second regime, but discharge is towards the sea
and emerges at the coast. It has been suggested that in periods of drought or high abstraction, flow
may be reversed, resulting in increased saline intrusion (Southern Water, 1988).
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Figure 3.31.: Proposed groundwater flow regime 3 (Southern Water, 1988).
The fourth, and final, suggested flow regime is underflow to creeks (Figure 3.32). This occurs
where zones of high transmissivity in the Chalk extend below the Chichester syncline and as a result
major springs outflow south of the syncline. This band would be narrow and flows restricted to
creeks. The position of springs would be consistent, but the flow amounts would change (Southern
Water, 1988).
Figure 3.32.: Proposed groundwater flow regime 4 (Southern Water, 1988).
Reviewing these four potential flow regimes a number of comments can be made. There
appears to be no issue with saline intrusion occurring with many of water sources of the Chichester
Chalk block given that they are not impacted by any saline intrusion. Thus the third flow regime
with the Chalk being in continuity with the sea seems unlikely. Transmissivity of the Chalk tends
to be lower where the water levels are deeper (Jones & Robbins, 1999) and higher where water
levels are shallow (i.e. discharge in valleys). However, this is only a general relationship as shown
in Figure 3.33.
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Figure 3.33.: Relationship between transmissivity and groundwater level in the South Downs (Jones
& Robbins, 1999).
Pumping tests, coupled with core logs provided by the BGS GeoRecords Plus+ service (Jones
& Robbins, 1999) found little correlation between specific capacity and transmissivity, but found
particularly high levels of transmissivity within valleys and low transmissivity zones on interfluves.
Aquifer properties therefore generally reflect the topography (Jones & Robbins, 1999). This suggests
that the second and in particular the fourth suggested flow regimes may be less likely, as they are
reliant on a zone of high transmissivity at depth below the Chichester syncline. By elimination
the first suggested flow regime is the most likely scenario. The Chichester syncline to the depth it
extends is likely to cause a block in through flow through the Chalk as it is in-filled with impermeable
deposits. However, this is reliant on a water table being above the contact between the Chalk and
Palaeogene deposits. Although the second flow regime has dismissed, it is feasible that a combination
of the first two flow regimes is occurring, where a combination of overflow and some underflow occur
concurrently if the conditions are right.
Chemical sampling of water from the rifes carried out by Southern Water suggested that wa-
ter entering the rifes was highly saturated with calcium carbonate (CaCo3). Accordingly, Southern
Water suggested that flow entering the rifes must come via Chalk groundwater from the Chalk out-
crop to the north as overflow or from run-off from gravels with a Chalky matrix, further suggesting
that the preferred flow regime is that of overflow (Southern Water, 1988). None of these individual
regimes appear to fully describe an acceptable hydrogeological conceptual model of the region, and
therefore these regimes may not be fully exclusive, and rather potentially operate under differing
hydrological conditions.
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The BGS Hydrological Report for the South Downs (Jones & Robbins, 1999) provides a more
recent hydrogeological conceptual model of groundwater flow (a summary illustrated in Figure 3.34),
building on the Southern Water report (1988). As discussed, the syncline acts as a barrier to
flow towards the sea, causing it to be focussed on a number of discharge points such as those
at Bedhampton, Arundel and Fishbourne springs (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The concentrated
groundwater has increased dissolution, creating narrow zones of high transmissivity, and faults
within the geological structure help concentrate the groundwater flow to the spring outlets (Jones &
Robbins, 1999). Fractures within the Chalk allow groundwater to cross and outflow on the southern
side of the syncline in areas around Bedhampton and Havant (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Around
Fishbourne the groundwater is focused under the syncline arch, causing discharge to springs (Jones
& Robbins, 1999). This summary is a combination of aspects of the four regimes earlier suggested
by the Southern Water (1988) in their report, indicating that the regimes vary around the aquifer
due to the differing hydrogeological conditions present. The Paleogene cover can also be associated
with groundwater flow and high transmissivity (Jones & Robbins, 1999) and soils can concentrate
runoff onto the Chalk at specific points. The variation in transmissivity observed in the Chalk is
related to a number of features (topography, lithology, structural features and Palaeogene cover)
and the variation in these as controls will influence the groundwater flow regimes in the area.
Figure 3.34.: Groundwater flow in the South Downs (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
3.6.4. Groundwater Use and Monitoring
Groundwater is the traditional water source for the South Downs and is used to supply major urban
areas in the region (Eastbourne, Brighton, Worthing, Chichester and Portsmouth). Three water
companies operate on the South Downs aquifer: Southern Water, South East Water and Portsmouth
Water (Figure 3.35). The Chichester Chalk Block is covered by Portsmouth Water in the west and
Southern Water in the east and north. Figure 3.3 shows the main public water supply boreholes in
the South Downs.
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Figure 3.35.: Water companies of the South Downs (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
Industrial and private abstractions of groundwater are limited to aggregate processing around
Chichester and all but 0.3% of the abstracted water is returned to the aquifer (Jones & Robbins,
1999). The remaining industrial uses are related to agriculture, while between the five blocks the
use for public supply is 89-97% (Jones & Robbins, 1999). A comparison of licensed abstraction and
average available resources showed that commitment of resources to be between 34-45% for the five
blocks as shown in Table 3.2.
Eastbourne Seaford Brighton Worthing Chichester
Average Recharge 67.7 53.2 312.9 141.4 315.6
Drought Recharge 32.9 25.1 115.9 60.8 114.5
Licenced Abstraction 31.1 20.5 108.5 60.5 125.6
1993 Abstraction 23.5 11.6 80.1 55.1 52.1
Autumn Drought Yield 27.1 16.4 112.9 54.5 98.4
Table 3.2.: Chalk block water supply use in the South Downs (Ml d-1) (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
A number of other groundwater records of varying lengths are located on the Chichester Chalk
Block. Until 1994 networks of 41 monitoring wells were maintained on the Chichester Chalk Block,
with 16 located within the Lavant catchment (Newman, 1994). The majority of these records date
from the late 1970s or early 1980s. These were maintained by the Regional Water Authorities, and
in turn The National Rivers Authority up until it was subsumed into the Environment Agency in
1996. As of 2010, approximately 50 records have been made available from the Environment Agency
and other sources. However, many of these monitoring sites are of limited utility owing to their
relatively short record length. Nearly all of these records commence between 1975 and 2002. Eight
licences for public water supply exist for the Chichester Chalk block (Table 3.3) and are shown in
Figure 3.36. Further detail on abstraction is presented in Section 3.7.
Located within the Lavant Catchment is the Chilgrove House groundwater observation well.
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Source Autumn Drought Output (Ml d−1) Licensed Quantity (Ml a−1) Daily Licensed Quantity Annual (Ml)
Walderton 31.7 36.4 9955
Woodmancote 3.0 4.6 1364
Funtington 5.0 8.0 2920
Lavant and Brickiln 20.0 32.0 9950
Fishbourne 8.0 13.6 3741
Westergate, Eastergate, Slindon 31.0 31.0 10358
Arundel 4.0 4.5 Arundel + Madehurst = 6570*
Madehurst 9.1 13.5 Arundel + Madehurst = 6570*
Table 3.3.: Public water supplies for the Chichester Chalk Block (*Note Southern Water sources
are included in Worthing group licence) (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
Figure 3.36.: Map of listed abstraction sites from Table 3.3 on the Chalk block (modified from the
BGS Hydrogeological Map of the South Downs and Adjacent Parts of the Weald, Steel
et al., (1978)).
It is located on head deposits on top of the Seaford Chalk formation, in a branch of the typically
dry Chilgrove valley. The Chilgrove valley joins the River Lavant valley north of the village of
Lavant. Chilgrove House is the longest continuous groundwater record in Europe and possibly
the world. Water levels have been continuously recorded at Chilgrove House since 1836 to the
present. Conflicting information is available in regards to the quality of the record, with statements
indicating that it is not affected by pumping and reflects regional groundwater flow and recharge
(Jones & Robbins, 1999) but also stating it may well be affected by the abstraction at Brick Kiln
Farm, although this abstraction occurs in the summer only and is thought to be relatively small
following communication with Portsmouth Water (Sansby, pers. comms., 2010).
Also located on the Chichester Chalk Block is the groundwater monitoring well at Compton.
This has another long-term continuous groundwater record, dating from 1893 to the present. The
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Figure 3.37.: Approximate location map of key Portsmouth Water abstraction sites and monitoring
sites used in this study, modified from ESRI (2016).
Compton monitoring well is located approximately 6.5 km west of the Chilgrove House Borehole,
but considered to be outside of the Lavant catchment.
An additional record was made available by Portsmouth Water. This is the record for
the Idsworth observation well located at Rowlands Castle, approximately 10.25 km south-west
of Chilgrove. This well is located outside of the catchment, but sits on the Chichester Chalk
block. This was included in this study as the record for Idsworth is used for drought planning by
Portsmouth Water due to the potential influence of abstraction on Chilgrove House (Sansby, pers.
comms., 2010). Accordingly, Idsworth may be considered a validator on the results from other wells.
The Idsworth record starts in 1931 and is continuous to present day. Further detail on these three
records is presented in the Hydrometric Data chapter.
Contour plots of both high and low groundwater levels were produced by Southern Water
(1988). These showed how the Singleton Anticline interrupts southerly groundwater flows across
the outcrop, and it is not possible to clearly define the major groundwater ridge located west
of the River Lavant that runs south (Southern Water, 1988). In addition there is a large area
north of the Chalk/Palaeogene deposits contact on the eastern side of the Chichester Chalk block,
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Figure 3.38.: Potentiometric surface elevations for the South Downs Chalk aquifer for March 1993
(Jones & Robbins, 1999).
where groundwater drains eastwards towards Arundel (Southern Water, 1988). In low lying areas
groundwater levels are held relatively constant a few metres below the surface, except in extreme
events. A water level profile for the catchment shows a clear downwards slope from north-west to
south-east, with general flow to the coast and secondary flow to rivers. The hydraulic gradients
tend to reflect the surface topography, and are affected by geological structure and abstraction.
Potentiometric surface elevation plots for lowest and highest months for 1993 are presented in
Figures 3.38 and 3.39.
3.7. Resource Management
The South Downs Chalk aquifer has a long history of use and management, beginning in the early
19th century. Early sources of abstraction were drilled close to the coast but were later replaced as
they became brackish with time (Jones & Robbins, 1999). From the 1830s to the 1950s the use of
adits (tunnels) driven parallel to the shoreline at low tide to intersect water-bearing fractures were
the primary method (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Natural springs were also impounded for exploitation
for water abstraction. Wells were also drilled in areas in the late 19th century to supply urban areas.
Currently, management of the Chalk aquifer is subdivided separately for the five blocks. This study
is concerned solely with the management of the Chichester Chalk block. Portsmouth Water operates
nine groundwater sources on the block, as well as spring sources, while Southern Water operates
two sources (Jones & Robbins, 1999). An up to date list of the abstraction operations was not
freely or easily accessible at the time of this Study, given records of water abstraction licences are
held in the National Abstraction Licensing Database (NALD) and the responsible data holder is the
Environment Agency. This data is not currently openly available with only a total regional licences
in force between 2000 to 2014 available, along with regional groundwater abstraction licence types
on a regional basis.
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Figure 3.39.: Potentiometric surface elevations for the South Downs Chalk aquifer for September
1993 (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
Figure 3.40.: Water resource availability in colours for groundwater in the broader South Downs
region (modified from Environment Agency, 2013).
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A major report carried out by Southern Water (1988) identified all public water supplies
from the Chichester Chalk block as coming from Chalk groundwater. Most of the Chichester Chalk
block lies within the authority of Portsmouth Water, who operate nine Chalk sources within three
distribution systems of Walderton, Lavant and Eastergate/Westergate (Southern Water, 1988).
The largest source is a group of springs at Havant and Bedhampton providing around 40% of
requirements (Portsmouth Water, 2008). In 1998, Portsmouth Water had six licensed public water
supply groundwater abstractions, located at Lavant, Brick Kiln Farm (located close to Chilgrove
House), Fishbourne, Funtington, Walderton and Woodmancote. On the north-east edge of the Chalk
block the Sussex division of Southern Water operated three sources in 1990 (Institute of Hydrology,
1990). The total average annual abstraction from these boreholes had been relatively constant at
46 Ml/d from 1978 to 1989, but decreased to 33 Ml/d in 1993 (Newman, 1994). Information for
11 licences was made available by the Environment Agency for the period 2001-2007. The total
licensed annual abstraction for all abstractions for the Lavant Catchment between 2001 and 2007
was 10,816 Ml and the daily limit was 41.65 Ml/d. The actual average annual abstraction was 2647
Ml/d, significantly less than the total allowance. This was partly due to certain licences not being
used and limitations (e.g. summer only licence). Of the 11 licences, only one was used for public
water supply, operated by Portsmouth Water, which amounted for approximately 92% of the total
annual licence for the catchment. This abstraction only operated at about 26% of its annual limit
for 2001-2007. The other licences were generally for irrigation, agriculture and minor commercial
or industrial operations. The following updated abstraction information (Figure 3.41) was obtained
from Portsmouth Water (noting that the River Itchen is the only river abstraction source).
The total licensed annual groundwater abstraction for Portsmouth Water is 126,858 Ml
(Portsmouth Water, 2008) (this includes 16,636 ML of river abstraction from the River Itchen).
All six previously identified abstractions were still in operation in 2010. The total annual licensed
abstraction for these six was 25,302 Ml, against an actual abstraction of 17,347 Ml (2009/2010).
The actual 2009/2010 abstraction for the entirety of Portsmouth Water’s sources was 66,336 Ml,
including 8,880 Ml of river abstraction. The Woodmancote abstraction operates on an irregular
basis, while all other abstractions have been in operation since 1973, with the exception of Brick
Kiln Farm which has been operating since 1989. All groundwater abstractions come from the Chalk
and are their approximate locations are shown in Figures 3.42 and 3.37.
A number of private abstractions are present within the Chalk block. Information on the
abstraction amounts is not readily available, as not all abstractions require licences. Consequently
any water balance calculations or groundwater model simulations have generally not taken these
into account. A few attempts have been made with balance calculations for the Lavant catchment
(Cole et al., 2009). Water balances are futher complicated for the region due to the rifes, which
are difficult to quantify. Some data have shown an influence on groundwater levels by abstractions,
but these effects have been observed to be minor, as in the case of the Graylingwell gauge, which is
influenced by the operation of the Lavant Borehole (Newman, 1994). Overall the Lavant catchment
is an area of low abstraction, with abstraction actually reducing over the past 30 years, and it has
been suggested as having “a good deal of scope for the development of new sources” (Southern
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Figure 3.41.: Abstraction from Portsmouth Water’s various sources during 2015-2016 (Portsmouth
Water, 2017).
Water, 1988). This suggests abstraction will have little to no impact on groundwater levels within
the catchment. Portsmouth Water has supplied the entire groundwater record for the Idsworth
monitoring well, located at Rowlands Castle. The Idsworth record is unaffected by abstractions,
however there is some suggestion by Portsmouth Water that Chilgrove House may be affected by
the Brick Kiln abstraction (Sansby, pers. comms., 2010). Accordingly, the Idsworth record is a good
indicator of groundwater levels. To reiterate, Idsworth may be thought of as a reference against
Chilgrove House and Compton. Even though the Idsworth borehole is located outside of the Lavant
catchment and just west of the western boundary of the Chichester Chalk block the hydrological
conditions and geology are extremely similar.
Information provided by the Environment Agency stated that three agriculture and two public
water supply abstraction points operated in the vicinity of the Chilgrove House monitoring well.
However, owing to confidentiality, data for these abstractions are only available in grouped form
and only available from 1999. However, the public supply point became active in 1977, which may
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Figure 3.42.: Location map of Portsmouth Water main abstraction (treatment) sites (not to scale),
modified from Portsmouth Water Ltd Activity Report 2007/08 (Portsmouth Water,
2008).
be reflected in the recorded groundwater levels (Boutle, pers. comms., 2010). Due to the major
drought of 1976, a source was developed 4 km from the Lavant abstraction point at Brick Kiln Farm
(Jones & Robbins, 1999). This is licensed for summer use only and with the Lavant abstraction,
allows for full use of groundwater from the Chalk aquifer with minimal impact on stream flows
(Jones & Robbins, 1999). The influence of these abstractions on the Chilgrove House borehole is
further investigated in this study. There are also abstractions from the Chichester Chalk block that
are likely to have no influence on the Lavant catchment. These are industrial licences associated
with gravel extraction, where water circulates via lagoon systems (Southern Water, 1988). The
second are abstractions from groundwater for watercress beds (Southern Water, 1988). In 1998,
two of these abstractions were associated with artesian boreholes (Southern Water, 1988).
Given that full information on abstractions is not available and the non-linear storage nature
of groundwater catchments, calculating an exact water balance for the catchment is challenging.
Previously studies have looked to account for the subsurface flows in small catchments (Hogstrom
& Larsson, 1968). Giving exact values to these aspects is difficult. Water balances for the Lavant to
Graylingwell over eight water years (1995 - 2003) indicated 23% of water to be unaccounted for, and
is likely related to groundwater flow out of the catchment (Cole et al., 2009). Losses can be from
abstraction, underflow below the gauged catchment outlet or spring flow outside of the catchment
surface area. This is in addition to losses from surface runoff and direct run-off. Defining the
groundwater catchment itself is difficult. Cole et al. (2009) found indications that the groundwater
catchment for the Lavant may well be larger than the suggested maximum topographic size of the
catchment (87.2 km2) and groundwater catchments might well be linked, with proportions from
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each contributing to each other. An example is the Costers Brook catchment located just north of
the Lavant catchment. The report by Cole et al. (2009) provided details on the catchment water
balance for the Lavant catchment. Estimates of implied storage change for the Lavant for a test
period (15 December 1993 to 15 January 1994) indicated that catchment losses exceeded the net
rainfall input to the catchment by a very small percentage (-0.013%).
Work by Cole et al. (2009) suggested, as a modelled percentage of rainfall, actual evaporation
dominates losses at 60%, then river flow is next at 20%, abstraction at least 7% and underflow least
at 14%; finally there is an implied loss of water to catchment storage from the water balance of
2%. The effect of abstraction on the water balance as a whole is difficult to predict. A long-term
abstraction profile is required to create a more accurate water balance. Increasing abstraction in
theory would reduce losses from other areas. Given losses from evaporation and river flow can
take place before rainfall infiltrates fully to the groundwater table it is more likely underflow will be
most affected, with losses possibly decreasing. Baseflow indexes (BFI) for Chalk steams are typically
greater than 0.9, due to the high groundwater component of the river discharge. The River Lavant
is a baseflow-dominated regime with a mean flow of 0.33 m3/s and BFI of 0.83 at Graylingwell. As
abstraction information is not readily available from water companies the values calculated by Cole
et al. (2009) are considered a good approximation. Clearly increases in abstraction may have an
impact on the catchment water balance. The influence of abstraction changes will be looked at in
relation to groundwater levels water in this work.
3.8. Soils and Land Use
The South Downs have undergone farming for approximately 5,000 years (Boardman, 2003). How-
ever, the area, including the Chichester Chalk block, has experienced little change over this epoch
in regards to land use (Boardman et al., 2009). The majority of the land within the catchment
is used for agricultural purposes, with for the first 40 years of the twentieth century being mainly
grazed (Boardman, 2003). From World War Two much of the land became used for cultivation of
cereals such as barley (Boardman, 2003). The soils on the South Downs are relatively thin, in the
region of 15 cm (Boardman, 2003). As a result, intensive agriculture has resulted in erosion of these
thin soils. Since the conversion to winter cereal crops in the 1970s, much flood damage has occurred
across the South Downs (Boardman, 2003). Little in the way has been done to manage or limit the
erosion of soils in the South Downs. It is acknowledged that increased erosion of soils has resulted in
increased run-off from agricultural land (Boardman & Favis-Mortlock, 1993; and Boardman, 2003).
Given the suggestion of potentially shorter and more intense periods of precipitation suggested in
the UK Climate Change Report due to climatic change, combined with soil erosion (due to farming
and changes in land-use), this could result in more flood events in the South Downs.
The majority of the actual Lavant catchment’s 115 km2 area is rural. There is little significant
urban development in the catchment area. Urban development tends to be concentrated towards
coastal areas.
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The principal soils of the catchment are drift deposits forming well drained Chalk soils. They
are thin, stony rendzinas that contain high proportions of silt (60-80%) of loessic origin (Boardman,
2003) and contain chalk or flint stones. The soils are classed as silty clay and silt loams, which
are typically not thicker than 25 cm, often as thin as 15 cm over bedrock with stone content up
to 40% (Boardman, 2003). In river valleys, the thickness of the soils can be up to 1 m in depth.
Little effort has been put in place for soil conservation (Boardman, 2003). As a result, it is thought
that the stoniness of soils may well increase in the long term, in turn impacting agriculture but
also flood risk (Boardman, 2003). These soils are intrinsically erodible due to the high silt content
(Boardman, 2003). Further information on soils and land use is presented in Appendix C.1, C.2
and C.3.
3.9. Major Catchment Drought and Flood Events
A number of major drought events, not specifically local to the South Downs have affected the
region. A review of the major drought events of the UK has been reviewed in Chapter 2.2.6 and
these are mostly reflected in the hydrographs of Chilgrove House, Compton and Idsworth and more
specifci details are presented in Appendix C.4 for brevity. The hydrographs of the long-term records
are useful for illustrating the major events and these are reviewed in detailed in Chapter 4.3.
Several flood events have occurred in the South Downs. Following the 2006-2007 drought
intense precipitation lead to some flooding. A major flood occurred on the Chichester Chalk block
in the Lavant Catchment during the winter of 1960-1961 (Taylor, 1994). A lack of long-term flow
records for rivers prevents significant further historical analysis. More detail on catchment floods is
presented in Appendix C.4 and on the Lavant flood relief scheme is presented in Appendix C.5.
3.10. Summary
A summary of the background information on the Lavant Catchment, the study area, the within
the South Downs has been presented
The Lavant catchment is located on the South Downs in South East England and sits on the
Chichester Chalk block, and is 493 km2 in size. The South Downs have a high relief in the north and
lower in the south, with a scarp face on the northern side of the Chichester Chalk block. Remapping
of the Chalk stratigraphy (Bristow, et al. 1997) has brought together these into a unified Chalk
Formation to replace the Upper and Middle Chalk. Overlying the Chalk are superficial deposits,
particularly towards the south. The Chichester Chalk block is bounded on the northern side by the
Gault clay and River Rother. The eastern boundary of the block is typically given by the River
Arun.
Groundwater regimes are thought to be dominated by the Chichester syncline. There is a
groundwater divide at the crest of the scarp slow of the South Downs, causing groundwater to flow
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northwards to feed springs, east to the River Arun and south towards the coast. Groundwater levels
reduce moving south towards the coast. A number of groundwater monitoring records are available
both within the catchment and wider region. The most important of these are two of the longest
records in the United Kingdom, that of Chilgrove House located within the Lavant catchment and
that of Compton located just outside of the Lavant catchment, 6.5 km west of Chilgrove House.
Overall the Lavant catchment is an area of low abstraction, with total abstraction reducing over
the past 30 years. Groundwater in the region is derived mainly from the Chalk. Abstraction as a
whole on the Chichester Chalk block and within the Lavant Catchment is relatively low and will
likely have minimal influence on recorded groundwater levels at Compton and Chilgrove House. A
third record at Idsworth is available and is not influenced by any abstractions.
The River Lavant is the largest of the southward draining rivers and forms the catchment that
is the study area of this work. It is an ephemeral stream and can dry out entirely for periods. It
is also predominantly groundwater derived, draining a topographic area of approximately 115 m2.
The source is located near to Singleton village and it outflows into Chichester Harbour. The River
Lavant is known to be a flashy stream, with peak flows historically reaching around 8 cumecs, but
flows being more typically 0.3 cumecs. Its total length is about 14.5 km. Land use has not changed
dramatically and the catchment and wider region are predominant rural. The major urban centre in
the catchment is Chichester, which the Lavant flows through. It is doubtful that urban development
has had any major influences on groundwater regimes or river flows both in the Lavant catchment.
Overall the South Downs Chalk aquifer is highly exploited but the Chichester Chalk block is viewed
as being the least exploited of the South Downs Chalk blocks, with scope for expansion of resource
exploitation (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Therefore the Lavant catchment may be considered as not
being influenced by abstractions.
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4. Groundwater Data and Initial
Groundwater Record Analysis
4.1. Introduction and Background
This chapter will outline the major long-term groundwater records from the South Downs available
for analysis as per Figure 4.1 and present a series of hydrological analyses carried out on the
records in an attempt to distinguish any underlying statistical patterns or trends. The first is
Chilgrove House (Chilgrove), located within the Lavant catchment. The second is at Compton just
outside of the catchment, located approximately 5.1 km to the north-west of Chilgrove House. A
third record located at Idsworth (sometimes referred to as Rowlands Castle), is also available for
analysis but is located approximately 10.3 km south-west of the catchment. These groundwater
records are significantly longer than the suggested 60 year minimum record length (Chen & Grasby,
2009) for trend analyses, with Chilgrove dating from 1836, Compton 1893 and Idsworth from 1931.
Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 indicate the locations of the main boreholes found around the Lavant
catchment. All others listed in these figures are too short in record length for long-term analysis.
Further information is presented in Appendix D.1.
Following data discussion, statistical analyses of the long-term groundwater records will be
examined. The results of these hydrological statistical methods are discussed. The data are consid-
ered in blocks of 20-year periods to provide an indication of changes in groundwater levels over the
available record duration.
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Figure 4.1.: Sketch location map of groundwater monitoring sites in and around the Lavant
catchment.
Figure 4.2.: Location map of groundwater monitoring sites in and around the Lavant catchment
(Cole et al. 2009).
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The most significant borehole is the Chilgrove House (also referred to as Chilgrove) borehole. The
Chilgrove borehole provides a long term record of dipped groundwater levels dating from 1836. Due
to the length of the record and the location of the borehole within the catchment, Chilgrove is used
as the standard test for the groundwater level output for the LCM. The Chilgrove House record
is the longest-standing record of groundwater levels in Europe, and possibly the world, with water
levels measured almost continually since 1836. The monitoring well is located in a dry river valley
and connected with the River Lavant valley in the Chichester Chalk Block. Given the length of the
Chilgrove record it can be used to illustrate long-term trends in the data.
4.2.2. Chilgrove Borehole Construction
The Chilgrove monitoring well was originally 41.15 m in depth when first sunk in 1836. A build-up
of silt was noted by Halton Thomas (1938) in 1855 and 1934. This silt was first cleared in 1855,
which also lead to a deepening of the well to 43.74 m after the 1854 drought. The original shaft of
the well sunk in 1836 was 0.9 m in diameter. A second clearing of silt took place in March 1934
following the 1933-1934 drought, with the addition of a 114 mm diameter borehole to a greater depth
of 62.03 m. This borehole was recorded by Halton Thomas (1938) as being 152 mm in diameter.
A casing runs from the surface to the bored section of the well. Borehole logs and reports were
obtained from the BGS. The report for Chilgrove notes that the deepening of the borehole had no
effect on water levels, only increasing recovery rates following pumping.
4.2.3. Chilgrove Measurements
The groundwater levels at Chilgrove were originally recorded from 1836 to 1868 by the property
owner (Mr W. Leyland Woods) and following his passing by three of his children between 1868 and
1940 (Mr John Woods 1868-1918, Miss. L. Woods 1918-1921 and Mr E Woods 1921-1940). From
1940 Chilgrove House passed to the ownership of Colonel C. F. W. Dimond who carried out the
measurements until 1952. The measurements from this point were taken over by Portsmouth Water.
The historic records collected by Halton Thomas were given to Portsmouth Water in 1956. In 1965,
the Sussex River Authority took control of this monitoring and then in term passed responsibility
to the Southern Water Authority in 1974. The Southern Region of the National Rivers Authority
(NRA) became responsible from September 1989. During the early 1990s the Natural Environment
Research Council was responsible for the storage of the Chilgrove data. Following the NRA being
subsumed into the EA, monitoring passed in turn to the EA and continues to present. From the
period of March 1942 to April 1943 no levels were recorded. This was due to the requisitioning of
Chilgrove House by the British Army during the Second World War. The values during this period
were extrapolated from the nearby well at Compton, located 5.1 km to the west.
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The data recorded at Chilgrove is affected by the method of data collection used up until the
early 1900s. A study carried out by Halton Thomas corrected these errors (Halton Thomas, 1938).
Halton Thomas (1938) provided an overview of the Chilgrove data from its inception in 1838 until
1938. He reviewed the methods of data collection and the associated problems. From 1834 to 1921
a wet line method was used for measuring groundwater levels. This involved lowering a weighted
cord down the well until the weight touched the bottom of the well and the wetted length was then
measured to the nearest foot between two fixed points (Halton Thomas, 1938). This method is
open to a number of potential errors such as miscounting of lengths and accumulated measurement
errors, as well as the potential for the cord to shrink with time. In addition, it was noted by Halton
Thomas (1938) that the base of the well had become shallower due to a number of years worth of
silt accumulation. This was cleared in 1855 and 1934, but the well was also deepened during the
1855 clearing. An earlier study that Halton Thomas carried out in 1919 (Halton Thomas, 1938)
stated that following a review of the previous readings using the wet line method overall the quality
of the data was “good”, with little percentage error due to a relatively wide range of fluctuations in
the groundwater levels. In 1921 the method of data collection was changed to a dry line method,
where a calibrated wire and float reference to a datum point at ground level were used to eliminate
the potential errors when using the wet line method. From 1922, measurements were taken weekly
to the nearest 0.1 foot. Errors were found to be no greater than 0.2 feet (Halton Thomas, 1938).
Earlier measurements were taken on a monthly basis. The exact method of measurement is currently
unconfirmed, but in the data provided by the EA it is detailed as high-resolution and instantaneous,
so it is assumed measurement is via electronic sensors (the provided data files display a blank field
for measurement method).
Some concern was expressed with the quality of the Chilgrove data supplied by the Environ-
ment Agency. As of July 2010, the Environment Agency was unable to locate the original data
recordings. To corroborate the data quality, a copy of the original Halton Thomas (1938) study was
obtained and the data from this study was entered electronically and then converted from feet to
metres and compared with the supplied Environment Agency data. The data was found to be the
same values from 1838 to 1938. The data provided by the Environment Agency may be considered
to be of sufficient quality and is used where available. There is some variation in the frequency
of data. For 2002 there are daily readings, however these are not continuous but with blocks of
two days missing every seven days, giving the impression that readings were not carried out on
weekends. The data provided also states the site was manually dipped, further adding evidence to
this possibility. During 2003 the dipping becomes monthly again until 2010. A fully complete (until
December 2010) dataset was made available by the EA, eliminating the problems during the latter
part of the Chilgrove record highlighted previously. It is assumed that the data are of good quality
as the data file notes mark the readings as being good. During flood conditions, the Chilgrove record
is observed to top out or become artesian at 77.18 mAOD due to the well construction, causing
limitations during flood events. Another factor is concerns expressed by sources that Chilgrove may
be influenced by the nearby Portsmouth Water abstraction at Brickkiln, but not quantification is
suggested (Sansby, pers. comm., 2010). However, other reports (Jones et al., 1999) state that the
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level is not affected by pumping and the fluctuations reflect regional groundwater flow and recharge.
4.2.4. Compton
In addition to Chilgrove, two additional datasets have been compiled from data made available
from the EA and Portsmouth Water. The first of these is from Compton village. The Compton
dataset is thought to be of better overall quality than Chilgrove. Some minor concerns have been
highlighted in regards to abstraction influence for Compton. The Compton dataset runs from 1893
to 2010. The monitoring well is located approximately 5.1 km slightly north-west Chilgrove, outside
the catchment. The original reports by Halton-Thomas were obtained and the data provided by
the EA was manually compared to the historic data for Compton and matched perfectly. The
Compton records comprise of two separate monitoring wells. One at Compton Vicarage and one at
Compton House. These are located approximately 82.30 m apart (Halton Thomas, 1931; 1938b).
Simultaneous measurements at both wells showed that levels stood at “practically the same level”
(Halton Thomas, 1921) and the record was regarded as unbroken.
4.2.5. Compton Bore Hole Construction
The Compton Vicarage monitoring well was assumed to have been sunk prior to February 1893, as
this is the record start date. No further information on the well could be obtained. The Compton
Vicarage well was used between 1893 and 1920. The Compton House well that has been in use since
1920 is recorded by the BGS as being 180 ft. deep, which converts to approximately 54.64 m, with
a diameter of 6 inches, which converts to approximately 15.24 cm. This was in turn a reference to
work by Halton Thomas (1931). No information on the actual well construction could be uncovered.
4.2.6. Compton Measurements
Initial observations between 1893 and 1897 were not made at regular intervals. Measurements were
taken at what appear to be fairly regular intervals of three weeks (Halton Thomas, 1921). Halton
Thomas (1921) noted that by the use of experience of later years in the record and the available data
from Chilgrove, readings could be interpolated with “some confidence”. From 1898 readings are
generally at weekly intervals, with the occasional exception during earlier years. From May 1903 the
measurements were transferred to Compton House (Halton Thomas, 1931) and have been recorded
since. From October 1920, daily measurements were taken up until 1931 (Halton Thomas, 1931).
However, only weekly values were presented in the original source material by Halton Thomas, and
available from the EA. The daily values could not be recovered. Little information is available on
the actual measurement techniques used at Compton. Prior to 1920 readings were made using a
cord, assumed to be the same wet line method used at Chilgrove. From 1920 a calibrated wire or
light chain was adopted to measure the depth to the water level from the ground surface (Halton
Thomas, 1931), assumed to be the dry line method. Therefore early data may be subject to similar
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errors as that of Chilgrove. It is assumed that currently the method is using an electronic sensor
like at Chilgrove due to the labelling of “high-resolution” and “instantaneous” in the provided data.
These are noted by data from the EA to be manual between 2002 and 2007. Data available from
the EA is of weekly or monthly resolution.
4.2.7. Idsworth
The third dataset is that of Idsworth from Portsmouth Water. This monitoring well is used as
a standard indicator by Portsmouth Water. The Idsworth record is viewed as being of excellent
quality and not having any abstraction influences. Accordingly, Idsworth is used in drought planning
(Sansby, pers. comm., 2011). The Idsworth record runs from late 1931 to 2010. Two sets of data
were provided for Idsworth, from the EA and Portsmouth Water. When comparing these two data
sets it is apparent that the observation dates differed between the two datasets. Therefore the two
were combined to create a larger, higher resolution dataset of observations.
4.2.8. Idsworth Borehole Construction
A borehole report on the monitoring well at Idsworth was obtained from the BGS. The well, referred
to as Idsworth Tower, is located at Rowlands Castle and is operated by Portsmouth Water. It was
originally sunk in 1897 at the then Idsworth Waterworks and has a depth of 250 ft. (76.20 m)
The diameter is 6 ft. (1.83 m) The boring of the well is of 12 inches in diameter (30.45 cm) to a
maximum depth of 15.24 m. No other information was available.
4.2.9. Idsworth Measurements
A 1935 survey by Portsmouth Water notes that spring readings have been taken since 1905 but
only records from 1908 are available. It notes that records from 1914 are of a better quality.
However, no mention is made of groundwater levels. It is also noted in the BGS logs that a recorder
was installed in the monitoring well in November 1961. The data provided by Portsmouth Water
comprises weekly groundwater readings from 1932 to 2010. The actual measurement techniques for
Idsworth are unknown. It is assumed that a dry line method was used for the earlier measurements.
The recorder installed in 1961 is possibly a chart recorder. No other information was available.
4.3. Graphical Analysis
Given that all three monitoring wells are located in the Chalk of the South Downs it is reasonable
to expect that their behaviour would be fairly similar. In particular the shape of the groundwater
recession curve are fairly consistent. However, the magnitude in fluctuations in the levels varying
between the three wells, owing to their differing locations. This can be seen in the difference in
recorded groundwater levels in the raw data. Graphical methods can be applied to gain some initial
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Figure 4.4.: Chilgrove groundwater gecord 1836-2010 with linear trend fitted.
insights. The resultant plot with a fitted linear trend line for Chilgrove can be observed in Figure 4.4,
while the corresponding plots for Compton and Idsworth can also be found in Appendix D.2.2
(Figure D.9 and D.10). A plot of the full Chilgrove record along with Compton and Idsworth are
available in Appendix D.2.1 (Figures D.1 to D.7).
All three wells show a similar overall shape, but with fluctuations in the range of values due to
different locations and hydrological conditions (i.e. mAOD). This does, as stated previously, show
similarity in the basic behaviour of the three monitoring sites. From these plots we can see that
Figure 4.4 for Chilgrove, the linear trend line (calculated using the linear least squares method to
calculate a line of best fit first order polynomial) indicates a gradual increase in groundwater levels
over the record duration. For Compton (Appendix D.2), levels have remained relatively constant,
while the linear trend for Idsworth (Appendix D.2) indicates a gradual fall in levels over the record
length. The R2 values decrease with record length (Idsworth R2 = 0.0886, Compton R2 = 0.0461
and Chilgrove R2 = 0.0226). This implies that the fitted linear trend lines do not show a good fit
overall to the data. The low R2 values may be explained by suggesting that the variability present
is caused by other influences that are not represented by the data used (e.g. geology, recharge
mechanisms, etc.), or even the potential inherent variability present in the system.
To compare dataset behaviour, normalisation of the groundwater levels is required and a






Where x is the value to be normalised, µ is the mean of the dataset, σ is the standard deviation
of the dataset and z is the normalised value. Equation 4.1 is applied to the datasets for all three
monitoring wells to produce normalised plots such as Figure 4.5 for 1970-2010. The remaining
plots for prior to 1970 are presented in Appendix D.3 for brevity (Figures D.11 to D.15). All three
records exhibit very similar overall behaviour when plotted. Compton and Chilgrove demonstrate
very similar behaviour, being more closely matched than Idsworth. Normalised plots of the complete
groundwater records further demonstrate how similar the behaviour is as in Figure 4.6 and again
the remaining plots for prior to 1970 are presented in Appendix D.3 for brevity. Some variation
is present in the extreme values and this is possibly linked to inherent variation at the extremes,
varying locations and geological controls. Chilgrove sometimes shows lower extreme low values,
whilst Compton sometimes shows higher annual low values, but as stated, overall they are similar.
Idsworth appears to show the lowest overall annual low value, and is known not to be affected
by abstractions. The similar behaviour of Idsworth to both Compton and Chilgrove adds further
weight to the argument of using only Compton and Chilgrove for further analysis. While this is not
statistical evidence for a change in levels, it does indicate generally consistent behaviour between the
three wells, which is useful given that both Compton and Chilgrove are thought to be potentially
influenced by abstractions.
Figure 4.5.: Normalised annual low groundwater levels for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth 1970-
2010.
The records are trimmed by selecting the lowest overall value for each calendar year to produce
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Figure 4.6.: Normalised groundwater records for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth 1970-2010.
three data sets of the annual low groundwater levels for each record. This is done on the basis on
the previous work carried out for the Environment Agency (Appendix A). Plots of the annual low
records are shown in Figure 4.7 with linear trend lines fitted.
The plots of annual low levels for the three wells shown together in Figure 4.7 display similar
behaviour, with the records being consistent in shape. This further suggest that the three wells
exhibit similar behaviour, regardless of any potential influences such as abstraction. The linear
trend lines fitted to the three records also display a distinct downwards slope, indicating an overall
decrease in annual low levels over the duration of all three records. This may be interpreted as an
initial indication of a change in annual low groundwater levels. By itself, this is not statistically
significant evidence of a cause for this change, but suggests that some physical factor has occurred
to cause a change in annual low groundwater levels.
To further emphasise the downwards trend, plots are produced in which the records are split
into 20-year periods (Figure 4.8). The Chilgrove record is trimmed (1836-1850) so that only complete
20-year periods are considered. The latter two 20-year periods of 1971-1990 and 1991-2010 appear
to show a marked downwards shift in annual low groundwater levels when compared to the earlier
20-year periods. This downwards shift is also present in the plots for Compton and Idsworth shown
in Appendix D.4 (Figure D.16 and D.17).
Broad statements can be made from visual interpretation of the data. The highest annual
low groundwater levels for all three monitoring wells occur before 1970 and levels after 1970 are
generally lower. There appears to have been a change in groundwater levels with a visual indication
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Figure 4.7.: Annual low groundwater records for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth with fitted linear
trend lines.
of a reduction in annual low levels since 1970. However, the cause of this needs to be identified and
further evidence of this change must still be found.
Average annual low levels were generated for each of the 20-year periods to compare against
the average for the entire annual low records for Compton and Idsworth. While again this is not
significant statistical evidence for a change in groundwater levels, it does show further indication
that a change has occurred. For both Compton and Idsworth the 1971-1990 period is significantly
lower affecting the overall average dramatically. The 1991-2010 period is also notably lower than the
other periods but is not lower than the overall average. This is likely due to the influence 1971-1990
period on the average for the entire record.
Further graphical plotting methods using locally weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS
and LOWESS) were applied to the data. These plots help indicate the downwards trend in annual
low levels observed in the graphical analysis so far with the plotted smooths corroborating the
downwards trend. This analysis is included in Appendix D.5 for brevity.
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Figure 4.8.: Chilgrove annual low record 1851-2010 - divided into 20-year periods.
4.4. Scatter Plots
The use of two-dimensional scatter plots (sometimes referred to as dotty plots) is a very common
method of data analysis to illustrate correlation between variables. Scatter plots give an indication
of whether variability or spread is present throughout the data. They can indicate if the relationship
appears to be linear or curved by simple observations. In this instance the Chilgrove and Compton
datasets are trimmed to match a matching start date of 1891, while each are in turn trimmed to
match Idsworth (starting 1931) to produce Figure 4.9. From this we can see that there is a positive
correlation between the three records. This is partly due to locality of the three monitoring sites
but is also partly a result of them being situated on the same aquifer; hydrological conditions are
therefore expected to be extremely similar.
Scatter plots are generated with the records split into 40 year periods for comparison in
Figures 4.10-4.12. A consistent positive correlation is shown by each plot. There is a distinction
between the two 40 year periods: lower levels from the second 40 year period (1971-2010) are
clustered in the lower part of each graph, in contrast to a clustering of values from the earlier 40
year period in the upper part of each graph. There is a grouping of values around the central
portion of each plot corresponding to the expected mean value of the entire series. This indicates
that the behaviour between the three wells is isomorphic, with the later 40 year period showing
lower levels across the three datasets. Only a few values might be considered to be outliers in the
upper extremes of the Chilgrove dataset but these are unlikely to have a great influence on the
data and represent extreme events such as flood periods. The overall shape of the plots is linear in
appearance, with a lack of skewness or “tailedness”, suggesting the potential for fitting the data to
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Figure 4.9.: Scatterplot of three annual low records for matching dates.
a normal distribution due to these assumptions of linear regression.
Figure 4.10.: Scatterplot of two 40 year periods for Chilgrove and Compton.
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Figure 4.11.: Scatterplot of two 40 year periods for Chilgrove and Idsworth.
Figure 4.12.: Scatterplot of two 40 year periods for Compton and Idsworth.
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4.5. Moving Average
Moving averages are a useful statistical method for indicating a general change over time. A
moving average was generated and plotted against the actual data for the annual low historic
groundwater records, where a 10 year averaging kernel was selected for estimating the long-term
trend to limit influence of outliers and as a value suitable for the three differing record lengths
given the moving period should be small compared to the record length. The plots for Chilgrove,
Compton and Idsworth (Figure 4.13) are in close agreement in terms of shape. There is an almost
regular oscillation for a large part of each record with an apparent period of approximately 20-years.
Chilgrove, being the longer record, best illustrates this. From the late 1960s there is an apparent
gradual decrease in the moving average values for all three records. Following this decrease in values,
the regular oscillation appears to continue as before but around a lower central point. This is an
indication that some change has occurred in the annual low groundwater levels, and that a cyclic
process may be occurring with annual low levels suggesting wetter and drier periods. However,
further examination of the influence of longer-term climatic influences is required and is presented
in Section 6.6.1.






































The threshold level approach was introduced by Yevjevich (1967) for defining a drought at a par-
ticular site. This avoids the issue caused by spatial variability, and is particularly relevant given
the use of three specific groundwater monitoring sites. The threshold method is a technique for
defining the beginning and end of a drought period. When a measured variable falls below a specific
threshold value the drought period is defined as beginning. When the variable (the groundwater
level in this example) rises above the threshold value the drought period is defined as having ended,
thus defining the drought duration.
A threshold value was generated for the 99th, 90th and 70th percentile, along with the mean
for both the annual and entire dataset for Compton. These three percentile thresholds can be viewed
as drought events of varying intensity, with the higher percentile being the more severe. This allows
for a visual representation of the drought events. Figure 4.14 represents the whole dataset for 1991-
2010 with the threshold lines marked on; corresponding figures for other periods can be found in
Appendix D.7 (Figures D.34 to D.37). The 90% threshold (30.85 mAOD) was selected as the value
to examine, based on the notion that very extreme events are rare may not appear in the available
records. Table 4.1 documents the greater number of drought events that have occurred since 1971.
While the number of samples vary in the 20-year periods, the lowest number of samples was still
228 in the 1911-1930 period, thus demonstrating a lack of data points to not be a concern. From
examining the data points below the threshold visually, distinctions can be made by grouping them
into periods and so the number of samples is sufficient for each period. For example 1931-1950
contained 233 samples and returned 21 values below the 90% threshold and 1951-1970 contained
228 and returned eight values.
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Figure 4.14.: Compton groundwater record for 1991-2010 indicating varying threshold levels (99,
90, 75% and mean).






Table 4.1.: Compton 90% threshold drought events 1911-2010.
A combined total of 24 drought events are found from 1971-2010, while 13 occurred during
1911-1970. The individual recordings are grouped into events on the basis of their sequential occur-
rence, showing a significant increase in events from 1971 onwards as can be observed in Table 4.1.
This threshold process is repeated but using 90 percentile threshold values generated indepen-
dently for each 20-year period as shown in Table 4.2. This shows the 90% thresholds for 1971-1990
and 1991-2010 to be 30.37 mAOD and 30.79 mAOD, respectively. These are both lower than the
thresholds for the earlier three 20-year periods, indicating that on average groundwater levels have
fallen. This threshold approach further indicates that there has been an apparent change in the
annual low ground water level, with lower groundwater levels becoming more common from 1971
onwards.
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Period No. Values Below 90% Threshold No. of Events 90% Threshold Value
1991-2010 42 10 30.79 mAOD
1971-1990 89 9 30.37 mAOD
1951-1970 24 10 32.03 mAOD
1931-1950 23 7 31.00 mAOD
1911-1930 34 14 32.86 mAOD
Table 4.2.: Compton 90% threshold drought events 1911-2010 for 20 Year periods.
4.7. Chapter Summary
The three groundwater records available for this study are possibly three of the most important in
the UK. Dating from 1836, the Chilgrove House record has the longest continuous of groundwater
levels in the UK, and possibly the world. Although there are issues with the well becoming artesian
during flood conditions. The Compton House record is also one of the longest groundwater records
in the UK, dating back to 1892. Both records are shown to be reliable indicators of groundwater
levels and are thought not to be influenced by land-use changes. However, there is uncertainty with
Chilgrove and the potential for it to be influenced to an unknown degree by nearby abstraction
(this has not been defined here and will be investigated later). The third record, Idsworth, whilst
shorter, is still comparatively long compared to the majority of historic records available from the
Environment Agency’s borehole network as most of these date from the 1960s onwards. This site
is recorded as uninfluenced by any abstractions. A check of the data quality has been carried
out, comparing historic measurements to those provided by the EA. Additional data provided by
Portsmouth Water were also combined for the Idsworth site to create an improved record.
Graphical analysis methods have been applied to the long-term full and annual low records
with and without normalisation. The full records do not appear to indicate a strong trend, however
the annual low records all indicate a downwards shift in annual minima. The use of LOESS curve
fitting on the annual minima for Compton also suggests a downwards change in levels, which is
important as this eliminates the potential for multi-decadal oscillations in the record being mistaken
for the actual overall trend. As stated in the introduction these records are much longer than the
suggested 60 year minimum record length (Chen & Grasby, 2009) for trend analyses, making them
an excellent resource for long-term trend analyses. Taking the annual minima and splitting them
into two 40 year periods (1971-2010 and 1931-1970) by combining the analysed 20-year periods
shows a distinct grouping from the latter period in the lower levels as these are more common in
the latter two 20-year periods than the earlier two 20-year periods. Coupled with the application of
moving averages it was again observed that an apparent downwards change in the annual minima
over the record durations for all three sites. The use of the threshold method also indicates a
significant increase in drought events that full below the 90% threshold (low level) since 1971.
Changes in percentiles (presented in Appendix D.8 for brevity) for the records also appear to
indicate that change has occurred over the record duration indicated in particular by the reduction
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in the summer median groundwater levels for Compton and Chilgrove (thus possibly indicating an
increased severity of drought type events or potentially drier summers in general), with a general
lowering of levels post-1971 observed in most cases (relative to both full baseline or pre-1971 baseline
periods) for all three records.
Additional work carried out but not included in the main body of this study due to time
constraints are included in Appendix D.9 and D.10. These sections examine percentage change in
groundwater levels and a brief introduction on baseline methods. These hydrological tests indicate
that there is an apparent change in groundwater levels through the available records at Chilgrove,
Compton and Idsworth. The suggestion of a downwards change in the annual minima is present for
all three. Further analysis is required to support this and will be discussed in the following chapters.
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5. Statistical Analysis of Long-Term
Groundwater Records
5.1. Introduction
Building on the conclusions of the previous chapter, where a downwards change in annual ground-
water minima was demonstrated for the three records. To further establish this trend, additional
analysis is required. This chapter aims to apply a number of statistical methods to the ground-
water records to help discern any underlying trend. This will allow us to elucidate whether the
graphical changes in groundwater minima around the early 1970s are actually statistically signif-
icant, by establishing underlying data distributions and any changes in probability distributions.
These methods are used to test the hypothesis that a statistical change has occurred in the annual
minimum groundwater record. The null hypothesis in these tests is defined as that annual mini-
mum groundwater values have not changed and have remained at a relatively constant level for the
duration of the historic records. This chapter is solely focussed on statistical changes and does not
attempt to explain any change detected.
Prior to applying statistical tests it is necessary to establish that the data can be treated
as independent variables and suitable for analysis. Non-parametric statistical tests are applied to
the groundwater records and in turn, parametric tests to identify underlying distributions. The
objective of these tests is therefore to first establish that we may treat annual groundwater minima
as an independent variable with an underlying normal distribution. Following the graphical trend,
we must establish whether this change is further reflected by changes in the underlying statistics.
The majority of the analysis was carried out on the Chilgrove and Compton records owing to
their length. Idsworth is considered a check on the results, as it is not affected by any abstractions.
As such, many of the related figures for Idsworth are presented in Appendix E for brevity.
5.1.1. Background and 20 Year Period Selection
Given this study is concerned with droughts, the use of an annual minimum groundwater level was
adopted as a surrogate drought level indicator. When contemplating any study of droughts some of
the methods used in previous studies must be reviewed and compared. A useful review of drought
events was carried out by the Assessment of the Regional Impacts of Droughts in Europe (ARIDE
Technical Report No. 6) by Hisdal and Tallaksen (2000a). This review noted two commonly used
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general methods. The first of these methods being the annual minimum series (AMS), where the
most severe event within a year is used to define a drought. The annual minimums can then be
compared. One limitation is that events are considered to be annually independent rather than
multi-year events. As a result, the same event may be identified twice by the AMS method. In
addition, a time series with a large degree of variability may result in minimums of some years being
greater than maximums in other years (Peters, 2003).
The second method is the use of a threshold level theory first developed by Rice (1945) and
later expanded upon by Cramer and Leadbetter (1967) for stochastic systems. This method uses a
defined threshold level where a drought is defined if groundwater levels falls below a set threshold.
This method is often applied to stream flow but also to storage systems. Linked to the threshold
method is the use of a Partial Duration Series (PDS). The PDS is all values that fall below the
defined threshold level and the severity of droughts are then defined by the drought deficit. The
PDS method allows the definition of multiple year events. It also can give a better definition of
a drought period by not only considering the most extreme annual event as in the AMS method.
However, the PDS method can be distorted by minor droughts, so these minor droughts are often
excluded in the analysis. The AMS method provides a simpler method of defining an annual event.
However, when selecting the AMS or PDS methods the type of data available and required analysis
must be considered (Hisdal and Tallaksen, 2000a). Given the available data from the EA, the use of
an AMS based method was selected as being the more appropriate. This decision was based on the
data being variable in quality and also resolution, with datasets often being monthly in resolution.
The general coarseness of the datasets makes it difficult to define a threshold level based on a very
limited number of data points, while the use of an annual method would be more suited to the low
number of data points. Moreover, since this study is concerned with long term changes an annual
series may be considered to be suitable.
A major stumbling block with drought analysis is the averaging period being used for the
analysis. Dracup et al. (1980a) stated that droughts may be studied in varying periods, such as
months when considering drought in terms of low precipitation. However, being concerned with
groundwater levels a longer period is required due to the time taken for the groundwater system
to respond to changes in recharge. Importantly Dracup et al. (1980b) state that “the selection of
the averaging period (unit of time or duration) for a particular drought study is dependent almost
entirely on the purpose for which the study is intended”.
Work by Bloomfield et al. (2003), which looked at the potential impacts of climate change
on groundwater levels, suggested a 16-20 year time series of data is required when using linear
regression methods. However, when looking at extreme events (in this case drought) it is necessary
to carefully define the extreme event. Often drought events are referred to a “1 in 100 year drought
event” or “1 in 200 year drought event” and so logically if a shorter time period is adopted there is
the potential that the rarer, and more significant events may well not be observed and so a 20-year
period may not be sufficiently long to be able to detect any significant changes or trends. In addition
20-years may be considered too short a time frame to give any statistical backing to any potential
trends visible in the data record. Work by McKee et al. (1993) found that drought frequency would
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decrease inversely and duration increases linearly with time-scale and this would imply that a longer
record would result in the potential detection of more significant events. Tallaksen et al. (1997)
noted that statistical analysis of droughts may be further complicated by the occurrence of a large
number of “minor droughts”. In turn, the use of a short time period may produce a record with
a large number of minor events, which may be so common that they do not appear to be unusual
when compared to the rest of the record. The use of a longer time series would allow for great
variability between values. For this study a 20-year period was selected on the basis that it was
the best compromise between period length and the number of periods available when splitting the
three historic records due to the limits of the length of the historic records. It is also supported by
some of the work referenced previously (Bloomfield et al. (2003)).
In summary annual values were used for this study as they were considered to give a good indi-
cator of changes over a longer period. A 20-year period was used on the basis that it was sufficiently
long to display changes and also short enough that sufficient 20-year periods were available from
the historic records to give a sufficient number of samples. The use of long-term records is vital for
the validity of any detected trends. Larger datasets typically improve statistical tests and the most
important features that affect certain statistical tests are record length, magnitude and any cyclic
components (Chen & Grasby, 2009). Chen and Grasby (2009) showed that there is a predominance
for 45-60 year climate cycles observed in hydrometric time series and also indicated that time series




As with all groundwater records the potential for autocorrelation is present. A groundwater level is
influenced by a previous level to a certain extent, in that a sequence of groundwater levels a, b and c
exists. Groundwater level b will be influenced by the previous groundwater level a and subsequently
will have an influence on the following groundwater level c. The issue at hand is whether the use of an
annual minimum value dataset eliminates the issue of autocorrelation. Autocorrelation contradicts
the assumption that the data is an independent variable, required for further analysis.
Simple Pearson correlation analysis was carried out with the non-parametric tests. For the
entire record, correlation coefficients of 0.8774, 0.8953 and 0.9880 at lag -1 (where the two series are
shifted by one unit of measurement; e.g. by one month for monthly data) for Chilgrove, Compton
and Idsworth, respectively. A lag-2 value of 0.7417 was calculated for Chilgrove. Figure 5.1 shows
a scatter-plot of correlation for Chilgrove at lag -1 with a polynomial line of best fit. This shows a
strong linear positive relationship, as indicated by the correlation value, with some outliers present
representing extreme values. However, these values do not account for the slight variation in terms of
observations in the records. Clearly there are issues with correlation analysis on irregularly sampled
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data and differing methods can be applied to improve the reliability of these results, methods such
as interpolation, Lomb-Scargle Fourier transformation or kernel based methods (Rehfeld et al.,
2011)showed that all methods have comparable root mean square errors for low skewness of the
inter-observation time distribution. While for high skewness, very irregular data, interpolation bias
and RMSE increase strongly (Rehfeld et al., 2011).
Figure 5.1.: Chilgrove lag-1 correlation plot.
Throughout the groundwater records time spacing of observations is irregular. The Chilgrove
record varies from monthly, to weekly to being daily for short periods. The Compton record is
monthly up to 1980 and then becomes weekly until 1995, and then returns to monthly until 2010.
The Idsworth record is monthly readings until 1955 when the record frequency becomes weekly
to 1975 after which it returns to monthly readings. Using Chilgrove as an example, a correlation
coefficient of 0.7461 was calculated for a the 1900-1959 period with monthly readings at lag-1, in
that readings were moved by a month, whilst values of 0.9672 for 1960-2001 (moveed weekly) and
0.9927 for 2002 (moved daily) at lag-1, showing correlation increasing with increasing resolution of
reading as expected. A further test on the Chilgrove data was performed by changing the daily
data to a lag -7 and lag -30 position (weekly and monthly, respectively), which yielded correlation
values of 0.7824 and 0.0115, respectively. These coefficients indicate that daily data when split on a
monthly data has a very low correlation value. Although the time spacing is irregular and as such
there is questionable merit on correlation values, it does indicate that the entire record should not
be treated as a series of independent variables. Therefore a regular time step should be applied to
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Figure 5.2.: annual minimum groundwater levels for Compton with lag-1 correlation.
the record, such as the annual minimum values.
For the Chilgrove and Compton annual minimum records correlation values of 0.1570 and
0.1229 were obtained for lag-1 and 0.0814 and 0.0776 for lag-2, respectively. This is an indication
of no strong positive or negative correlation with the annual minimum levels. The resultant scatter
plots, Figures 5.2 and 5.3, suggest that the annual minimum levels (AMS) may be treated as being
independent. A degree of common sense should be applied to the annual minimum data, in that
they are annual values and give comparatively low values for correlation. Given the timing of annual
minimum values will be most likely during summer months, then the time between readings should
be considered sufficient enough to remove autocorrelation as an issue and allow us to treat the
annual values as independent variables.
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Figure 5.3.: annual minimum groundwater levels for Compton with lag-2 correlation.
5.3. Re-Sampling
One potential issue with the groundwater data is when the water level is recorded. Given that
most of the data is monthly it was proposed that monthly readings could possibly miss the actual
lowest value in a calendar month and a higher resolution (weekly or daily) of recording water levels
is required. To test this theory and see the potential impact it had on monthly groundwater levels
and in turn the annual minimum groundwater level, a re-sampling was carried out on the Compton
record for the period when weekly data is available (1970 to 2001). Re-sampling was carried out
by dividing calendar months into four periods using 8, 7, 8, 7 days for thirty day months, 8, 7, 8, 8
for thirty-one day months and 8, 7, 8, 6 for February. The lowest value in each period was taken to
generate four records. If no value was present in within the day period, the nearest value in distance
of days from the neighbouring period was selected instead (but not the lowest value). Figure E.1
shows the resulting scatter plot for the four periods showing that the re-sampling had very little
influence on the annual minimum value. Weekly values within a month do not appear to vary
greatly enough for re-sampling to be a concern. Slow recovering levels within the Chalk may be
also a reason for a lack of variation in weekly values within a calendar month. There is obviously
some variation, but overall monthly sampled data may be considered a suitable sample period that
is in turn acceptable to be used to obtain annual minimum values from. Monthly data is likely the
most coarse sampled groundwater data that can be used to generate an acceptable annual minimum
groundwater time series.
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Figure 5.4.: Plot of re-sampled values for Chilgrove (2001-2007).
Clearly from Figure E.1 the variation in sampling appears to have only a minor effect on
the actual low groundwater value. Typically values were found to be within a fluctuation range of
approximately 1 metre for most sample points and were often much less. This may simply be a result
of the recharge processes occurring in the Chalk meaning that changes in levels are more gradual,
rather than sudden changes. There does appear to be a slightly larger amount of variation with the
higher low groundwater values, but this variation is again slight. Overall, it can be said that the
sample position within a calendar month does not appear to overly affect the lowest groundwater
value selected from a series and in turn the selection of an annual minimum groundwater level is
generally a good representation of the lowest groundwater value of that year for groundwater level
time series with monthly or weekly resolution sampling.
5.4. Non-Parametric Statistics
5.4.1. Histogram Analysis
A simple common method of preliminary data analysis is graphical representation using histograms.
Histograms are used to summarise graphically the distribution of a univariate dataset, which in this
case are groundwater levels. They are useful for an initial analysis of frequency distribution shape
and help visualise any skewness in the data and their underlying distribution. Histograms are also
useful for displaying non-continuously measured data (Helsel & Hirsch, 2002), but are not without
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their limitations. The graphical representation is dependent on the number of bins chosen for the
plot. Importantly, they usually only provide hints at the underlying distribution, and not the
causes for these. By adjusting the bin sizes false impressions can be given, which, in turn, can give
misleading information on possible distributions. Increasing the bin size reduces noise but leads to
great ambiguity. Although there is no optimal method for selecting the number of bins, various
methods have been proposed to balance bin size and shape definition. One of these is the square




where N is number of samples and k is the resultant number of bins. The number of bins is
then used to divide the value range given by the samples to give the bin width. This is a useful
method as it makes no assumption regarding the underlying distribution of the data. In the case
of Chilgrove, it gave a total number of bins of 61. In turn, dividing the range of Chilgrove values
(33-78 mAOD) gave a bin width of 0.75 m. Figure 5.5 shows the resulting histogram for Chilgrove.
The corresponding plots for Compton and Idsworth show similar behaviour and can be found in
Appendix E.2.1.
Figure 5.5.: Histogram for Chilgrove groundwater levels produced by square root method.
A second commonly used method of determining the number of bins is Sturges’ formula as
per Equation 5.2 (Sturges, 1926). This was used here to calculate the number of bins with which
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to analyse the data:
k = [log2N + 1] (5.2)
However, as it assumes that the data are normally distributed and can lead to overly smoothed
histograms if N is large, and a greater number of classes (bins) may be required as it uses a binomial
distribution to approximate an underlying normal distribution. Therefore the deviation used for the
formulation is viewed as potentially incorrect (Hyndman, 1995). Figure 5.6 the resultant histogram
for Chilgrove. Due to the coarseness of the bins this is the least valuable method.
Figure 5.6.: Histogram for Chilgrove record produced using Sturges’ formula.
A third method which was considered is the Rice Rule. This is a simplification of Sturges’
rule where the following equation applies:
k = [2n1/3] (5.3)
There are similar issues with this method, as with Sturges’ rule. Sturges’ rule gave a value of
19.36 for the number of bins, whereas the Rice Rule gave 12.83. Figure 5.7 is histogram produced
using the Rice rule for Chilgrove.
Finally, Scott’s normal reference rule was also tested. This rule again assumes an underlying
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Figure 5.7.: Histogram for Chilgrove record produced using Rice’s rule.
normal distribution in the data and gave a suggested bin width of approximately 2.25. Histograms






where his bin width, N is number of samples, and is σ the standard deviation. Figure 5.8 shows
the resultant histogram for Chilgrove and the plots for Compton and Idsworth are in Appendix E.2.
All four histogram methods all display a positively skewed distribution (a non-symmetrical
shape) with a drawn out tail to the right to higher groundwater levels. Even with the highlighted
concerns related to some of the methods used and inherent distributions, all the methods show
a good level of consistency. The square-root method shows the least smooth histogram, with a
number of peaks and troughs within the overall gradient of the slope. The Rice Rule and Scott’s
Rule histograms reflect this non-smooth slope to a lesser degree. Importantly, the Sturges’ histogram
shows a very smooth slope to the right (higher groundwater levels), but being the coarsest in terms
of bin numbers, is a clear indication of the limitations of histogram interpretation when compared
to the other methods used.
From the histograms for Compton (Appendix E.2) it can be seen that the same issues arises
from the differing methods in terms of smoothness of the slope displaying staggered steps of the bins.
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Figure 5.8.: Histogram for Chilgrove produced using Scott’s method.
Both histograms illustrate the overall positive skewed long-tailed distribution as seen with Chilgrove,
again with some slight peaks and troughs in the overall gradient of the slope. The distribution seen
from the Idsworth histograms (Appendix E.2) is more complex. They illustrate a long-tailed positive
skewness but the slope is notably less smooth than Chilgrove and Compton. It also appears to be
bimodal to an extent, indicating the possibility of a mixture of underlying probability distributions.
Both peaks appear to have a rough normal shape, indicating the possibility of the Idsworth data
fitting two normal distributions.
To further assist this graphical analysis further fundamental statistical concepts are applied to
the distribution, typically the mode, mean and median. The most commonly used is the mean (as
in symmetric distributions), followed by the median and mode. Each metric illustrates a differing
aspect of centeredness. The following table (Table 5.1) contains these values for each record.
Mean Median Mode No. of Readings Standard Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
Chilgrove 49.16 46.73 42.06 3629 9.8862 0.7387 2.7341
Compton 40.15 37.77 31.52 4046 8.6889 0.9621 2.7000
Idsworth 20.06 18.90 16.98 4105 4.6706 0.6805 2.6292
Table 5.1.: Core statistical metrics of the three complete groundwater records.
All three metrics for each record differ notably, possibly expected due to the differing hy-
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drological and geographical conditions of the their localities regardless of the underlying geology.
Skewness of data often occurs due to boundaries on data. Skewness is common in hydrological data
(Helsel and Hirsch, 2002) and positive skewness is reflected in the skewness value and histograms.
Skewness could potentially be explained by seasonal affects, but a more likely explanation is the
hydraulic conductivity of the Chalk decreasing with depth and so as groundwater levels decline it
becomes more difficult to remove water. This also means the hydraulic gradient that moves water
to the discharge point drops. This effectively limits the depth the water level can fall to, causing
the shortening of the left hand tail and causes the resultant right tail (positive) skewness. It is
doubtful a variance in measuring timing would affect the distribution. All three are shown to be
within the range of moderately skewed (0.5-1.0), with Compton approaching being highly skewed.
The standard deviation is also inflated due to the skewness and outliers.
Unsurprisingly the mode for each record does not reflect the graphical skewed nature of the
data, but rather is nearer mean, as would be expected in a groundwater record. The mode is lower
than the mean for all three records as expected for positive skewness. This implies that either
lower values are more common in the record than higher values, as reflected by the position of
the peak of the histogram seen for Chilgrove and Compton, and to a lesser extent for Idsworth.
It is also possible that the higher extreme values (floods) are overly influencing the mean. The
median, given it is simply the middle value of the data, appears to sit better within the range of
values observed. The kurtosis values for each record are close to, but less than 3. This indicates
a slightly leptokurtic distribution with a slightly shallower peak than expected of a perfect normal
distribution. Given how close to 3 these kurtosis values are suggests an approximation of a normal
distribution is acceptable
5.4.2. Histograms of Annual Minimum Series
As stated, there are hints to the possibility of fitting the data to a normal distribution from some
of the calculated metrics. As such, the same histogram analysis was repeated from the annual
minimum values for each record using the square root and Scott’s method.
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Figure 5.9.: Annual minimum histogram for Chilgrove using square root method.
Figure 5.10.: Annual minimum histogram for Chilgrove using Scott’s rule.
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The annual minimum histograms for Chilgrove (Figures 5.9 and 5.10) both show a reasonable
approximation of a normal distribution with moderate tails. There is a slight positive skewness, but
this is due to limitations on the lowest possible value as highlighted previously. The two Compton
annual minimum histograms show again a fair approximation of a normal distribution, albeit not
as good as those for Chilgrove. They are less symmetrical and are more positively skewed. The
Idsworth annual minimum histograms are conflicting. The square root method shows a reasonable
approximation of a normal distribution, whilst the Scott’s formula method shows the positive skew-
ness, but appears not to show a strong indication of any distribution. The plots for Compton and
Idsworth showed extremely similar results and are therefore presented in Appendix E.2.3.
In the case of all the annual minimum histograms, there is some slight skewness but the
tails approach zero rapidly and are not truncated. Some of the tails may be considered outliers.
A specific example is the annual minimum value for 1968 for Idsworth, which is 19 mAOD. This
appears to be oddly high when compared to the rest of the annual record with no explanation from
the source data, but corresponds with the series as shown in Figure 4.7 (Chapter 4.3).
Histogram analysis only shows some indication of the potential for a normal distribution
being present in the annual minimum data. In particular the square root method indicates this, so
it is fair to consider them a reasonable approximation of a normal distribution. This can be more
formally investigated using normality tests. The major problem is the bin width for the histograms.
Modifying bin widths can easily adjust the histogram shape to more accurately reflect a normal
distribution, therefore further analysis is required to test for a normal distribution. For example
with Compton, the range of measurements is 27.64-37.43 mAOD. Starting the bin range on 26
mAOD rather than 27 mAOD for 2 m increments will produce a different shape histogram that
more accurately matches a normal distribution as shown in Figure 5.11. The same is also possible
with the Chilgrove and Idsworth data.
Mean Median Mode No. of Readings Standard Deviation Skewness Kurtosis
Chilgrove 37.74 38.48 40.54 170 2.6656 0.5630 3.7915
Compton 31.41 31.39 31.52 118 1.9899 0.6834 3.6871
Idsworth 15.26 15.13 15.61 80 1.3452 0.4735 3.8508
Table 5.2.: Core metrics of three annual minimum groundwater records.
Clearly from these values in Table 5.2 there is much less variation when considering only
annual minimum values. The mode for each record is not near the right tail of the data again
supporting a lack of skewness to the data. Again there is limited statistical value on these metrics,
but all three metrics for each record are much closer to the centre of the observed range for the
annual record when compared to the full record. The skewness values indicates positive skewness of
the data. The skewness value for Idsworth shows it to be approximately symmetric (skewness range
of 0.0-0.5). The values for Chilgrove and Compton are moderately skewed. The moderately skewed
range is 0.5-1.0, and so both Chilgrove and Compton are towards the lower end of this range.
The kurtosis values all reflect a platykurtic distribution, in that the central peak is lower and
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Figure 5.11.: Histogram for Chilgrove annual minimum record produced using arbitrary bin sizes to
give best fit for purpose.
broader with shorter and thinner tails compared to a normal distribution. This can be explained
by the reduced number of samples and lesser range of values causing more variability due to a few
more extreme values being different from the mean (as mentioned for Idsworth previously). The
platykurtic distribution is particularly noticeable in the Idsworth histogram using Scott’s formula.
Again these metrics are of limited value, but do show some indication of an approximation to
a normal distribution but how they can be overly influenced by extreme values, an issue when
concerned with drought events.
Another aspect is changes in the mean and variance before and after 1971. Before 1971
for Chilgrove (1840-1970) the mean annual minima is 39.20 mAOD, while after is 37.25 mAOD,
with a variance of 6.31 mAOD and 6.96 mAOD after. This adds simple indication of change in
minima. Taking the mean for 1931-1970 also gives 39.17 mAOD, suggesting the long-term mean
is representative of this 40 year block. There is also a change in the median of 1840-1970 from
39.01 mAOD to 37.56 mAOD for 1971-2010. For Compton, the mean before 1971 (1893-1970) is
31.93 mAOD and after is 30.42 mAOD, whilst the median is 31.52 mAOD before and 30.17 mAOD
after. Looking at the mean and median values for the 20-year annual minimum periods in Table 5.3
we can see for Chilgrove and Compton that mean and median values for periods before 1971 are
consistently higher than the latter two periods. This further indicates a change in the 20-year
periods from 1971 onwards.
In summary there is evidence for the potential for fitting a normal distribution to the annual
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Chilgrove Mean Chilgrove Median Compton Mean Compton Median
1991-2010 37.61 37.71 30.77 30.57
1971-1990 36.88 37.34 30.06 30.14
1951-1970 39.52 39.01 32.56 31.97
1931-1950 39.85 38.26 31.53 30.68
1911-1930 39.73 39.62 31.95 31.78
1891-1910 38.77 38.71 31.63 31.52
1871-1890 40.22 40.23
1851-1870 38.77 38.25
Table 5.3.: 20-year period mean and median values for Chilgrove and Compton (note Compton is
1893-1910).
minimum groundwater records. For confirmation this needs to be verified further by normality
tests. The evidence is not one-sided; there are suggestions from the histogram plots for the full
Idsworth record that a bimodal distribution would be a better fit along with the Scott’s formula
histogram not being a clear normal distribution. However, the histograms and calculated metrics
seem to overall suggest an approximation to a normal distribution is suitable for the data.
5.4.3. Probability and Cumulative Density Functions
Lognormal probability density functions (PDFs) (Figure 5.12) and cumulative density functions
(CDFs) (Figure 5.13) were produced for the Chilgrove data (using mean and standard deviation).
The PDFs (Figure 5.12 and 5.13) reflect the same overall shape and positive skewness seen previ-
ously by histogram generation. The CDF shows a reflection of a normal type distribution, whether
applying a normal or lognormal fit when fitted as a continuous distribution. Selection of the ap-
propriate distribution is important as it will assess the suitability of the normal distribution for
annual minima as discussed in the previous section. It will also indicate that the three data sets
can be treated in the same manner and same methods applied to them to allow for consistency and
comparison.
A PDF (Figure 5.14) and CDF (Figure 5.15) were produced for the Chilgrove annual minimum
data (using mean and standard deviation). While these are of limited statistical value, they can
be used to identify the range of likely groundwater values. The annual minimum PDF again shows
the slightly positively skewed shape to the bell curve reflected by the histograms, but suggests with
the removal of outliers that a normal distribution would be a fair assumption that needs to be
confirmed. The annual minimum CDF shows a good overall fit to a fitted lognormal distribution
and falls generally well within the 99% confidence limits with only occasional encroaching of the
limits around a probability value of 0.6-0.7. The data always falls well within the 95% confidence
limits. The shape of the CDF curve gives some further indication that a normal distribution may
be suitable for the annual minimum data, requiring tests for normality for confirmation. Both the
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Figure 5.12.: Chilgrove probability density function.
PDF and CDF for the annual minimum data indicate a good approximation to normal distribution
and also the lognormal distribution that needs to be confirmed by further tests.
Given both the normal and lognormal distribution appear to be a good fit to the annual
minimum record; further fit testing was carried out using statistical software (e.g. MATLAB).
From these tests it appears that the logistic distribution, which resembles a normal distribution,
may also be a good fit to the annual minimum data. The logistic distribution is sometimes used
for long duration data and as it can be solved analytically it often is interchanged with the normal
distribution. From statistical fitting, the logistic distribution has also been shown to be a good
fit to the annual minimum records as shown in Figure 5.16 for Chilgrove. The use of distribution
fitting statistical software gives a number of options. When testing for distribution fits at a 5%
significance, the p− value is greater than 0.05 on a number of occasions. The accepted possibilities
are the normal, Weibull, Gamma, Fisher-Tippett, Logistic and Log-normal. Simply accepting the
distribution with the highest p− value is one option, however this may not necessarily be the best
choice due to the requirements of this work (Ashkar et al, 1997). Given the nature of this work
and the flexibility, the non-standard normal distribution seems an acceptable option. The options
are also highly related, with the Fisher-Tippet, and Gamma being both from the same family of
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Figure 5.13.: Chilgrove cumulative density function.
distributions, as are the logistic, lognormal and normal. Effectively the main difference is related to
the tails of the distribution and their weight. Given the tails are related to the extreme values (e.g.
annual minima) and are limited by hydrological factors mentioned previously, it is better to fit along
the central points of the distribution, but this again does not give a clear answer. By studying a
group of extreme values (i.e. annual minimum only values) a choice is made with the distribution in
that the variation in values should be comparatively low compared to the full record and fitting to
a normal family distribution would appear sensible. The logistic distribution is part of this family
and also appears to provide a good fit to the annual minimum data as shown in Figure 5.16 for
Chilgrove and Figure 5.17 for Compton.
Clearly the selection of the appropriate distribution to fit the observed data is an important
problem at this stage. Selection of the distribution will depend upon a number of criteria including:
the distribution parameters, selecting the “desirable properties” for the distribution, the criteria
choosing between distribution types and descriptive and predictive abilities of distributions (Cun-
nane, 1987). Selecting the distribution is commonly carried out by goodness of fit assessment. From
these initial tests a few possibilities have been highlighted. Selecting the appropriate option can
be difficult due to their similarities (Ashkar & Aucoin, 2010; 2011), particularly when considering
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Figure 5.14.: Chilgrove annual minimum lognormal probability density function.
the normal and logistic (or lognormal and log-logistic) type distributions. The selection can also
be highly reliant on sample size, and with a comparatively low sample number with the use of the
annual minimum records, this is even more difficult (Ashkar & Aucoin, 2011; 2012) and this is
illustrated by the suitability of multiple (similar) distributions to the annual minimum data.
When selecting the distribution for the annual minimum, the use of extreme distributions
would generally be a sensible option and can be justified on a physical basis (Ashkar & Aucoin,
2012). The selection criteria has been studied previously by Ashkar et al, (1997), and fundamentally
these results indicate that no set criteria is suitable and it will vary from case-to-case. A summary
of the distribution type usage was presented by Ashkar and Aucoin (2012), highlighting the usage of
the lognormal and logistic distribution and their long use in hydrological applications. Importantly,
the variables are generally related to rainfall and river (flood) discharge. The use of distribution
fitting to groundwater levels is comparatively lacking. For example the fitting of the lognormal was
carried out on a number of hydrological data by Stedinger (1980), but again not for groundwater
levels. Some use of extreme distributions has been examined (Bloomfield et al., 2003).
Less studies have been reported to examine annual minimum groundwater levels and distribu-
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Figure 5.15.: Chilgrove annual minimum lognormal cumulative density function.
tion fitting. Bloomfield & Marchant (2013) fitted a series of distributions to monthly groundwater
level and found the best fitting distribution varied from site-to-site for a specific calendar month.
There also appeared to be a variation in fit depending on seasonal differences in groundwater levels.
For this work, a distribution is required that fits all three records well in order to ensure that
consistent methods may be applied to allow for direct comparison. The normal distribution fits
this first criterion. It can also accommodate all magnitudes of skewness from zero to severe levels.
Fitting to long-term annual minimum records has not been carried out previously. As such, there
is no clear guidance. It appears that the non-standard normal distribution is acceptable, but would
require further tests for normality to confirm applicability. The use of a non-normal distribution also
allows for the previously mentioned interchangeability with the logistic distribution. Importantly the
amount of kurtosis is not exceedingly high in the annual minimum record when compared to the full
record, as the annual minimum record is coarser than the full record. As such, the logistic is usually
adopted when higher kurtosis is present. Given the data are annual values, it is reasonable to assume
they will come from similar periods of groundwater recession. In addition, some common sense
should be applied. The central limit theorem of mild conditions of the groundawter levels means
that the mean of the variables will be approximately normally distributed holds true to the annual
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Figure 5.16.: Chilgrove annual minimum logistic distribution.
minimum groundwater levels, as shown in the previous histogram analysis and calculated metrics.
In summary, the normal distribution appears to be an acceptable assumption for a distribution for
the three annual minimum groundwater records, but requires further testing for confirmation.
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Figure 5.17.: Compton annual low logistic distribution.
5.4.4. Mann-Kendall Trend Tests
The Mann-Kendall test is a non-parametric test for a linear trend but does not indicate the magni-
tude of any trend. No assumption of normality is required, but no serial correlation must be present
for p− values to be correct. Essentially it is a test of whether the median changes over time. The
Mann-Kendall statistic is calculated by examining all possible pairs of values in the groundwater
dataset and applying a scoring system. An earlier value less in magnitude than a later value the
pair is assigned a value of 1 and when the earlier value is greater in magnitude than a later value
the pair is assigned a value of -1. Identical values are assigned 0 value. Following this all the
values are totalled to produce the Mann-Kendall statistic (S). A positive S value indicates that
later values are greater than earlier values, and a negative S value indicates the opposite. A value
near 0 suggests a roughly equal number of positive and negative differences, which is expected if
measurements were randomly fluctuating around a constant mean with no clear trend. When the
number of sample pairs becomes large, exact critical values for S are not readily available. The be-
haviour of S for a large number of pairs tends to approximate a normal distribution by the Central
Limit Theorem. When the sample pairs exceeded 10, a normal approximation to S can be used
and a standardised Z-statistic (test statistic) is calculated from the mean and standard deviation of
S. The Mann-Kendall test has been used for trend detection in hydrological data (Hamed, 2008)
and in autocorrelated data (Hamed & Ramachandra Rao, 1998; Yue & Wang, 2004), indicating its
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applicability here.
The full historic groundwater record was interpolated to create a daily time step. A Mann-
Kendall test trend was then carried out on the records for Chilgrove. This test returns a value of
1 or 0 indicating whether there is a trend or not in the record, but no indication on the type of
trend. This returned a value of 1, indicating a trend is present in the historic record. This was
further examined by expanding the test to the 3 records. The results were variable, with Kendall’s
tau values of 0.030, -0.002, and -0.029 for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth. However at the
significance of 5%, the null hypothesis of no trend could not be rejected for Compton. This does
reflect the graphical analysis carried out previously.
A Mann-Kendall trend test was applied to the historic annual minimum records for Chilgrove,
Compton and Idsworth. Values of -0.072, -0.164 and -0.217 were calculated for Kendall’s tau for
Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth. The p − values were all below the significance value of 0.05%,
indicating that the null hypothesis of no trend should be rejected. This indicates there is a negative
trend present in the annual minimum groundwater data, reflecting the apparent downwards change
seen in the graphical analysis.
Essentially the Mann-Kendall tests for the full historic groundwater records show that there
is a trend in the Chilgrove and Idsworth records but not Compton. Whilst for the annual minimum
records, it indicates there is a negative trend present for all three records. A further possible avenue
of investigation is to apply the Mann-Kendall test to monthly data for a seasonal test. However,
evidence for trends in hydrological data can be very weak and significant positive trends being more
readily detected than negative ones (Hamed, 2008) so the results here are somewhat surprising due
to the apparent negative nature of the trend in groundwater minima.
5.4.5. Kolmogorov-Smirnov and Anderson-Darling tests
The Kolmogorov-Smirnov test (K-S test) is used to compare the cumulative distribution of continu-
ous variables. It is a non-parametric test and is a useful general method for comparing two samples.
It can be used to compare a single sample with a reference probability distribution (one sample
test) or to compare two samples (two-sample test). The Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic quantifies a
distance between the empirical distribution of a sample and the cumulative distribution function of
a reference distribution in a one sample test, or between two samples of an empirical distribution
functions.
The null distribution of the K-S statistic one sample test is calculated under the null hypoth-
esis that the sample is drawn from a reference distribution, which here was a normal distribution.
This study is comparing the empirical distribution function of the samples with the cumulative
distribution function of the reference distribution. A two sample K-S test is used to test whether
the underlying probability distribution functions for two samples differ. The underlying distribu-
tion does not need to be identified as it is only comparing if the two samples are from the same
distribution.
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A two sample two-sided K-S test was carried out on the annual minimum 20-year datasets for
Chilgrove (Table 5.4), Compton (Table 5.5) and Idsworth (Table 5.6) at 5% and 1% significance.
This simply obtains whether the later 20-year periods follow the same distribution as the earlier
ones, and so all 20-year periods prior to 1971-1990 are the test periods. The decision to reject the
null hypothesis occurs when the significance level equals or exceeds the p− value.
The results for the two sample K-S test are variable. At 5% significance the 1991-2010 period
rejected the null hypothesis for three of the six earlier test periods and accepted it for the remaining
three. At 1% significance it rejected it on 1 occasion accepted it for other five. The 1971-1990 period
showed clearer results with the null hypothesis being rejected at 5% and 1% significance when tested
against all earlier periods. Compton showed similar results with the 1991-2010 period rejecting the
null hypothesis at 5% and 1% significance against one earlier test period and accepting it for the
other two. The 1971-1990 period rejected it for all test periods. Idsworth 1991-2010 accepted the
null hypothesis at both levels of significance for all test periods and 1971-1990 rejected it for all
at both significance levels. This can be interpreted as some evidence for an anomaly, which may
potentially suggest change when comparing the later 20-year annual minimum periods to earlier ones
for the three records remembering that the two sample K-S tests whether two underlying probability
dimensions differ (but not what the distributions are). However, results are not consistent across
the three records. For a full table of test results please refer to Tables 5.4 to 5.6. One issue with the
K-S test in this application is the sensitivity problems that occur. It is known that the K-S test is
less sensitive in the tails of the distribution than it is towards the centre (Mason & Schuenemeyer,
1983). Given we are looking at the annual minimum values in this instance and these in turn are
the low-end extreme values from the complete record obviously there will be much less variation in
the range of values present when compared to the entire record. Therefore the K-S test may not be
sensitive enough to detect variations from the distribution in this instance.
1991-2010 1971-1990 1951-1970 1931-1950 1911-1930 1891-1910 1871-1890 1851-1870
1991-2010 5% 1 0 1 1 0 1 0
1991-2010 1% 1 0 1 0 0 0 0
1971-1990 5% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1971-1990 1% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1951-1970 5% 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1951-1970 1% 0 1 1 1 1 1 1
1931-1950 5% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1931-1950 1% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1911-1930 5% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
1911-1930 1% 0 0 1 1 0 0 0
1891-1910 5% 0 1 1 1 0 1 0
1891-1910 1% 0 1 1 1 0 0 0
1871-1890 5% 1 1 1 1 0 1 0
1871-1890 1% 0 1 1 1 0 0 1
1851-1870 5% 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
1851-1870 1% 0 1 0 1 0 0 0
Totals 6 13 10 14 7 8 9 8
Table 5.4.: Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test results for Chilgrove AMS.
In addition, a two sample K-S test was carried out on the full and annual minimum records.
In every instance the null hypothesis of the 3 annual minimum records coming from identical dis-
tributions were rejected. This does not identify the distributions. As such, a table of the results is
not included.
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1991-2010 1971-1990 1951-1970 1931-1950 1911-1930 1891-1910
1991-2010 5% 1 0 1 0 0
1991-2010 1% 1 0 1 0 0
1971-1990 5% 1 1 1 1 1
1971-1990 1% 1 1 1 1 1
1951-1970 5% 0 1 1 1 1
1951-1970 1% 0 1 1 1 1
1931-1950 5% 1 1 1 1 1
1931-1950 1% 1 1 1 1 1
1911-1930 5% 1 1 1 1 1
1911-1930 1% 0 1 1 1 0
1891-1910 5% 0 1 1 1 0
1891-1910 1% 0 1 1 1 0
Table 5.5.: Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test results for Compton AMS.
1991-2010 1971-1990 1951-1970 1931-1950
1991-2010 5% 0 0 0
1991-2010 1% 0 0 0
1971-1990 5% 0 1 1
1971-1990 1% 0 1 1
1951-1970 5% 0 1 1
1951-1970 1% 0 1 1
1931-1950 5% 0 1 0
1931-1950 1% 0 1 0
Table 5.6.: Kolmogorov-Smirnov two sample test results for Idsworth AMS.
A one sample K-S test was carried out for the three records. The null hypothesis of all the
20-year periods for all three records coming from a standard normal distribution was rejected. As
such we can say the 20-year periods do not fit an exact normal distribution. For a full table of test
results refer to Table 5.7.
1991-2010 1971-1990 1951-1970 1931-1950 1911-1930 1891-1910 1871-1890 1851-1870
Chilgrove 5% 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
Compton 5% 1 1 1 1 1 1
Idsworth 5% 1 1 1 1
Table 5.7.: Kolmogorov-Smirnov one sample test results for AMS.
The Anderson-Darling test (A-D Test) is a goodness-of-fit test used to test if samples come
from a population with a specific distribution. It is a modified K-S one sample test that gives
greater waiting to the tails. This was selected due to the use of annual minimum levels as being
more applicable here than a standard one sample K-S test. An A-D test was used to test whether
the annual minimum 20-year periods come from a normal distribution, where the null hypothesis is
the data fits a (non-standard) normal distribution and 0 is an acceptance and 1 rejection. The test
estimates the parameters for the distribution from the data sample, allowing for a more sensitive
test. The test was performed at 5% and 1% significance. The null hypothesis of the sample coming
from a normal distribution was accepted at both levels of significance for every 20-year period for
all three records. This further confirms that the annual minimum data may be considered at least
to be an approximation of a normal distribution following the initial graphical analysis. For a full
table of test results please refer to Table 5.8.
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1991-2010 1971-1990 1951-1970 1931-1950 1911-1930 1891-1910 1871-1890 1851-1870
Chilgrove 5% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Chilgrove 1% 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Compton 5% 0 0 0 0 0 0
Compton 1% 0 0 0 0 0 0
Idsworth 5% 0 0 0 0
Idsworth 1% 0 0 0 0
Table 5.8.: Anderson-Darling test results.
In summary a combination of the A-D test statistics and the two sample K-S test results
shows two clear points. Firstly, there has been change in the annual minimum groundwater level
data distributions for the 20-year periods and are not statistically continuous, and secondly they
may also be treated as at least an approximation to a normal distribution. This change is reflected
in the differing underlying probability distributions.
5.4.6. Quantile (Q-Q) Plots
Introduction
Quantile-Quantile (Q-Q) plots are graphical probability plots used for comparing two probability
distributions by plotting their quantiles against each other, and are a non-parametric approach.
They are a more powerful graphical method when compared to histograms, as used previously.
Q-Q plots are used to compare shapes of distributions and give an indication of location, scale and
skewness of two distributions.
Q-Q plots were produced using the data from the three records. Initially 40 year periods were
used, as smaller periods may make it more difficult to test for a distribution, so 40 years is a trade-off
between length of period to investigate and sample numbers. Q-Q plots of sample quantiles versus
the theoretical quantiles from a normal distribution were produced due to indications from previous
graphical analysis (histograms) and tests. In these, a closer linear correlation would indicate that
the annual minimum data approximates a normal distribution.
Q-Q Plots of Full Groundwater Records
One sample Q-Q plots were produced for the full Chilgrove groundwater record and the record split
into 20-year periods. These again were compared to theoretical quantiles from a normal distribution.
The resultant Q-Q plots give less indication of the suitability of a normal distribution compared to
the annual minimum record. In all cases the S shape seen to occur slightly in the annual minimum
plots is more prominent with the full record and full 20-year periods.
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Figure 5.18.: Chilgrove full record Q-Q plot.
In Figure 5.18 of the full Chilgrove record Q-Q plot, we can easily see that the tails are
both long and curve upwards (positive) on the plot. The upper tail is thinner than the lower,
again representing the skewness. This is a reflection of the histogram shape previously seen. The
curvature is an indication of the positive skewness seen in the histogram. The longer right hand
tail indicates the elongated positive skewness of the histogram.
Figure 5.19.: Chilgrove full record 1931-1950 Q-Q plot.
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Figure 5.20.: Chilgrove full record 1971-1990 Q-Q plot.
As shown in Figures (5.19 and 5.20 there is more of an S shape present in the 20-year plots,
with clearly defined long tails. The shape is a reflection of the histogram shape shown previously.
The deviation at the extremes is an indication of the tails present in the histogram. The tails are
subjective in that it is hard to make clear judgements on length. It appears that in the case of
the full record for Chilgrove both tails are long. A full record for Idsworth was produced as in
Figures 5.21. The Q-Q plot for the full Idsworth record shows a very similar S shape to the curve
to that produced for Chilgrove. However, in the mid-point of the distribution this pattern is mild
and almost non-existent. The tails are again quite long and show a reasonably non-linear pattern as
with Chilgrove thus indicating that a normal distribution is likely not a good model for the Idsworth
full groundwater record.
Figure 5.21.: Idsworth quantile (Q-Q) plot for full record 1931-2010.
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From these Q-Q plots for the full record we cannot say that a standard normality distribution
is a clear fit, agreeing with the previous histogram analysis. There is a reasonable linear fit in
the central parts of the data, but the tails indicate a departure from a normal distribution at these
points. Q-Q plots for the annual minimum record will be used to see if they fit a normal distribution
as suggested by the previous histogram analysis and PDF plots.
One Sample 40 Year Q-Q Plots
The Compton record is 120-years in length (once extended back by two years), so produces three 40
year blocks for analysis. Q-Q plots were produced for each 40 year period as shown in Figures 5.22
to 5.24, where the fitted line indicates a perfect normal distribution. Clearly from the three plots
the annual minimum data is relatively linear and therefore a good approximation to a normal
distribution. There is some variability present in the three plots at the tails. The left tail can be
explained as before by the idea of a lower limit due to hydrological conditions. The tails are long
(fat), but the S shape is mild. Only the first plot follows the rule of the first few points being below
the fitted line and the last few above and has a mild S shape, showing long tails. This indicates
that overall the Q-Q plots seem to indicate an approximate normal distribution.
Figure 5.22.: Compton Record 40 Year Block 1891-1930 Q-Q Plot.
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Figure 5.23.: Compton Record 40 Year Block 1931-1970 Q-Q Plot.
Figure 5.24.: Compton Full Record 40 Year Block 1971-2010 Q-Q Plot.
Q-Q plots were produced for Chilgrove and Idsworth for 40 year periods. The Chilgrove plots
(Figures 5.25 to 5.27) again show a good approximation to a normal distribution. Divergence from
normality is more apparent in the Chilgrove data at the extremes than seen in Compton.
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Figure 5.25.: Chilgrove quantile (Q-Q) Plot 40 Year Block 1891-1930
Figure 5.26.: Chilgrove quantile (Q-Q) Plot 40 Year Block 1931-1970
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Figure 5.27.: Chilgrove quantile (Q-Q) Plot 40 Year Block 1971-2010
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The annual low Q-Q plots for Idsworth (Figure 5.28) and 5.29 also a good approximation to
a normal distribution for the 1931-1970 and 1971-2010 40 year blocks. The Idsworth plots more
closely resemble those for Compton, with only a small amount of deviation from normality at the
extremes.
Figure 5.28.: Idsworth annual minimum 40 year block (1931-1970) Q-Q plot.
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Figure 5.29.: Idsworth annual minimum 40 year block (1971-2010) Q-Q plot.
One Sample 20 Year Q-Q Plots
Q-Q plots were also produced for 20-year periods for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth. All 20-
year periods plotted showed a good approximation to normality as illustrated particularly in the
Compton examples in Figures 5.30, 5.31 and 5.32. Some varying levels of deviation from normality
can be seen at the extremes, producing the slight S shape and resultant tails as shown in the
figures. All of the Q-Q plots produced for the three records are consistent in that they all show
a good approximation to a normal distribution. The earlier Compton plot (Figure 5.33) does not
show the approximation to a normal distribution when compared to the other three plots of later
20-year periods.
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Figure 5.30.: Compton annual minimum 1991-2010 Q-Q plot.
Figure 5.31.: Compton annual minimum 1971-1990 Q-Q plot.
Figure 5.32.: Compton annual minimum 1951-1970 Q-Q plot.
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Figure 5.33.: Compton annual minimum 1991-1910 Q-Q plot.
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Idsworth (Figures 5.34 to 5.37) shows a better fit than Compton, but coupled with this we
consider the Idsworth data to be of better quality than that for Compton and Chilgrove. Again
with these plots the S shape is present but is so mild that the points do not follow the standard
rule of the first few points being below the fitted line and the last few above, again indicating an
approximate normal distribution.
Figure 5.34.: Idsworth Quantile Plot (Q-Q) 20 Year Block 1931-1950
Figure 5.35.: Idsworth Quantile Plot (Q-Q) 20 Year Block 1951-1970
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Figure 5.36.: Idsworth Quantile Plot (Q-Q) 20 Year Block 1971-1990
Figure 5.37.: Idsworth Quantile Plot (Q-Q) 20 Year Block 1991-2010
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The following Chilgrove plots (Figures 5.38 to 5.43) also demonstrate a good approximation
to normality but not as good as the Compton examples in Figures 5.31 and 5.32 or Idsworth
(Figures 5.34 to 5.37). Again, some varying levels of deviation from normality can be seen at
the extremes but again the Q-Q plots for Chilgrove are consistent in that they all show a good
approximation to a normal distribution.
In summary, the use of Q-Q plots for both 40 and 20-year periods for the three annual
minimum records all give a good indication that the annual minimum record can be treated as an
approximation to a normal distribution. There is a slight S shape present in most of the plots, but
this is so mild that they do not really affect the fit of the plot and so a normal distribution is a
good approximate fit.
Figure 5.38.: Chilgrove Annual Low Quantile (Q-Q) 20 Year Block Plot 1991-2010
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Figure 5.39.: Chilgrove Annual Low Quantile (Q-Q) 20 Year Block Plot 1971-1990
Figure 5.40.: Chilgrove Annual Low Quantile (Q-Q) 20 Year Block Plot 1951-1970
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Figure 5.41.: Chilgrove Annual Low Quantile (Q-Q) 20 Year Block Plot 1931-1950
Figure 5.42.: Chilgrove Annual Low Quantile (Q-Q) 20 Year Block Plot 1911-1930
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Figure 5.43.: Chilgrove Annual Low Quantile (Q-Q) 20 Year Block Plot 1891-1910
Two Sample 40 Year Q-Q Plots
The plots (Figures 5.44 to 5.46) produced for Compton compared the 1891-1930 and 1971-2010,
1931-1970 and 1971-2010, and 1891-1930 and 1931-1970 periods. When plotting the two sample
periods if the data should fall on or near to the line of y = x it will be an indication of coming from
the same distribution. If two distributions being compared are similar, the points on the Q-Q line
will approximate the line y = x. If they are linearly related they will lie approximately on a line
that may be different to y = x.
The Compton plots comparing 1891-1930 to 1931-1970 and 1891-1930 to 1971-2010 show
almost identical behaviour (Figure 5.44 to 5.46). They both produce a very slight S shape tails
and are not only slightly skewed. The tails may suggest symmetry to the data and the skewness
is a reflection of the slight skewness seen in the histogram analysis. The skewness may also be due
partly to the lower limit as previously discussed.
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Figure 5.44.: Compton annual minimum 1891-1930 and 1971-2010 Q-Q plot.
Figure 5.45.: Compton annual minimum 1931-1970 and 1971-2010 Q-Q plot.
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Figure 5.46.: Compton annual minimum 1891-1930 and 1931-1970 Q-Q plot.
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In both the annual minimum single sample and two sample Q-Q plots there is the presence
of tails to varying degrees. These tails are less prevalent in the single sample plots but are only
slight so indicate fat tails as seen in the previous histogram plots. The two sample plots hint at
the possibility of a slightly more tailed or skewed distribution. Tailed distributions tend to exhibit
greater concentrations of values around the mean, which is reflected in the plots. This slightly
tailed shape is a reflection of the histogram and PDF shape seen previously with a higher peak and
steeper sides than the traditional bell shaped curve for a normal distribution. However, the single
sample Q-Q plots are clearly a good approximation to a normal distribution and the two sample
Q-Q plots only indicate that they are differing distributions when compared. That is to say they
are both normal distributions, but of differing means and standard deviations given they are still
a reasonable approximation to the line y = x with no significant deviation beyond the occasional
outlier.
A further two sample Q-Q plot was produced for Idsworth (Figure 5.47 and 5.48). The
Q-Q plot for Idsworth shows a good linear relationship between the two 40 year periods. The
linearity implies a good indication they are from similar distributions, rather than the exact same
distribution. Chilgrove plots were not produced due to time constraints, although these could be
added at a later date.
Figure 5.47.: Idsworth Q-Q plot for two 40 year annual low blocks (1931-1970 and 1971-2010).
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Figure 5.48.: Idsworth quantile (Q-Q) plot for 1931-1970 and 1971-2010
In summary the use of one sample Q-Q plots for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth for both
40 and 20-year periods show a clear indication that the annual minimum record may be treated
as at least an approximation to a normal distribution. The flat tails seen in the 20-year plots
are consistent with a normal distribution. This builds on the evidence seen via previous graphical
methods such as histograms and PDFs. Further use of the two sample Q-Q plots for Compton and
Idsworth shows that the 40 year blocks are not identical in their distributions. This indicates that
change has occurred during the historic record to influence the change in the distributions beyond
what may be considered natural variation. The cause of this change in the distributions cannot be
established at this stage and the potential for natural variability still needs to be discussed further.
To further test the presence of normality, normal probability plots must be produced.
5.5. Tests for Normality
5.5.1. Normal Probability - Introduction
Through previous analysis methods such as histograms and Q-Q plots, there has been the indication
that the three annual minimum groundwater records, both as a whole and when spilt into individual
20-year periods, are a good approximation to a normal distribution. The full records do not show a
good approximation to normality, rather a more significantly skewed distribution, while the annual
minimum series do appear to be a good approximation to a normal distribution. To further test
this assumption on the annual minimum record, normal probability plots must be constructed.
A normal probability plot is a further graphical method to assess whether data is approxi-
mately normally distributed. It is a special case of a probability plot. The sample data are plotted
against a theoretical normal distribution. The sample (groundwater) data should form an approx-
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imate straight line if normality is present. Major deviations from this line or curvature indicate a
lack of normality. Sample size will have an effect on the plot. Larger sample sizes should show a
better fit than smaller. Variation should be greater in smaller samples, but still the approximation
of normal will be consistent.
5.5.2. Normal Probability Plots - Full Groundwater Record
Normal probability plots were constructed for the full records for Chilgrove and Compton (Fig-
ures 5.49 and 5.50). These are both similar in shape and show a linear pattern to the data in the
middle section but with long tails, both of which for Chilgrove and Compton show a departure from
the fitted line. Thus a normal distribution is not a good fit for the full record due to the tails for
the full groundwater record data for Chilgrove and Compton. The first and last data points show
a marked departure from the fitted normal line, with it decreasing from below the fitted from the
first few points and increasing with the last points above the fitted line. A third plot for Idsworth
(Figure 5.51) shows again the S shape to the data but with short tails and the non-linear pattern
present, thus suggesting a normal distribution is not a good fit for the full groundwater record.
Figure 5.49.: Chilgrove Full Record Normal Probability Plot.
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Figure 5.50.: Compton Full Record Normal Probability Plot.
Figure 5.51.: Idsworth Normal Probability Plot for Full Annual Low Record 1931-2010
5.5.3. Normal Probability Plots - Annual Minimum Record
Normal probability plots were produced for the full annual minimum record for Chilgrove (Fig-
ure 5.52), Compton (Figure 5.53) and Idsworth (Figure 5.54). Idsworth shows the best overall
approximation to the fitted normal line with a good linear central portion with some slight left
curvature at the bottom and top points. This is again due to the lower limit factor. The amount
of skewness is not sufficient to argue that normality is not acceptable for the Idsworth annual min-
imum record. The Chilgrove record again shows a good central linear fit along the fitted normal
line. Deviations are present at the extreme data points. There is a very slight S shape to the data.
Overall the data points as a whole follow an approximation to the normal fitted line. The tails
are very slight and not sufficient enough to suggest a differing distribution. If they were greater a
uniform distribution could be suggested. The Compton plot shows a good linear fit for most data
points but does deviate towards to the top of the plot producing a single tail. Again this slight
skewness is due to the lower limit on possible levels. There is a clear change in concentration of
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values with a lesser amount in the area of deviation. Overall all three annual minimum records
show a good approximation to a normal distribution.
Figure 5.52.: Chilgrove annual minimum normal probability plot 1836-2010.
Figure 5.53.: Compton Normal Probability Plot for Annual Low Record 1891-2010
5.5.4. Normal Probability Plots - 20 Year Annual Minimum Periods
Normal probability plots for 20-year annual minimum periods were constructed for Chilgrove, Comp-
ton and Idsworth. The normal probability plots for Compton (Figures 5.55 to 5.59) all show a good
approximation to the fitted normal line. There is some slight deviation around the line as expected
in all the plots due to the low number of samples (20-years), but considering this they show a good
fit. There is some slight appearance of tails in some plots (particularly for 1931-1950) and the
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Figure 5.54.: Idsworth Full Record Normal Probability Plot.
occasional outlier (in 1891-1910), but these tend to occur in the earlier parts of the record.
Normal probability plots and associated discussion for 40 year annual minima are presented in
Appendix E.5 for brevity. These also indicate that the annual minima may be treated as a normal
distribution.
Figure 5.55.: Normal probability plot for Compton annual low record 1991-2010.
The 20-year annual minimum plots for Chilgrove show very similar results as shown in Fig-
ures 5.60 to 5.65. Overall these plots show a good linear approximation to normality. There is
the occasional outlier as in 1891-1910 and some deviation (1931-1950) as with Compton but overall
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Figure 5.56.: Normal probability plot for Compton annual minimum record 1971-1990.
they show a good approximation to normality.
Finally for Idsworth, all four normal probability plots show a good approximation to normality
as shown in Figures 5.66 to 5.69. Again as expected there is some slight deviation around the fitted
line but for the most part the data points a good linear fit to the line.
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Figure 5.57.: Normal probability plot for Compton annual minimum record 1951-1970.
Figure 5.58.: Normal probability plot for Compton annual low record 1931-1950.
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Figure 5.59.: Normal probability plot for Compton annual low record 1892-1910.
Figure 5.60.: Normal probability plot for Chilgrove annual low record 1991-2010.
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Figure 5.61.: Normal probability plot for Chilgrove annual low record 1971-1990.
Figure 5.62.: Normal probability plot for Chilgrove annual low record 1951-1970.
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Figure 5.63.: Normal probability plot for Chilgrove annual low record 1931-1950.
Figure 5.64.: Normal probability plot for Chilgrove annual low record 1911-1930.
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Figure 5.65.: Normal probability plot for Chilgrove annual low record 1891-1910.
Figure 5.66.: Normal probability plot for Idsworth annual low record 1991-2010.
Figure 5.67.: Normal probability plot for Idsworth annual low record 1971-1990.
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Figure 5.68.: Normal probability plot for Idsworth annual low record 1951-1970.
Figure 5.69.: Normal probability plot for Idsworth annual low record 1931-1950.
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Figure 5.70.: Normal probability plot for Compton annual low record 1911-1930.
5.5.5. Normal Probability Plots - Summary
Overall we can say from the normal probability plots that for the annual minimum record as a
whole, the approximation of normality is an acceptable assumption. It also is shown to be valid
when examining both 40 year and 20-year periods of the annual minimum record. The skewness
seen in some of the plots is a reflection of the skewness seen in the earlier histogram analysis. It can
be explained by the lower limit of groundwater values possible mentioned in the histogram analysis.
As such, due to this, combined with the relatively small amounts of skewness, an approximation to
normality is still valid. There are occasional outlier values in the plots, but these are during the
earlier parts of the records, when data quality is at its lowest. With extreme values there is an
inherently higher amount of variability, and this may simply be reflected by these outlier values.
The presence of outliers does not invalidate the assumption of normality but have a legitimate place
within the sample. Given the comparably small number of data points, the likelihood of outliers is
increased as is the amount of deviation around the normal fitted line in the plots as seen. When
examining the full record we see the number of outliers obviously increases due to the increased
number of data points. A brief outlier test was carried out on the data (Appenidx E.4), which
indicated the high and low values to not be outliers and should not overly influence the data.
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5.6. Annual Minimum Plotting Statistics
5.6.1. Weibull Plotting Position
Previous tests have indicated that the annual minimum record, both as a whole and as separate 20
and 40 year periods may be considered an approximation to a normal distribution. There are limi-
tations when using this for extreme value analysis. Given we are concerned with drought events in
this work and their severity will vary it is sensible to adopt a ranking method. A common method
of ranking is by plotting positions. Certain studies (Harter, 1984) have suggested the optimum
choice of the plotting position method is dependent on the actual investigation as well as the actual
distribution of the variable being investigated (Harter, 1984). Another vital aspect is avoiding issues
with biased estimates. Given we are dealing with the more extreme low groundwater levels; we can
expect (as seen previously in the graphical statistical analysis) a degree of inherent variability in
the sample values as well as the potential for outliers. However, more recent studies have argued
(Makkonen, 2008) that these points may be invalid. Of particular relevance is the principle pro-
posed that plotting positions are distribution-free (Makkonen, 2008). The major arguments also
showed that the generally applied concept of distribution specific plotting formulas in extreme value
analysis is the result of improper methods of transforming and re-transforming. An alternative was
suggested stating that the method of plotting and cumulative probability result is independent of
any underlying distribution (Makkonen, 2008). This is shown where the cumulative probability of




The Weibull distribution is a flexible method and is suitable for use in extreme value theory.
Given that we are primarily concerned with one of the two extreme groundwater values (the low
extreme). The annual minimum value is deemed to be a critical value and may be considered as a
surrogate drought value. In turn, given that drought classifications as shown previously are often
quite varied in their definitions and application the use of annual minimum groundwater level as
a surrogate drought indicator is an acceptable substitution (Bloomfield et al., 2003). The Weibull
distribution is also often applied to low flow analysis (Smakhti, 2001). With access to three long
term groundwater records, recorded on an at least monthly resolution, then the annual minimum
groundwater level records created from these are valid and can be used for the analysis of trends in
groundwater levels. We can assume that given we have at least monthly values for each year (and
even if we didn’t we have the summer values at least) that we have the mid-year periods covered
when typically groundwater level typically occur (Bloomfield et al., 2003; 2006).
The Weibull plotting position (Weibull, 1951). The Weibull plotting position only requires
two parameters, allowing it to be applied to most datasets and can be used to plot the extreme
high and low values of a series. What is particularly useful about this method is that it follows no
distribution (Makkonen, 2008) so we are not making any assumptions about the shape or distribution
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about the dataset. Interestingly the work by Makkonen (2008) states that the plotting position for
extreme value analysis suggested originally by Weibull (1939) should be adopted for all extreme value
analyses as the result is unique and independent of any parent distribution. The Weibull plotting
position has often been used in extreme value applications, such as extreme flood analysis, but in this
case is used in essence for the reverse application in analysis of low-end extreme values (droughts)
rather than high-end extreme values (floods). Generating a series annual low groundwater values
for a set number of years provides a data record of extreme (low-end) values (too act as surrogate
drought values). The Weibull method allows for further investigation of how this variation of these
low-end extreme values can be analysed by plotting the data using a Weibull plotting position
technique using ranked datasets. The use of this plotting technique allowed for comparison in an
attempt to see if a shift in groundwater levels could be detected in historic data.
The sequence of groundwater levels may be applied to extreme value theory, given we are
dealing with extremes (low levels). However with extreme value theory we are assuming the sequence
of data to be a series of independent variables. We have discussed previously that a groundwater
series cannot be considered to be a series of independent variables due to the nature of a groundwater
level having an influence on the following level and being influence by the previous level, otherwise
known as autocorrelation. We have shown that a monthly or greater resolution of groundwater levels
suffers from a highly positive autocorrelation. To compensate for this autocorrelation was carried out
on the annual minimum groundwater level record for all three wells. This showed autocorrelation,
whilst producing a slightly positive value, it was not significant enough to be a concern, so it is
reasonable to consider the annual minimum record as a series of independent variables and in turn
applicable for use with the Weibull plotting method. Groundwater levels could also be considered to
be a variable dependent on other factors, such as rainfall and recharge, but given we are only using
groundwater level data (along with year) we can argue they may be thought of as being independent.
Given that recharge processes are complex and rely on assumptions we can argue that they are not
applicable to the Weibull plotting position method due to their complexity, which would not allow
application to varying hydrological conditions without understanding of these processes. Bloomfield
(2003) used a similar approach by using annual groundwater levels that were treated as an equivalent
to a 1 in X year annual minimum groundwater level. This similar approach provided confirmation
that a simple robust method could be applied to varying hydrological conditions without relying
on complex recharge processes. It also confirmed the assumption that an annual approach could be
used for investigating low groundwater levels (Bloomfield et al., 2003).
Given we have shown the Weibull plotting position method to be an acceptable approach for
examining whether we can detect any changes in groundwater levels the annual minimum ground-
water records for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth were split into 20-year periods (or “blocks”)
for analysis. This produced eight blocks for Chilgrove, six for Compton and four for Idsworth. The
20-year periods were deemed suitable, given that previous work had shown 10 years was unsuitable
due to the variability present over low time periods and given we want as long as time period as
possible to look for trends, but we are limited by overall record length (particularly for Idsworth),
20-years was deemed the most appropriate period length. A short time period is not suitable for
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detecting trends and when looking for a 1 in X year event the time period again is a major concern.
If we are looking for the 1 in 500 year event we may well miss it if we only have 100 years’ worth
of groundwater data, and so on. Therefore we must concern ourselves with the less extreme low
groundwater levels. Annual levels are a suitable compromise to compensate for this given record
lengths available but also it is likely that there is to be much greater variability at both the extreme
high and low end of the extremes. We can look how the less extreme (middle Weibull ranks) lows
are changing over time.
The three records were subdivided into 20-year blocks, working in a reverse chronological
order from 2010 as the start year. Each of the three records were different in length so as stated
previous produced a different number of 20-year blocks. The Chilgrove record was trimmed to
remove the 1836 to 1850 period. The loss of this data is not a concern given that this earliest data
is considered to be of the lowest quality and least reliable. In addition the record is not long enough
to generate a 9th 20-year block. It could be proposed that this record could be extent back by use
of a regression analysis, but overall it is thought sufficient data is available with carrying this out.
Given we are more concerned how the more recent data (since 1970) behaves compared to earlier
data, again this loss of the beginning of the Chilgrove record is not of concern.
The Compton record begins in 1893, and was two years short to produce a sixth 20-year
period. To expand the Compton series back by two years (1891 and 1892) it was decided that
surrogate values could be generated for Compton using a relationship with Chilgrove. A straight
substitution of the Chilgrove values for 1891 and 1892 was unsuitable give the difference in the range
of values present in both records. Halton-Thomas (1921) generated surrogate values for Compton
by use of an unexplained relationship between Chilgrove and Compton. Another option was the use
of a linear regression to generate surrogate values for Compton. A simple linear regression of the
annual minimum groundwater series generated values of 32.11 mAOD for 1891 and 32.10 mAOD
for 1892. Developing a simple relationship between Chilgrove and Compton was done by taking
the first 10 years of matched data (1893-1902) for the two records and calculating the difference
between each annual value for the two records. An average of this difference was then calculated
(6.43m). Given that the values for Chilgrove are always higher (mAOD) than Compton, the average
difference was subtracted from the 1891 and 1892 values for Chilgrove to generate surrogate values.
This produced 32.58 mAOD for 1891 and 31.37 mAOD for 1892. These are very similar to the
values produced by the linear regression. Both sets of values are very similar to all the Compton
values in between 1983 to 1902, which all fall between 30m and 33m. The values generated by linear
regression were selected for use. Given that only two values were generated and if they occur in the
middle rank positions, not the high or lower extreme rank position, we can say that whilst there will
be some error associated with them regardless, the error is not significant enough to be a concern,
so the values are acceptable for use. It is likely that this is the case looking at the values produced
compared to the actually data from 1893-1910 for Compton, so the ranking of actual values isn’t
greatly affected
A Weibull plotting method was carried out using the extreme value analysis method previously
discussed (Makkonen, 2008). The annual minimum groundwater levels for every calendar year for
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each well were extracted to act as a surrogate value for drought levels. These 20-year blocks of
annual minimum groundwater levels were ranked in order, where the rank 1 being the lowest annual
minimum groundwater level in a calendar year and rank 20 the highest. A simple formula was
applied to generate a Weibull plotting position was slightly modified from Equation 5.5, where m
is equal to the rank position and n is equal to the total number of positions. The plot position
produced by this equation was then plotted against the low groundwater values for each period.
Figure 5.71.: Chilgrove ranked annual minimum 20-year periods.
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Figure 5.72.: Compton ranked annual minimum 20-year periods.
The plots for Compton and Chilgrove indicate that the latter two 20-year periods (1971-1990
and 1991-2010) appear to show a markedly downwards change in annual minimum groundwater
levels supporting the notion that annual minimum groundwater levels have decreased since the
early 1970s.
From the plot of Chilgrove (Figure 5.71) the latter two 20-year periods (1971-1990 and 1991-
2010) are constantly lower than the earlier six 20-year periods for the majority of the time series.
This is mostly consistent for all ranked (1-20) positions for the latter two series and importantly
occurs at the middle ranks. This is important because as mentioned previously, there appears to
be more inherent variation at the extreme ends. However, given that Chilgrove is considered to be
the least reliable in terms of data quality (due to potential abstraction influences) if Compton and
particularly Idsworth exhibit similar behaviour then this will go some distance to supporting the
notion that there has been a downwards change in annual minimum groundwater levels since 1970.
For Compton (Figure 5.72) the latter two periods (1971-1990 and 1991-2010) produce the
lowest overall ranked series for the majority of the record, and so the overall lowest annual minimum
groundwater levels. This matches the behaviour of Chilgrove. The surrogate values generated for
Compton for 1891 and 1892 fall in the rank positions of 1891 at rank 17 and 1892 at rank 16. These
are not the extreme rank positions, but nor are the middle ranks. They are not extreme enough to
likely affect the overall ranking of the real data. Interesting the values for 1891 and 1892 generated
if ranked fall in rank position 7 for 1891 and 16 for 1892. The 1892 values are very similar in rank
positions but notably different for 1891. It may be worth using the second 1891 value to see how
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this influences the overall ranking of the real data. It is fair to say that the two surrogate values,
no matter which ones are used; they do not have a major influence on the ranking of the real data.
In addition the variation in levels in this 20-year period is typically not great than 1m in range.
An issue of concern of the apparent downwards change in annual minimum groundwater
levels observed in the Compton ranked data is the time frame of 1971 onwards closely matches
the operating time frame for an abstraction thought to potentially influence the levels recorded at
Compton (1969-1990) and the 1971-1990 20-year block is the lowest overall. The 1991-2010 20-year
block is generally higher than the preceding 20-year period, which may indicate levels recovering
after decommissioning of the abstraction. If Idsworth can be shown to display the same behaviour
with a decrease in annual minimum groundwater levels since 1970 this may help restore faith in the
observations of the Compton data
Idsworth is considered to be the best well in terms of the data quality and is not influenced by
abstractions and so in this analysis is relied upon to provide confirmation of the downwards change
in annual minimum groundwater levels since 1971 observed in the Compton and Chilgrove records.
If Idsworth exhibits the same or similar behaviour it will help with discounting the influence of
abstractions causing this apparent downwards change in annual minimum groundwater levels and
also help with the use of Compton and Chilgrove for analysis. Idsworth clearly exhibits the same
behaviour (Figure 5.73) as seen in the Compton record, with the lowest overall 20-year block being
the 1971-1990 period. This is also consistent with the observations of the Chilgrove data. The
1991-2010 period in the Idsworth record is clearly the second lowest overall ranked series, again
consistent with the observations from the Compton and Chilgrove datasets.
The overall behaviour between all three monitoring wells is consistent with the later two 20-
year blocks (1971-1990 and 1991-2010) being notably lower overall than the earlier 20-year blocks.
Therefore we can confirm that there has been an apparent downwards change in annual minimum
groundwater levels on average since 1971. The causes of this change are not explained by this simple
analysis, but one major potential cause can be at least partially discounted and that is the influence
of abstractions. Given that Idsworth is not influenced by abstractions and the downwards change is
still clearly apparent as in Compton and Chilgrove, it is possible to comment that abstractions are
not likely to be the cause of this downwards change in levels. The change may be considered a bit
less obvious in the longer datasets but the fact that the longer datasets produce more 20-year blocks
so there is a greater likelihood of more similar levels occurring in longer records and the potential
for greater variability in levels.
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Figure 5.73.: Idsworth ranked annual minimum 20-year periods.
5.7. Randomly Generated Values
To add further support to the 1971-1990 and 1991-2010 periods being different to earlier periods,
sets of randomly generated 20-year periods were generated. Random values were generated using
the calculated mean and standard deviation of the annual minimum groundwater level series for
each monitoring wells. This assumes a normal distribution (as shown previously to be acceptable
in Section 5.5). This was then used to generated 1,000 random 20-year periods, which were in
turn sorted into a ranked order. These were plotted to produce an envelope of randomly generated
20-year periods. The actual data was then plotted on top of these envelopes for each of the 3
monitoring wells. The produced envelopes reflecting the actual data with convergence at central
ranks and divergence at extremes.
Plots were produced for Compton (Figure 5.74) and Chilgrove (Figure 5.75) illustrating the
randomly generated 20-year periods. In both instances the 1971-1990 periods reaches the extreme
edges of the envelope and is consistently placed towards the lower limit on the envelope. This
further indicates that these latter two periods appear to be moved towards the more extreme ranges
of the envelope when compared to the position of earlier periods.
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Figure 5.74.: Compton 20-year annual minimum periods and randomly generated envelope of 20-
year annual minimum periods.
Figure 5.75.: Chilgrove 20-year annual minimum periods and randomly generated envelope of 20-
year annual minimum periods.
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Further envelopes were generated as previously but using only the annual minimum data
prior to 1970 to further give visualisation of changes in the annual minimum record. For both
Compton (Figure 5.74) and Chilgrove (Figure 5.75) a clear change in the position of the envelope
has occurred with it moving upwards relative to the position of the actual data. For both records
the 1991-2010 and 1971-1990 periods are further moved towards the lower limits of the envelope.
Compton is particularly convincing, showing the 1971-1990 period to have moved below the limits
of the envelope on multiple occasions. This upwards change of the envelope indicates the affect
the post-1970 data has on its position, moving it relatively downwards. The same analysis was
repeated for Idsworth and the figures are presented in Appendix E.7. The results for Idsworth were
near-identical to those for Compton and Chilgrove.
Figure 5.76.: [Compton 20-year annual minimum Periods and randomly generated envelope of 20-
year annual minimum periods using pre-1970 data.
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Figure 5.77.: Chilgrove 20-year annual minimum periods and Randomly generated envelope of 20-
year annual minimum periods using pre-1970 data.
5.8. Chapter Summary
The analysis of annual minimum groundwater records with statistical methods has allowed for a
number of conclusions to be drawn. It was demonstrated that whilst autocorrelation is an issue for
statistical analysis of groundwater records, the use of the annual minimum values is clearly suitable
for statistical analysis due to low levels of positive correlation. Clearly autocorrelation will remain
present, but given the difference in correlation values for annual values compared to monthly, weekly
or daily values this is not deemed a significant issue. Clearly the selection of the lowest annual values
will be similar due to hydrological recession curve and these points occurring at a similar time. Re-
sampling of data indicated that Chalk groundwater levels do not vary significantly over weekly or
daily resolutions and a monthly resolution is acceptable so is placed in Appendix E.1 for brevity.
Non-Parametric analysis with the use of various histogram methods indicate that a non-
standard normal distribution is an acceptable assumption for the annual minimum groundwater
record. Building on histogram analysis, a number of distributions were fitted to the annual minimum
record. These indicated a number of acceptable options; the normal, Weibull, Gamma, Fisher-
Tippett, Logistic and Log-normal distributions. The non-standard normal distribution was selected
as the most appropriate distribution on the basis of various criteria set out by Cunnane (1987)
and Ashkar et al., (1997) and noted in Section 5.4.3, but briefly relates to a number of criteria
including the distribution parameters, selecting the “desirable properties” for the distribution, the
criteria choosing between distribution types and descriptive and predictive abilities of distributions
(Cunnane, 1987). As noted, the selection of the distribution is commonly carried out by goodness of
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fit assessment. Little fitting of distributions to annual minimum levels has occurred so little guidance
exists outside of extreme distributions (Bloomfield et al., 2003). The non-normal was selected due
to fitting to all 3 records, but also its ability to accommodate all magnitudes of skewness and
interchangeability with the family of normal based distributions. Annual values will come from
similar periods of groundwater recession and the central limit theorem of mild conditions (due to
lack of variation) will mean the values will be approximately normally distributed. Mann-Kendall
Trend tests (Section 5.4.4) indicated a trend present in the annual minimum groundwater records for
Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth but also the full records for Chilgrove and Idsworth. The use of
Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests (Section 5.4.5) indicate that annual minimum records come from differing
distributions and are not a standard normal distribution. Anderson-Darling tests indicated that all
20-year periods for the 3 records come from an approximation to a normal distribution. Coupled with
the Kolmogorov-Smirnov tests, we can say that a change has occurred in the annual minimum record
and the annual minimum values are independent of each other and may be treated as non-standard
normal distributions. Pearson and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient values are very similar
(Appendix E.3.1), indicating a moderate positive correlation for the full records (0.2) and weak
correlation (0.1) for the annual minimum records indicating the annual series is less impacted by
autocorrelation. Students’ T Test (Appendix E.3.2) indicated annual minima distributions have no
remained constant. Quantile (Q-Q) plots (Section 5.4.6) showed graphically that an approximation
to a normal distribution is an acceptable assumption for the annual minimum data for Chilgrove,
Compton and Idsworth for both 40 and 20-year periods. Further use of the two sample Q-Q plots for
Compton and Idsworth shows that the 40 year blocks are not of common distributions, potentially
suggesting a change in the annual minimum groundwater levels has occurred to cause this difference.
The tail behaviour is similar for all three records, indicating
Normal probability plots show that for the full annual minimum records the approximation
of normality is acceptable as well as being valid on a 40 and 20-year basis. Skewness present is
reflected in the histogram analysis but is due to hydrological constraints within the Chalk causing
truncation. Effectively as transmissivity drops so low, there is nowhere for water to drain, creating
these asymptotic limits to the data distribution. A Weibull plotting position (Section 5.6.1) has
been used to created plots of ranked annual minimum 20-year periods for Compton, Chilgrove and
Idsworth. Each of these plots indicate a notable downwards change in annual minimum groundwater
levels from the early 1970s onwards with the minimum levels becoming lower or more severe, with
the 1971-1990 period being particularly low. Particularly the summer values as noted in the previous
Chapter. These again indicate a difference between these latter two periods compared to earlier
ones, particularly when the post-1971 data is removed from the calculation of the envelope. This
creates a notable change in the envelope relative to the actual data. Whilst previous work (Chen &
Grasby, 2009) has suggested the risk of cyclic influence in short-term record analyses, this was not
carried out with groundwater levels and due to the slower rate in groundwater changes, particular
with the Chalk’s slower recovery compared to other aquifers, and previously shown indication of an
overall downwards trend for the annual minima this was not deemed an issue. Randomly generated
20-year annual minimum periods were also plotted with the data. These showed that the when
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generating random 20-year periods based on the observed data, that the observed data sits within
the variability of these generated periods and there is significant variability in this observed data.
That said, even within this envelope of variability the observed data for 1971 onwards sits towards
the edge of this variability. This is further indicated by the second randomly generated 20-year
period plots with the post-1971 data removed from the period generation. Here it can be observed
that the post-1971 data falls outside the generated envelope with greater variation in the observed
range compared to the envelope generated with the pre-1971 data.
In summary, the main conclusions drawn from this chapter are as follows:
• The annual minimum groundwater record may be treated as a series of independent values
not affected by correlation and at least a monthly resolution groundwater data is required to
capture the annual minimum and high values.
• Annual minimum groundwater records may be treated as a non-standard normal distribution
but skewness may occur in the distribution due to the hydrological properties of the Chalk
effectively enforcing a lower limit on groundwater levels.
• Ranking of 20-year annual minimum periods indicates a downwards change (lowering) of
annual groundwater minima since the early 1970s, with the lower minimum values becoming
more severe but also the middle ranking levels often being lower than those observed prior to
1970.
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6. Hydrometric Data Analysis
6.1. Introduction
The chapter provides an outline of the hydrometric data available. The data used in this study
comprises of groundwater level data, streamflow recordings and measurements of rainfall, potential
evapotranspiration and temperature. The generation and the quality of, the required datasets are
discussed. The selection of specific hydrometric data sets is explained. Analyses are carried out of
the datasets to establish the presence of trends.
6.2. Rainfall
Rainfall is one of the main inputs used to drive the LCM. Initially ten rainfall records were used
to generate a daily rainfall series. Only three of these records were found to date back beyond
1973 (Chilgrove House, Compton House and Southampton). Only two extend to 2010. The first
of these, Chilgrove, is the only in-catchment record that extends as far back as 1834 (similar to
the length of the Chilgrove House groundwater record) and is indicated of being of good quality
(Halton-Thomson, 1921; 1956). The actual gauge was moved around its locality a number of times
throughout its history, but this is not viewed as having any impact on readings as the distances
involved are small being only a few metres. Chilgrove has only monthly measurements until 1920.
As such, the Chilgrove data is only suitable for use post-1920. The next record for data pre-1920
is that of Compton House, which provides a daily record dating back to 1887. The Compton
House pre-1920 data were compared to that of Chilgrove and found to be extremely similar but was
adjusted to equal the monthly Chilgrove values to be more representative of the catchment. The
third record, from Southampton dates back to 1855. Again, this was compared to the Chilgrove
pre-1920 monthly values and adjusted accordingly. The resulting datasets are the best available
representation of the catchment rainfall. More detail is presented in Appendix F.1.1 along with
information on these and other gauges for post-2002 in Appendix F.1.2.
These data were sourced from the EA and BADC. Further data were later obtained from
the EA and from earlier work carried out by Halton-Thomas (1938). Figures 6.1 and 6.2 indicate
some of available rain gauges for the catchment and surrounding area (note exact locations were
not available as the data provided by the EA lacks full grid references). A full list is available in
Appendix F.1.3.
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Figure 6.1.: Sketch map of rainfall a number of rainfall gauges available in the catchment region
with Theissan polygon boundaries dashed (modified, from Terry, 2002).
6.2.1. Long-Term Rainfall - Southampton
Normal and seasonal (winter/summer) Mann Kendall tests were carried out (at 5% significance)
on the available long-term rainfall data, the longest of which, Southampton is daily from 1885 to
1993 but has missing values from late 1960 to mid-1975, along with most of 1930. Trend tests were
carried out on the 1885-1930, 1931-1960 and 1975-1993 data. These indicated a trend to be present
in the first two sections but not the final part. Seasonal Mann Kendall tests indicated no trend.
A plot of cumulative rainfall indicate a linear increase for the full record duration, indicating
rainfall has remained relatively consistent at Southampton for these separate periods (Figure 6.3).
However, from the cumulative plot, a shift can be observed between the latter two periods. This
is the result of missing data for periods in the late 1960s and early 1970s for this record. This
missing data causes the shift observed for when the values are added up, this results in a shift in
the cumulative plot as observed in Figure 6.3. Separately, the omission during 1930-1931 is only a
few months and so should not be a concern.
Trend tests were repeated on the 1855-1993 Southampton data converted to reflect the
Chilgrove monthly values, which indicated only that a trend is present in the data in both its
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Figure 6.2.: Approximate locations of rainfall gauges in the Lavant catchment, (adapted from ESRI,
2016).
entirety and on a seasonal basis.
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Figure 6.3.: Cumulative rainfall for Southampton gauge indicating missing data for 1930 and 1960-
1975.
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6.2.2. Rainfall Seasonal Changes - Southampton
The Southampton converted rainfall record was split into a winter (October to March) and summer
(April to September) record. The missing data were replaced with Chilgrove values. Mann Kendall
tests for these indicated a trend present in summer values and no trend in winter values. However
plots of the values with linear trends applied indicated a steady decrease in winter rainfall and
increase in summer rainfall. The R2 values though were low, with particular the summer plot,
indicating the trend line to be a poor fit.
A cumulative rainfall plot (Figure 6.5) indicate initially little change in seasonal rainfall over
the record duration with only slight variations from a linear increase. However when fitted with a
linear trend line, there appears to be an indication of cyclic-like behaviour around this. While this
potentially gives the appearance of cycles this was not investigated further at this stage due to time
constraints. There is an indication of a decrease in winter rainfall and increase in summer rainfall
since the early 1970s. Prior to this there appears to be a general lowering of summer rainfall from
the early 1900s to 1940s after which it remains constant before appearing to increase during the
1960s. Winter rainfall appears to be more constant, with some variation around the fitted trend
with the most notable changes prior to the 1970s occurring during the 1930s with a increase until
the 1960s where a decrease is observed.
Figure 6.4.: Summer and winter seasonal variations for Southampton converted data with linear
trend fitted.
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Figure 6.5.: Winter and summer seasonal cumulative rainfall for Southampton with fitted linear
trend.
6.2.3. Long-Term Catchment Rainfall - Chilgrove and Compton
As stated previously, the Chilgrove rainfall record dates back to 1885, but is only monthly total
rainfall until 1920 after which it becomes daily. Statistical tests were undertaken on the post-1920
data. Mann Kendall trend tests (regular and seasonal) indicated no trend present in the data. Also
available was daily data for Compton from 1887-1929, 1931-1932, 1934-1960 and 1962 to 2010. The
missing years (1930, 1933 and 1962 were substituted with data from Chilgrove).
A plot of seasonal total rainfall for Chilgrove indicates a very slight overall increase. Simple
seasonal plots of total rainfall indicated marginal trends in the data, with a very slight increase in
winter rainfall and a slight decrease in summer rainfall from 1920. However, coupled with the Mann
Kendall tests, it cannot be said that a clear trend is present in the rainfall data at this point.
A cumulative plot (Figure 6.7) of rainfall for Chilgrove and Compton show a generally steady
linear increase of rainfall with no significant steps in the line. Some slight steps are present in the
data around 1994/1995 and 2001/2002 during flood events for Chilgrove and Compton that are
caused by intense precipitation events. Fitting a linear trend to the data shows the same cyclic-like
behaviour previously observed for the Southampton data. Figure 6.8 allows for direct comparison
between Chilgrove and Compton from 1920-onwards, showing similar behaviour.
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Figure 6.6.: Winter and summer seasonal rainfall variation for Chilgrove with fitted linear trend.
A Mann Kendall test on the Compton record indicated a trend to be present in the data (but
Mann Kendall test do not indicate what the trend it). Seasonal Mann-Kendall tests also indicated a
trend present in both winter and summer months. Plots of the seasonal total rainfall amounts again
displayed the same indication of very slight increases in winter rainfall, and decreases in summer
rainfall as shown in Figure 6.9. A combination of Mann-Kendall tests and seasonal plots indicates
a slight change in rainfall.
Further to this, a plot of the monthly mean monthly percentage rainfall of the long-term
monthly mean was produced. This indicated that 1966-2010 shows generally a low percentage of
summer rainfall and higher percentage of winter rainfall compared to 1920-1965 (Figure 6.10).
Further analysis on four 20-year periods was undertaken for 1931-2010. A plot of 20-year
monthly mean total rainfall (Figure 6.11) further indicated that summer precipitation since at least
1971 has appeared to generally decrease whilst winter precipitation, particularly since 1991 has
appeared to increase generally. Notably, 1971-1990 showed a particular decrease for both summer
and winter months. A plot of percentages of the long-term (1931-2010) mean monthly rainfall for
the 20-year periods (Figure 6.12) also indicated a notable divide, with 1971-1990 showing a decrease
for most months and 1991-2010 showing a slight decrease for summer months and a more notable
increase for winter months. 1951-1970 showed a general increase for summer months in particular
and 1931-1950.
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Figure 6.7.: Cumulative rainfall plot for Chilgrove and Compton records with fitted linear trend.
Figure 6.8.: Chilgrove and Compton cumulative rainfall from 1920 onwards only to allow for direct
comparison.
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Figure 6.9.: Winter and summer seasonal total rainfall variation for Compton record.
Figure 6.10.: Chilgrove monthly total rainfall for 1966-2010 and 1920-1965 as a percentage of the
long-term (1920-2010) total.
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Figure 6.11.: Chilgrove mean monthly total rainfall amounts for 20-year periods (1931-2010).
Figure 6.12.: Chilgrove 20-year period monthly total mean as a percentage of the 1931-2010 monthly
total mean.
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6.2.4. Monthly Rainfall Analysis - Compton
Compton was also divided into two 61-year periods for 1887-2010 and the monthly mean total for
these was compared to the long-term monthly mean total. This showed a slightly lower amount of
rainfall for summer months and slightly higher amount for winter months for 1949-2010. 1887-1948
showed a slightly lower amount for winter months and slightly higher amount or near similar values
for the long-term average for summer months (Figure 6.13).
Figure 6.13.: Total monthly mean rainfall for Compton (1887-2010) and 61 year monthly total
averages for 1887-1948 and 1949-2010.
Further splitting of the Compton record into three 30 year periods (Figure 6.14) compared
1921-2010 monthly averages indicated no major trends. There is a general lessening of summer
rainfall amounts since 1981 and slightly higher amounts of winter rainfall.
A further plot of three 41 periods indicated again a slightly lower summer rainfall and slightly
higher winter rainfall post 1966 (Figure 6.15).
A plot (Figure 6.16) of 20-year periods for the mean total monthly rainfall for Compton again
indicated a general lower summer precipitation since 1971 and higher winter precipitation since
1991.
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Figure 6.14.: Total monthly mean rainfall for Compton (1920-20100) and 30 year period monthly
total averages.
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Figure 6.15.: Mean monthly total rainfall for Compton 41 year periods as a percentage of the long-
term (1887-2010) mean monthly total.
Figure 6.16.: Mean monthly total rainfall for Compton 20-year periods.
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6.2.5. Rainfall Summary
The converted Southampton data were used to interpolate daily values up until 1920 using the
Chilgrove monthly totals, after which Chilgrove is used from 1920 to 2010. Both Chilgrove and
Compton are a good representation of the mean catchment rainfall. There are no significant sta-
tistical trends in the data but some minor indications of change are present. Mann-Kendall test
results applied were mixed; with no trend apparent in the Chilgrove record in its entirety but also
on a seasonal basis (p values did not exceed 0.05 and S values sub-1,000). However, a trend was
detected on both the entire, winter and summer seasonal data for the Compton record (p values
greater than 0.05 and S values being extreme different from 0, e.g. -29245541 for winter). These
tests only indicate the presence of a trend, not what the trend is. Plots of seasonal mean monthly
totals indicate some slight general changes of overall decreases in summer precipitation and increases
in winter precipitation over the record duration.
Cumulative rainfall plots show a near-linear increase in cumulative rainfall but there appears
to be an indication of a increase in winter rainfall and decrease in summer rainfall since the early
1970s, matching the changes observed in the mean monthly total rainfall plots. A wetter period
appears to be present between the 1940s and 1960s. There are indications of cyclic behaviour on
a graphical basis, but no explanation from these methods. This behaviour could suggest differing
short periods of climatic change impacting rainfall amounts but little can be drawn as to causes at
this point. Plots of 20-year periods of mean monthly total rainfall for Chilgrove and Compton again
indicate some change, with a general decrease in summer rainfall for periods post-1970 and a notable
winter increase for post-1990 periods, again matching the cumulative and monthly observations.
6.3. Temperature Data
Temperature is not required to run the LCM; however it is included here due to its relationship with
PE and in turn is briefly examined for trends. Clear limitations on any trends should be made clear
as no temperature data are available from the catchment itself. The Central England Temperature
(CET) (an average of three observation stations) is representative of England as a whole. It has been
in operation since 1772 and is indicative of long-term changes. The CET shows relative stability
for most of the 20th century until the 1970s where the CET has increased by around one degree
Celsius since the 1970s.
6.3.1. Temperature Station Data
Initially three temperature records were available. These were recorded at Hayling Island (approx-
imately 18 km south-west of the Lavant catchment), Southsea (approximately 24 km south-west)
and Southampton (approximately 40 km west). All three locations were considered to be influenced
by their coastal proximity (typically in the region of 1-2 km), whilst the Lavant catchment lies
further inland (approximately 10-12 km from the coastline). Only the Southampton data provided
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a long term record, dating back to 1855. Hayling Island and Southsea date back only as far as 1959.
Mean monthly maximum and minimum values were available in degrees Celsius.
The Hayling Island and Southsea records were combined to generate a mean daily record for
minimum and maximum temperatures. These combined values were found to be very similar to the
Southampton values over the same duration (1959 onwards). Only minor differences were noted at
a monthly scale between Southampton and both the Hayling Island and Southsea measurements,
being typically less than 2 ◦C on average.
As a result of these minor differences one full long-term record (Southampton Converted)
was created using the combined Hayling Island and Southsea records to compensate for the minor
differences between the Southampton data and the other two by using equation 6.1. The monthly
values were interpolated to generate daily time steps.
Southampton Converted = Southampton Initial ×Halying Island or Southsea Monthly Mean
Southampton Monthly Mean
(6.1)
The Southampton station was closed in 2000. Two further stations, Hurn, provides readings
from 1957 and Eastbourne from 1959. Both of these stations are located a considerable distance
from the catchment. Eastbourne is located approximately 80 km south-east of Chilgrove on the
coast and Hurn is located approximately 72.4 km slightly south-west of the Chilgrove. An average
of the Hurn and Eastbourne stations was used for the post-2000 temperature data.
6.3.2. Temperature Trends
Trend tests were carried out on the Southampton monthly record (1855-2000). Mann-Kendall trend
tests were carried out at 5% significance on the mean maximum and minimum temperatures, both
found a trend to be present in the data, indicated to be both higher values by the p value of 0.05
being exceeded and positive S statistic value. Plotting the full dataset, as well as splitting the
record into two halves at 1930 and fitting a linear trend line, indicates a slight upwards trend in
both minimum and maximum monthly temperatures as per Figures 6.17 to 6.20.
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Figure 6.17.: Southampton monthly mean maximum temperatures post-1930.
Figure 6.18.: Southampton monthly mean minimum temperatures post-1930.
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Figure 6.19.: Southampton monthly mean maximum temperatures pre-1930.
Figure 6.20.: Southampton monthly mean minimum temperatures pre-1930.
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Mann-Kendall tests at 5% significance for the maximum and minimum monthly temperatures
(Table 6.1) for Hurn and Eastbourne also indicated a trend present in the data rejecting the H0
default hypothesis that no trend is present and accepting the Ha hypothesis that there is a trend
in the data. This simply indicates a trend is present in both the maximum and minimum mean
temperature values for the two sets of data. When compared to plots of the data (Figures 6.21
to 6.22) this may indicate a through the graphical plots with linear trend lines that both maximum
and minimum monthly temperatures have increase over the available periods for both Hurn and
Eastbourne.
Rank Kendall’s Tau Var (S) p value (2 tail) alpha Interpretation
Hurn Max 0.054 11367 0.039 0.05 Reject H0
Eastbourne Max 0.078 27059038.667 0.004 0.05 Reject H0
Hurn Min 0.038 30299627 0.154 0.05 Reject H0
Eastbourne Min 0.067 13047 0.012 0.05 Reject H0
Table 6.1.: Tabulated results of Mann Kendall tests for Hurn and Eastbourne monthly max and
minimum temperature data.
Figure 6.21.: Hurn maximum and minimum monthly temperatures with linear trend line.
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Figure 6.22.: Eastbourne maximum and minimum monthly temperatures with linear trend line.
6.3.3. Mean Monthly and Annual Temperatures and Smoothing
The annual maximum, minimum and mean temperatures were plotted for Southampton (Ap-
pendix F Figure F.11). These all showed a slight increase in temperatures over the record du-
ration. A 3, 6 and 12 month moving average was calculated for the Southampton record. The 3
and 6 month moving average closely resembled the actual data and was disregarded. The 12 month
moving average (smoothing) for mean maximum and minimum levels shows a relatively consistent
level for temperatures for the record, but does indicate a slight upwards trend in temperatures. A
plot of the monthly mean maximum and minimum temperatures for Southampton also indicates
a slight increase in temperatures as shown in Figures 6.23 and 6.24. For a further breakdown
of the monthly maximum and minimum temperature record plots please see Appendix F.2.2 for
Figures F.12 to F.15.
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Figure 6.23.: Monthly mean maximum temperatures for Southampton record (1855-2000) with 12
month moving average and linear trend fitted.
Figure 6.24.: Monthly mean minimum temperatures for Southampton record (1855-2000) with 12
month moving average and linear trend fitted.
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6.3.4. Seasonal Temperatures
Seasonal temperatures were examined for Southampton. A plot of winter (October-March) and
summer (April-September) seasonal mean temperatures showed a slightly higher temperatures,
indicated by the slope of the line of best fit, in both as observed in Figure 6.25. In addition 20-
year winter and summer seasonal plots were produced which also indicated a general increasing of
temperatures for both seasonal periods (suggested by slope of the line of best fit), particularly from
1981 onwards for summer mean temperatures, but also winter temperatures from 1961 onwards
(additional Figures F.16 and F.17 are in Appendix F).
Figure 6.25.: Winter and summer seasonal mean temperatures for Southampton record.
6.3.5. Temperature Changes Relative to Baseline Period
A baseline period of 1931-1950 was selected on the basis of pre-1970 temperatures being relatively
stable as stated by the UKCP09 report (Jenkins et al., 2009). The relative change to the average
temperature of this period was then used to compare the annual and decadal relative change in
temperatures. Examining the yearly change there is a clear divide with temperatures post-1940
being generally higher than the baseline average, with a more noticeable increase from the late
1980s (Figure 6.26). Decadal change shows a period of lower temperatures in pre-1900 decades,
before a period of relative stability until 1940 after which a period of general increases in decadal
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temperate averages begins with a dramatic increase post-1990. These results for the Southampton
data are consistent with the UKCP09 report findings on recent UK temperature changes indicating
an increase in temperatures since the 1960s.
Figure 6.26.: Yearly and decadal temperature change relative to 1931-1950 average for
Southampton.
6.3.6. 20-year Temperature Periods
The Southampton record was trimmed to produce ranked 20-year annual maximum and minimum
temperature plots (Figures 6.27 and 6.28). Plots of the 20-year ranked annual minimum tempera-
tures showed a trend of generally increasing temperatures from 1940, with the latter two 20-year
periods (1960-1979 and 1980-1999) having distinctly higher annual minimum temperatures for nearly
all ranks. The annual maximum temperature plot showed a generally similar trend, with values
from 1940 onwards trending higher for most ranks.
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Figure 6.27.: Ranked 20-year periods of annual maximum temperatures for Southampton.
Figure 6.28.: Ranked 20-year periods of annual minimum temperatures for Southampton.
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6.3.7. Temperature Data Summary
From the available temperature records Mann-Kendall tests indicate a trend present in the mean
monthly maximum and minimum temperatures for the available data. Simple linear trends indicate
a slight overall increase in both maximum and minimum temperatures, and smoothing corroborates
the very slight increase as represented by the long-term CET measurements. Average annual tem-
peratures for both summer and winter have increased since 1970, both by around 1 degree Celsius,
matching the CET trend post-1970. Ranking 20-year annual maximum and minimum temperatures
further illustrates the change, with annual minimums being notably higher post-1960 and annual
maximums also being higher on the whole.
Although temperature is not used to drive the Lavant Conceptual Model, the observed in-
creases in temperatures are still relevant as temperature is strongly linked to PE. Increases in PE
will therefore be linked to increases in temperature.
Limited temperature data were available post-2000 for Hurn and Eastbourne. These reflected
the slight warming of temperatures seen in the Southampton data over the 1959-2000 period and
continuing until 2010 so are presented in Appendix F.2.1.
6.4. Potential Evapotranspiration Data
Evapotranspiration is an important part of the hydrological cycle, transferring water from the
land surface to the atmosphere. Potential evapotranspiration (PE) represents the amount of water
that would be lost to the atmosphere if there were no limits on the supply of water. The actual
evapotranspiration (AE) is estimated as a fraction of PE dependent on soil wetness (Kay et al., 2013).
AE can be less than PE but cannot usually be greater. Evapotranspiration is difficult to measure
directly and is generally estimated from meteorological data using one of a number of formulae.
The preferred accepted method is the Penman-Monteith method (Kay et al., 2013) and the UK Met
Office calculation system, MORECS, employs a adapted version of the Penman-Monteith method.
PE is considered to be of less importance than rainfall for the accuracy of hydrological modelling,
as PE is less variable both spatially and temporally and has a defined seasonal pattern (Kay et al.,
2013). While PE may potentially be very different from actual evapotranspiration (ETa) due to the
available data (PE) this section is focused on PE.
6.4.1. Potential Evapotranspiration Data Sources
Two sources of potential evapotranspiration (PE) data were available for use up until 2010. The
first source was the Meteorological Rainfall and Evapotranspiration Calculation System (MORECS),
available from the Met Office, running from 1961 to late 2010. The second source was the Penman
Equations Applied to south-east England (PENSE), provided by the Environment Agency, covering
the period from 1918-2005. Both sources provide daily values. MORECS is provided in a single
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series for a 40 km2 grid square (the UK is divided up into these squares), whilst PENSE is a spot
value calculated at a specified locality (i.e. Chichester, Chilgrove and Compton). Both are adapted
versions of the Penman-Monteith formula. An average of the three values was used as a reflection
of the catchment in its entirety and a plot comparing daily values for the three sites can be found
in Appendix F. PENSE uses monthly values divided by number of days for 1918-1934 and 1945-
1947 (Byrne, pers comms, 2011). Generally, PENSE yields higher summer values and lower winter
values than MORECS. MORECS generally shows proportionally higher values, but the difference
is generally small as shown in Figure 6.29. The actual difference between the three PENSE dataset
values is extremely small, with only notable differences during winter months, which is likely due to
Chichester being closer to the sea as shown in and it also illustrates the defined seasonal behaviour of
PE. The behaviour between PENSE and MORECS datasets is very similar, with a correlation value
of 0.83. The difference between the PENSE sites is highlighted in Figure F.21 in Appendix F.3.2,
which shows there to be little difference between the three sites.
The PE records were also split into monthly totals. This allowed for further comparison
between the difference in PENSE and MORECS for winter and summer months (Figure 6.30).
As mentioned, the general trend is for PENSE to display higher summer and lower winter values.
This is clearly reflected in the plots for January and July (1961-2005). There is a shift though,
with spring and autumn months showing a significant amount of similarity as shown for September
(1961-2005). Further examples can be observed in the monthly plots in Appendix F.3.3.
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Figure 6.29.: Comparison of daily PE values for PENSE and MORECS for a sample period.
Figure 6.30.: Comparison of monthly total PE values for PENSE and MORECS for 1991-1994.
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6.4.2. Cumulative PE
Figure 6.31.: PENSE and MORECS cumulative PE.
Cumulative PE was plotted for PENSE and MORECS. This showed in both cases, a steady
linear increase in PE for the duration of both records (Figure 6.31). No noticeable steps were
observed in the data. This suggests that PE has steadily increased for the duration of the available
data.
6.4.3. Trends in PE
The PENSE data was examined for a long term trend (1918-2005) and then MORECS was also used
for the 1961-2008 period). Monthly totals were generated for the PE data and plotted (Figure 6.32)
The long term trend for PENSE shows a slight decrease in monthly total PE values for 1918-2005,
whilst MORECS shows a steady increase for 1961-2005. The variation in PENSE PE values also
shows a noticeable increase from 1961 onwards.
Given the conflicting trends for the PE calculation system the PENSE record was split into
two sections, pre and post 1961 to match the start point of the MORECS record. The post-1961
PENSE data shows a general increase when fitted with a linear trend (Figure 6.34), whilst the pre-
1961 data shows a decrease (Figure 6.33). Taking annual total PE values the trends are identical
to that seen in the monthly total as expected. Taking all monthly total PE values for 1961-2005
added to create an annual total a steady increase in PE can be observed as in Figure 6.35.
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Figure 6.32.: Monthly total PE values for PENSE and MORECS calculation systems with fitted
linear trend.
Figure 6.33.: PENSE monthly total values for 1918-1960 with fitted linear trend
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Figure 6.34.: PENSE monthly total values for 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
Figure 6.35.: PENSE (1918-2005 and 1961-2005) and MORECS annual total values with fitted linear
trend
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Non-seasonal Mann-Kendall trend tests were carried out on the full PENSE and MORECS
records. Both of these indicated a trend present in the data at 5% significance. This was repeated
for the annual total PE, as well as a seasonal variation, which all indicated a trend to be present in
the data at 5% significance. A two-sample T-test (Welch’s t-test) was carried out on the PENSE
data, splitting it into two samples for 1918-1960 and 1961-2005. This indicated the means to be
different and so the null hypothesis of being from the same sample was rejected at 5% significance.
A two sample K-S test also indicated that the distributions of the two periods to be different. These
simple tests indicate that mean PE has not remained constant over the period examined.
6.4.4. Monthly PE
PE was examined on a monthly basis, with the monthly total PE values calculated for both the
available PENSE and MORECS data. A full list of the plots is available in Appendix F.3.3, while
Figures 6.36 and 6.37 are example plots for January and August respectively. A few points of note
were observed on a monthly basis. The difference in values for PENSE and MORECS is more
pronounced in winter months (October-March) than summer (April-September), with MORECS
values higher for winter months. April and September seem to be the most similar in terms of
values, then for the remaining summer months we observe that PENSE produces higher values than
MORECS.
The most important factor however is consistent across all months for both PENSE and
MORECS. In every case, we see a clear upwards trend for PE from 1961 onwards. There is a degree
of variability, however the trend is distinct in indicating and an increase in monthly total PE from
1961 onwards. This links with the observed trends see in temperature previously.
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Figure 6.36.: January monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend.
Figure 6.37.: August monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend.
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6.4.5. PE Summary
Overall there appears to be indication of an increase in total monthly PE values from 1961 onwards.
This is evident in the individual months for both PENSE and MORECS and also when the full
monthly series is plotted for both. Contrastingly, the 1918-1960 PENSE record shows a slight
decrease in monthly total PE values and if the PENSE record is expanded to its entirety (1918-
2005) this slight decrease is still present, albeit less pronounced. From 1961 for the PENSE data
there also appears to be an increase in variability in the PENSE data, with the range of values
widening and from the plots there does seem a distinct difference in behaviour either side of 1961.
The cumulative PE plots indicate a steady increase in PE for the duration of the available records.
Monthly total PE shows a clear upwards trend for all months for both PENSE and MORECS
datasets from 1961 onwards.
Specific long-term trends are difficult to clearly define and quantify with the PE data and the
lack of significant historic studies is problematic when defining any trends in the data. There is
certain amount of evidence showing an increase in PE from 1961 onwards. There is a little historical
guidance on PE trends available to indicate whether the trends shown in this data are comparable
to any others (Kay et al., 2013). The few studies available have shown trends difficult to define
(Burt & Shahgedanova, 1998 and Crane & Hudson, 1997) and lack quantification of any visible
trends. A study by Yang et al., (2005) plotted a MORECS plot for 1961-1995 for each month
showing increasing trends in most months. Trends in PE, as with groundwater and rainfall, must
be treated with caution with short term records as they may be due to natural climate variation
rather than climatic change and having particularly wet or dry periods towards the start or end of
the record may exacerbate this (Robson, 2002).
Uncertainty in the PE trends will not have a major impact on groundwater modelling due
to them generally not impacting the fit of a calibrated hydrological (rainfall-runoff) model. This is
because PE tends to be more continuous and smoothly varying than rainfall, which allows PE errors
to be “calibrated out”. However, if you are using a calibrated model then differences in PE that
are subsequently put through it can have a significant impact the model results. A summary of the
reasoning for this was presented by Kay et al. (2013), but briefly it appears to only have a noticeable
impact where variability is very high for PE, which does not include the UK. Other studies have
shown PE underestimation to be offset in modelling due to AE being limited by moisture supply
rather than being directly determined by PE (Manning et al., 2009). Splitting the PE data further
into four seasons may also show a further change that may reflect the projections given by Fowler
et al. (2008) and summarised by Kay et al. (2013), that show increases in mean PE for all seasons,
however this does not seem to be an issue with the Lavant catchment data. In addition PE is
broadly linked to temperature changes (Kay et al., 2013) and although temperature is not used in
driving the LCM, it has be briefly investigated.
For use in the LCM, the average PENSE data was selected for use where possible due to better
reflection of the catchment, as opposed to MORECS. The PENSE data was used for 1918-2005 and
then MORECS for 2006-2010. This is considered the best quality PE dataset to drive the LCM.
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The limitations of the pre-1918 data can also be disregarded if the LCM performs well.
6.5. Streamflow Analysis
Streamflow data were provided by the EA for the Graylingwell gauging station. The data are
provided on a daily basis in cumecs. The River Lavant is intermittent, so for significant portions
of the record during July-September no flow is recorded. Overall the flow data are of good quality.
The data are mean daily flow values for the majority of the record provided. Given the direction
of this work and the intermittent nature of the River Lavant, the analysis on the streamflow data
is consciously limited and more detail is presented in Appendix F.5.1 to F.5.5.
Briefly, low and high flow events appear to become more frequent and also potentially more
severe for the duration of the available flow record for the River Lavant, or the potential for increased
natural variability. There appears to be a distinct divide between the flow records for 1971-1990
and 1991-2010. Mean monthly flows for spring months are lower, whilst winter flows are higher, as
observed in Figure F.40. This would match the observed decreases in summer rainfall and increases
in winter rainfall events.
6.6. Recharge Analysis
A previously common method of estimating recharge is basing it on field hydrograph data (Rushton
and Ward, 1979), allowing recharge to occur in periods of soil moisture deficit, as shown to occur in
the Chalk (Ireson et al., 2009). This method used a by-pass value of 15% of actual rainfall plus 15%
of effective rainfall to give a best-fit to match the hydrographs. Other methods have looked at the
response of groundwater levels to rainfall events (Oakes, 1981 and Lee et al., 2006). These showed
recharge to be distributed over a number of months to days in terms of the water level response.
They also varied on the depth of water table. Rushton et al. (2006) used a single-store soil moisture
balance model is a reliable approach for potential recharge estimation.
A study by Lee et al. (2006) looked at the response of the Chilgrove and other boreholes to
rainfall. The first aspect of this method was a cross-correlation technique between the groundwater
and rainfall daily time series over a 3 month seasonal duration. The response of the water table
varied seasonally, with a response of one day during the very wet winter of 2000/2001, two days
during the summer and then one day the following autumn, matching the downwards curve of the
likely hydrograph. Essentially from this study (Lee et al., 2006) we expect a slower response to
rainfall and therefore recharge during or at the end of drier periods due to unsaturated zone storage
and matric potential being at their lowest. Faster responses occurred at the end of wetter periods in
the reverse conditions, particularly when rainfall intensity exceeds the matric hydraulic conductivity
and likely due to fissure flow in the unsaturated zone. The method by Lee et al., (2006), whilst
providing intriguing results does have its limitations. The study period was extremely short being
three month periods and in addition was carried out over a particularly wet winters (2001/2002 and
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1994) with well-known flood events, and a summer (1995) classified as part of a major drought. It
does not look at long-term records and the author alludes to this aspect for further study. Recharge
has also been inferred by using groundwater level fluctuation, but this is not an accurate method it
is a simple method (Healy & Cook, 2002) and given the available data here, the logic of its approach
can be applied in that clearly high and low levels will infer in most circumstances that recharge is
high and low respectively.
In this section long-term recharge records are examined, albeit via a differing method to that
used by Lee et al. (2006) as we are limited by the available data. The groundwater records for
Chilgrove and Compton, while are extremely long, are for the most part predominantly weekly and
monthly in resolution. In contrast the available rainfall data for these sites are daily. As such, a
distinct approach was devised by combining rainfall and potential evapotranspiration data to give a
crude indication of recharge by simply subtracting PE from rainfall (both mm per day). The actual
recharge is different, but the variation in the behaviour of this resultant recharge (as cumulative
excess rainfall) value will be a good scaled indicator of the actual recharge behaviour. PE and
temperature data have given indication of an increase in both since the 1960s (Sections 6.3 and
6.4). Rainfall data also appears to give a slight indication that changes have occurred in terms
of seasonal variation with some evidence for decreases in summer rainfall and increases in winter
(Section 6.2). We may expect similar behaviour to that observed by Lee et al. (2006) but on a
longer time-frame.
6.6.1. Cumulative Excess Rainfall
Here the cumulative excess rainfall is treated as indicative of cumulative excess recharge. PE
(PENSE and MORECS) values for Chilgrove and Compton were subtracted from the respective
rainfall values to give a daily recharge value and then plotted cumulatively. A shifted MORECS
dataset was also plotted for more direct comparison to PENSE. Linear trends were fitted to each
dataset, along with a mean line plot for the PENSE and shifted MORECS values. The stepped
nature of the plots (Figures 6.38 and 6.39) illustrates the seasonal variation in recharge and the
overall behaviour of the PENSE and MORECS plots are very similar. Taking PENSE plots for
Chilgrove and Compton, decreases in recharge do not appear to be more frequent following the
1960s. Generally, recharge appears to be lower from the mid-1930s to the mid-1960s after a period
of more normal recharge (1920 to early 1930s). After this it increases generally until the early
1990s. The major drought of 1976 is reflected in the data, but due to the intense rainfall following
the drought, recharge quickly recovers. From the early 1990s to early 2000s recharge is again lower,
then returning to a higher more normal level following 2001. The MORECS plot for 1961-2010
demonstrates near-identical behaviour to the PENSE plot. Care must be taken with cumulative
values as there is the inherent risk of one value that is significant larger (or negative as the case
may be with the data type) can disrupt the cumulative series.
Recharge fluctuates around both the linear trend lines and the mean line in a cyclic manner,
potentially reflective of climatic cycles. A number of historic events are reflected in both the
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cumulative recharge plot for Compton and Chilgrove (Figures 6.38 and 6.39). It can be observed
that recharge falls below the average and trend line around 1934, reflecting the major drought of
1933-1934. The recharge then returns to normal around 1936 following episodes of more intense
recharge. Taking the 1976 drought as an example, we can observe that this event causes recharge
to drop notably following a period of high recharge, after which it increases again following a period
of more intense rainfall. After which it remains relatively constant until 1990, where the drought
of 1990-1992 again drops recharge until it returns to a more normal level following the 1994 floods.
Then the major drought of 1995-1997 again lowers recharge notably, until the winter floods of
2000-2001 return recharge to a more normal level where it remains until 2010. Major drought and
flood events appear to be the start and end points of cycles, where a drought lowers recharge to a
level below the mean, where it remains until an intense precipitation event (often related to floods)
occurs and returns the recharge to a level similar to the mean. Initially, these cycles appear to not
have a set period.
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Figure 6.38.: Cumulative recharge plot for Chilgrove using PENSE and MORECS.
Figure 6.39.: Cumulative recharge plot for Compton using PENSE and MORECS.
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Figure 6.40.: Cumulative recharge plot for Chilgrove using PENSE and MORECS with apparent
cycles marked on PENSE data.
Plotting a PENSE/MORECS average (shown on Figure 6.39 by the purple-dash Mean) shows
an interesting divide, with the early 1970s being the start of a period of low recharge, compared to
a period of high recharge for 1960-1970. The 1935-1960 period also indicates lower recharge, with
a higher period for the late 1920s to mid-1930s with again a lower period between 1920 and 1925.
These periods coincide with the major drought events seen over this record discussed in
Section 2.2.6. Plotting the mean PENSE/MORECS line does not match the observed groundwater
record, which shows only a slight decrease in levels for Idsworth, whilst Chilgrove shows a slight
increase and Compton remains steady. The annual low groundwater levels seem to reflect the
changes in recharge more (Section 4.3). These reflect the lower recharge from the early 1970s
onwards, but also the major drought events prior to this which are also reflected in the recharge
record. The wetter period between the late 1940s and late 1960s is also present in the annual low
groundwater record (Section 4.3). This confirms that recharge has varied, affecting annual low
groundwater records.
One aspect to comment on is the issue of long-term (e.g. decadal or greater) cyclicity in
climate. From Figures 6.38 and 6.39 cycles can be noted in the cumulative recharge. These are
illustrated in Figure 6.40. Following both the plot of the PENSE and MORECS based cumulative
recharge (excess rainfall) there does appear to be an indication of periods of higher and lower
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recharge, however the length of these periods is not clear and cannot be defined from a graphical
method such as this and further discussion of the validity of cycles in hydrometric data is required.
6.6.2. North Atlantic Oscillation
It is important to note that climate signals exhibit periodicity over a range of frequencies (e.g.
seasonal, annual and longer term) that are modified as they propagate through the water cycle
(Holman et al., 2009). The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is the primary cause of atmospheric
variability over the Atlantic Ocean and so the regions bordering the ocean and the NAO have
shown multi-annual and decadal variations affecting ecosystems (Taylor, 2005). There is also some
evidence to suggest that low-frequency oscillations in hydrometric data may be linked to the El
Nin˜o South Oscillation, North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), East Atlantic pattern (EAP) and other
ocean-climate cycles (Holman et al., 2009). Work by Holman et al. (2009) looked to better the
understanding of the coupling between global climate oscillations and hydrogeological systems, not-
ing the relationship between low-frequency climatic signals and groundwater levels to be “complex”
and that the climatic signals are filtered and lagged by the soil, unsaturated and saturated zones
of aquifers, which removes many high-frequency (less than one month) signals (Dickinson et al.,
2004). The extent of the lagging and filtering is a function of the hydrogeological system, largely
determined by travel times and sampling methodologies. Holman et al. (2009) notes that high-
frequency filtering of climate signals provides resilience to groundwater resources and the associated
groundwater-dependent ecosystems under short-term climate extremes. However, they may cause
groundwater levels to exhibit a more marked response to lower frequency, larger-scale climate oscil-
lations and climate change relative to variations due to isolated droughts for example (Dettinger &
Earman, 2007). A study carried out by Holan et al. (2009) at a chalk aquifer borehole at Dalton
Holme, Yorkshire (an “Index Borehole” as it forms part of the UK national borehole observation
network) looked at data for the NAO and Scandinavia pattern (SP) and their potential influence
on groundwater levels at the borehole. Holman et al. (2009) used a univariate spectral analysis
of the de-trended climate indices and groundwater record to identify the main cyclic components
and the temporal dynamics in each individual, which showed the NAO, SP and groundwater record
all exhibit long periodicity (greater than 12 month) cycles, from years up to decades. The authors
then undertook a bivariate time series spectral analysis of the groundwater record and the climate
indices as this is independent of time lags between climatic oscillations and groundwater responses.
This method estimated the correlation between the groundwater levels and climatic indices (NAO
and SO) and their corresponding cyclic components (Holman et al., 2009). It was noted by Holman
et al, (2009) that peaks in the bivariate spectral density plot indicated covariance between cyclical
components and noted that groundwater levels in the chalk aquifer exhibited strong annual to multi-
decadal negative relationships with oscillations in NAO at periodicities of 39, 32 and 227 months
and a positive covariance between groundwater levels and the Scandinavia pattern at a periodicity
of 32.2 months. From this, the authors inferred that there may be interference between effects of the
two climate indices on groundwater cyclicity (Holman et al., 2009). Some work has distinguished
the links between seasonal phases of the NAO and frequency and distribution of winter precipitation
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on the eastern seaboard of the USA (Durkee et al., 2008). The variation in frequency patterns in
atmospheric fluctuations may well help with our understanding of the droughts.
Building on the initial work by Holman et al. (2009) a further study by Holman et al. (2011)
looked at the use of wavelet methods to identify non-stationary time-frequency relations between
the NAO and groundwater levels. This study looked at three long-term hydrogeological time series
(although none were located on the chalk) within different aquifers across the UK and analysed them
to identify statistically significant wavelet coherence between the NAO, EAP and SP and the three
monthly groundwater level records. Wavelet coherence was used to measure the cross-correlation of
two of the time series as a function of frequency and this was interpreted as a correlation coefficient
value (Holman et al., 2011). The results of this work indicated that there are common statistically
significant periods of multi-annual to decadal wavelet coherence between the three teleconnection
climatic indices (NAO, EAP and SP) and groundwater levels in each of the study boreholes (Holman
et al., 2011). Holman et al. (2011) also noted that they show there are periods when groundwater
levels at individual boreholes show distinctly different patterns of significant wavelet coherence with
respect to the teleconnection climatic indices. It is important to note that the authors are of the view
that large-scale climate oscillations (e.g. the NAO) are likely to affect recharge rates and mechanisms
in aquifers across the UK (Holman et al., 2011). However, the work by Holman et al. (2011) notes
the complexity of the relationship between low-frequency climatic signals and groundwater levels,
particularly given the lag on the signals as they pass through the soils, unsaturated and saturated
zones. However, this is only one study relating the teleconnection climatic indices to groundwater
levels and alone presents so doubts to the applicability to this study, as where Holman et al. (2011)
notes concerns around proximity to rivers, particularly if there is a “good” groundwater and surface
water connection, which is the case with the Lavant catchment. In addition the wavelet analysis
present by Holman et al. (2011) notes that while there are periods that the groundwater levels at
individual boreholes have common statistically significant periods of multi-annual to decadal wavelet
coherence between with the three teleconnection indices (NAO, EAP and SP), they also show that
there are periods when groundwater levels at individual boreholes show distinctly different patterns
of significant wavelet coherence (Holman et al., 2011) thus indicating an amount of uncertainty
related to the results of this work and that further studies are required.
The importance of the work by Holman et al. (2009; 2011) is that it does provide evidence of
possible links between groundwater levels and long-term cyclicity in climate. Here we must consider
the relationship of the cycles observed in the groundwater records and how they may be reflected in
the cycles for cumulative recharge series presented in this section (Figures 6.38 and 6.39). However,
the earlier work by Holman et al., (2009) notes periodicities of 39, 32 and 227 months. The 39
and 32 month cycles may be discounted as being significantly shorter than the cycles observed
in the cumulative recharge series presented in Figures 6.38 and 6.39. In addition, given the slow
response time of the Chalk to precipitation events we again should not focus on these short cycles.
The 227 month cycle is of relevance to this study as it equates to 18.9 years, close to the 20-year
period decided on for use here. As such, it was decided to briefly examine the monthly NAO
values (using data freely obtained from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
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centre in North America) with the PENSE-based recharge (excess rainfall) values for the Chilgrove
record. A plot was produced combining standard score normalised values for this excess rainfall
with the normalised NAO values and groundwater levels for the Chilgrove record. A section of this
is presented in Figure 6.41.
Figure 6.41.: Plot of normalised values for NAO, Chilgrove excess rainfall (recharge) and Chilgrove
groundwater levels (mAOD) for 1970-1980.
From Figure 6.41 a few observations can be made. There is an apparent cycle in the recharge
data but it is not in-sync with the NAO data, where high NAO values appear to coincide with
periods of lower recharge. However, this is not exactly the case in all periods. For example in late
1973 to 1974 we can observe from Figure 6.41 that the recharge follows the same downwards gradient
shape present in the NAO data and then recovers at a slightly lagged rate, potentially related to
the issues of lagging and filtering as a function of the hydrogeological system noted by Holman
et al., (2011). There is a clear lag between the recharge peaks and the peaks of the NAO values
with the recharge peaks occurring typically in the range of six months after the NAO peak (e,g,
1975 and 1977). However, when examining groundwater levels we can observe that these clearly
at times do not follow the same pattern as the normalised NAO and recharge values. An example
being during the 1976 drought, where both the NAO shows a peak, while both the recharge shows
a downwards gradient, like the groundwater level, which also continues to fall while the NAO is
peaked and recharge also shows a peak (due to the delayed response of Chalk groundwater levels
to precipitation events). It is hard from this 1970-1980 period to present any distinct relationship
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Figure 6.42.: Plot of normalised values for NAO, Chilgrove excess rainfall (recharge) and Chilgrove
groundwater levels (mAOD) for 1990-2000.
between the NAO values and the recharge values. For example in 1973 we observe a peak in the
NAO value but a trough in the recharge, while in mid-1974 we can see a trough in the NAO and
peak in recharge. This 10-year period contains further examples of this (e.g. late 1977). It is also
hard to distinguish whether this relationship is particularly lagged and to what extent if so. For
example in 1974 to 1975 we observe a peak in the NAO during early 1974 and a peak in recharge
during late 1974, an approximate lag of six months. When in the 1970 to mid-1971 period we can
see that the recharge follows the behaviour of the NAO values closely. Again there is some clear
similarity in the behaviour of the records but it is not consistent.
The relationship between the groundwater levels and the NAO values is also not a clear one.
During parts of the record we can observe that the groundwater levels follow the behaviour of the
NAO values, but at a lagged rate in parts. An example being during 1973 to 1975 we can observe
the groundwater record to closely follow the behaviour of the NAO record, but then during the
1976 drought the groundwater level does not behaviour in the same manner as the NAO values and
continues to fall during 1976 while the NAO shows peaks and troughs.
Again, as illustrated in Figure 6.42 the groundwater record does not show the same behaviour
as that of the NAO record, where in 1990 to mid-1991 we can observe the NAO peaks significantly
during late 1990, which is not reflected in the groundwater, which shows only a slight increase.
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Figure 6.43.: Plot of normalised values for NAO, Chilgrove excess rainfall (recharge) and Chilgrove
groundwater levels (mAOD) for 1960-2000 with linear trend lines fitted.
Correlation analysis is not possible due to the unequal record lengths and sampling frequency
for the three data sets and time limitations but there does appear some indication of the relationship
between large-scale climate systems and groundwater records, as originally suggested by Holman et
al. (2009). Importantly, due to the lag of the recharge there appears to be no distinct relationship
with the recharge (excess rainfall) and the NAO, with periods of high NAO values coinciding with
periods of both higher and lower recharge. We must note that this analysis has been on the full
groundwater record and not the annual low record. The increased severity of the annual minimum
levels observed in Section 5.6.1. The annual minimum series does display a downwards trend across
the record length as shown by the use of a 10-year moving average (Section 4.5) and the use
of linear trends (Section 4.3). However, the full groundwater record trends (Section 4.3) showed
some inconsistency between the three records of Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth. The NAO
values do show a slightly positive linear trend (Figure 6.43), as does the recharge. This does not
match the negative linear trend observed in the annual minimum series and nor does it explain the
apparent increased severity and occurrence of drought events observed since the 1960s (Section 4.6),
particularly the increased severity in the annual minimum values since 1970 and when examining
the 20-year periods, though this is an area for further potential work.
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6.7. Cumulative Rainfall Departure
The concept of the cumulative rainfall departure (CRD) was applied to the cumulative excess
rainfall (as a surrogate recharge value). The CRD is commonly used as a method of analysing
trends in precipitation and often to mimic water level fluctuations due to its simplicity and minimal
requirement of spatial data (Xu & van Tonder, 2001). The CRD concept is based on the water-
balance principle and is often used for represesnting water level fluctuations. It can be used to
evaluate temporal correlation of rainfall, whether on a daily or annual basis with groundwater
levels, although care must be taken with its application over long periods (Weber & Stewart, 2004).
The CRD method utilised was by first determining the mean for the daily precipitation records for
Chilgrove and Compton. Then the mean values were subtracted from the individual data values,
giving the departure value above or below the mean value. These departure values indicate if the
daily departs above or below the mean (Weber & Stewart, 2004). Following this, the resulting
departure values were accumulated over the time period of the records. This was done for both
PENSE and MORECS based data sets. The following plots (Figures 6.44 to 6.47) illustrate the
daily CRD for the cumulative recharge.
Figure 6.44.: Chilgrove daily cumulative excess rainfall (“recharge”) departure for PENSE data.
These plots (Figures 6.44 to 6.47) are essentially the same as the prior cumulative recharge
plots (Figures 6.38 and 6.39), but have the linear trend removed. These CRD plots illustrate
more clearly the cyclical behaviour suggested by the earlier plots, thus suggesting climatic cycles.
Major drought events (e.g. 1976, 1993-1994, 1995-1997) are clearly visible in the sharp fall in the
cumulative CRD values on the plots. Again as previously discussed, the major drought events and
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Figure 6.45.: Chilgrove daily cumulative excess rainfall (“recharge”) departure for MORECS data.
periods of greater charge and flood events appear to indicate the start and end point of cycles
in the cumulative excess rainfall. For example the major drought of 1995-1997 sees a decrease
in cumulative excess rainfall (represented by cumulative CRD values), with the winter floods of
2000-2001 producing an increase in cumulative excess rainfall. This reaffirms the apparent cyclical
behaviour between periods discussed earlier in this section.
In addition, the CRD method was applied to annual cumulative excess rainfall (recharge) and
was used to produce annual Cumulative Excess Rainfall Depature (CERD) values for both Chilgrove
and Compton (based on PENSE and MORECS datasets). Xu & van Tonder (2001) noted that the
CRD method is both a simple and powerful tool for groundwater recharge estimation, although the
applicability to deep aquifers is unknown. Figure 6.48 shows the Chilgrove and Compton CERDS
generated using PENSE and MORECS data, which shows a period of higher values (approximately
1961 to 1989) and then a period of lower values (approximately 1989 to 2010). These were also
plotted against annual low groundwater levels for both sites as follows in Figure 6.49 and 6.50. These
illustrate the cyclical behaviour of the annual cumulative excess rainfall (recharge) as discussed. The
bar plots of the annual low groundwater levels for Chilgrove and Compton show correlation to the
increases and decreases in the annual cumulative excess rainfall values, further indicating the cyclical
behaviour as shown in Figure 6.48.
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Figure 6.46.: Compton daily cumulative excess rainfall (“recharge”) departure for PENSE data.
Figure 6.47.: Compton daily cumulative excess rainfall (“recharge”) departure for MORECS data.
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Figure 6.48.: Combined annual excess rainfall departure curves using PENSE and MORECS data
for Chilgrove and Compton locations.
Chilgrove illustrates a greater variation in between PENSE and MORECS values than that
seen for Compton, although the overall behaviour is similar in the trends observed in Figure 6.48.
As noted previously in Section 6.4.1 MORECS typically gives a higher evapotranspiration value
than PENSE (due to being a grid value as opposed to PENSE, which is a spot value), thus the
variation between PENSE and MORECS is likely due to a combination of the excess rainfall value,
which is lower for MORECS than PENSE due to the higher daily (or annual) evapotranspiration
values observed for MORECS, and the resultant higher MORECS mean value for the series of
434.37 -mm versus 427.55 -mm for PENSE. Thus when the mean is taken away from the annual
value, MORECS sees typically lower departure values than for PENSE but also a greater number of
negative values. This results in the MORECS CERD showing typically lower values than PENSE,
typically around 30 mm lower. A prolonged departure from the mean excess rainfall produces a
steeper gradient, as can be observed with the major drought events, as such as 1976 and 1992. It
can be observed from the CERD method plots that the departure values often take a number of
years to recover to values closer to the mean, as shown between 1975-1980 and 1991-2010. There
appears to be some differences with timing of the annual low levels and CRD peaks and troughs. For
example, 1945 shows a particularly low point on the PENSE CERD series for Chilgrove, yet shows
a much higher than expected annual low groundwater value. This occurs on a number of occasions
for both Chilgrove and Compton data (e.g. 1922, 1924, 1930 1945). This is potentially due to
hydrological conditions of the Chalk, with rapid preferential recharge via fracture networks or with
slower recharge via matric flow (Ireson & Butler, 2011). Factors such as the attenuation of effective
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Figure 6.49.: Chilgrove cumulative excess rainfall (“recharge”) CRD values for both PENSE and
MORECS datasets, plotted with annual low groundwater levels.
rainfall in the unsaturated zone, the non-linear path due to activaition of fractures may also cause
this mismatch of timing and we know that on daily time scales the volume of recharge will likely
show no relation to the volume of rain that fell during that day, in particular during non-extreme
rainfall conditions (Ireson & Butler, 2011). However, overall these CERD plots do demonstrate a
good correlation between the departure series for excess rainfall and annual low groundwater for
Chilgrove and Compton.
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Figure 6.50.: Compton cumulative excess rainfall (“recharge”) CRD values for both PENSE and
MORECS datasets, plotted with annual low groundwater levels.
As noted in Section 6.6.1 there does appear to be an indication of cyclic behaviour, although
the CRD method applied to recharge should possibly be applied in a lag basis (Xu & van Tonder,
2001), an avenue that requires further investigation. The MORECS based cumulative excess rainfall
for Chilgrove and Compton (Figures 6.45 and 6.47) are potentially too short (only starting around
1960) to provide any distinct evidence of a cycle, but they do hint at some cyclical behaviour with
two clear high and low recharge periods around 1995-1972 and 1987-1998 respectively, with smaller
cycles in between. There appears to be a cyclic nature of a higher recharge period followed by a
lower recharge period. It can be observed that whilst 1991-2010 is a higher period of recharge, it
does not reach the levels seen for 1951-1970 for lower ranks. This could be due to the 1971-1990
period showing particularly low recharge for a few years. Flood years are clearly identified by
higher ranks in 1991-2010. The only significant variation in recharge for all 20-year periods is in the
extreme ranks, during particularly dry or wet years. The number of dry years also differs between
periods by the positioning of the sub-5 ranks.
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Figure 6.51.: Chilgrove annual cumulative excess rainfall generated using PENSE and MORECS
data.
Figure 6.52.: Compton annual cumulative excess rainfall generated using PENSE and MORECS
data.
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The PENSE based cumulative recharge record provides a better indication of cyclical be-
haviour due to its greater length for both Chilgrove and Compton (Figures 6.51 and 6.52). The
PENSE based cumulative excess rainfall (recharge) data for both Chilgrove and Compton (on an an-
nual and daily basis in Figures 6.44, 6.46, 6.49 and 6.50) gives a an indication of possible cycles, with
a broader period of lower recharge from 1920 to 1960, then higher recharge from 1960 to 1990, and
then a lower period from 1990 to 2000. Within these three broad periods we can observe a greater
period of fluctuation. For example between 1960 and 1990 we can observe the drop in recharge that
caused the 1976 drought and more minor droughts of the late 1980s. Again during 1990 to 2000 we
can see the droughts of 1990-1992 reflected in the low recharge and then the recovery between 1992
and 1995, after which it again drops until 1998 where it recovers. The same can be said in the data
prior to 1960, with droughts such as the 1921-1922, 1933-1934 and 1959 droughts clearly represented
by troughs in the data series for both Chilgrove and Compton (Figures 6.51 and 6.52) during this
lower period. Effectively, there looks like there are broader cycles, which may be reflective of the
larger climate influences, such as the NAO discussed previous in Section 6.6.1. To investigate this
further, a plot of the cumulative excess rainfall (recharge)for Chilgrove was produced with the NAO
values used previously in Section 6.6.1. This plot (Figure 6.53) shows that there appears to be
little obvious indication of a relationship between the NAO and the annual excess rainfall gener-
ated, however given we are plotting cumulative values against non-cumulative NAO values this is
potentially of little value. Therefore a further plot was produced, again using the cumulative excess
rainfall (recharge) for Chilgrove but with cumulative NAO values shown in Figure 6.54. As the
MORECS data starts at a later data than the PENSE data, an arbitrary 350 mm was added to the
start point so the MORECS data is shifted upwards to better match the PENSE data. This was
done as the behaviour of the two datasets was extremely similar. Figure 6.55 shows the result of
this and illustrates how closely the PENSE and MORECS CRD series behave. This shows that the
cumulative NAO values follow a similar pattern to that observed for the cumulative excess rainfall
(recharge) generated from both PENSE and MORECS data. The NAO signal is opposite to the
excess rainfall signal in that across the record, it broadly peaks when then excess rainfall produces
a trough. This relates to the work by Holman et al. (2009; 2011) that gives the opinion that
large-scale climate oscillations (e.g. the NAO) are likely to affect recharge rates and mechanisms in
aquifers across the UK. However, as stated previously, the work by Holman et al. (2011) does note
the complexity of the relationship between low-frequency climatic signals and groundwater levels,
particularly given the lag on these signals as they pass through the soils, unsaturated and saturated
zones and so most be treated with some caution. Finally, a further plot was produced by flipping
the y-axis for the cumulative NAO value as shown in Figure 6.54. This shows again how the NAO
cumulative series follows an extremely similar pattern to that of the cumulative CRD values for
both PENSE and MORECS data for Chilgrove. This again supports the notion that there is a
relationship between the NAO low-frequency climatic signals and groundwater signals. Once more
due to time constraints this was not explored further, but is an area for future work.
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Figure 6.53.: Cumulative annual excessive rainfall departure curve generated for Chilgrove PENSE
and MORECS data with North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) values.
Figure 6.54.: Cumulative annual excessive rainfall departure curve generated for Chilgrove PENSE
and MORECS data with cumulative North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) values.
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Figure 6.55.: Cumulative annual excessive rainfall departure curve generated for Chilgrove PENSE
and MORECS data (with 350 mm added) with cumulative North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) values.
Figure 6.56.: Cumulative annual excessive rainfall departure curve generated for Chilgrove PENSE
and MORECS data (with 350 mm added) with cumulative North Atlantic Oscillation
(NAO) values.
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Figure 6.57.: Cumulative annual excessive rainfall departure curve generated for Chilgrove PENSE
and MORECS data with cumulative North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) values and
annual low groundwater levels for Chilgrove.
Finally, a further plot was produced (Figure 6.57) to compare the cumulative NAO and CRDs
(as Figure 6.56) to the annual groundwater levels for Chilgrove. This plot shows the similarity in
the behaviour of these four datasets (note MORECS had not had 350 mm added in this plot). This
is an area for further work to examine the apparent relationship between the PE data, NAO and
groundwater levels and was not pursued further.
Coupled with the above work on the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) and the cumulative
excess rainfall (recharge), the annual cumulative excess rainfall was analysed using a Fourier Trans-
form method to look at the potential cyclicity of the recharge data. Fourier coefficients were initially
generated for the annual cumulative excess rainfall (Found in Appendix F.4, Figure F.34). How-
ever, these on their own are difficult to interpret so their magnitude was squared and plotted as
a power spectrum as a function of the frequency (Figure 6.58). This showed that the maximum
recharge happens extremely infrequently, with the x axis scale set a maximum of 0.005. This was
then plotted as a function of the period measured in years per cycle (Figure 6.59). This showed that
peak recharge events occur approximately every 135 years. This may also suggest that the cyclical
behaviour of the cumulative excess rainfall is less prevalent than initially thought when comparing
it to the NAO record. However, further work is required to examine this and is beyond the scope
of this study.
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Figure 6.58.: Power spectrum plot as a function of the frequency for Chilgrove cumulative excess
rainfall.
Figure 6.59.: Power spectrum plot as a function of the period for Chilgrove cumulative excess rainfall
measured in years per cycle.
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6.8. 20-year Recharge Periods
The PENSE record was used to create 20-year ranked periods. Four 20-year periods were created
for 1931-2010 (1995-2010 MORECS) for consistency with the other 20-year period analyses. Overall
these plots (Figures 6.60 and 6.61) show significant increasing variation towards the extreme ranks
and convergence around the more central ranks (8-12). There is little variability around the central
ranks between all four 20-year periods. There is a clear distinction of 1971-1990 for Chilgrove and
Compton being generally the lowest overall 20-year period for total recharge. It also contains the
lowest overall annual recharge and the lowest high recharge (rank 20) of the record for Compton
(second lowest rank 20 for Chilgrove). The ranks 14-20, for higher recharge, for 1971-2010 are nearly
all notable lower than for the other periods. The same is true for some lower ranks, notably 5-8.
The 1991-2010 period does not reflect the lack of recharge observed for 1971-1990 and illustrates
the highest annual recharge value.
As discussed in the previous section, there are what appear to be cycles within the recharge
record. The use of 20-year periods allows comparison of these to the apparent cycles around the
mean recharge. For Compton and Chilgrove, the periods of 1931-1950 and 1971-1990 clearly indicate
lower levels of recharge, consistent with lowering of the levels of recharge observed in the cumulative
recharge plot (Figures 6.38 and 6.39). 1951-1970 shows a high recharge period, with the 20-year
plots for Chilgrove and Compton (Figures 6.60 and 6.61) showing generally higher levels of recharge,
mirroring the period of above average recharge observed in the cumulative plots in the previous
section. The 20-year plot for 1991-2010 shows a mix of levels, with high amounts of recharge at
the higher ranks but also some comparatively low recharge for lower ranks. The difference between
the extreme ranks for 1991-2010 is greater than for the other 20-year periods. This mirrors the
change observed in the cumulative recharge shown in the previous section, with both a high and
lower recharge period present in the plot. The difference of the ranked 20-year recharge periods is
different to the ranked 20-year annual low groundwater levels for a few reasons. The first is possibly
due to response times of the Chalk groundwater. These are extremely variable (Ireson & Butler,
2011), ranging from a day to months. The second is the mode of recharge in the Chalk, which is
dependent on the duration and intensity of rainfall events (Ireson & Butler, 2011). The most likely
reason for the lack of matching is due to the difference in time scales. The annual low groundwater
level is generally a monthly value from the summer period whilst groundwater is in recession. The
total annual recharge is the sum of the yearly rainfall minus yearly PE. This does not account for
very dry summers and very wet winters for this period may over inflate the recharge values when
compared to groundwater levels. A series of extremely dry summers will have a knock-on effect
on groundwater levels that will recover due to the intense winter rainfall, but not as much if the
summer was wetter. Ranked 20-year total recharge may show a general indication of changes but
realistically it does not reflect the behaviour of annual low groundwater levels in this format.
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Figure 6.60.: 20-year recharge periods for Chilgrove using PENSE data.
Figure 6.61.: 20-year recharge periods for Compton using PENSE data.
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6.8.1. Annual Recharge
Annual (water years) total values for rainfall minus PE were examined. The ratio of these two
values is known as the aridity index. From these plots (Figures 6.62 and 6.63) it can be observed
that periods of low recharge appear to become more frequent but also generally more severe after
the 1960s. There appears to be a cyclic nature to the occurrence of low recharge events, mirroring
the observations from the cumulative recharge plots. Rainfall has been observed to be essentially
constant throughout the record (although a trend is present demonstrated by Mann Kendall tests as
discussed previously in the rainfall section, this trend is slight), while temperature and PE appears
to have increased. From these plots there appears to be little overall change in recharge, but extreme
events appear to more common and severe.
6.8.2. Seasonal Recharge
As with seasonal rainfall seasonal total recharge was graphically analysed. Recharge was split into
summer (April-September) and winter (October-March) and the totals plotted using both PENSE
and MORECS generated values. Figure 6.64 for the total summer recharge indicates a downwards
trend to summer recharge from a linear fit both for PENSE and MORECS. A two period (two
summers) moving average was also plotted, which again shows a divide around 1970, with a clear
drop in the average. Winter recharge (Figure 6.65) shows a general increase in winter totals for
the record duration. The increase is more pronounced in the MORECS generated values. Moving
averages (two period) indicate a slight upwards increase in winter recharge amounts for the available
data.
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Figure 6.62.: Water year recharge values (total rainfall minus total PE) for Chilgrove.
Figure 6.63.: Water year values (total rainfall minus total PE) for Compton.
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Figure 6.64.: Summer years (April-September) total recharge (RF-PE in mm) for Chilgrove data,
with fitted linear trend line and two year moving average.
Figure 6.65.: Winter years (April-September) total recharge (RF-PE in mm) for Chilgrove data,
with fitted linear trend line and two year moving average.
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6.8.3. Recharge Summary
From this section we can observe that recharge appears to have changed for the available record
duration when plotting the cumulative recharge against the mean PENSE/MORECS recharge. The
recharge record also reflects the observed annual groundwater levels, with periods of low and high
recharge reflected in periods of low and higher annual low groundwater levels (as per Figure 6.62
and Figure 4.14). Of particular note is the general decrease of annual groundwater levels from
that matches the general lowering of recharge from this point. A wetter period of higher annual
low groundwater levels from the late 1940s to the late 1960s is also present in the recharge record.
Ranking total annual recharge is of limited use due to seasonal variation in rainfall and PE.
Plotting cumulative recharge indicates a cyclic series of recharge periods, which vary between
essentially three states of high, low and regular recharge. The transition from one event to the other
is typically due to a drought or flood event. A drought will trigger a low recharge period, and a
high rainfall event will return the recharge to a more normal state. High recharge events following
a period of regular recharge will produce a high recharge period that is returned to a more normal
state following a drought.
These periods and their levels are a result of the hydraulic properties of the Chalk. Ireson
& Butler (2011) showed that aquifer responses to intense rainfall are not balanced between fissure
and matric flow and two modes of flow are possible through the fracture network alone. Periods of
intense recharge will result in preferential flow in fractures, causing high recharge fluxes (Ireson &
Butler, 2011), reflecting in the sudden peaks in recharge observed in Figures 6.38 and 6.39. From
these observed results from Chilgrove and Compton it would indicate that preferential recharge
events are required to return recharge, and in turn groundwater levels, to a more regular state.
However, it has been shown from the groundwater level analysis (Chapters 5 and 6) that Chalk
groundwater levels take a relatively long period to recover fully following drought event. Coupled
to this, response times to rainfall vary greatly (Lee et al., 2006) owing to the differing modes of
flow in the Chalk unsaturated zone taking place. Preferential flow, with flow bypassing the matric
(Ireson & Butler, 2011) is the tool that allows recharge to recover to a more normal level following
low recharge events, or in turn cause periods of high recharge.
The continuous draining of the unsaturated zone (Ireson et al., 2009) following periods of
low recharge allows groundwater levels to recover, but not sufficiently to return quickly to a more
regular level. With a combination of this and the zero flux planes (ZFPs) in the unsaturated zone
causing a large amount of water to be available for evaporation demand, means that levels are not
able to recover quickly. The creation of divergent ZFPs ensures evaporation demand is met during
summer months and some drainage to the saturated zone continues, but the amount of drainage is
not sufficient to recover groundwater levels quickly. Given rainfall has remained effectively constant
(Section 6.2) there is not enough recharge available to cause sufficient preferential flow to recover
groundwater levels outside of intense rainfall events, as occurred in 1994 and 2001. The lack of an
increase in overall rainfall combined with an increase in temperatures (and in turn PE) has meant
that groundwater levels struggle to return to a more regular level following drought events and
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typically only manage this following a period of more intense rainfall. Seasonal changes in rainfall
indicated a slight decrease in summer months and slight increase in winter months (Section 6.2).
This may help explain the occurrence of more intense rainfall in winter months compensating for a
lack of summer rainfall helping levels recover more.
The groundwater record plots (in Chapters 5 and 6) show periods of notably lower low ground-
water levels, particularly since the mid-1970s. Periods of higher groundwater levels are reflected in
the groundwater record for Compton between the mid-1920s and early 1930s and between the late
1950s and mid-1960s, for example. This matches periods of higher recharge observed in Section 6.6.1
for similar periods. Ranked 20-year annual recharge levels further indicates the cyclic nature with
the first and third period showing generally lower recharge levels compared to the second and fourth
period matching the annual rainfall 20-year plots (Section 6.8) for Compton and Chilgrove.
If an intense rainfall event occurs then the response will often be rapid due to fracture flow
initiation (Ireson et al., 2009). This is reflected in the cumulative recharge plots where we see
large increases of recharge are observed in relatively short time periods, such as in the winters of
1993/1994 and 2000/2001. If drier summers occur in succession, a weaker recovery in terms of
recharge is recorded such as in the 1995-1997 period. Groundwater levels in Chalk are slow to
respond to changes. Given the slow drainage that occurs in the unsaturated zone, the recorded
groundwater levels do not mirror the recharge levels observed and are resistant to drought due to
this persistent summer recharge. The more frequent occurrence of drier summers (Chapters 5 and
6) since the late 1960s has made it more difficult for groundwater levels to recover during summer
months to the same levels as they did previously. Although the increase in winter rainfall has
balanced this to a degree, with more intense events becoming more frequent. These more intense
events help groundwater levels recover to more normal levels. The varying levels of recharge mirror
the three modes of recharge in the Chalk suggested by Ireson & Butler (2011), which are dependent
on the intensity of rainfall. The mismatch between groundwater levels and recharge levels is well
illustrated by the 1991-2010 period. This period shows much lower annual low groundwater levels
than those observed prior to 1971. However the recharge amount varies greatly between a period
of low and high recharge for 10 years each. When compared to earlier periods, such as 1931-1950,
it is found that for this period that recharge was generally low, while for the most part annual low
groundwater levels are higher than that for 1991-2010. Clearly the mismatch is in part a result of
the fact often the timing of the amount of rainfall will have no bearing on the volume of recharge
for that period and timing of recharge is difficult due to the non-linear systems involved (Ireson &
Butler, 2011). It appears from the 20-year recharge periods that years of low recharge are not more
common since 1971, but they do appear to be more severe in a number of cases. Seasonal recharge
indicates the observations in PE and rainfall, with summer recharge showing a general decrease and
winter recharge an increase since around 1970.
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6.9. Chapter Summary
A summary of the available hydrometric datasets for the catchment has been provided. Each dataset
has undergone a series of data quality checks and statistical analyses. This has allowed for a number
of observations on the data to be made.
Cumulative rainfall records have shown indications of an increase in winter rainfall and a
decrease in summer rainfall since the early 1970s. Plotting 20-year mean monthly total rainfall
shows a general decrease in summer rainfall post-1971 and a notable winter increase post-1990.
Plots of 20-year periods of mean monthly total rainfall for Chilgrove and Compton again indicate
minor change, with a general decrease in summer rainfall for periods post-1970 and a notable winter
increase for post-1990 periods, again matching the cumulative and monthly observations.
Temperature data show a general trend of increasing temperatures since the 1960s matching
the increase represented by the long-term CET measurements. Both winter and summer tempera-
tures, on average, were observed to have increased. Trends have been observed in PE data with an
indication of monthly total PE values increasing since 1961 evident in both PENSE and MORECS
datasets. The PENSE data for 1918-1960 shows a slight decrease in monthly values. Variability in
PE also increases from 1961 onwards with an increase in extremes. Cumulative PE plots indicate
a generally steady increase for the available data, with no notable increases. These trends have
not been quantified. A number of studies have shown trends in PE to show increases from 1961-
1993, but lack quantification, while some have found no trends (Kay et al. 2013). The absence of
consistent occurrence of trends appears to be related to geographic locations of study areas, with
an increasing trend for 1961-1993 being apparent for nearly all months for a single MORECS grid
square in Surrey, relatively close to the study area (Yang et al., 2005). An average annual PE for
Scotland for 1961-1993 also showed an increasing trend (Price & McKenna, 2003). Fundamentally,
due to the short record lengths for available PE data and the use of back-calculations to extend
datasets, these observed trends in the data must be treated with caution as they could potentially
be the result of natural climate variation rather than climate change.
Limited analysis was carried out on streamflow records due to the short time period available
(1971 onwards) and its factor as an output for the LCM. Briefly, it appears that high and low flow
events have become more common as the record progresses, and there is a distinct divide when
splitting the record into two parts, with the latter section showing more lower flows. However,
due to the short record and intermittent nature of the stream, again these trends must be treated
with caution. The changes in mean monthly flows do corroborate the observations for rainfall, with
spring flows lower and winter flows being higher, matching changes in rainfall occurrence.
A surrogate recharge value (as cumulative excess rainfall) was created by taking PE values
away from rainfall values. Cumulative recharge indicated a cyclic nature of comparatively high
and low recharge periods and more normal conditions. The transition between these events was
typically triggered by an extreme event (drought or flood), before a period of intense or low rainfall
would occur that would return recharge to a more normal state. These cycles have no standard
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time period. These cycles observed in the recharge reflect cycles previously observed in Chapter 4
when examining moving averages and monthly percentiles for groundwater records. Recharge on
a 20-year period was also examined to match the previous work on annual low groundwater levels
that examined 20-year periods. Annual low recharge values were ranked and plotted, as with the
groundwater levels. These plots matched the observations in groundwater levels previously, with
recharge from 1971-1990 being notably lower. The 1991-2010 recharge period was higher than 1971-
1990 overall, yet lower than 1951-1970 and higher than 1931-1950. The higher recharge observed for
1991-2010 is likely to be the result of more intense winter rainfall events. The influence of the North
Atlantic Oscillation was briefly examined and found to be overall inconclusive. The relationship
between the groundwater levels and the NAO values is also not a clear one. During parts of the
record we can observe that the groundwater levels follow the behaviour of the NAO values, but at
a lagged rate in parts. This is an area for further work.
Overall, there has been little to no change in terms of total rainfall amounts, but there has
been a change in the timing of the occurrence with winter values increasing and summer decreasing.
More intense rainfall events also have become more common in winter months. Temperature has
shown a general increase, for both winter and summer months from 1960 onwards. PE has also
shown non-quantified trends, with monthly PE values for all months showing an increase from 1961
onwards. These changes will influence the amount of recharge reaching the aquifer. Clearly a steady
rainfall, with increases in temperatures and PE will cause recharge to decrease as the balance of
inputs to recharge generation has changed. However, recharge cannot be directly measured so this
has been indicated by the changes in the surrogate recharge values. The recharge values showed a
cyclic nature but also a general decrease of recharge matching the increases in temperatures and PE,
as expected. This change in recharge has been reflected in a change in the annual low groundwater
levels, which have shown a downwards shift in levels from the 1970s onwards. The differences
in timing are likely due to the properties of the Chalk, with its ability to sustain groundwater
levels due to the slow recharge via drainage of the matric component, meaning it is more resilient.
This resilience of the Chalk to sustain levels can only last so long, and with a sustained period of
lower recharge as observed from the 1960s, this has meant that groundwater levels from the 1970s
have been lower. The shifts in rainfall and PE are reflected in the surrogate recharge record, with
increases in winter totals and decreases in summer recharge. These shifts will increase the potential
for the occurrence and severity of extreme events.
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7. The Lavant Conceptual Model
7.1. Introduction
The Lavant Conceptual Model (LCM) was originally proposed by Dr. Adrian Butler and Dr.
Thorsten Wagener at Imperial College London in 2000. In addition it should be noted that a
structure for the Lavant catchment was published by Moore & Bell (2002). A conceptual model for
modelling the Chalk and climate change has since been published on-line in 2001 by the BGS and
NERC (O’Dochartaigh, et al., 2001; O’Dochartaigh, 2001).
Previous studies have examined the Lavant catchment area using various models. These
approaches have comprised a physically-based approach through MODFLOW (Siggers, (1995);
Haynes, (1996); and Drane, (2000)) and a conceptual method using the Lavant Conceptual Model.
The physical approach was deemed impractical due to the significant number of parameters required
to run and omitted from this study. Work by Terry (2002) concluded that the LCM preformed at
least as well as the physically-based models and often produced more accurate representations of
groundwater levels but this work focused on streamflow (as well as calibration against streamflow)
rather than groundwater levels. Owing to the comparatively simply nature of the LCM structure
and the potential it has shown during previous studies (coupled with more manageable computing
requirements) it was decided to opt for the LCM approach for modelling the Chalk catchment.
This version of the LCM has been developed independently and is a completely new revision
of the LCM with significantly improved performance in terms of speed, efficiency and improved fea-
tures compared to the version previously developed. This version has been developed in a modular
function manner in the MATLAB environment, which allows for additional features to be easily
incorporated. Various new features include; setting a simulation start date, a conversion for incor-
porating the catchment area (Section 7.4), the ability to select whether to run the calibration and
between two calibration methods (Section 7.5), start dates, warm up period and number of simu-
lations to perform, manually set or call in pre-determined parameter sets, the ability to interpolate
data and output simulated groundwater and streamflow data as data files as well as producing
associated plots. Figure 7.1 shows an image of the of the MATLAB environment interface for the
Lavant Conceptual Model developed for this study.
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Figure 7.1.: Screenshot of the MATLAB environment interface for the Lavant Conceptual Model..
7.2. Model Structure
The LCM is a relatively simple model in its structure and comprises two main components; a
soil moisture accounting unit and a routing module. The model as been developed in MATLAB
and requires between six and nine parameters to be run, but can be run with the minimum of six
parameters. The model is driven using daily rainfall and potential evapotranspiration, and produces
streamflow data as an output. The model also has a representation of catchment storage, that can
be used to simulate groundwater levels. Figure 7.2 shows a cartoon conceptualisation of the LCM.
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Figure 7.2.: The Lavant Conceptual Model comprising soil moisture accounting module and routing
module. Notation is explained in Figures 7.3 and 7.4.
The first component of the LCM is the soil moisture accounting unit (Figure 7.3). This unit
is based on Penman’s empirical drying curve (Penman, 1949). This unit comprises an upper and
lower store. Rainfall acts as input and enters the upper store, which fills the upper store until it
reaches its maximum depth, S1. The depth of the upper store can be modified within the model
set-up. Prior to calibration the S1 was set as being the root constant depth plus an additional
25 mm. A fraction of rainfall, known as the bypass, will not enter the upper store and instead
goes direct to the routing model. The bypass value is typically suggested as being 0.15 but can
be changed within the model set-up. Once the upper store is full, the water will begin to fill the
lower store. The lower store is given a nominal fixed depth of 1000 mm, which will prevent drying
out. Once the lower store is also full the excess water is combined with the bypass flow to generate
effective rainfall which acts as the input to the routing module.
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Figure 7.3.: LCM Soil Moisture Accounting Unit, where S1 = Upper Store and S2 = Lower Store.
The module can be run with a set initial water deficit. This deficit serves as a warm up
period for calibration purposes. However, typically this is typically set to zero when using the
model. During the modelling process evapotranspiration from the upper store takes place at the
potential rate until the store is drained. After this, actual evapotranspiration continues at a fraction
of the potential rate from the lower store. The actual evaporation is obtained through calibration,






Where AE is the actual evapotranspiration and PE is the potential evapotranspiration rate.
The second component of the model is the routing module (Figure 7.4). This is based on
the leaky aquifer structure developed by Moore (1999) for flood risk management. This component
allowed for a small but continuous loss via groundwater flow below a gauging point (leaky aquifer).
Therefore, this loss does not contribution to any streamflow. The input to this component is the
effective rainfall from the soil accounting unit. This input comes from the soil moisture accounting
unit (bypass fraction combined with S2 output or effective rainfall) and creates a stored level of
water (h) in the routing module. This water level, (h), is then affected by a series of three outputs
(q1, q2andq3). Conceptually, we may treat this store as a bucket, with three outlets connected at
three different heights. Outflow from each output is proportional to the height of water stored
above the threshold level at the base of the output (base of store for q1), multiplied by a given
residence time (k). A simulated groundwater level is calculated using the storage level, h, and
observed groundwater levels. This is by taking the mean value of the storage level (h) away from h
itself, then multiplying it by the standard deviation of the observed groundwater level divided by
the standard deviation of the storage level (h) and adding the mean of the observed groundwater
level. This is done on a daily time-step as shown in Equation 7.2:
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Figure 7.4.: LCM Routing Module, where q = outflow, h = storage height and k = residence time.
GWSim = (h− h bar) ∗ (GWobs std
h std
) +GWobs bar (7.2)
Where h is storage level, hbar is mean of storage level (h), GWobsstd is the standard deviation
of the observed groundwater level, hstd is the standard deviation of the storage level (h), GWobsbar
is the mean of the observed groundwater level and GWSim is the simulated groundwater level.
Losses from q2 and q3 are a combination of the effects of the outputs above and below them.
Outlet q1 represents groundwater losses from the system and is exponential and so never reaches
zero. Outlet q2 represents slow streamflow losses and q3 represents fast streamflow losses. The
activation of each outlet is representative of gradual saturation of the catchment. We may consider
this as a rising level within the bucket. Once the level reaches a threshold point, they activate the
outlet, producing first slow (q2) and then rapid (q3) streamflow. The change in flow represents
movement to more transmissive zones.
7.3. Model Requirements
The LCM requires a time series of rainfall, temperature or potential evapotranspiration, and stream-
flow to run. Groundwater levels are used by the model to compare and calibrate the performance
of model output with actual measured data. The model can be run with any consistent time step,
but a daily time step is considered to be the most appropriate time resolution for the model due to
groundwater response times and daily frequency of the input data, such as rainfall. The LCM was
written in MATLAB, which provides sufficient performance when running large numbers of reali-
sations. The model allows the user to input parameter ranges and also switch between calibration
using Monte Carlo or Latin Hypercube methods. It also allows the user to select warm-up periods,
calibration periods and in-turn test periods.
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7.4. LCM Area
One factor that needs further discussion is how the catchment area is considered in the LCM.
Considering a three-dimensional bucket model of groundwater flow, the volume of water V within




where the LHS term represents the rate of change of V over time t, R is the rate of rainfall
per square metre (i.e. input), and Q is the rate of groundwater flow (output). Equation 7.3 can be













to implement Equation 7.5 as a numerical model, it must be discretised in time:
h(t+ ∆t) = h(t) +R(t)∆t− Q(t)
A
∆t (7.6)
where ∆t is the time-step width. The total groundwater flow rate, Q, is substituted by the




and therefore Equation 7.7 can be expressed as:
h(t+ ∆t) = h(t) +R(t)∆t− qt (7.8)
We assume that the rainfall R is known and the constant k is defined. We use a daily time-
step for Equation 7.8, as this is the typical temporal resolution of the recorded rainfall input data.
It is important to note that both R and k must then be in day units. As rainfall data will typically
be in [mm/day], it is convenient to use the millimetre length unit for each term of Equation 7.9.
However, to determine a total groundwater flow rate, Q, in its typical unit of cumecs, a conversion










where q is in [mm/day] and Q in [m3/s].
7.5. Model Calibration
7.5.1. Introduction
Conceptual models, such as the Lavant Conceptual Model, have been developed on the basis of
representations of complex hydrological processes. Given these are conceptual representation, the
parameters of these models generally cannot be measured directly from catchment characteristics
(Madsen, 2000). Accordingly, a calibration method is required. The calibration process selects
values for parameters based on how well the model represents the hydrological behaviour being
modelled.
Manual calibration is a process that has been used in hydrological modelling. Ultimately, this
is a trial and error process, and it relies on a visual judgement of the model performance (Madsen,
2000). Manual calibration is a subjective method of calibration open to varying interpretations and
a lack of statistical robustness. In addition, this is an exhaustive time consuming process. This
method was not considered for the LCM due to these reasons.
An automatic method of calibration was also considered (Madsen, 2000). The automation
route adjusts the parameters within pre-defined bounds, to achieve an optimal goodness of fit
principle. This process is quicker and is significantly less prone to subjectivity from the process
of calibration compared to the manual approach. Typically, the process of calibration is against a
single objective function. Often when modelling rainfall-runoff processes for a catchment the data
available are limited, often being only catchment runoff (Madsen, 2000). The Lavant catchment
offers an unusual opportunity to explore a multi-objective calibration method for a catchment with
multiple datasets of good quality and length. Therefore, this is explored in this chapter.
7.5.2. Initial Direction
Initially, the LCM was calibrated using a unified random search method with different objective
functions against streamflow data from 1970 to 2002. A shorter calibration against 10 years of
streamflow data was sufficient to provide near equal accuracy in reproducing streamflow, with only
some variations on extreme flow circumstances. However, 10 years is viewed as an insufficient period
length for calibration given the length of groundwater records available, as well as potentially an
inappropriate output to be calibrated against given the groundwater-focus of this work.
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Early work used calibrations of the model using identical datasets but with varying objective
functions in an attempt to establish the most effective of these. This allowed for certain objective
functions to be eliminated from this work. Briefly, ABIAS (absolute bias), RMSE BOXCOX (root
mean square error with Box Cox transformation) and RMSE for low and medium flows were found to
be poor. NSE BOXCOX (Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency with Box Cox transformation) and R2 (coefficient
of determination) were found to identify reasonable parameter sets but over predicted flows and on
occasion fails to represent periods of no flow. RMSE and NSE objective functions performed by
far the best with indistinguishable performance (due to NSE effectively being a scaled version of
RMSE) but NSE was selected to allow for consistency with previous use of the LCM and greater
similarity between the best five parameter sets found when compared to the best five from the RMSE
function.
A series of boundaries for the parameters used in the LCM were identified. A range was
selected that incorporated all of the values generated that did not contradict the intentions of the
model. Parameter sets with what appear to be anomalous extreme values were removed. Following
this, initial parameter boundaries were set and then refined to produce a smaller range of values for
each parameter. Initially 10,000 runs were used for this. The following table (Table 7.1) illustrates
the original initial and refined boundaries.
Parameter Initial Boundaries Refined Boundaries
Root Constant (mm) 0 - 300 170 - 220
Soil Moisture Bypass Value 0 - 0.5 0.14 - 0.16
Accounting Unit Initial Deficit (mm) 0 - 0 0 -0
Drying Curve Parameter 0.05 - 0.11 0.004 - 0.12
k1 Residence Time (Days) 0 - 400 150 - 220
k2 Residence Time (Days) 0 - 400 100 - 200
Routing Module k3 Residence Time (Days) 0 - 200 20 - 70
h1 Outlet Height (mm) 0 - 300 100 - 20
h2 Outlet Height (mm) 0 - 400 230 - 380
Table 7.1.: Table of initial and first set of refined parameter boundaries for LCM (Chilgrove
calibration).
Following on from the initial calibration, a further refined set of parameters was used with
the LCM to create a best five group of parameter combinations. This calibration was carried out
against streamflow data from 1970 to 2002 using the NSE objective function. There was only a
slight variation between each parameter value, with the variance being limited to typically around
10% of the mean values for each parameter. None of the values from these sets were found to be
close to the extreme values of the set boundaries. The resultant NSE objective function values
for each set were extremely similar resulting in almost indistinguishable model performance. The




Prior to further calibration, the LCM was operated with the best parameter sets selected from
Table 7.1. Issues with under and over prediction of groundwater levels were noted. The first area
noted was during the 1855−1904 period, with fairly consistent over-prediction of groundwater levels
for Chilgrove. The record was split into three periods of roughly 50 years and the observed and
simulated groundwater levels were compared for each of these three periods.
This process was repeated for the extended groundwater series (1855-2010) with the record
then being split into three periods (1855-1905, 1906-1956 and 1957-2010). The best parameter set
from initial calibration was used with the extended input and groundwater datasets for Chilgrove.
The following three figures (Figures 7.5-7.7) illustrate the simulated versus observed groundwater
levels for Chilgrove split into three 50 year periods.
Figure 7.5.: Chilgrove observed versus simulated groundwater levels 1855-1905.
From these three plots it can be seen that the reverse was true from the current model runs,
with the 1855-1905 period demonstrating the best fit. It can be seen from the three plots that there
are fewer outliers present in the earlier time period, with the greatest number of outliers in the most
recent period, which also produces the worst fit of the three periods.
Some initial under-prediction of groundwater levels was related to issues with the rainfall
record prior to 1900. These issues have been corrected due to improvements in the available data.
The three periods for Chilgrove show good consistency in regards to matching observed and
simulated groundwater records. It must be noted that the matched simulated values do not necessary
fall on the exact same date as the observed values, at least in part due to the observed data time-
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Figure 7.6.: Chilgrove observed versus simulated groundwater levels 1906-1955.
step being greater than daily. In some cases exactly matching dates do not occur and so the nearest
date was taken. Realistically, given the nature of groundwater levels, these differences of a few days
should not be significant as the changes in levels are not sufficiently quick to be reflected in a short
time frame. Another issue that may cause the later time period to be the worst in terms of matching
values is a greater number of groundwater values are present in the record during when compared to
the earlier parts. Given both Compton and Idsworth datasets are available; Compton and Idsworth
were also run in the same manner as that of Chilgrove and both showed a good simulation of the
observed record and is presented in Appendix G.2.1 and G.3.
The deviations and poorer fit may also be a result of other input data. Potential evapotran-
spiration data are significantly better in quality from 1961 onwards (Chapter 6.4).
In addition, extreme events appear to have become more common since 1960 (Chapter 4.3)
and whilst the model is strong in reproducing the more regular groundwater levels, it struggles in
some aspects with these less common, and more extreme values.
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Figure 7.7.: Chilgrove observed versus simulated groundwater levels 1957-2010.
7.5.4. Extreme Value Failure
The relative increased presence of outliers as the record progresses must be addressed. The LCM
has issues reproducing extreme low and high groundwater levels found in the historic record. The
LCM has been shown to over predict the groundwater recession during drought years (those with
no streamflow). Overall the LCM showed a generally good reproduction of groundwater levels, with
a mixture of both over and under prediction. Initially the 1855−1904 period showed a less distinct
relationship than that of the latter two 50 year periods, with more common slight over estimation
of low and under estimation of high groundwater levels, respectively. However, addressing the input
data has significantly reduced this issue. In addition an Ecdf plot was produced (Figure 7.8) of
the full Chilgrove groundwater record and the simulated groundwater levels produced by the LCM.
From this we can observe the LCM can both under and over estimate levels. The over estimation
of the higher levels can be in part due to the actual monitoring site becoming artesian at 77.18
mAOD. The long tail of lower values (below 30 mAOD) should be discounted as these relate to
the warm up period of the model and these were removed as in Figure 7.9. Now this figure shows
better the LCM’s ability to reproduce the groundwater levels at Chilgrove. However, again we can
observe that the LCM over predicts the severity of the lower groundwater levels, due to the lack of
summer recharge present in the model that we know occurs in the Chalk. The over prediction of
some higher levels is due to a combination of the handling of bypass flow in the model producing
greater recharge and also residence times in the model, as well as any issues with the accuracy of
the input data. Factors such as the amount of interception and its impact on recharge are also
not considered in the model. Therefore the LCM is not perfect representations of the hydrological
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processes active in the Chalk and so is an approximation. Taking this into account, overall the
LCM is accurate at reproducing groundwater levels.
Figure 7.8.: Ecdf plots of Chilgrove full groundwater record and simulated LCM groundwater levels.
Again, it can be said that overall the LCM initially produces a good representation of the
observed groundwater levels as shown in Figure 7.10. This further supports that notion that the
groundwater record is a useful method of model validation.
From Figure 7.10 it can be seen that outliers are present in the plot, indicating points where
the model has failed to reproduce the corresponding observed data point. Initially, the model on
multiple occasions (as previously stated) has not produced a value on the exact date as the observed
data. However, this may be dismissed as the main reason due to the magnitude of difference in the
two values, with some simulated values being almost double the observed value. From the scatter
plot (Figure 7.10) there also appears there is more of an issue with under-prediction of levels than
over-prediction due to concentration of data points.
From Figure 7.11 it can be seen that for the majority of the record, the difference between
the simulated and observed groundwater levels for matching (approximate) dates is generally quite
good, with the difference falling typically between +/- 10 m. There appears to be some dramatic
differences, as highlighted recently, around 2000.
Figure 7.12 highlights the period of the most major differences, 1999-2002. From Figure 7.11
it can also been seen the range of variance decreases from around 1950. This is possibly linked to
the apparent improvement in data quality from this point.
From Figure 7.12 for the Chilgrove record, it can be seen that the model struggles to reproduce
the extreme low values, both over and under predicting them. However, the overall performance of
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Figure 7.9.: Ecdf plots of Chilgrove full groundwater record and simulated LCM groundwater levels
with five year warm up period removed.
this period (1970-1979) shows a good fit of the simulated to the observed data between the periods
of over and under estimation. It is also important to note that during early 1975, the simulated
values produced by the model exceed the observed levels as Chilgrove becomes artesian when the
water levels reach 77.18 mAOD.
Further examination of this period raises further issues. It is important to note that this
period includes the most extreme drought period in the UK during the 20th century, the 1976
drought, (Figure 7.13) with the lowest 16 month rainfall in England and Wales since 1766 (Marsh et
al., 2007). It may therefore be expected that the model struggles in such uncommon circumstances
due to the non-linear behaviour of the Chalk at low levels and slow drainage not represented by the
LCM, but the LCM does reproduce the overall behaviour of the groundwater record well.
Given the rare extreme nature of the 1976 drought event another period was examined in these
initial runs of the LCM. The period of 1993 to 1998 was selected (Figure 7.14) as it contained both
types of extreme events present in the groundwater record, the floods of early 1994 in the region
and also the drought from early 1995 to the summer of 1997, where the third lowest rainfall total
for England and Wales between 1800 and 2002 occurred, resulting in a long duration drought with
significant impacts on groundwater levels (Marsh et al., 2007). Figure 7.14 shows the observed data
for 1993-1998, along with the simulated levels for this period. Again the model shows a good overall
fit to the observed data and generally matches the timing of levels, however simulated levels beyond
the maximum possible in the actual Chilgrove monitoring well due to becoming artesian. The LCM
performs worse when simulating the particularly low levels present during the 1995−1997 drought.
A major contributing factor to this lower performance in drought years is due to the LCM simulating
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Figure 7.10.: Chilgrove observed versus simulated groundwater levels 1855-2010.
recharge via bypass flow when in reality none would occur. This can be observed in Figure 7.14
during 1995 and 1996 where the recession of the observed levels continues, while the simulated levels
are interrupted by increases in levels causing peaks. This discrepancy is due to the construction of
the model, which will produce bypass flow whenever precipitation occurs, regardless of the amount,
intensity or physical properties of the fractures. It has been shown that in reality this is not the case,
with fracture (bypass) flow being highly sensitive to rainfall intensity (Ireson et al., 2009). Changes
in precipitation intensity will govern recharge patterns, a factor the LCM is unable to represent.
Although the LCM does not reproduce the drought levels accurately at this point, the bypass flow
may actually account for the observed recharge fluxes that occur in the matrix component that still
occur during drought conditions (Ireson et al., 2009). This combination of the non-linear behaviour
(Mathias, 2005; Mathias et al., 2006) of the Chalk observed at low groundwater levels and the slow
drainage fluxes observed in the matrix (Ireson et al., 2009) that are not included in the LCM means
it therefore will not fully represent recharge as it occurs. Plus we know matrix flow to be significant
(Mathias et al., 2006). However, the outputs of the LCM are in generally close agreement with the
observed data and overall performance is good. Accurately modelling recharge in the Chalk has
been shown to be challenging at point-scale, even with computationally demanding physical models
(Ireson & Butler, 2013). The LCM manages to perform well and on the whole accurately reproduce
the overall recharge behaviour. Even with these minor discrepancies, the LCM is still useful in the
task of simulating groundwater levels. Work by Ireson & Butler (2013) made note of the issues with
simple recharge model performance in extreme wet and dry conditions, so it is unsurprising that the
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Figure 7.11.: Chilgrove percentage difference (relative error) of observed versus simulated ground-
water levels 1855-2010.
LCM struggles in these conditions, but again it must be stressed the overall performance is good.
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Figure 7.12.: Chilgrove initial simulated versus observed groundwater levels 1970-1980.
Figure 7.13.: Chilgrove initial observed versus simulated groundwater levels for 1974-1978 illustrat-
ing drought year failure.
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Figure 7.14.: Chilgrove initial simulated versus observed groundwater levels further illustrating
drought year failure and ove-prediction of flood levels.
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This limitation in the model may be explained further by a number of areas beyond its
structure. One basic explanation is an issue with the input data used to produce the groundwater
levels. However, the input data for the entire length of the groundwater record is thought to be of
generally good quality and no issues are highlighted during the period of 1993-1998. The PE data
is of good quality. Rainfall is thought to be generally of good quality, with Chilgrove being a fair
representation of the catchment average, when compared to the available data from the Compton
and Southampton gauges. As such, the catchment weighted average rainfall input is considered to
be of good quality and not a cause for concern. If we assume the data driving the LCM to be of
good quality, we can eliminate this as a potential cause for the model failings to predict the extreme
values.
One issue that should be addressed, which has not in previous uses of the model is whether
this problem is unique or not to the use of the Chilgrove dataset. Compton and Idsworth were also
run in the same manner and both showed the same issues, and are presented in Appendix G.2.2
and G.3.
7.5.5. Single Objective Calibration - Groundwater
Calibration against groundwater in theory is an attractive option over streamflow given its constant
state of availability as streamflow is not available in periods of no flow and is orientated on periods
of higher catchment groundwater levels that cause overland flow.
A streamflow calibration was carried out, but given we are focused on groundwater is included
in Appendix G.4 for brevity.
In the LCM, groundwater levels are represented by storage levels in the routing module and
a conversion within the model code is carried out using the mean and standard deviation of the
storage levels and observed groundwater data by taking the mean storage level away from the actual
storage level and then multiplying it by the standard deviation of the observed groundwater level
divided by the standard deviation of the observed levels with the mean of the observed levels added
to it.
The model carries out this conversion for every simulated level for every run. Historically this
was an issue due to computing processing abilities; however this is no longer the case with 1,000,000
simulations taking approximately one hour to complete. Other suggestions include manipulating
the conceptual store to suit the catchment by fixing a level in the storage to a fixed groundwater
level within the dataset and adjusting the model so that the change of storage level being related to
the actual amount of water entering and leaving the storage by a porosity factor via the introduction
of an additional parameter.
Given the model preforms well overall in terms of reproducing both groundwater levels and
streamflow, coupled with improvements in computer processing power since the initial development
of the LCM it was decided that the requirements of the conversion process are perfectly acceptable
when faced with the option of further increasing the number of parameters within the model. In
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particular when considering that the parameter will be somewhat arbitrary if representing porosity
across a storage unit, where porosity would in fact be variable.
There are some further concerns in regards to calibration against groundwater, in particular in
years for low groundwater. Initial runs of the LCM have shown difficulty in accurately representing
years with low groundwater levels (droughts). In addition to this there are potential concerns in
regards to the groundwater datasets. At best groundwater levels are recorded weekly generally,
providing fewer data points for calibration against.
Datasets may have quality issues; but these sets have generally been shown to be of sufficient
quality for use (Chapter 4). Another problem is the actual use of the groundwater data and
its calibration against other input data such as rainfall and potential evapotranspiration used to
generate the simulated groundwater levels. The data used to generate the simulated groundwater
levels and drive the model is of the best available quality. The periods of concern in regards to
quality have been addressed previously. The use of the three groundwater records of Chilgrove,
Compton and Idsworth of varying lengths, goes towards addressing this issue.
Another simple measure to avoid issues with data quality is the calibration period. A cali-
bration period of 1971 to 1996 was selected, as the data after 1971 is of good quality. This period
includes a number of extreme events, such as the major droughts of 1976 and number of events
during the years of 1988-1995. Coupled with this, the flood of 1994 in the region is covered in this
calibration period. Testing the model for the following 1997-2010 period also includes a good spread
of extreme events, such as the droughts of 2003 and floods of 2002, 2007 and 2009.
The LCM was modified so that calibration would allow for calibration against observed
groundwater levels fitted to the resultant groundwater NSE values produced by each parameter
set from the Monte Carlo simulations. It is important to note that calibration against the true
observed data would not be possible due to the coarseness, or sparseness, of the data and lack of
daily time-step. As such, interpolation was carried out on the groundwater data (which is mostly
weekly or monthly) to create a daily record for calibration.
Calibration was carried out using the Nash Sutcliffe Efficiency based on initial findings in
regards to suitability. NSE values range from 1 (a perfect fit) to effectively minus infinity, which
indicates the model in use as no more better than using mean yearly streamflow values. An efficiency
of 0 indicates that the model predictions are as accurate as the mean of the observed data. An
efficiency less than zero occurs when the observed mean is a better predictor than the model or,
in other words, when the residual variance, is larger than the data variance. The NSE values
are converted to an objective function by simply taking away the NSE value from 1, to optimise
towards a minimum value. In addition the NSE function is a popular choice throughout hydrological
modelling. The initial best parameter sets were used as the starting point for further refinement.
Parameter ranges were initially set at a range (Table 7.2) that has been defined that incor-
porates all values seen which do not contradict the intentions of the model. Parameter sets which
have been excluded are those for which extreme values have been proposed and those which require
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the model to run in an unrealistic manner. The use of suggested values from the literature were
also incorporated, such as the suggestion of a root constant of 200 mm being optimal for the Chalk
(Limbrick, 2002) and bypass flow of 10-15% being suitable (Ireson et al., 2006).
Parameter Initial Boundaries
Root Constant (mm) 0 300
Soil Moisture Bypass Value 0.0 - 0.5
Accounting Unit Initial Deficit 0 - 0
Drying Curve Parameter 0.05 0.5
k1 Residence Time (Days) 0 400
k2 Residence Time (Days) 0 400
Routing Module k3 Residence Time (Days) 0 200
h1 Outlet Height (mm) 0 300
h2 Outlet Height (mm) 0 400
Table 7.2.: Table of initial parameter boundaries for LCM Chilgrove calibration.
The issue of limited data points for calibration was not considered to be of concern, partly
due to the slow response rates and a simple interpolation was added to the LCM, allowing it to
compare the closest simulated and observed points. Monte Carlo simulations of 10,000, 100,000
and 1,000,000 runs were carried out using each of the three groundwater records. In this method
a series of model outputs were produced for each realisation and the resultant objective function
(NSE) was used to judge how each realisation performed. It was later decided that 100,000 runs
were sufficient in producing a suitable number of parameter sets within a reasonable time-frame
and good NSE value. This process was then repeated 20 times, each time with the boundary range
reducing for the parameters.
7.5.6. Single Objective Calibration - Groundwater Results
The calibration was carried out using the Chilgrove groundwater record for the period of 1971 to
1996 with 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations. The initial parameter boundaries set out (Table 7.1)
were used for this and the entire process repeated for both Compton and Idsworth. Dotty plots
were produced for each parameter for each groundwater record by plotting the parameter value
against the corresponding groundwater objective function value (NSE). The dotty plots for the
final 100,000 Monte Carlo runs for the Chilgrove are found in Appendix G.5 (Figures G.24 to G.37).
Initial runs gave the appearance of parameter sets butting up against the initial parameter limits,
however this was shown to not be the case by extending the starting parameter limits. This showed
the initial boundaries to be a sensible option (see Appendix G.7 for more detail on this process).
From the dotty plots produced it was clear across all three groundwater records that the
parameters for the Soil Accounting Module show little identifiability within the set boundaries
but a fair degree of variability without actually influencing the resultant objective function values
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significantly. The values produced for the root constant parameter fit well within the previously
determined boundaries, as do both the values produced for the bypass value and drying curve
parameter. This was repeated for 1,000,000 and 100,000 numbers of Monte Carlo simulations and
for all three groundwater records. This indicates that the influence of these parameters on the
objective function value is not significant and that the range for these parameters used in the
calibration process could easily be further reduced and the calibration process repeated.
The dotty plots (Appendix G, Figures G.28 to G.37) for the routing module parameters are
more defined. The outlet heights (h1 and h2) show the better identifiability of the parameters,
with h1 clearly displaying the best with a somewhat curved lower limit towards the lower values
for h1. The plot for h2 also shows a similar, but less defined plot. The residence times (k1, k2 and
k3) again display some identifiability but nothing as noticeable to the same degree as those for h1
and h2. Whilst some parameters are more identifiable than others, there appears to be no case of
isolation within any of the parameters, indicating the number of realisations used is suitable.
The k parameters show convergence to the lower boundary to the upper boundary, which is
comparatively stationary, by the fifth calibration run. The lower limit for h1 remains effectively
stable following its refining from the initial value and the upper limit then decreases quite sharply
from run 1 to 5, where it reaches a level within 0.02 of that of the upper limit, and remains so.
The h2 upper limit remains stable following the reduction from the initial value and the lower limit
continues to be refined until run 5, after which it becomes extremely similar to the upper limit. For
the bypass (BP ) parameter the lower limit is effectively stable, with slight changes from the first to
tenth run. In comparison, the upper boundary showed a greater change between the first and tenth
run, after which is also became effectively stable and similar to the lower limit. The boundaries
for D1 displayed relatively unique behaviour, where both the upper and lower boundaries showed
comparatively greater change before their encroachment. By the tenth run, but the upper and lower
boundaries had encroached to being less than 0.05% of each other. The change in the lower limit
for D1 was more marked than that of the upper limit. The plot for the drying curve parameter
(PE2AE) shows unique behaviour. There is only a very slight and gradual encroachment of upper
and lower parameter values in this instance over the twenty realisations. There is also slightly
greater change in the lower limit than the upper. Performing a simple linear forward forecast it
appears that it would take approximately a total of 55 runs (at 100,000 Monte Carlo) for the limits
to converge fully, assuming that the change continues at a similar rate. The drying curve parameter
clearly shows little identifiability again within any of the parameter boundaries. This indicates that
the parameter is insensitive, but demonstrates a degree of variability, having little impact on the
NSE values.
The LCM calibration was run using the parameter boundaries from this twentieth realisation,
again for 100,000 Monte Carlo simulations and the best five parameter sets based on groundwater
calibration were selected as in Table 7.3.
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Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5
Root Constant (D1) 205.407657 205.380575 205.407444 205.404389 205.421511
Bypass Value (BP) 0.140406 0.140406 0.140406 0.140406 0.140406
Drying Curve (PE2AE) 0.086101 0.061984 0.138756 0.067154 0.081121
Outlet 1 (h1) 100.682011 100.681965 100.681958 100.681964 100.681972
Outlet 2 (h2) 273.734735 273.772213 273.755646 273.735988 273.730943
Residence Time 1(k1) 197.649564 197.649515 197.649494 197.646566 197.649558
Residence Time 1(k2) 159.284778 159.284782 159.284774 159.28473 159.284766
Residence Time 1(k3) 37.097085 37.097033 37.096939 37.096991 37.0977056
NSE Value 0.861776 0.861776 0.861776 0.861776 0.861776
Table 7.3.: Refined parameter boundaries for Chilgrove from groundwater calibration.
7.5.7. Multi-Objective Calibration
Parameter estimation in hydrological catchment modelling for conceptual models has often been
carried out by automatic routines using a single objective measure for comparison. This was carried
out with the LCM using both streamflow and groundwater separately. The luxury of a conceptual
model is that parameters are simply adjusted to match the simulated and observed data. Typically,
where comparing to a single output, simple automated algorithms have been used, such as the case
of the root mean square error (Nash & Sutcliffe, 1970). Often though this has been considered to be
insufficient to properly account in the simulation of the complex characteristics of the system being
modelled (Madsen, 2003). It has been suggested that multi-objective measures are a better method
of calibration, allowing for simultaneous model optimisation against differing outputs (Madsen,
2003).
The LCM was modified to calibrate against both observed streamflow and groundwater, but
with final output fitted to the resultant groundwater NSE value produced by each parameter set
from the Monte Carlo simulations. Producing both streamflow and groundwater calibration out-
puts allowed for comparison between calibration methods using a multi-objective optimisation by
producing the objective function values for both groundwater and streamflow. The use of multiple
sources of information is considered better for use in calibration (Madsen & Khu, 2005). Multi-
objective function calibration is often found within rainfall-runoff modelling and since been adopted
in distributed hydrological modelling (Madsen & Khu, 2005).
Pareto front optimisation has been shown to be suitable for multi criteria calibration of hy-
drological models and has been used in multiple hydrological studies (Madsen, 2003, Blasone et
al., 2007, Madsen and Khu, 2005). The multi-objective calibration has been applied to similar
conceptual models such as the MIKE model (Madsen, 2000). The application of multi-objective
calibration is expected to require a trade-off and a compromise, as has often been found (Madsen,
2000, Madsen, 2003). The use of Pareto fronts allows for the identifying of trade-off’s amongst the
criteria used for calibration. In the case of the LCM this allows to see if the use of calibration
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against groundwater results in a trade-off in regards to the quality of the NSE values produced for
streamflow. Pareto optimisation has a number of advantages relevant to this work, in that it al-
lows for evaluation of trade-offs between calibration objectives in a consistent manner (in this case
groundwater and streamflow) and can in turn highlight model issues. Pareto optimisations may
occur in a great number but Pareto solutions may be ranked on the basis of a preferred dominance
(groundwater in this case) (Madsen & Khu, 2005). Figure 7.15 gives an example of 10,000 Monte
Carlo realisations for multi-objective calibration runs.
The joint calibration of the LCM produced resultant NSE values for each parameter set from
each realisation. This allowed for the production of Pareto fronts for each objective function for
groundwater and streamflow for each parameter set. This in turn allows for the selection of the best
100 parameter sets based on the resultant Pareto front. The limits initially used were the limits set
during the initial calibration. These were deemed acceptable for multi-objective calibration due to
previously having been shown as realistic starting limits for single objective calibration methods. In
addition, previous modelling experience has been defined as acceptable reasoning for defining limits
(Madsen, 2000).
Figure 7.15.: Example Pareto front for Chilgrove groundwater and streamflow objective functions
following 10,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
7.5.8. Pareto Optimisation - Chilgrove
Pareto fronts were produced for each batch of Monte Carlo realisations and, in turn, groundwater
record. The resultant Pareto fronts for each instance displayed a similar shape to each other with
clear identifiability towards the lower limits for each objective function (NSE) for both groundwater
and streamflow. From the Pareto plots it can be seen that there is little trade-off between calibration
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based on groundwater rather than streamflow as in Figure 7.16. The fronts are all somewhat
elongated along the streamflow axis, however this is not of a concern due to the sheer volume of
points that fall within similar objective function value limits imposed (e.g. 0.2). This elongation is
due the scaling conversion of the h storage value to a simulated groundwater level, effectively forcing
the it to perform well. Essentially the data points from the Pareto front that are located nearest to
the origin of the x and y axes are considered the best in terms of model performance. The Pareto
fronts all demonstrate clearly that a sufficiently large enough number of points are located close
enough to the origin for there to be no major concerns in regards to trade-off between calibration
inclined to groundwater over streamflow.
Figure 7.16.: Chilgrove Pareto front of groundwater and streamflow multi-objective calibration after
initial 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations with ’best 100’ parameter sets highlighted in
red.
Following Pareto optimisation, a best 100 set of parameters were taken from the 100,000
Monte Carlo realisations. The plot of the objective function values for groundwater and streamflow
allows for a visual representation of the parameter sets in Figure 7.17. The best 100 could be
selected by a number of methods. The chosen method was to treat the origin (0,0) on the Pareto
front plot as the centre of a circle and conceptually draw a circle of a set radius from the point to
include the 100 parameter sets closest to the origin or centre of the circle. In practical terms, this
was accomplished by simply taking the objective function values for groundwater and streamflow (x
and y datasets for Pareto front points), squaring these and then adding them together and finally
calculating the square root of these values. By sorting these values, the lowest 100 values are those
closest to the original and in turn the best 100 values and resultant parameter sets. This process
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Figure 7.17.: Chilgrove Pareto front of groundwater and streamflow multi-objective calibration fol-
lowing 20 lots 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations, with best five parameter sets high-
lighted in red.
was carried out for each groundwater record and number of Monte Carlo realisations.
It can be clearly seen from Table 7.4 that the refined ranges are similar, and all of the
parameters settling on the same value as shown in Tables 7.5 and 7.6, with the exception of the
drying curve parameter. The range between the upper and lower values for 20a is less than than
that for the values in 10b, however this is simply due to the number of times the 100,000 realisations
were carried out compared to the 1,000,000 (20 as opposed to 10). It is apparent and from carrying
out a simple linear projection that the drying curve parameter range would have continued to reduce
following each calibration run, albeit by a small amount. This is identical to the behaviour observed
when carrying out calibration against groundwater only, indicating that this parameter is somewhat
insensitive.
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Parameter Refined Boundaries 100,000 Refined Boundaries 1,000,000
Root Constant (mm) 172.2802 219.8910 205.3567 205.4572
Soil Moisture Bypass Value 0.14015 - 0.159992 0.140406 0.140407
Accounting Unit Initial Deficit 0 - 0 0 - 0
Drying Curve Parameter 0.0406 0.1195 0.0620 0.1388
k1 Residence Time (Days) 151.1893 197.6883 197.6493 197.6496
k2 Residence Time (Days) 102.0270 159.3425 159.2846 - 159.2848
Routing Module k3 Residence Time (Days) 20.0133 37.1946 37.0965 37.0971
h1 Outlet Height (mm) 100.5886 153.0126 100.6819 100.6821
h2 Outlet Height (mm) 230.1631 282.8443 273.6652 273.7879
Table 7.4.: Table of final refined multi-objective (100,000 and 1,000,000 realisations) parameter
boundaries for LCM (Chilgrove calibration).
7.5.9. Final Model Parameters
Following calibration, the five best parameter sets were selected from the 100,000 and 1,000,000
realisations. These were selected from a final run using the NSE objective function constrained
within the parameter boundaries set from the tenth refinement. The 5 best were selected on the
basis of providing the best overall fit to both groundwater and streamflow (multi-objective). This
allows an examination of any trade-off between the two objectives and simultaneous optimisation
(Madsen, 2003). These are illustrated in Table 7.5 and 7.6.
Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5
Root Constant (D1) (mm) 219.624193 219.624208 219.624243 219.624259 219.624261
Bypass Value (BP) 0.140254 0.140254 0.140254 0.140254 0.140254
Drying Curve (PE2AE) 0.049839 0.09411 0.059746 0.060216 0.049937
Outlet 1 (h1) 115.337454 115.337455 115.33746 115.33742 115.337465
Outlet 2 (h2) 244.020798 244.020798 244.020798 244.020798 244.020798
Residence Time 1(k1) 150.054768 150.054787 150.054813 150.054796 150.054798
Residence Time 1(k2) 138.112062 138.112062 138.112062 138.112062 138.112062
Residence Time 1(k3) 28.075244 28.07451 28.07442 28.074603 28.07426
NSE Value GW 0.864207 0.864207 0.864207 0.864207 0.864207
NSE Value Q 0.862441 0.862441 0.862441 0.862441 0.862441
Combined NSE 0.806707 0.806707 0.806707 0.806707 0.806707
Table 7.5.: Best five parameter sets for Chilgrove from multi-objective calibration from 100,000
Monte Carlo realisations.
Multi-objective calibration provides a good balance between groundwater and streamflow
methods, with both numbers of realisations providing a good set of parameters.
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Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5
Root Constant (D1) (mm) 219.951149 219.951796 219.95145 219.952093 219.952149
Bypass Value (BP) 0.140092 0.140092 0.140092 0.140092 0.140092
Drying Curve (PE2AE) 0.105771 0.074163 0.097987 0.066882 0.105006
Outlet 1 (h1) 119.898196 119.994835 119.831471 119.915757 119.91981
Outlet 2 (h2) 241.643226 241.722991 241.60575 241.609409 241.645362
Residence Time 1(k1) 163.737082 163.753686 163.717262 163.752325 163.744315
Residence Time 1(k2) 118.63466 118.47224 118.693073 118.643445 118.603763
Residence Time 1(k3) 24.87923 24.858254 24.859485 24.870369 24.850475
NSE Value GW 0.866178 0.866146 0.866200 0.866168 0.866168
NSE Value Q 0.852438 0.852467 0.852418 0.852447 0.852447
Combined NSE 0.800794 0.800794 0.800794 0.800794 0.800794
Table 7.6.: Best five parameter sets for Chilgrove from multi-objective calibration from 1,000,000
Monte Carlo realisations.
7.6. Sensitivity Analysis
The influence of abstraction on groundwater levels must be accounted for. It is known that Idsworth
is not influenced by abstraction, but there are concerns over Chilgrove and the influence of the Brick
Kiln abstraction. Compton is not considered to be seriously influenced by abstractions. Abstraction
information was provided by the Environment Agency but this is limited due to confidentiality rules
on the data. The data are therefore compiled together in total annual average abstraction for the
2001-2007 period (Table 7.7). The data are only easily available from 1999 but the two public water
supply points operated by Portsmouth Water became active in 1977. The annual and daily licence
maximum was also made available as shown in Table 7.7. It is instantly clear that the average
annual abstraction for each licence is significantly lower than the maximum licensed amount. A
number of abstractions are also summer active only.
The LCM was modified to allow for a sensitivity study to be carried out during the calibration
process. An additional abstraction loss term was added to the soil moisture accounting unit to act
as an abstraction from the routing module, reflecting abstraction from the saturated zone. The
abstraction loss is included in the calculation for the daily storage value in the routing module
process. Abstraction can take place during the storage level calculation with the outflows. It can
also take place when updating the final storage value by then subtracting the abstraction amount
following the calculation of the storage level after the outflows. The latter option was selected to
separate it from the storage level calculation following the subtraction of outflows, although both
methods produced identical results in initial tests.
Two methods of abstraction were included in the LCM; constant rates and linearly increasing.
Due to the limitations of the available abstraction data, the LCM was run with set annual abstraction
totals, which were equally divided into daily values across the year. The annual abstraction was
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Licence No. Daily Limit (m3) Annual Limit (m3) 2001-2007 Actual (m3) Period
10/41/522002 32000 9950000 2603132 All Year
27/193 5517 507009 20848 All Year
10/41/521601 455 14184 0 Summer
10/41/522104 909 54552 46 All Year
10/41/522103 777 45455 1028 All Year
10/41/522205 582 34095 2666 Summer
10/41/522204 150 15000 10342 All Year
10/41/522106 68 13638 537 All Year
10/41/541110 120 13500 8575 Summer
10/41/522206 200 10000 0 All Year
27/206 875 159091 0 All Year
Table 7.7.: Abstraction data for Chilgrove catchment.
taken as 2647174 m3 based on available data. The second method, linearly increasing, was included
to reflect increasing demands on water supplies. This allowed for a start and end abstraction amount
(along with year) to be set and an annual increase amount. The LCM multi-objective calibration
was repeated with a set abstraction value based on the annual average abstraction for 2001-2007.
This was viewed as a fair amount to be applied across the calibration and test periods of 1971-1996
and 1997-2010 due to the inclusion of both drought and flood events. The calibration process was
carried out for 20 simulations of 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations. The starting boundaries were
set as the same initial conditions used previously.
The resultant parameter boundaries (Table 7.8) were similar to those produced previously
(Table 7.6). Of particular note are the boundaries for the root constant, bypass value and drying
curve parameter, which are extremely similar. The boundaries for the remaining parameters are
also similar to those produced previously without abstraction. The best parameter set was selected
as in the following table. The joint calibration method gave extremely similar NSE values for both
optimisations against groundwater and streamflow, with both values being within 0.001 of each
other for the best five parameter sets giving a good balance for the model performance on both
groundwater and streamflow.
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Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5
Root Constant (D1) 219.624193 219.624208 219.624243 219.952093 219.952149
Bypass Value (BP) 0.140254 0.140254 0.140254 0.140254 0.140254
Drying Curve (PE2AE) 0.049839 0.09411 0.059746 0.060216 0.049937
Outlet 1 (h1) 115.337454 115.337455 115.33746 115.33742 115.337465
Outlet 2 (h2) 244.020798 244.020798 244.020798 244.020798 244.020798
Residence Time 1(k1) 150.0547682 150.054787 150.054813 150.054796 150.054798
Residence Time 1(k2) 138.122062 138.12206 138.12206 138.12206 138.122063
Residence Time 1(k3) 28.075244 28.07451 28.07442 28.074603 28.07426
NSE Value GW 0.864207 0.864207 0.864207 0.864207 0.864207
NSE Value Q 0.862441 0.862441 0.862441 0.862441 0.862441
Combined NSE 0.806707 0.806707 0.806707 0.806707 0.806707
Table 7.8.: Best five parameter sets for Chilgrove from multi-objective sensitivity calibration from
100,000 Monte Carlo realisations when abstraction is incorporated into the LCM.
7.7. Chapter Summary
In this chapter a conceptual model for a Chalk catchment has been presented and further developed.
The LCM has proven to run well on long-term datasets and reproduce groundwater levels and
streamflows. In addition to Monte Carlo sampling, Latin Hypercube sampling was added to the
model calibration but was found to give extremely similar results so was not pursued and is in
Appendix G.6. A method has been presented to configure the LCM to the users requirement.
Previously, the LCM was designed for calibration against streamflow data. Streamflow data is
limited, dating from 1970 and the catchment river, the Lavant is intermittent. Therefore this
method of calibration alone was deemed not suitable for this study. An additional single-objective
calibration method was implemented, to allow for calibration of the simulated groundwater levels
against the observed records. These records are significantly longer and allow for longer and more
varied calibration periods for the LCM. A multi-objective calibration method was implemented
to allow Pareto-front optimisation on joint streamflow and groundwater outputs. This method
provides balanced approach and was carried out over a period from 1971-1996 and then tested on
1997-2010. This period was chosen due to the occurrence of multiple drought and flood events, as
well as limitations with streamflow record length. Five sets of best parameters have been selected
following multi-objective calibration. This method was shown to be quite balanced with no real bias
towards either the groundwater or streamflow objective function. The parameters were observed to
display varying levels of identifiability. Whilst overall the model performs well when reproducing
groundwater levels and streamflows, there are some areas for improvement. Currently, the LCM
can struggle to accurately reproduce more extreme (or uncommon) high and low groundwater
levels as shown in Section 7.5.4. These may be considered as values present during both drought
and flood conditions. This is in part due to the inability of the LCM to reproduce the summer
recharge observed in the Chalk and the artesian nature of the actual monitoring site. The Chilgrove
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borehole limits high groundwater levels due to its artisan nature so whether the levels produced
by the model for these points are accurate or are unconfirmed. In addition, the model does not
take into account abstraction currently. Abstraction does occur within the Lavant catchment and
although the amount of abstraction is not considered significant and detailed information is not




The background and further development of the LCM has been discussed in Chapter 7, along with
calibration methods to obtain suitable parameter sets. The LCM was run with the best parameter
set from each of the four calibration methods. The results of these model runs are discussed, along
with the model’s overall performance in reproducing groundwater levels and historic trends.
8.2. Model Performance
The LCM was run with the best parameter set from each method of calibration detailed in the previ-
ous chapter (single-objective calibration for streamflow and groundwater separately, multi-objective
combining flow and groundwater and multi-objective with abstraction). Overall the LCM repro-
duces the historical groundwater record for Chilgrove well, as can be observed from the resultant
plots (Figures 8.2-8.4). The input data is of the best possible quality, so these simulated results are
an independent corroboration of the observed levels as in Figure 8.1. Each available simulation with
each parameter set produced similar NSE values of 0.801 (Set 3 - Sensitivity), 0.806 (Set 4 - Ground-
water), 0.811 (Set 2 - Multi-Objective 100k) 0.814 (Set 1 - Multi-Objective 1M). Table 8.1 provides
a breakdown of the NSE values for each of the 20-year periods for the full Chilgrove groundwater
record. The parameter sets are referred to by Set number for the remainder of this work (e.g. Set
4, meaning the set achieved by groundwater-based calibration).
The similarity of these values indicates the LCM’s performance is consistently good across
the full record and the level of sensitivity between the parameter sets is limited, which in turn
indicates that the input data used to simulate groundwater levels is of good quality. Visually, the
LCM reproduces the groundwater levels well for the catchment and the historic record for Chilgrove
acts as a method of validation of the model output from 1855 onwards. Further 20-year plots are
available in Appendix H.2. Initial assessment of the LCM output indicates there is a mix of over
and under estimation of groundwater levels, particularly around the more extremes of the range.
A scatter plot of the full observed record against the matching simulated points for parameter sets
1 and 4 indicates good model performance with R squared values of 0.84 and 0.83. Further plots
(Appendix H.2) also show good performance at a 20-year period basis (Figures H.2 to H.9).
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Figure 8.1.: Scatter plot of observed versus simulated groundwater for Chilgrove (1855-2010) for
parameter set 1 and 4.
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Period Multi-Objective 100k (1) Multi-Objective 1M (2) Sensitivity Calibration (3) GW (4)
1991-2010 0.821 0.829 0.829 0.821
1971-1990 0.834 0.834 0.840 0.825
1951-1970 0.766 0.766 0.779 0.790
1931-1950 0.728 0.727 0.741 0.736
1911-1930 0.715 0.712 0.727 0.721
1891-1910 0.715 0.854 0.862 0.856
1871-1890 0.772 0.772 0.775 0.765
1855-2010 0.782 0.781 0.790 0.773
Table 8.1.: NSE values for 20-year periods and full record for four main parameter sets, where (1)

























































































































































































The similarity of the performance is further illustrated by the similarity of the best parameter
sets from each calibration method so differences in output are minimal. The differences in the
parameter values are not significant as shown in Table 8.2. Again, the parameter sets are referred to
by Set number for the remainder of this work (e.g. Set 4, meaning the set achieved by groundwater-
based calibration).
Set D1 D2 BP PE2AE H1 H1 K1 K2 K3
1 (100K MO) 219.724468 0/1000 0.140334 0.069763 120.199574 241.807606 163.878605 118.377435 24.908659
2 (1M MO) 219.951149 0/1000 0.140092 0.105771 119.898196 241.643226 163.737082 118.63466 24.87923
3 (Sen) 219.624193 0/1000 0.140254 0.049839 115.337454 244.020798 150.054768 138.122062 28.075244
4 (GW) 205.407657 0/1000 0.140406 0.086101 100.682011 273.734735 197.649564 159.284778 37.097085
Table 8.2.: Best parameter sets from four calibration methods.
As stated, the overall performance of the LCM is good and varies little between the parameter
sets. The best performance is from single-objective groundwater parameters, however the difference
between this and multi-objective is slight (0.01). The addition of abstraction from 1977 provides the
second best performance but concerns are addressed later with abstraction. Use of multi-objective
calibration and groundwater are both attractive methods due to the lack of flow at times in the
Lavant. Given this is a conceptual model, there are limitations to the accuracy of the output but
it does provide opportunity to examine groundwater behaviour over a long time-frame.
Variation in performance between the parameter sets is minimal but the variation is not
consistent. The groundwater-based calibration would be expected to perform the best overall, but
it is not consistent in terms of overall performance. For example, during the 1976 drought all
parameter sets under-perform by over predicting the severity of the drought, but the groundwater
parameter set performs best. However, during the drought event of 1995/1997 the groundwater
parameter set performs the worst (although all simulated levels are less severe than the actual
drought severity) out of the four parameter sets. There is no clear trend between the parameter
sets in terms of best performance for drought events. As can be shown by the following plots
(Figures 8.5-8.7). In summary, the groundwater parameter set is the best by correlation but at
extreme values it is not and multi-objective calibration on groundwater and streamflow is a better
representation of the hydrological systems.
The same lack of clear best performance can be observed for flood events. For the winter
floods of 2000/2001 all parameter sets over predict levels but Set 4 (Set 3 in Figure 8.8) is the
worst performing, whilst for the winter floods of 1993/1994 the reverse is true during instances as
observed in Figure 8.9 (Set 3 in this figure).
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Figure 8.5.: Comparison of parameter set performance during 1921/1922 drought at Chilgrove.
Figure 8.6.: Comparison of parameter set performance during 1976 drought at Chilgrove.
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Figure 8.7.: Comparison of parameter set performance during 1995-1997 drought at Chilgrove.
Figure 8.8.: Comparison of parameter set performance during 2000/2001 winter floods at Chilgrove.
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Figure 8.9.: Comparison of parameter set performance during 1993/1994 winter floods at Chilgrove.
General observations can be made for the parameter sets. Firstly, the groundwater parameter
set (4) will produce less-extreme low groundwater levels than the other parameter sets during low
groundwater periods but this is not always the case. If taking a sample 10-year period (1941-1950),
the groundwater parameter set produces higher low groundwater levels for 1944-1945 and 1948-1949
but lower low levels for 1946-1947 and 1942-1943. The same variation in high levels is almost present
between differing years. Fundamentally there appears to be no set consistency of one parameter
set producing always higher or lower groundwater levels during periods of high or low levels. The
only general trend observed in parameter sets is the groundwater parameter set tends to produce
the highest low level during major drought years (e.g. 1976, 1959).
8.3. 20 Year Analysis
As shown, the LCM reproduces the groundwater record well and continues when broken down to
20-year periods. Table 8.1 shows the NSE values for each 20-year period from each parameter
set. Clearly the difference in performance is small between parameter set but also between 20-
year period, with a range of 0.712-0.856 for the 20-year periods. Reassuringly the performance
(correlation) is stronger for the post-1971 data, matching an expected increase in the quality of
input data. The model consistently performs well prior to 1971 indicating that these datasets are
also of good quality and the model performs well throughout the entire period when reproducing
groundwater levels for the catchment. Importantly, the model was calibrated on the 1971-1996
period due to it containing a number of extreme events. The ability of the LCM to reproduce
accurate groundwater levels from over 100 years previously having been calibrated on 1971-1996
again indicates the stability of the model parameters of the LCM and the model itself. Thus window
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calibration period offers independent corroboration of the levels produced by the LCM. Each 20-
year period (from 1991-2010 backwards) is discussed separately. Only parameter sets 1 and 4 are
included in the analysis on these plots for clarity as they are viewed as the best two sets in terms
of representing the catchment. For pre-1871 data please refer to Appendix H.1.1 and for plots with
parameter sets 2 and 3 to Appendix H.2.
8.3.1. 1991-2010
The LCM performs well for this period (Figure 8.10), with NSE values ranging from 0.821-0.829. A
number of hydrological events occur during this period. The major floods of 1994 are represented
in the observed record, with the Chilgrove monitoring well becoming artesian at 77.18 mAOD. The
simulations however continue to rise beyond this physical limit to over 80 mAOD. The same occurs
in the winter of 2001/2002, where simulated levels exceed 89 mAOD. Given the limitation of the
Chilgrove monitoring site it is difficult to judge the validity of these high values. Further work
is required to examine the Compton record and its relationship to Chilgrove to assist with this
validation. The major drought of 1990-1992 produced exceptionally low levels at the time and is
reflected in observed values for late 1993. The LCM’s simulations mirror the general shape of the
recession well, even picking out the recharge at the correct times. However, due to the drought
conditions in 1990/1991 a large SMD is generated reflected by the low levels produced by the
LCM, which the rainfall cannot remove, which in turn is reflected by the simulated high levels in
early/mid-1992 being significantly lower than the observed. This large SMD is the likely cause for
the over-estimation of severity of the 1991/1992 part of the drought by the LCM and in turn the
lower predicted levels in 1992. It is reassuring that the LCM does mirror the shape of the observed
record well, again picking up recharge peaks in mid-1992, albeit at a lower level and not of sufficient
quantity. This also likely has a knock-on effect for levels in 1993, limiting their simulated height.
Part of the cause in this reduction in levels is the small amount of summer rainfall during 1989 and
1990 and lower winter rainfall in 1990.
The model again struggles with parts of the 1995-1997 drought. The LCM produces simulated
low levels for 1995 that are higher than the observed levels. The LCM does reproduce the recharge
found in the observed data, but at a level graeter than the observed data. This is likely due to the
issue with how bypass recharge is represented in the model. The model again struggles in 1996/1997,
where it stops recessing in 1996 due to recharge not being represented in the observed data. Summer
rainfall is notably low for 1995-1997 (239.9-349.7 mm) and winter rainfall low for 1995-1996 (357.6-
475.6 mm). The overall rainfall for the England was the third-lowest since 1800 and very intense
in eastern England, potentially causing a considerable impact of the observed rainfall data used to
drive the LCM. The failure of the LCM to reproduce high levels in 1997 following these dry spells
is likely due to an overly intense SMD generated in the model.
Following this drought, the performance on the LCM is generally very good, with the exception
of the over-estimation already mentioned for 2001/2002. This simulation of levels more severe than
the observed is likely the cause for low levels being not low enough for late 2002. This gives the
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impression, than in instances, the model is more difficult to drain than is the physical reality.
Similarly, following the drought performance is good, with simulated low levels in late 2003 being
slightly higher than the observed due to recharge in the model. The LCM then struggles considerably
during 2004-2005. The first point is the lack of data points from 2003, with as few as 11 per-year
recorded in the case of 2004. The model matches the shape for 2004 but at significantly lower
levels. Recharge for 2004 is not exceptionally low (around 463 mm), making the performance in
this year difficult to explain. For 2005 recharge is the fourth lowest for the 1991-2010 period, with
only around 186 mm. Summer rainfall for 2005 is the seventh lowest for 1991-2010 and the lowest
winter rainfall between 2001-2005. There is also commentary in the source data stating the rainfall
gauge was blocked during late 2005. Rainfall at Compton is also low for this year. Both PENSE
and MORECS evapotranspiration values are high (approximately 570 mm). Due to a combination
of these factors the LCM is failing to produce the rising limb of the groundwater hydrograph. It
does produce some small recharge but nowhere near the required amount. Following this, the LCM
fails to match the high levels for 2006/2007, likely due to this overly intense SMD.
For the remaining years performance is not consistent. The LCM struggles during late
2007/2008 where it over-simulates the severity of low levels compared to the observed. This again
leads to simulated levels being lower than the observed high levels 2008. Recharge for this period is
not low, but rather in the more normal range. Rainfall is also relatively high for summer periods,
but is more on the lower-range for winters in 2006/2007 and 2007/2008. Annual rainfall totals for
2007 and 2008 are high though (both over 1100 mm). This appears to not affect levels for 2008 in
the LCM, potentially due to timing but helps the LCM match the high levels in 2009 well. Annual
recharge for 2009 is low though as is total rainfall, helping the LCM match the low observed levels.
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Figure 8.10.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1991-2010.
8.3.2. 1971-1990
Performance for 1971-1990 is very good (Figure 8.11), with NSE values ranging between 0.825-0.840.
The major drought of 1976 is represented in the observed record, but the LCM over-estimates the
severity of drought. Recharge occurs in the simulation earlier than in the observed. There is a
burst of recharge in early 1976 that is not represented in the simulation, which causes the LCM
recession curve to continue beyond the observed level. In turn this creates a large SMD, but the
LCM appears on this occasion to cope well in recovering to very similar levels in 1977. This is likely
due to the relatively large amounts of summer and winter rainfall that occurred in 1977/1978. In
1975, small amounts of recharge in the simulation are not enough to slow the recession into 1976
that is seen in the observed.
Prior to 1976, the LCM does remarkably well in producing similar groundwater levels, apart
from during 1974. This disparity in 1974 is again likely due to large amounts of rainfall in the winter
of 1974/1975 (829.3 mm) causing larger bypass flow than occurred in reality. From 1977-1990 the
model generally reproduces the observed levels well. The LCM does seem to struggle during 1980-
1985 and 1987-1989 in reproducing the low levels, with simulated levels consistently being less severe
than the observed but the difference is not drastic.
The LCM is reproducing the general shape of the hydrograph well, but instances of recharge
appear to cause simulated levels to be higher than the observed leves. This is a period (1971-1900)
of relatively high winter rainfalls, with three instances of rainfall in the range of 600-725 mm (1980,
1983 and 1985), as well as relatively high summer rainfalls during 1980, 1981 and 1985 (over 400
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mm). The LCM is also inconsistent in predicting the high levels during this period (e.g. 1983 and
1984), which is surprising given the amount of rainfall present. During 1989 there is notable low
summer rainfall following high winter rainfall in 1988/1989 and after 1989/1990. The LCM over-
estimates the severity of low levels in early 1989 compared to the observed levels, most likely due
to an over-developed SMD due to low summer rainfall, which in turn causes the simulated levels to
be less than the observed in late 1989.
Figure 8.11.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1971-1990.
8.3.3. 1951-1970
The LCM performs well with a range of NSE values between 0.766-0.790. For much of the period
(Figure 8.12) the LCM matches the observed data well, which is unsurprising given the limited
number of major events (droughts and floods). Also to note is the increase in resolution of obser-
vations from 1960 onwards, leading to greater accuracy. As with every other period, there is a mix
of simulated levels being greater and lower than the observed levels. The major drought of 1959 is
not well represented in the observed data and the simulated levels are very similar. This drought
was not as pronounced in south-east England and was highly variable spatially in terms of intensity.
The LCM again is erroneous in terms of recession curves, with recharge occurring in the simulations
when it is not present in the observed, such as during late 1960 and 1962. This is again due to
rainfall events represented by bypass flow in the LCM when in reality it would not occur. Another
feature to note is the simulated levels being greater than the observed levels during 1961. This is
due to a limitation in the physical monitoring well at Chilgrove, that becomes artesian at 77.18
mAOD. Given this, it is hard to judge whether the levels over this point are accurate or not. There
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is no consistency in the error in high and low levels produced, in that when the LCM produces
simulated levels less severe than the observed, it will sometimes over or under predict the levels, as
well as reproducing them accurately. The same inconsistency follows the simulation of low levels
more severe (lower) than the observed low levels. The LCM also fails to produce the rising limb
of the hydrograph accurately on occasion, such as 1965. However, due to gaps in observations is it
difficult to comment on the level of accuracy of the simulated rise on some occasions. A period to
note is the production of simulated levels notably higher than the observed during 1963/1964. Both
years received a significant amount of rainfall, which will cause significant bypass flow that is the
likely cause of the rapid rise in the simulation compared to the observed, where flow was possible
attenuated.
Figure 8.12.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1951-1970.
8.3.4. 1931-1950
The performance for the 1931-1950 period is one of the weaker sets (NSE value range 0.727-0.741)
but still good (Figure 8.13). For much of the period the LCM reproduces the observed trends well,
particularly during 1936-1950. During these years there are some examples of under-estimation of
high levels, such as during 1939 and 1949. These are likely due to insufficient winter rainfalls for the
years leading up to these events (245.5 mm - 1937 and 390.4 mm - 1938) following on from a number
of low summer rainfalls for 1933 and 1934 and also particularly low summer rainfall for 1938 (269.6
mm). In this instance it would appear this causes the LCM to develop a large SMD, that does not
occur in reality (as also seen in 1911-1930). As such, it takes the LCM a number of years to recover
from the large SMD (by 1940) following a few years of sufficient rainfall. Also worth noting is the
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lack of a smooth recession curve in the simulated data compared to the observed, again caused by
the presence of recharge in the simulated data (e.g. recession during 1940, 1943 and 1944) that
stops the modelled groundwater level dropping to the level of the observed data. From examining
the rainfall record these can be linked to episodes of rainfall (e.g. during September-December
for 1944). Also the observed data at this point is monthly and is in part the cause of the spikier
recession here. This appears due to the model producing bypass flow, when in reality this is more
likely to be the result of delayed recharge fluxes from earlier rainfall events reaching the water table.
In winter months, the soils will be generally saturated so SMDs will be very low or zero but the
LCM is not representing this accurately. There are also some apparent timing issues with recession,
such as during 1944, where the model recesses faster than the observed. The data for this period
has been checked, so it can only be assumed that any timing issues such as this are likely due to the
Chalk in reality receiving the slow drainage recharge fluxes during summer months, that the model
is not representing, which slow the recession in reality and can cause slight upwards movements in
recession curves.
An important event in this period is the 1933-1934 drought, which was viewed as extremely
intense. Initially a surface water drought, groundwater was severely impacted in 1934, which the
LCM represents, albeit more severely than in reality. For 1933, the LCM accurately reproduces
the recession but struggles in 1934. The LCM does simulate some recharge, shown by the spikes in
the recession curve, but not to the extent that is seen in the observed, which causes an inaccuracy
of around 5-10 mAOD during mid-1934. This inconsistency could be related to the input data,
with insufficient rainfall but also high evapotranspiration. Winter and summer rainfalls for 1933/34
are both low, with winter rainfall for 1933/1934 being 383.5 mm, the seventh lowest in the record.
Therefore the LCM creates a large SMD, which is reflected in the model’s inability to match the
high levels in 1935 even with two years of high winter rainfall. Similiar behaviour is observed in
1938, where following a year of low rainfall the model cannot match the high levels for 1938 and
1939.
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Figure 8.13.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1931-1950.
8.3.5. 1911-1930
The 1911-1930 period is one of the weaker performing periods with NSE values of 0.712-0.727 but
the LCM still reproduces the general trend of levels well (Figure 8.14). This period appears to
contain the greatest number of episodes of both simulated levels being lower and greater than the
observed high and low levels. The LCM fails to reproduce observed values on a number of occasions,
for example in 1912, 1914 and 1925/1926 the model simulates levels higher than the observed levels
quite dramatically. The rising limb seems to match the observed data for these examples, but is
unable to continue to rise to required levels. On other occasions the LCM matches high levels well
(e.g. 1915, 1917) but also simulates levels higher than the observed high levels (e.g. 1916, 1926)
it is hard to define the cause as the model itself, but it appears to be related to the input data
given its lower quality during earlier periods. It is important to remember that there are changes
in data between the Chilgrove and Compton gauges in the 1920s as discussed in the hydrometric
data chapter. The performance during the major drought of 1921-1922 is particularly poor, with
the model simulating the severity of the drought as being worse (lower levels than the observed)
in both years, as well as appearing to simulate recharge when none appears in the observed data.
This is likely due to a combination of factors. This period recorded the second-lowest six month
and third-lowest rainfall totals for England since records began. This is reflected in the rainfall
data with summer rainfall being just 174.9 mm in total for March-September for 1921, which is the
lowest for the entire Chilgrove record. Winter rainfall (October-March) for 1920 and 1921 is 392.1
mm and 403.2 mm, respectively. These are the 11th and 12th lowest for the Chilgrove record (all
drier winter periods for for later droughts, e.g. 1976 and 1991-1992). Clearly not enough rainfall
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is present for the model to reproduce an accurate simulation of groundwater levels. Interesting
though, the rainfall events that do occur are still represented in the recession curve for 1921/1922,
with slight increases in levels due to bypass flow due to the model structure, when in reality this
would not occur. The inability of the LCM to match the high levels for 1922-1924 is questionable
and appears to be linked to the rainfall data. Winter 6-month rainfall totals for 1920-1925 are
all within the lower half of the record with a range of 392.1-589.8 mm. The winter rainfall for
1920-1921 are the 10th and 11th lowest for the record respectively. This combined with the low
summer rainfall for 1921 appears to be creating an extremely higher SMD that is likely worse than
what occurred in reality. As such the LCM cannot reproduce the higher levels seen in 1922 as
it is still recovering from this deficit and the same can be said for 1923. Essentially the LCM is
taking a number of years to recover fully from the SMD created for an extreme drought, due to a
lack of sufficient rainfall. This indicates that the LCM, allowing for continuous drainage and actual
evapotranspiration creates overly high SMDs during sequences of dry winters and summers. Over
the 1924-1930 period the performance is much better during more regular conditions.
Figure 8.14.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1911-1930.
8.3.6. 1891-1910
The LCM performs extremely well for 1891-1910 with a range of NSE values from 0.77-0.86 depend-
ing on parameter set, and reproduces the overall trend of groundwater levels well (Figure 8.15).
There are instances of simulated high levels being lower than observed high levels (e.g. 1899 and
1900) as well as simulated levels being higher than the observed (e.g. 1895 and 1897) but generally
the LCM reproduces the rising limb of the groundwater hydrograph well for the period. Again, there
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is a mix of simulated levels being lower (more severe) and higher (less severe) than the observed
low groundwater level severity. Generally, simulated low levels are less severe than observed low
levels, which appears to be due to recharge in the modelled simulations that does not appear in the
observed data, resulting in the model not allowing levels to drop enough. An example is 1898/1899
where recharge occurs in early 1898 and mid-1898 that causes levels to rise, that is not reflected in
the observed data. Again in 1901, levels do not continue to fall as they do in the observed data
meaning simulated levels do not match the observed severity. For the “Long Drought” of 1890-1910
the LCM copes well, reproducing the groundwater levels well for a long drought period. Specifically
it matches the wet interludes, such as 1903 and 1905 very well, before returning to the particularly
dry 1904 and 1906. This period is a good example of the LCM coping with changes between very
dry and very wet periods and reproducing levels accurately. Coupled with the limited quality of ear-
lier data, this is again an excellent example of the LCM’s performance in reproducing groundwater
levels.
Figure 8.15.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1891-1910.
8.3.7. 1871-1890
1871-1890 (Figure 8.16) is one of the weaker 20-year periods in terms of the LCM’s performance
with NSE ratings being generally 0.77. The concerns in regards to data quality for this period and
calibration on a much later period must be stressed, with the earlier data being of a lower quality
due to the more primitive methods of measuring groundwater levels (e.g. wet line and dry line
methods). Taking these factors into account, the overall performance for the period is excellent.
The LCM follows the general groundwater trend well, but on occasion fails to match the severity of
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low levels for this period (e.g. 1873-1875). However, there is a distinct absence of simulated levels
being more severe (lower) than the observed levels. The model does extremely well for a number of
years for matching low levels, particularly for 1880-1885. Simulated high levels are greater than the
observed on a number of occasions (e.g. 1875, 1882 and 1885) but also simulates levels higher than
the observed (e.g. 1877 and 1880/1881). The LCM does remarkably well for the drought event of
late 1887-1888 in matching the groundwater recession through 1887 and then general shape of the
rising limb through late 1887/early 1888. However, it again indicates periods of recharge in late
1887 when from the observed data there appears to be none. Although the observed points in late
1887 match points on the simulated levels well, the curves do not match that well towards the limits
of the recession. The LCM struggles to match the initial rise in levels following the drought event.
Figure 8.16.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1871-1890.
8.4. Matched Annual Low Values
We have observed that the LCM performs well when simulating the overall behaviour of the historic
record, but further inspection of the LCM’s performance is required. Clearly it is unrealistic to
expect the LCM to exactly match every observed level with its corresponding dated simulated level
but it is worth examining how far it is possible to go with matching trends. One simple method is
to plot the annual low 20-year periods for the observed data against the matching simulated 20-year
periods, as in Figure 8.17. For a full record of these plots (for the each parameter set) refer to
Appendix H.3 (Figures H.10 to H.37). A Table of the results can also be found in Appendix H.3.5.
Clearly the LCM is poor at producing simulated values that exactly match the corresponding
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Figure 8.17.: Ranked annual low values for the observed 1991-2010 record at Chilgrove with corre-
sponding LCM simulation (parameter set 1).
observed data. However, it does yet again produce the overall trend well. Realistically the LCM
is being pushed beyond its capabilities if it is to be expected to match these levels fully. That
said, it does match some levels correctly in the ranking (e.g. rank 13 in Figure 8.17) and on two
occasions it matches every rank perfectly for two 20-year periods (1911-1930 for parameter Set 4
and 1871-1890 and Set 1). It is worth noting that the matching ranked trend is extremely similar
on both occasions, as shown in Figure 8.18. The variation between parameter set when it comes
to matching pairs is relatively little with no real distinction making one set better than the other,
with the exception of perfectly matched periods of 1871-1890 for Chilgrove.
Given the LCM is unable to match ranks perfectly on most occasions but matches the trend
well, it is worth seeing how far again this performance can go. Given the ability of the LCM to
produce the trend is good, the ranked 20-year periods were split into two halves for ranks 1-10 and
11-20. These were tested to see how many pairs fell within these two segments as a general indicator
of performance that is more linked to trends. Parameter set 1 was the best performing, matching
112 of 140 pairs (80%) into the correct segment and set 4 was second best as shown in Table 8.3.
The other two sets only performed slightly worse, both matching 102 of 140 (a table of the results
for these sets is found in Appendix H.3.5).
The latter two periods match well for all parameter sets but there is no distinct trend for
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Figure 8.18.: Ranked annual low values for the observed 1911-1930 record at Chilgrove with corre-
sponding LCM simulation (parameter set 4) showing perfect performance in matching
ranked pairs.
the periods, with the number of pairs varying for period between parameter sets. This strong
performance with 72-80% (range for all 4 parameter sets) of annual low pairs matching further
indicates the overall strong performance of the LCM in its ability reproducing the overall behaviour
present in the observed groundwater levels, if not exactly. One item of note is the performance
between 20-year periods often varies between parameter set and sometimes quite notably (e.g. Set
1 20/20 for 1871-1890 while Set 3 gets 12/20). There appears to be no obvious cause for this
behaviour.
The same process was repeated but with four 5 rank segments within each 20-year period,
with the results presented in Table 8.4. Here the performance varies more notably between 20-year
periods (and parameter set) with some segments getting 5 out of 5 pairs in the right rank group
and some getting none, as can be observed in Table 8.4. Clearly at this level the LCM is struggling
with the percentage of correct ranked segments being between 45-59%. This appears to indicate a
threshold in terms of performance where the LCM struggles. Having said this, the performance is
still reasonable considering the simplicity of the model with two parameter sets matching over 50%
of all annual low levels into the correct 5 rank segments. An interesting feature of the performance
is how the LCM is actually performing better in this method for the higher and lower ranks (1-6 and
16-20) as can be seen from the totals in Table 8.4. This stronger performance in the extreme ranks
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Parameter Set Period No. Matched Ranks 1-10 No. Matched Ranks 11-20 Total
Set 1 1991-2010 8 8 16
Set 1 1971-1990 9 9 18
Set 1 1951-1970 7 7 14
Set 1 1931-1950 7 7 14
Set 1 1911-1930 7 7 14
Set 1 1891-1910 8 8 16
Set 1 1871-1890 10 10 20
Set 1 Total 112
Set 4 1991-2010 8 8 16
Set 4 1971-1990 8 8 16
Set 4 1951-1970 8 8 16
Set 4 1931-1950 6 6 12
Set 4 1911-1930 10 10 20
Set 4 1891-1910 7 7 14
Set 4 1871-1890 7 7 14
Set 4 Total 108
Table 8.3.: Breakdown of pairings of ranks 1-10 and 11-20 segments for parameter Sets 1 and 4.
is consistent between parameter sets. This is an important feature as it indicates that although the
LCM is offset when it comes to the exact values, it is working well when reproducing the trend even
at the extremes where there is more inherent variation.
Matching on a 5-rank segment basis is an indication of the limitations of the LCM’s ability
but does show the LCM is matching better at the extremes than normal. However, the 10-rank
segments yet again prove the model does remarkably well when reproducing the general trends.
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Parameter Set Period Ranks 1-5 Ranks 6-10 Ranks 11-15 Ranks 11-20 Total
Set 1 1991-2010 2 1 3 3 9
Set 1 1971-1990 5 4 3 4 16
Set 1 1951-1970 2 1 1 2 6
Set 1 1931-1950 3 1 2 4 10
Set 1 1911-1930 4 2 2 3 11
Set 1 1891-1910 3 2 2 2 9
Set 1 1871-1890 5 5 5 5 20
Set 1 Total 24 16 18 23 81
Set 4 1991-2010 3 3 3 3 12
Set 4 1971-1990 4 2 3 5 14
Set 4 1951-1970 2 1 2 4 9
Set 4 1931-1950 3 0 1 5 9
Set 4 1911-1930 5 5 5 5 20
Set 4 1891-1910 3 2 0 1 6
Set 4 1871-1890 4 2 1 2 9
Set 4 Total 24 15 15 25 77
Table 8.4.: Breakdown of pairings of ranks 1-5, 6-10, 11-15 and 16-20 segments for parameter sets
1 and 4.
8.5. Modelled Percentiles
As with the observed data in Chapter 4.6, a threshold method was applied to the simulated data.
The 10th percentile for the observed Chilgrove data is 38.34 mAOD, whilst the simulated values
were 38.53 and 39.02 mAOD for parameter sets 1 and 4 respectively. All three values are extremely
similar, further indicating the strength of the LCM’s performance. Plotting a line across the LCM
simulations at an average of these points and an intersecting line at 1960 makes the distinct down-
wards shift in levels even more apparent than previously. There is a clear lowering of levels from
the late 1960s as well as a more regular occurrence of more severe low levels, which the LCM clearly
reproduces well.
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Figure 8.19.: Plot of observed and simulations (parameter sets 1 and 4) for Chilgrove with 10th
percentile (horizontal line) and intersecting line at 1960 showing a clear downwards
shift reproduced by the model.
8.6. Bypass Variation
Manually varying the bypass value can potentially allow a greater amount of rainfall to pass as
bypass flow, which would reduce the rate of the recession curve. However, increasing the bypass
value dramatically worsens the NSE performance value. Increasing the bypass value improves
performance in some instances for high levels but significantly worsens performance for low levels.
Arbitrarily lowering the bypass value to a range of 0.01-0.05 from 0.14 assists with improving
performance of reproduction of groundwater levels in extreme conditions with similar NSE values
in the range of 0.812. Interestingly performance in high levels is also better with a significantly lower
bypass value of around 0.05 but this is not a realistic parameter and should be discarded. Simply
speaking, lowering the bypass level will result in the production of lower levels due to the reduction
in fast recharge (fracture flow) reaching the routing module of the model. This means performance is
improved during periods of low groundwater levels but performance suffers in periods of high levels.
Reducing the bypass value will also remove the instances of small recharge observed in the simulated
levels, resulting in much smoother and steeper groundwater recession curves that are not often the
case in the observed record. A consistent bypass value is not the best option as the LCM cannot
accurately reproduce levels in all circumstances (particularly at the more extreme ranges of levels).
Moreover bypass conditions will likely vary, as the Chalk unsaturated zone does not have simple
on or off pathways in the fracture network. Rather the fracture network will cause attenuation of
precipitation that will vary with rainfall intensity with relatively modest rainfall amounts causing
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dramatically different recharge patterns that may have significant influence on levels (Ireson et al.,
2008). However due to the limitations of the LCM and the desire to keep the LCM as a relatively
simple low parameter model, this is the only current option in place. Future work could look to
have a bypass flow that varies or could couple soil texture work to the model.
It is known that flow processes in the Chalk unsaturated zone are complex due to the inter-
action of fractures and matrix. Mathias et al. (2005) illustrated that the 15% bypass value is not
satisfactory for fracture flow and has been applied indiscriminately across the Chalk in conceptually
modelling, but this was on the assumption of steady-state flow conditions with either negligible
or constant fracture flow, something that does not realistically occur. However, the use of the
LCM has shown the ability of this relatively simple, low parameter model to accurately reproduce
groundwater levels for the Lavant catchment with a bypass value in this range. The LCM follows
the convention of a fixed fracture flow component of approximately 14% of rainfall for fracture flow
(bypass flow) with the remainder via matric flow, but it has been suggested three recharge modes
are in operation (Ireson et al., 2009). The LCM is incapable of representing these modes in regards
to activation of fractures for preferential recharge in response to high-intensity rainfall (Ireson et
al., 2012). The LCM struggles to represent some rapid water table responses from extreme rainfall
events and only represents variable recharge with a set parameter for bypass flow. The fixed frac-
ture flow is an oversimplification of processes but this model is fit for purpose in terms of long-term
estimation of groundwater levels as the shorter time-scale of processes is not as important for this
work (Ireson et al., 2012). However, the LCM has further indicated that a bypass value in the
region of 14% is a suitable parameter for use, even if the physical processes are different. There
is a question in regards to how low levels in the Chalk can actually go due to the difficulties in
draining the Chalk when high pore pressures exist. As discussed in the previous chapter (Chapter
7), the model will produce bypass flow whenever precipitation occurs, when in reality this is not
the case and the bypass flow is a compromise of the activation of fractures that occurs in reality
(Ireson et al., 2009). Bypass flow is accepted as a compromise to represent a process that is believed
to be occurring in the Chalk, but is not accurately represented in the model, but still capable of
producing good simulations of groundwater levels, albeit possibly for the wrong reasons (Ireson &
Butler, 2013).
8.7. Sensitivity Analysis
The LCM was run for the full record with abstraction active from 1977 with the MO 100k parameter
set, producing an NSE value of 0.812 that is extremely similar to those run without. The 1971-1990
and 1991-2010 periods were also run with abstraction separately, giving NSE values of 0.827 and
0.821 respectively, again very similar objective function values to before but with a slightly worse
performance rating for 1971-1990. The influence of abstraction was found to be limited on the
annual low groundwater levels, with Table 8.5 listing the abstraction and no-abstraction levels for
the two periods.
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From Table 8.5 it can be observed that in 31 of the 40 years presented from 1971 to 2010
that the annual minimum levels with abstraction in place are lower. The performance is similar to
the recession curves present in Figure 8.20. However, nine of the forty years are noted to produce
higher levels with the abstraction present. This result is counter-intuitive as to expected. These
years (1977, 1978, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1993, 1994, 1998 and 2007) tend to be years of higher than
average rainfall (e.g. 1993-1884 Chichester flood event). Briefly reviewing the Chilgrove 1971-2010
rainfall data, the annual average rainfall is 989 mm and in most circumstances total rainfall for
these years is greater than 1000 mm. Initially it was considered that this could indicate issues with
the bypass value in high rainfall events or surface losses not represented and whether the model
structure could be modified by changing the loss position to the routing model or as LCM does not
accurately represent recharge, for example not reproducing the slow drainage fluxes in the matrix
(Ireson, et al., 2009). These considerations do not give a definite answer to this issue so further
work is required with the LCM as discussed at the end of this section.
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Year 1991-2010 Sim Year 1991-2010 Abs Sim
2010 40.66 2010 40.64
2009 36.88 2009 36.87
2008 38.74 2008 38.62
2007 38.12 2007 38.14
2006 38.62 2006 38.39
2005 32.87 2005 32.69
2004 39.46 2004 36.42
2003 36.08 2003 36.03
2002 39.60 2002 39.57
2001 42.40 2001 42.63
2000 42.18 2000 42.06
1999 38.87 1999 38.76
1998 41.04 1998 41.09
1997 37.80 1997 35.24
1996 37.37 1996 36.07
1995 37.36 1995 37.37
1994 40.42 1994 40.53
1993 39.90 1993 39.93
1992 36.47 1992 33.07
1991 35.93 1991 35.68
Year 1971-1990 Sim Year 1971-1990 Abs Sim
1990 36.45 1990 36.33
1989 35.16 1989 35.02
1988 36.76 1988 36.71
1987 40.95 1987 40.06
1986 40.75 1986 40.07
1985 40.76 1985 40.74
1984 39.35 1984 39.40
1983 39.10 1983 39.15
1982 39.43 1982 39.47
1981 43.09 1981 44.83
1980 42.72 1980 42.62
1979 42.64 1979 39.64
1978 39.75 1978 36.86
1977 40.22 1977 40.28
1976 30.82 1976 30.72
1975 38.70 1975 38.66
1974 35.30 1974 35.09
1973 35.10 1973 34.87
1972 36.45 1972 36.44
1971 37.97 1971 37.93
Table 8.5.: With abstraction and without abstraction annual low groundwater levels produced using
parameter set 1.
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Figure 8.20.: Plot of the annual minimum levels produced by the LCM with and without abstraction
present for 1971 to 2010.
The influence of abstraction can also be said to have some influence on the ranking of the
annual low levels. For 1991-2010 and 1971-1990 12 and 13 years were ranked differently for each
20-year period respectively as shown in Figure 8.21 respectively. Notably for 1971-1990, variations
are typically only one rank position out of sync due to small differences in levels. While not perfect
this is not expected as no conceptual model will be perfect in its representation of the hydrological
systems but the LCM does perform well. The difference in levels is again not major, and the
abstraction placed in the model is based on the maximum amount from the available abstraction
data and so may be greater than in reality. From comparing the two sets of levels the abstraction
is not a major influence on the annual minimum series. The 1971-1990 period appears to match
levels better for ranks one to ten with five levels matched compared with two in ranks 11 to 20. For
1991-2010 ranks 11 to 20 match seven levels with none matched in ranks one to ten.
The sensitivity analysis was repeated with the groundwater parameters, producing an NSE
value of 0.814 for the full record and 0.812 and 0.827 for 1991-2010 and 1971-1990, respectively.
Again these values indicate a very small change in performance. When directly comparing the
annual low values the influence of abstraction appears different with this parameter set, with 15/20
and 13/20 values for 1991-2010 and 1971-1990 showing lower annual low values when compared to
the multi-objective parameter set, which shows 18/20 and 13/20 respectively. Again rank positions
vary but by a greater amount than previously with a variation up to seven positions. However,
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Figure 8.21.: Table of matched ranked annual minimum levels produced by the LCM for 1971-1990
and 1991-2010 with (right) and without abstraction (left).
generally variation is only one or two positions due to small changes in levels. A list of results can
be found plotted in Appendix H.3 and the table of matched ranks in Appendix H.3.5.
An interesting feature of abstraction to the LCM is its effect on extreme conditions. Looking
at the major drought and flood events from 1971 onwards (1991/1992, 1994, 1995/1997, 2000/2001)
there is only variations in levels in the range of approximately 0.2-0.5 m. Therefore with the rank
positions, there is very little movement in terms of rank positioning and the few movements being
the result of variations in levels. With the use of the groundwater parameters and abstraction, the
flood extreme events see reduction in annual low levels and drought events all see a further reduction
in levels. However, the use of the multi-objective parameters sees slight increases for flood years.
The ranked annual low levels were matched as before Table 8.6 but with abstraction (plots are
not present for these and so the values in the Table (Table 8.6) differ to those in the plots, which are
without abstraction). The groundwater parameter with abstraction set showed a slight improvement
of rank matching for the split of ranks 1-10 and 11-20 for 1971-1990, but a slightly worse performance
for both periods when analysed on a 5 rank basis. For the 100k multi-objective set (Set 1), the
performance was identical on a 10 rank split basis but on the 5 rank basis performance was worse
for 1991-2010 but better for 1971-1990 (both by a change of 1) when compared to Table 8.3 and 8.4.
This further indicates that the presence of abstraction in the catchment has little influence on the
annual low levels.
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Rank Period Rank 1-10 Rank 11-20
Set 1 1991-2010 8 8
Set 1 1971-1990 9 9
Set 4 1991-2010 8 8
Set 4 1971-1990 9 9
Rank Period Rank 1-5 Rank 6-10 Rank 11-15 Rank 16-20
Set 1 1991-2010 3 2 3 3
Set 1 1971-1990 5 3 3 3
Set 4 1991-2010 3 2 3 3
Set 4 1971-1990 4 3 3 3
Table 8.6.: Rank matched annual low levels produced with abstraction for parameter set 1 and 4.
In summary, initially the application of abstraction to the LCM from 1977 has limited influence
on annual low groundwater levels. The influence of abstraction is variable and depends on the
selected parameter set. With abstraction it appears to have a greater influence with the groundwater
parameter set as expected. It is vital to stress that the amount of abstraction present in the Lavant
catchment appears to be not significant enough across the catchment to significantly influence levels,
in turn adding weight to the notion of the downwards shift in levels from 1971 onwards is the result
of changes in recharge due to climatic changes.
Further work was carried out to examine the issues around abstraction highlighted previously
in this section where annual low values were observed on occasion to be higher with than without
abstraction. It was discovered that this was due to how the LCM calculates a simulated groundwater
level through a conversion using the mean and standard deviation of the simulated storage levels
and observed levels. The problem arises from the h storage value, which drops as expected with
abstraction and thus the mean of h decreases but the trend doesn’t change. Therefore the standard
deviation is higher for the abstraction case relative to the no-abstraction case, which also has a
higher mean. This causes scaling issues when the conversion is applied by application of the mean
and standard deviation (the ratio of the two) to generate simulated levels for the abstraction case
given the mean is lower than no-abstraction the shift is greater in all cases. Whether positive or
negative, the shift is exaggerated in the abstraction case, effectively giving expansion in the range
of values and thus on occasion a mixed set of results in extreme conditions. Therefore this one
equation of the LCM is causing this issue, which could be rectified as further work or repositioning
the abstraction in the model. Another option is have a common scaling factor for the two cases
to convert h to a simulated level. From this, the h-values generated by the LCM for both multi-
objective parameter sets with and without-abstraction were plotted as in Figure 8.22 and 8.23. A
5 year plot for the without-abstraction data was also plotted (Figure 8.24). From these plots it can
be observed that the h storage value is as expected, lower with abstraction applied. Furthermore
Table 8.7 shows the annual low h-values for the multi-objective parameters (no abstraction) with
and without abstraction applied and difference between. From this the influence of abstraction can
be observed to be limited and consistent but further work is required.
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Figure 8.22.: Simulated h (storage) value with and without abstraction applied using multi-objective
parameters obtained from calibration with abstraction turn on.
Figure 8.23.: Simulated h (storage) value with and without abstraction applied using multi-objective
parameters obtained from calibration with abstraction turn off.
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Figure 8.24.: Simulated h (storage) value with and without abstraction applied using multi-objective
parameters obtained from calibration with abstraction turn off for 1990 to 1995.
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Table 8.7.: Table of simulated h (storage) value with and without abstraction applied using multi-
objective parameters obtained from calibration without abstraction.
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8.8. Performance Discussion and Summary
The LCM performed well overall in reproducing the overall trend of groundwater levels observed in
the Chilgrove record. The LCM reproduced the general downwards shift in groundwater levels and
annual low levels observed in the historic record. The model does not match exact performance
on a year-by-year basis when examining annual low levels, but as illustrated from the matching of
ranked years into 10 and 5 rank groups, the model is still achieves the overall correct trend with the
vast majority of annual low levels being positioned in the correct area. We must be clear with the
limitations of the LCM; expecting a nine parameter bucket model to reproduce the exact output
to match a complex physical process is not realistic. That said its ability to reproduce the overall
trends is good. Performance is potentially hindered in part by the quality of input data. Although
the input data and historic groundwater record are both viewed as being as of good quality, there
are points from the model output that suggests problems with the observed record. The LCM is
poor in reproducing levels for 2005 where it continues to drop significantly lower than the observed
level. As previously discussed, the data were checked and from the original sources appears correct.
However, the level of discrepancy between simulated and observed levels appears too large to be
a modelling issue but rather an input data issue due to this near-unique occurrence in terms of
extreme poor performance.
The LCM, whilst performing well, doesn’t give a realistic indication of recharge mechanisms.
The LCM bypass value of approximately 14% remains constant with the historically accepted value
of 15%. It has been observed that bypass is not constant, as it is in the LCM, but occurs when
rainfall crosses a threshold in volume and intensity (Ireson & Butler, 2013). Modifying the bypass
value was found to improve model accuracy in extreme conditions but this was through trial-and-
error, rather than relating to properties of the Chalk. Increasing rainfall dramatically lessened the
overall model performance (0.54 NSE) and did not have the desired effect of helping the model
reproduce higher levels and worsened performance for under-prediction of low levels.
Intertwined with this issue, there appears to be a problem with how recharge is reflected in
the LCM. One aspect that may cause the LCM to misrepresent groundwater levels are the physical
properties of the Chalk. As a two-dimensional conceptual model, the LCM does not accurately
represent the physical processes within the Chalk but uses stochastic statistical concepts to link
inputs to outputs. Accurately representing the flow processes is beyond the scope of the LCM, but
its overall accuracy in reproducing groundwater levels is a clear indication of the effectiveness of a
conceptual model for long-term groundwater catchment modelling.
The LCM appears to struggle to reproduce droughts accurately, likely due to a combination
of issues. Firstly an issue touched upon in the calibration section is the use of the root constant
(D1). The LCM uses an upper store of root constant +25 mm and varying the root constant was
shown previously to have little impact on levels in mid-range but greater impact on low levels.
The production of streamflow causes drought levels to be worsened by accentuating the effect of
lower root constants. The model was observed to on occasion produce streamflow when none was
observed. This also occurred in drought years such as 1996. Further work is required to examine the
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influence of the streamflow generation in the LCM and its effect on groundwater level production.
Fundamentally a fixed parameter for D1 does not allow for accurate reproduction of levels, but a
variable parameter may. Currently the LCM appears to allow soil moisture deficits to over-develop,
creating a systematic error in modelling processes in dry periods. As observed for a number of
major drought events including 1921-1922, 1934, 1976, 1991-1992 and 1996-1997 the simulated level
is significantly lower than the observed. The model is generating SMDs that are greater than
the actual. As such, the recharge that is reaching the simulated level (assuming it is an accurate
representation of the real value) is not able to increase groundwater levels to a level similar to
the observed. A particularly good example is for 1934, where the LCM level continues to drop
through the middle of the year, while the observed increases with recharge in the middle of the year
(Figure 8.25). The overly severe SMDs will have a knock-on effect on groundwater levels, as more
recharge is required to return levels to closer to the actual. In extreme droughts the over-generation
of SMDs could, in part, cause the problem simulated levels to be more severe (lower) in terms of
severity for observed low levels (e.g. 1924). However, this is not a constant error as following the
drought of 1976 the LCM simulates lower levels than the observed low levels for 1977. This could
be related to the fixed lower store value (D2) not allowing for drying out due to simplistic modelling
of evaporation. Calibration indicated the drying curve parameter (PE2AE) to be significantly more
variable than all other parameters. The Chalk matrix holds water at high suctions so is unlikely to
ever drain completely, so this aspect of the model is acceptable. Clearly a fixed parameter is not
realistic, as it will vary seasonally and daily with climatic conditions. This may limit just how low
groundwater levels can fall in the Chalk when combined with low drainage of the matrix. This is an
obvious discrepancy in the model structure but to accurately represent this we would require more
parameters in what is a non-linear relationship. The k1 parameter (residence time) would need a to
scale with depth (depth-dependent nature), with it increasing with depth to represent the suction
within the matrix. This would be difficult to calibrate due to the computational requirements and
the inability to directly represent the underlying hydrological processes. Thus this would in part
defeat the objective of the LCM; to be relatively simple conceptual model with a comparatively
low number of parameters (and manageable computational requirements) for modelling the Lavant
catchment. Link this with the model’s lack of true preferential flow, which we know occurs in the
Chalk, it is impressive that the LCM performs well in reproducing the overall observed groundwater
record.
Coupled to this, the LCM is also reproducing recharge when it can be inferred from the
observed data there is none. This has the reverse impact to the over-development of SMDs. Ex-
amining years where simulated low levels are higher than the observed, a regular occurrence is the
appearance of recharge in the simulated levels when none occurs in the observed. Examples include
1978, 1986-198, 1990-1991, 2002 and 2004. Figure 8.26 shows examples from the late 1970s. This
is either an intrinsic flaw with how the LCM models recharge or potentially an issue with the input
data, which is doubtful as rainfall was shown to be consistent across a number of catchment gauges.
The LCM is unable to truly simulate slow-drainage from the unsaturated zone that in reality
sustains recharge rates and water levels (Ireson & Butler, 2013). A consistent method of conceptual
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Figure 8.25.: Simulated and observed groundwater levels for 1934 indicating failure of the LCM to
reproduce recharge due to over-generated soil moisture deficit.
Figure 8.26.: Observed and simulated groundwater levels for Chilgrove (1977-1979) illustrating the
LCM producing recharge when none is observed from mid-1977 to late 1977.
models to compensate for this is the bypass flow. The LCM is producing bypass flow at times of
rainfall events when it would appear none should be occurring. Figure 8.27 shows a number of
rainfall events at Chilgrove for 1977-1979. Here the LCM is clearly producing bypass flow for these
events. This is not physically realistic and allows the model to transmit more water down than
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Figure 8.27.: Chilgrove rainfall record for 1977-1979, with clearly more intense events that are re-
flected in the simulated groundwater levels in Figure 8.26 by the generation of bypass
flow in the LCM.
actually occurs, causing levels to recover when in reality they do not. The reverse is likely true
during winter months where SMDs are low and the LCM simulates levels higher than the observed
levels. These are often linked to intense rainfall events and as a result, high bypass flow that is likely
greater than is realistic. The Chalk will have differing responses to infiltration events, with fast
responses with high intensity rainfall, creating rapid groundwater rises, but a slow sustained pulse
of recharge can also produce rapid rises (Ireson et al., 2012). The LCM is too simple to represent
the three flow mechanisms of matrix flow, fast and slow fracture flow accurately, but importantly
it has shown that the LCM is good at simulating the long-term trends. An interesting aspect of
this feature of the LCM is how it generally appears to better match the rising groundwater limb
than the recession curve. This is likely due to the discussed issues with the LCM not representing
recharge correctly and the bypass flow compensating, allowing the limb to rise quickly to match the
observed. While the recession fails to match due to the model being more difficult to drain but also
producing bursts of recharge due to bypass flow when in reality none would occur.
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Figure 8.28.: Observed and simulated groundwater levels for Chilgrove (1993-1994) illustrating the
LCM simulating high levels greater than the observed high levels.
Figure 8.29.: Chilgrove rainfall record for 1993-1994, with clearly more intense events that are re-
flected in the simulated groundwater levels in Figure 8.28 by the generation of bypass
flow in the LCM causing it to simulate high levels greater than the observed high level.
Fundamentally the LCM assumes one uniform layer and does not take into account overlying
sediments/gravels that are present in the catchment. The attenuated effect of these layers on
infiltration will in turn affect the recharge timing, which is not represented in the model. Variation
in permeability is not accurately accounted for in the LCM, due to its simplistic nature does this by
use of the residence times (k1, k2 and k3 ) for broadly three zones within the Chalk. This approach
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assumes these zones to be consistent in their properties when in reality it will not, and rapid recharge
will occur under certain conditions (Ireson et al., 2008; 2011). Representing these as separate but
interacting domains in a physical manner may be more effective (Ireson et al., 2011). Zones of
varying permeability in the Chalk have been discussed previously (Newman, 1994), with higher
permeability being located higher in the catchment Chalk. Low permeability chalk is also present
within the Chichester Chalk block (Jones & Robins, 1999) and a zone of high permeability has been
marked by the Jones & Robins (1999) in the BGS report at 69.5 mAOD that once exceeded, causes
flooding. Realistically the representation of unsaturated flow in the model should vary but does not.
Groundwater hydrographs for Chalk catchments are notably difficult to model due to the hydraulic
properties of the Chalk and spatial heterogeneity of the aquifer (Upton & Jackson, 2011) but LCM
performs well overall. The intermittent nature of the River Lavant may add weight to the presence
of a zone of high permeability as periods of no flow would theoretically be non-existent or less
common. Chalk catchments that are permeable are often associated with low hydraulic gradients
and changes in groundwater head and flatter water tables. The Lavant catchment appears to be,
at least in part, highly permeable but with a highly fluctuating water table. The lack of layering
may cause issues with modelling groundwater. A rising water table intersecting a zone of higher
permeability may well cause the water level rise to be retarded. Another factor is the potential
for fracture flow to be attenuated (Ireson et al., 2012). The LCM does not take this into account,
assuming all fracture flow is consistent in reaching the water table.
The issue of the groundwater divide for the catchment is not addressed. The model doesn’t
take into account the possibility of a mobile divide and the catchment is assumed to be steady-state
in terms of area, when catchments can vary seasonally (Parker, 2011). In reality this is probably not
the case, with the groundwater divide likely to be mobile and not an isolated system as represented
by the model. The potential anisotropic nature of groundwater levels on scarp slopes is also ignored
but given that the location of the monitoring sites are some distance from the scarp slopes, this is
not considered an issue.
In summary, the LCM has been developed to model historic groundwater levels. Following an
improved calibration, the LCM has been shown to accurately reproduce the historic groundwater
levels using the input hydrometric data but further work is required around abstraction. Some
performance issues have been highlighted, but overall the model performs well. There is a mixture
of under and over prediction of levels, but the LCM reproduces the general trend of the historic
groundwater levels well as indicated by the NSE values of 0.801 (Set 3 - Sensitivity), 0.806 (Set 4 -
Groundwater), 0.811 (Set 2 - Multi-Objective 100k) 0.814 (Set 1 - Multi-Objective 1M). While the
conceptual nature of the LCM’s structure means it does not accurately represent the hydrological
processes present in the Chalk it does provide accurate results, although possibly by incorrect
methods in the model structure, particularly around the use of bypass flow and the lack of the slow
matric drainage. There are concerns of whether the LCM performs well during low groundwater
level conditions, so the following chapter will examine an alternative model structure to the LCM
for the modelling of the Lavant catchment.
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9. Model Comparison
9.1. Further Model Implementations
Following the development of the Lavant Conceptual Model (LCM) in the previous chapter, it was
decided to further compare the LCM to a second model structure. This allows for use of the LCM
model implementation to test hypotheses of the hydrological systems of the Lavant catchment by
comparing different model implementations. A physical based approach was decided on for com-
parison to the LCM. This was due to concerns with obtaining robust parametrization of conceptual
models such as the LCM. This concern means two main modelling approaches are generally pur-
sued. One approach is to use a model based on solving Richards’ equation (RE) with a plant
uptake model creating a physical based model. In this approach plant roots are represented as a
distributed, pressure-dependent sink term (Smith et al., 2006) as opposed to the LCM, which is
based on Penman’s empirical drying curve (Penman, 1949). The RE based method typically require
six empirical parameters associated with capillary pressures and a relative permeability calculation
(van Genuchten, 1980). However, there are a number of disadvantages to the RE method. RE
models require discretization in both space and time that leads to significant computational re-
quirements for most scenarios, limiting their practical application. Due to this constraint, previous
studies have often capped the default number of finite difference grid points used to estimate vertical
percolation (or recharge) to just four (Smith et al., 2006 and Best et al., 2011). However, further
studies have shown this grid resolution to be inadequate to the extent that it significantly affects
the simulated outputs (de Rosnay et al., 2000; Carrera-Hernandez et al., 2012).
Alternative simpler approaches have been reported that employ a simple soil moisture account-
ing procedure (SMAP) based on a set of conceptual stores and conditional statements (Ragab, et
al., 1997, Bradford et al., 2002, Heathcote et al., 2004; Mathias et al., 2015). Here, as with the
LCM, a form of routing function is coupled to the SMAP model to estimate catchment outflow
in the form of streamflow (and groundwater levels with the LCM). As opposed to RE based mod-
els, SMAP models only require discretization in time and not space, as demonstrated by the LCM.
Therefore the computational requirements are significantly less than those for RE models. As shown
in Sections G.4 to 7.5.7 the model parameters are obtained by calibration to observed streamflow or
groundwater. Typically, this is calibrated against streamflow data for conceptual models (Wagener
et al., 1999), but the LCM differs in the ability to calibrate against groundwater or multi-objective
calibration against both steamflow and groundwater due to the available long-term groundwater and
streamflow data available for the Lavant catchment. Often there is insufficient data to adequately
condition all the parameters (Beven & Freer, 2001), however this is less of an issue with the LCM
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due to the amount of available data but it is difficult to incorporate spatial variations in the soil
type data within the simulated catchment (Mathias et al., 2015).
Another option is to impose a standardised procedure that links SMAP parameters with soil
type data (Mathias et al., 2015). The Environment Agency actually advocates a method based
on the FAO56 (Allen et al., 1998; Quinn et al., 2012). The spatial variations in the soils are
accounted for by sub-models within a study catchment and linked together using network models
for surface runoff (Heathcote et al., 2004). The FAO56 method (the guidelines for computing
crop water requirements) assumes that storage capacity available for plant uptake can be found
using, (ΘFC −ΘWP )−Lr, where Lr is the rooting depth, ΘFC is the soil moisture content at field
capacity and ΘWP is the soil moisture content at the wilting point (Allen et al., 1998). The ΘFC
and ΘWP parameters are estimated directly from soil texture data using pedotransfer functions that
translate basic soil data into hydraulic properties. These are typically the ROSETTA model used
in conjunction with empirical equations (Mathias et al., 2015).
The ROSETTA model is a program used to estimate unsaturated hydraulic properties from
surrogate soil data such as soil texture data and bulk density developed at the US Salinity Lab-
oratory (USDA-ARS) and University of California, Riverside. It can be used to estimate water
retention parameters (van Genuchten, 1980), saturated hydraulic conductivity and unsaturated hy-
draulic conductivity parameters (van Genuchten, 1980). The first ROSETTA model is based on
a lookup table that provides class-average hydraulic parameters for each USDA (US Department
of Agriculture) soil textural class, while the other four models are based on neural network anal-
yses and provide more accurate predictions when more input variables are used. The ROSETTA
model also allows prediction of the unsaturated hydraulic conductivity parameters from fitted van
Genuchten (1980) retention parameters (Schaap et al., 2001).
In contrast to the LCM, Mathias et al. (2015) developed a SMAP with a more physically
realistic soil texture-based parametrization designed to emulate the response of a one-dimensional
homogeneous RE model by calibrating to numerical simulation results from an RE model similar
to that used in the established MOSES (Smith et al., 2006) and JULES (Best et al., 2011) land
atmosphere interaction models. The following Figure 9.1 shows a schematic diagram of the SMAP
model developed by Mathias et al (2015). This SMAP has been specifically designed by Mathias
et al. (2015) to emulate Richards’ equation in conjunction with the plant roots stress function of
Feddes et al. (1976) and the pedotransfer function stored within the ROSETTA database (Schaap
et al., 2001). This conceptual model comprises a 3 m thick homogenous soil column with an
exponentially distributed vertical plant root density distribution contained within the top 1 m of
soil. The upper boundary condition comprises a flux associated with the net rainfall rate. The
lower boundary condition is represented as a gravity drainage boundary. The model requires at
least seven parameters to run (qir,Θpu, Tr, α, n,Ks and η). The first four are associated with van
Genuchten (1980) functions for effective saturation and hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated soils.
Mathias et al. (2015) notes Θw, the depth of water at which wilting occurs, is not required to
calculate vertical percolation and the work presented in their study makes it possible to estimate
all these parameters from just three soil texture parameters (% sand, % clay and % silt). The
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data used for this model includes daily net rainfall (rainfall minus canopy interception losses) and
potential evapotranspiration data.
Figure 9.1.: Schematic diagram of the setup used for the Richards’ equation (RE) model, modified
from Mathias et al., (2015).
Three of the seven parameters (n,Ks and η) are associated with the van Genuchten (1980)
functions for effective saturation and hydraulic conductivity of unsaturated soils. These can be
obtained for a given soil texture directly from the ROSETTA model (Schaap et al., 2001). In
addition to parameters associated with the van Genuchten (1980) model and the Feddes et al.
(1976) plant stress function, the proposed simplified soil moisture accounting procedure (SMAP) in
Figure 9.1 has four empirical parameters. These are the infiltration capacity qic; the storage capacity
available for plant uptake Θpu; the residence time of the linear reservoir Tr; and the depth of water at
which plant wilting occurs Θw. These four parameters are obtained by calibrating the SMAP model
to data generated by the Richards’ equation. Thus the only unknown input parameters associated
with this SMAP include information about the soil texture of the site (% clay, % silt, and % sand)
and these can be obtained through the use of soil texture maps from the UK soil observatory to
provide soil texture data. The difference RE-based model developed by Mathias et al. (2015) is
designed to emulate the default settings generally applied when using the regional scale modelling
packages MOSES and JULES. However, the model developed by Mathias et al. (2015) improves on
these by using adaptive time stepping as opposed to a constant time step and the spatial aspect
involves solving for 36 spatial points as opposed to the usual four, thus enabling the model to better
capture the dynamics of the zero-flux plane. Also the model’s plant uptake model assumes that the
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local ratio of actual to potential evapotranspiration is a linear function of pressure head as opposed
to a linear function of moisture content as in MOSES and JULES. Thus, the model is better able
to represent how soil texture affects the ability of plant roots to extract required water.
This model was calibrated using meteorological data for a UK maritime climate and the
distribution of plant root density and the depth of the soil layer were held constant (Mathias et
al., 2015). The RE model used for the calibration exercise comprises of a 3 m one-dimensional
homogenous single porosity soil column with an exponentially distributed plant root distribution
spanning the top 1 m. The model was then run for 231 different soil textures using 36 years of
daily rainfall data and monthly potential evapotranspiration data. Following this calibration, the
new SMAP was found to predict storage levels and vertical percolation rates from the RE model
with Nash and Sutcliffe (1970) efficiencies greater than 0.70 and 0.65 (notably lower than the NSE
calibration values produced by the LCM that were typically 0.86 for single-objective groundwater
calibration groundwater and 0.81 for multi-objective groundwater and streamflow calibration) for
all soil textures (Mathias et al., 2015).
9.2. Model Comparison - The SMAP-LCM Coupled Model
To further assess the performance of the LCM, it was compared to that of another model used to
simulate the movement of water through the Chalk. An example of a coupled SMAP RE based
model has been presented in Section 9.1. It was decided to compare the performance of the LCM
to this SMAP RE based model as an alternative to assess how good the LCM is in representing
groundwater levels. The model developed by Mathias et al. (2015) has the ability to represent
summer recharge, something LCM is unable to do. This is an important factor to consider when
comparing the results of simulations from the two models. An example of a coupled model was
provided by Korkmaz et al. (2009).
A new version of the SMAP RE based model was developed in the MATLAB environment for
this study. This was a newly produced SMAP model based on the structured proposed by Mathias
et al. (2015) and discussed during this chapter. This was used with the LCM to created a combined
model. This was done by coupling the routing module of the LCM to a MATLAB developed version
of the SMAP based on the work presented by Mathias et al. (2015) to create a new model structure.
The same input data used previously for the LCM was used here with this new model structure.
This provided an alternative method of simulating groundwater levels for the Lavant catchment.
Work by Mathias et al. (2016) revisited a number of monitoring sites presented by Sorensen et al.
(2014) to explore the use of observed soil moisture content as a constraint for vertical percolation
rate (a proxy for recharge). This used the SMAP model structure developed by Mathias et al.
(2015) to forecast soil moisture content, the recharge proxy and calibrate the model directly to the
soil moisture content to reduce the uncertainty associated with the recharge produced by the model.
The LCM routing model required five parameters to be adjusted h1, h2, k1, k2 and k3 as
per Section 7.2. These were kept as the best set obtain through multi-objective calibration in
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Section 7.5.7. The SMAP module developed in MATLAB requires the following parameters to run.
Θpu the storage capacity available for plant uptake (mm), Θw the water level at the plant
wilting point (mm), qic the infiltration capacity (mm/day), Ks the saturated hydraulic conductivity
(mm/d), η the relative permeability exponent, n the capillary pressure exponent, α the reciprocal
of air entry pressure (m1), Θa the anaerobic (saturated) pressure (m
1), Θs the soil % water-limited
(residual) evapotranspiration pressure (m), Θw the plant wilting pressure (m), and Tr, the residence
time of the linear reservoir (days).
The model carries out all the required time-step conversions to allow for a daily time-step
output. The new coupled model produces outputs of the rainfall and evapotranspiration, soil
moisture content, total soil saturation, drainage at the base of the soil zone and groundwater
storage values on a daily time step. The model carries out a conversion as per the original LCM to
convert the groundwater storage levels to mAOD groundwater levels.
9.2.1. Calibration
As with the LCM, a full calibration can be carried out using a Monte Carlo simulation. Due to the
computational requirements and time limitations, a completely new calibration was not performed
for the coupled SMAP and LCM model. The LCM parameters used in the coupled model were
obtained through the multi-objective calibration carried out previously (Section 7.5.7). These are
therefore considered suitable for use with the coupled LCM and SMAP model developed here. The
SMAP aspect of the model was calibrated directly to the soil moisture content data as discussed in
the previous section. Thus sets of appropriate parameters for the SMAP were able to be selected
on the basis of the method presented by Mathias et al. (2016). For this work the parameters were
selected from four field sites, once of which is located at Warren Farm, a chalk outcrop (Sorensen
et al., 2014). The Warren Farm site was defined as having a root constant of 200 mm, similar to
that used in the LCM, which was found to be approximately 220 mm following calibration. This
reflects the ability of the Chalk to provide a continued unrestricted upwards supply of water to
shallow routed vegetation (Sorensen et al., 2014) as well as the Chalk’s ability to provide summer
recharge to groundwater. Here the SMAP was conditioned using the previously mentioned UKSO
soil texture data. This was due to work by Mathias et al. (2016) indicating that soil texture has a
much more significant effect on the vertical percolation rate (a proxy for recharge) and soil moisture
content is insensitive to soil texture.
The use of soil texture ternary diagrams as in Figure 9.2 (left) allowed for the selection of
parameters values using ROSETTA outputs. Here the results from the model calibration used by
Mathias et al. (2016) allowed for selection of parameter sets using soil texture percentages on the
basis of the top 10% of simulations (Figure 9.2 - right) in terms of the SMAP model’s ability to
simulate observed soil moisture data at Warren Farm (Mathias et al., 2016) that was obtained by
Sorensen et al.,(2014). The data was measured using neutron probes at 17 intervals at depths of
0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.2, 1.4, 1.6, 1.8, 2.0, 2.3, 2.6, 2.9, 3.2 m. The results were
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then aggregated together to obtain a depth of water contained within the top 3 m of the soil profile
(Mathias et al., 2016). The red polygon on the right image effectively indicates where particle size
analysis should put the soil texture, but the blue dots of the left image indicate the best fit from
the model calibration by Mathias et al. (2016). These percentage values (e.g. sand 20%, silt, 20%
and clay%) were then input to ROSETTA, which provides output values for the n the capillary
pressure exponent, Ks the saturated hydraulic conductivity (mm/d), α the reciprocal of air entry
pressure (m1) and η the relative permeability exponent. The remaining parameters were selected
on the calibration of the model presented by Mathias et al. (2015) and Mathias et al. (2016) for
Warren Farm, a Chalk locality. As such, the remaining parameters (Θpu, qic, Θa, Θs, Θw and Tr)
remained fixed for the initial model runs.
Figure 9.2.: Left: Soil texture ternary diagram showing NSE contours for Warren Farm, with the
red polygon notes the region defined by the UKSO soil texture classification for this site.
The colour bar indicates the NSE efficiency rating. Right: Soil texture ternary diagram
showing top 10% of simulations (blue dots) in terms of their ability to simulate observed
soil moisture data for Warren Farm. The red polygon denotes the region defined by the
UKSO soil texture classification for this site. (Modified from Mathias et al., 2016)
The pre-calibration was carried out using 16 parameter sets with differing soil texture types
as shown in Figure 9.3. The parameters sets were chosen from within the best 100 runs and the
soil texture values were used to select the soil texture percentage split of sand, silt and clay to give
parameter values for the n the capillary pressure exponent, Ks the saturated hydraulic conductivity
(mm/d), α the reciprocal of air entry pressure (m1) and η the relative permeability exponent to be
used to run the coupled SMAP Lavant model. These parameters were selected to give a range of
texture values from the best 100 sets.
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Figure 9.3.: Parameter set selection points (red dots) using soil texture ternary diagram for Chalk
calibration using Warren Farm data.
Set Sand % Silt % Clay % NSE value
1 5 5 90 0.764
2 10 15 75 0.769
3 20 20 60 0.761
4 30 20 50 0.746
5 40 20 40 0.725
6 50 20 30 0.710
7 60 10 30 0.724
8 25 15 60 0.759
9 35 15 50 0.748
10 45 10 45 0.749
11 55 10 35 0.732
12 35 10 55 0.757
13 45 0 55 0.758
14 40 10 50 0.752
15 40 15 40 0.733
16 45 5 50 0.756




The SMAP model was run using each of the 16 parameter sets individually against the observed
groundwater levels for Chilgrove. The resultant NSE values for each parameter set are found in
Table 9.1. From this table it can be observed that the values are consistently in the range of 0.710
to 0.769. This compares to a range of NSE values of 0.801 to 0.814 produced by the LCM using
the four best parameter sets for the LCM. From comparison of these NSE values it can be said
that overall the LCM is better at reproducing the overall groundwater behaviour for the Chilgrove
groundwater record. However, the SMAP is still capable of reproducing an accurate representation
fo the Chilgrove groundwater record as indicated by the above NSE values.
Further graphical analysis was carried out on the results of the SMAP model with the 16
parameter sets with the resultant plots produced in Figure 9.4. A few basic observations can be
made from these. In a number of the simulations significantly higher simulated levels than the
historic groundwater record can be observed, particularly in Sets 1, 2, 13 and 14 for example with
considerable peaks compared to the observed data. During some simulations, the model produces
low groundwater levels that are lower than the observed data, such as in Set 8, 13, 14, 15 and 16 for
example. There does not appear to be any major differences in performance between the parameter
sets when examining on a graphical basis, however NSE performance values will confirm this.
The Chilgrove groundwater levels produced by the best five parameter sets from the SMAP
model were plotted with the simulated groundwater levels for Chilgrove produced with the best
parameter set for the LCM, along with the observed data. Figures 9.5 to 9.11 show the SMAP best
five parameter sets with LCM produced levels and the observed data for 20 year periods.
From these plots a number of observations can be made on the performance of the SMAP
and its accuracy in reproducing the observed Chilgrove record. The best five performing models all
have a high clay percentage from the soil texture parameters of 55 to 90%. This is contrary to the
typical Chalk soils of the region that are thin, stony rendzinas that contain high proportions of silt
(60-80%) of loessic origin and re-classed as silty clay and silt loams (Boardman, 2003). The best
performing five parameters sets all contain 0 to 20% silt, none within the 16 sets containing greater
than 20%. Clay ranges for all 16 parameter sets contain 30 to 90% clay with the top five having 55
to 90%. A combination of high clay and silt content found in parameter sets 1, 2, 3 and 8 can all be
viewed as an accurate representation of the silty clay soils found in the South Downs. Parameter
set 13, while being the fifth best set in terms of NSE values may be a less realistic set in terms of
the soil texture with 55% clay and the remainder being classified as sand. Set 13 was disregarded
















































































































Figure 9.5.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1871-1890.
Figure 9.6.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1891-1910.
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Figure 9.7.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1911-1930.
Figure 9.8.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1931-1950.
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Figure 9.9.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1951-1970.
Figure 9.10.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1971-1990.
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Figure 9.11.: Simulated groundwater levels produced using best five parameter sets for SMAP with
LCM simulated levels and observed Chilgrove data for 1991-2010.
It can be observed from Figure 9.5 to 9.11 that the SMAP appears to often over simulate the
value of high levels. As we know the actual levels at Chilgrove cannot exceed 77.08 mAOD due to
the monitoring well being artesian at this point but this is not built into the LCM or the SMAP
model. Figure 9.12 highlights the late 1960 to early 1961 period and illustrates the SMAP tendency
to over-estimate high levels during flood (or high precipitation) events. This occurs more regularly
with higher clay content parameter sets with 75 and 90% clay content producing higher levels. The
combined silt and clay content of these two parameter sets (Set 1 and Set 2) are also 95% and 90%
respectively. Although silt and clay content does not appear to be a set issue for over prediction
as can be observed for Set 3 and 8 in the figure with Set 3’s higher combined silt and clay content
of 80% producing lower simulated groundwater levels than Set 8 which has a combined content of
75%. The LCM also appears to over-predict the high levels in this situation but to a lesser degree.
The 1993 to 1994 winter flood event was also examined in Figure 9.13. Here the SMAP can be
observed to more accurately follow the groundwater recession curve than the LCM, particularly at
the peaks. However, for Set 2 (the best NSE value) it can be observed that it again highly over
estimates the level and the behaviour is very peaky with the rising limb at the very end of 1993
being extremely rapid and unrealistic in comparison to the observed data. The performance for the
other sets is more accurate with the peak levels than the LCM in this period. More generally the
SMAP model tends to under-estimate peaks during more normal conditions, similar to the LCM.
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Figure 9.12.: Plot of simulated levels using best four parameter sets for SMAP model with LCM
simulated levels and observed data for Chilgrove (late 1960 to early 1961) illustrating
over prediction of high levels by SMAP model.
Figure 9.13.: Plot of simulated levels using best four parameter sets for SMAP model with LCM
simulated levels and observed data for Chilgrove (late 1993 to early 1994) illustrating
over prediction of high levels by SMAP model.
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The SMAP performance during drought periods was also examined. For example the 1976
drought (Figure 9.14) highlights the strength of the SMAP’s performance. Here the SMAP more
accurately simulated the low groundwater levels, being very close to the actual levels for much of
1975 and 1976. Importantly, in mid-late 1976 the SMAP simulated levels do not fall as low as the
LCM simulated levels. Although both models are somewhat out-of-sync with the rising limb after
the drought, the SMAP does more accurately reproduce the overall behaviour of the drought period.
The 1976 drought is an extreme event, and therefore it cannot be expected that either model will
accurately reproduce this. However, both models do perform well but the SMAP is certainly better
at reproducing the recession curve in this instance than the LCM. This is due to the structure
of the SMAP model compared to that of the LCM. The LCM is unable to represent the summer
recharge that occurs in the Chalk due to the slow drainage through the matrix. The SMAP does
produce at least a small amount of recharge from slow drainage of the unsaturated zone. However,
during the 1976 drought the LCM is unable to simulate slow drainage from the soil and unsaturated
zone, which is known to sustain recharge rates and water levels (Ireson & Butler, 2013). The LCM
uses the bypass value to compensate for this lack of slow drainage, which again is known to not be
physically realistic but allows the LCM to produce enough recharge to the storage levels to simulate
the summer groundwater levels, albeit lower than the observed and SMAP simulated levels.
Figure 9.14.: Plot of simulated levels using best four parameter sets for SMAP model with LCM
simulated levels and observed data for Chilgrove during the 1976 drought event.
Again for the 1991 to 1992 drought event that was produced by widespread and protracted
rainfall deficiencies (Marsh et al., 2007) illustrated in Figure 9.15 the SMAP model provides a closer
representation of the drought event when compared to the LCM. The LCM again over-represents the
severity of the drought event due to its inability to accurately reproduce summer recharge. Although
both models under-estimate the rising limb and peak levels visible during 1991 in Figure 9.15.
The 1995 to 1997 drought was the result of the third lowest rainfall total for England and
Wales between 1800 and 2002. The 1995-1997 drought was a long-duration drought that initially
impacted surface water before groundwater levels (Marsh et al., 2007). Figure 9.16 shows 1994 to
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Figure 9.15.: Plot of simulated levels using best four parameter sets for SMAP model with LCM
simulated levels and observed data for Chilgrove during the 1991-1992 drought event.
end of 1998. Here it the SMAP again reproduced the observed levels for Chilgrove extremely well.
Although the recession curve of the simulated levels may be lagged compared to the observed data,
it does reproduce the low levels again extremely accurately as shown during 1996 and 1997. The
LCM, while performing well, again fails to accurately reproduce levels during drought conditions
when compared to the SMAP. The LCM during this period under-estimates the severity of the
observed levels in 1994, 1995 and 1996 when compared to the SMAP simulated data. However, the
LCM does show its ability in reproducing the peak levels during 1995, 1996 and 1998, which are
more accurately reproduce at times by the LCM than by the SMAP model.
For the 1933 to 1934 drought event that saw surface water impacts during 1933 and ground-
water in 1934 (Marsh et al., 2007) the SMAP is less accurate than the LCM in reproducing the lower
groundwater levels during this event as shown in Figure 9.17. Both models produce simulated levels
during 1934 that are more severe (lower) than the observed data. The LCM also follows the reces-
sion limb during 1933 more accurately than the SMAP model. Although the SMAP over-predicts
the severity during 1934, it does more accurately reproduce the shape of the recession curve just
before mid-1934. Here a slight curvature of the recession limb produced by the SMAP is reflective
of the same behaviour in the observed data. The LCM fails to represent this. Both models also
struggle with the peak levels during this event, although the LCM is a more accurate.
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Figure 9.16.: Plot of simulated levels using best four parameter sets for SMAP model with LCM
simulated levels and observed data for Chilgrove during the 1995-1997 drought event.
Figure 9.17.: Plot of simulated levels using best four parameter sets for SMAP model with LCM
simulated levels and observed data for Chilgrove during the 1933-1934 drought event.
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One concern around the SMAP model is the accuracy of the parameters. As noted, the top
10% of simulations for the calibration against soil moisture at Warren Farm shown in Figure 9.3 do
not fall in the expected area as shown by the red outline in Figure 9.3. It has been noted that the
soils of the South Downs contain high proportions of silt (60-80%) and are classed as silty clay and
silt loams (Boardman, 2003). From the ternary diagram it can be observed that the top 10% all
contain less than 30% silt content, although in all of circumstances the clay content is greater than
30%, which compensates for the lack of silt in some scenarios. The clay content can be as high as
95% as well. However, the sand content is often too high for what would be expected of the soils
of the region. Even when clay content is high, in most situations the sand content is the next most
dominant, which is not accurate for the soils as shown by Figure 9.18.
Figure 9.18.: Soil texture ternary diagram illustrating various UKSO soil text classifications (mod-
ified from UKSO, 2016).
As such, the SMAP model was run using seven sets of parameters selected on the basis of the
red outline area in Figure 9.3 that represents the Chalk silty loam soil type as shown in Figure 9.18
and the resultant NSE values are shown in Table 9.2. It can be observed that by selecting soil
textures that have a high silt content and relatively low sand content the model will produce NSE
values similar to the range of 0.710 to 0.769 that are produced by selecting parameters from the
top 10% from calibration against soil moisture content for Warren Farm. An additional set of seven
parameter sets (Set 1a to Set 7a) were selected from the red outline area in the bottom right of the
ternary diagram in Figure 9.3 that better represents the soil texture of the South Downs. Of these
parameter Set 7a produced the highest NSE value (0.784), with an 80% silt content (plus 5% clay
and 15% sand). This soil texture is a more accurate representation of the soil type of the South
Downs and also produces a higher NSE value than the textures based on the calibration against
soil moisture content for Warren Farm. From Figures 9.19 and 9.20 it can be seen that again the
SMAP outperforms the LCM during the 1976 drought is also more accurate during 1974 with the
low groundwater levels when compared to the observed data and the LCM simulation. However,
during the 1991 to 1992 drought the SMAP model more accurately simulates the overall behaviour
of the observed data until mid-1992 where it produces a more severe recession curve than both the
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observed and LCM.
Set Sand % Silt % Clay % NSE value
1a 5 70 25 0.713
2a 10 80 10 0.764
3a 10 75 15 0.748
4a 5 65 30 0.711
5a 0 60 40 0.707
6a 5 80 15 0.737
7a 15 80 5 0.784
Table 9.2.: NSE values for SMAP model run with 7 additional parameter sets obtained from soil
texture ternary diagram based on higher silt content.
The best two parameter sets for both the calibration and selected methods (Set 2 and Set 7a
respectively) were plotted with the observed Chilgrove historic record and the LCM simulated levels
as shown in Figures 9.21 to 9.23. The drought of 1976 (Figure 9.21) is more accurately simulated
by parameter Set 2 than 7a, although the high levels of 1974 and 1975 are reproduced better by
Set 7a. Both produce higher levels than the observed. Both SMAP simulations perform better
than the LCM for the 1976 drought with both reproducing the slow matrix recharge during mid-
1976. Conversely the drought event of 1991 to 1992 (Figure 9.22) is more accurately reproduced
during 1991 to 1992 using parameter Set 7a than Set 2 but vice-versa in 1990 to 1991. Again
both sets are more accurate than the LCM for the recession curves (e.g. mid-late 1990 and late
1991), although the LCM performs better for the high groundwater levels seen in early-mid 1990
and late 1992 than the SMAP sets. The flood event of winter 1994 and 1995 (Figure 9.23) show very
similar performance for Sets 2 and 7a with Set 2 being the slightly more accurate at reproducing
the observed high groundwater levels, particularly during early 1994, although in comparison the
LCM is more accurate at reproducing observed levels during early 1995.
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Figure 9.19.: Plot of simulated groundwater levels for 1974 to 1976 using 7 additional parameter
sets obtained from soil texture ternary diagram based on higher silt content with LCM
simulated levels and observed Chilgrove groundwater record.
Figure 9.20.: Plot of simulated groundwater levels for 1991 to 1992 using 7 additional parameter
sets obtained from soil texture ternary diagram based on higher silt content with LCM
simulated levels and observed Chilgrove groundwater record.
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Figure 9.21.: Plot of best two parameter sets for both the calibration and selected methods (Set 2
and Set 7a) with LCM simulated groundwater levels and Chilgrove observed record
for 1973 to 1977.
Figure 9.22.: Plot of best two parameter sets for both the calibration and selected methods (Set
2 and Set 7a respectively) with LCM simulated groundwater levels and Chilgrove
observed record for 1990 to 1993.
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Figure 9.23.: Set 2 and Set 7a respectively) with LCM simulated groundwater levels and Chilgrove
observed record for 1993 to 1996.
An eCDF was also produced to compare the simulated levels produced using Set 2 and Set
7a parameters for the SMAP model, the best LCM output, and the observed historic groundwater
record for Chilgrove in Figure 9.24. Table 9.3 shows the mean and standard deviation of groundwater
levels for the SMAP model run, the LCM best parameter set and the observed Chilgrove ground-
water record. The SMAP simulation mean values are closer to the observed mean but the LCM
standard deviation value is closer to the standard deviation of the observed value than the LCM,
thus indicating the LCM produces a greater variation of groundwater levels. The non-parametric
approach here makes as few assumptions as possible about the data and allows F(x) (groundwater
level) to be any function provided it satisfies the definition of a CDF. All three simulations in Fig-
ure 9.24 show a similar shape to the observed Chilgrove groundwater record. From Figure 9.24 the
Set 2 and Set 7a distribution curves can be seen to be extremely similar across all groundwater lev-
els, with only slight deviations at the higher (greater than 60 mAOD) and lower (below 40 mAOD)
groundwater levels. The LCM curve in Figure 9.24 indicates that the simulation is similar its ability
to simulate the observed record and does follow the observed curve more closely than the SMAP.
For groundwater levels above 55 mAOD the LCM distribution (green line) it can be observed the
LCM performs better than the SMAP at reproducing the observed record.
In summary, from Figure 9.24 and Figures 9.21 and 9.23 both the LCM and the SMAP
model are good at reproducing the observed Chilgrove groundwater levels. It has been initially
observed that the SMAP simulates levels during major drought events more accurately than the
LCM, particularly due to its ability to reproduce the slow recharge fluxes that the LCM cannot. The
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SMAP has a tendency to produce simulated high groundwater levels that are above the observed
level (e.g. flood events). In comparison the LCM performs better at reproducing these higher levels.
From the eCDF (Figure 9.24) and NSE values (0.814) for the LCM versus the eCDF for the
SMAP model (NSE 0.784) it can be said that overall the LCM is better at reproducing the observed
groundwater record for Chilgrove. It can also be observed from Figure 9.24 that the LCM (green
line) actually performs better at reproducing the more extreme low groundwater levels below 45
mAOD (on the x axis) than the SMAP model (blue and red lines) (as per below 0.5 F(x) on the x
axis) across the entirety of the record. Therefore this provides the rationale for using the LCM for
further work in this study as opposed to the SMAP model.
However, the better performance of the LCM indicated by the eCDF in Figure 9.24 must
be caveated with the fact that the SMAP has not been calibrated to the Chilgrove data, unlike
the LCM. There are also concerns around the realism of the processes in the LCM and whether it
produces correct and accurate results by using inaccurate representations of the hydrological process
in the Chalk unsaturated zone. These are discussed in the following summary section. If the SMAP
was fully calibration for the Lavant catchment it may well perform better (possibly better than the
LCM), but this an area for future work.
Set Mean % Standard Deviation %
Observed 49.08 9.86
Set 2 SMAP 48.53 9.08
Set 7a SMAP 48.53 9.08
LCM 48.59 9.38
Table 9.3.: The mean and standard deviation of groundwater levels values for SMAP model run
with Set 2 and 7a parameters, LCM best parameter set and the observed Chilgrove
groundwater record.
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Figure 9.24.: eCDF of observed historic Chilgrove groundwater record, the SMAP simulation of
the Chilgrove record produced using Set 2 and Set 7a parameters and the best LCM
simulation of the Chilgrove record.
9.4. Summary
In addition to the LCM, a new additional model was developed for the Chalk Lavant catchment
based on the soil moisture accounting procedure (SMAP) designed to emulate a one-dimensional
homogenous Richards’ equation (RE) model with a pressure-dependent plant stress function to limit
actual evapotranspiration (Mathias et al., 2015). This SMAP model is a more complex physical
model unlike the simple conceptual LCM model. The LCM routing function was coupled to the
SMAP model to estimate catchment outflow in the form of streamflow (and groundwater levels with
the LCM), thus creating a new coupled SMAP-LCM model. The advantage of this SMAP model
is that its model parameters can be calculated using pedotransfer functions such as the ROSETTA
soil texture model as well as being more computationally efficient than RE models. The SMAP
model requires at least seven parameters to run (qir,Θpu, Tr, α, n,Ks and η). The first four are
associated with van Genuchten (1980) functions for effective saturation and hydraulic conductivity
of unsaturated soils. The data required for this SMAP model includes daily net rainfall (rainfall
minus canopy interception losses) and potential evapotranspiration data. The use of soil texture
ternary diagrams as in Figure 9.2 allowed for the selection of parameters values using ROSETTA
outputs. Parameter sets were selected using soil texture percentages on the basis of the top 10% of
simulations (Figure 9.2 produced by Mathias et al., (2016) for the model calibration in that work.
The model was run using the best 16 parameter sets selected to give a range of soil texture types
and coverage of the top 10% of simulations based on the model’s ability to simulated observed soil
moisture data for Warren Farm. Whilst less computationally demanding that typical RE models,
the SMAP model is more demanding than the LCM.
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The SMAP model was compared to the LCM, with a particular focus on drought events. The
resultant NSE values for the SMAP model for the full Chilgrove groundwater record were found to
be lower than those produced by the LCM model. The NSE values for the SMAP model were in
the range of 0.710 to 0.769. This compares to a range of NSE values of 0.801 to 0.814 produced
by the LCM using the four best parameter sets for the LCM. Again, as with the LCM, there is a
mixture of over and under-prediction (higher and lower simulated levels than the observed levels) of
groundwater levels by the SMAP. The SMAP does appear at first to more accurately represent the
observed groundwater during drought events and particularly during major events such as 1976 and
1991 to 1992. Here the SMAP’s ability to reproduce the slow drainage from the unsaturated zone
of the Chalk that sustains recharge. This is continuous throughout the year even during drought
conditions (Ireson & Butler, 2013). From Figure 9.14 to 9.16 it can be seen that the SMAP model
more accurately simulated the observed low groundwater levels, while the LCM over-predicts the
severity of the low levels due to its ability to reproduce this slow recharge. However, in Figure 9.17
it can be seen that the LCM out performs the SMAP model in terms of accuracy when it comes
to reproducing the low groundwater levels. An eCDF produced for both models (Figure 9.24)
indicated that the LCM is actually better at reproducing the more extreme low levels than the
SMAP model and so is taken forward for further work in this study. Both models are inconsistent
with reproducing the simulated high levels, particularly during flood events (Figure 9.13). Ideally
a combination of features of these two models should be considered as an area for further work as
both models have strengths in differing areas of reproducing the groundwater record for Chilgrove.
The SMAP model requires a full calibration against the Lavant catchment data, which may improve
its performance in reproducing the Chilgrove groundwater record. This too is an area for further
work.
Additional model parameters for the SMAP were selected on the basis the 60 to 80% silt
content of the soil as shown in Table 9.2 with the highest NSE value being 0.784 for a 15%, 80% and
5% sand, silt and clay content, respectively. This is because the soils of the South Downs contain
high proportions of silt (60-80%) and are classed as silty clay and silt loams, and so were selected
using Figure 9.2 and 9.18. The performance using the parameter values from this soil texture (and
the other selected parameters from Table 9.2) were comparable to those obtained using the top 10%
of simulations calibrated against the soil moisture content at Warren Farm (Figure 9.2) with the
same general trend observed and the same areas of improved performance against the LCM (i.e.
droughts).
Further work will require a full new calibration (which was not possible at for this study due
to time constraints) of the SMAP-LCM model. The validity of comparing outputs from the SMAP
model, that are obtained following a calibration to soil moisture content at Warren Farm, to the
outputs of the LCM that are obtained following calibration against groundwater and streamflow
data for Chilgrove needs to be assessed. These model implementations may be viewed as currently
incomplete due to this, so the assumptions and methodologies for the future use of the SMAP and
LCM should be agreed and any expressions of confidence or likelihood here (on in the future) are
conditional on the assumptions of these models (Beven, 2016), but in most modelling applications
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there are many of these assumptions that must be made. This conditionality based on assumptions
depends not only on what has been included, but also what has been left out of the analysis and
different beliefs about the appropriate assumptions could lead to very different uncertainty estimates
so that every uncertainty estimate will be conditional on the underlying beliefs and consequent
assumptions (beven, 2016). The most important aspect of this is the “known unknowns” that have
not been included due to lack of understanding or computational power for example (beven, 2016);
in this case a full new calibration for the SMAP is required and the difference in calibration methods
of the two models, and its impact on the outputs and the validity of comparing results from two
differing calibration models is at this stage unknown and should be further investigated.
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10. Summary, Discussion and Further Work
10.1. Introduction
This thesis has aimed to assist with our understanding of long-term historic groundwater records
and to help uncover the causes of any observed changes. Initially this work required assimilating
historic hydrometric data records to form a robust dataset for analysis. A plethora of statisti-
cal and observational methods have been applied to the datasets to identify underlying trends in
groundwater records. Further analysis has been carried out on the hydrometric data. Treating
the hydrometric data as a surrogate recharge indicator for groundwater levels, further analysis was
carried out to discover what input factors (e.g. rainfall, evapotranspiration etc.) has influenced
observed changes in groundwater levels. Using a conceptual model the changes in groundwater
levels have been reproduced using input hydrometric data to drive the conceptual model to produce
simulations of groundwater levels and streamflows.
10.2. Summary of Thesis
10.2.1. Datasets and Catchment
A detailed review of the Lavant catchment and a more general overview has been presented of
the region. A number of high quality datasets have been constructed from a variety of trusted
sources for use with the LCM and detailed in Chapter 4 for groundwater records and Chapter 6 for
hydrometric input data. Three major long-term groundwater records have been verified for quality
and information on sampling described. The first, Chilgrove House, dating from 1836 is the longest
record in the UK and one of the longest in the world, underlining its importance for long-term trend
analysis. The second record, Compton, is also a long-term record, dating from 1892. The third,
Idsworth, dates from 1931. Issues around abstraction were shown to not be a concern due to all
three demonstrating similar behaviour.
10.2.2. Statistical Trends in Historic Groundwater Levels
A series of statistical tests have been carried out on the historic groundwater records in Chapters 4
and 5. The application of standard hydrological analysis methods to long-term records. These
methods were applied to the full and annual low historic groundwater records for Chilgrove and
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Compton. The analysis of the complete historic records was inconclusive with a lack of a clear
distinct trend in the data. However, from analysis of the annual low groundwater records using
these methods there was an indicated general trend in the annual low groundwater levels in the
records for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth suggesting the annual low levels qualitatively become
lower over the record duration, with a distinct visible downwards shift of the annual minima values
from the late 1960s/early 1970s. It has been observed from the full records that initially discovering
underlying trends is difficult but using the annual minima is effective.
Building on this simple concept of a downwards shift in annual low groundwater levels and
applying further graphical methods it was observed that grouping of levels into 40 year periods
(1931-1970 and 1971-2010) gives a clear distinction of the levels, with a clear downwards shift from
the first to second group, consistently across the three records. Supporting this notion, a moving
average can be applied that further reflects the apparent downwards shift graphically. Similarly
the application of the threshold method indicated the severity of annual minima (i.e. droughts).
Moreover it indicates the general lowering of levels since 1971 indicated previously and a more
frequent occurrence of more severe low levels when compared to a pre-1971 baseline, across all three
records. Other statistical methods gave further evidence to support this. There was indication of
changes in the median levels, which lowered in summer months and increased in winter months
suggesting changes in precipitation patterns with a shift towards greater amounts of winter and less
summer precipitation.
Further statistical methods and non-parametric tests indicated that the annual minima records
may be treated as a normal distribution. Normal probability plots were applied to the annual
minima, which indicated that a normal distribution was an acceptable assumption.
The suitability of a normal distribution for the annual low groundwater levels allowed for the
use of Weibull plotting positions for the annual minima. A period of 20-years was selected for use
due to previous work for the Environment Agency (in Appendix A) that indicated 20-years to be
the minimum acceptable period length. Plotting each of the ranked annual low 20-year periods
for the three records showed a constant trend where a distinct downwards change in the ranked
annual minima values can be observed for the latter two 20-year periods of 1971-1990 and 1991-2010.
Importantly, this shift is consistent across the three records.
10.2.3. Changes In Recharge
Input data consisting of rainfall, temperature, potential evapotranspiration and streamflow have
been analysed and produce good quality input sets. These long-term input sets are important
records for water resources modelling. Examination of the hydrometric data in Chapter 6 provided
insight as to the cause of the downward shift in annual minima values from the early 1970s.
Analysis of rainfall records indicated that there have been no major changes in quantities
of rainfall on an annual basis, with a relatively consistent cumulative increase for record duration.
When examining the rainfall data on a monthly basis there is indication of seasonal changes with
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decreases in summer rainfall and increases in winter rainfall. This is confirmed with a winter
(October-March) and summer (April-September) seasonal split. Again, an increase in winter and
decrease in summer precipitation was observed.
Temperature analysis found the general trends to be consistent with the overall trends ob-
served in the CET, with average winter and summer temperatures observed to have increased by
around 1 oC since 1970. Post-1960, both annual minimum and maximum temperatures were ob-
served to be higher. Building on temperature data analysis of potential evapotranspiration was
undertaken. This indicated an increase for total monthly PE since 1961. Defining more specific
trends in the PE data was not possible.
The use of net rainfall acting as a recharge indicator was investigated. Historic recharge was
observed to reflect the annual groundwater minima with cyclic periods of comparatively high and
low recharge. Importantly, the general decrease in minima from the late 1960s/early 1970s onwards
matches a lowering of recharge amounts for the same period. Recharge periods may be thought of
as high, medium and low recharge periods. The transition from one period to another is typically an
event, such as a drought triggering a low recharge period and high rainfall events triggering a high
recharge period. High recharge periods were observed to return to a more regular state following
drought events. A major influence of these changes in recharge are the hydraulic properties of the
Chalk. Annual recharge was investigated, with years of low recharge being more common since 1971
and becoming more severe (i.e. less annual recharge in terms of net rainfall). A mismatch between
recharge levels and groundwater minima was also observed with periods of high recharge producing
low minima (e.g. 1991-2010) and vice-versa (1931-1950).
10.2.4. Lavant Conceptual Model - Development and Results
A conceptual model has been developed for use with the Lavant catchment. This model has per-
formed well. Multiple methods of calibration were developed allowing it to be optimised against
groundwater or streamflow and joint multi-objective calibration against both groundwater and
streamflow. This improvement allowed initial limitations on calibration against a short streamflow
dataset (1971-2010) and the intermittent nature of the River Lavant to be circumnavigated. The
LCM can be calibration against a variable and time-period of choice depending on modelling re-
quirements. The limitations of the LCM have been discussed (Chapter 7 and 8) but overall the
LCM performs very well across the full record and also on 20-year periods.
Despite its empirical structure, the LCM is an effective tool for modelling the Lavant catch-
ment. Table 8.1 shows that across the record (on a 20-year basis) we see minimum performance
values of 0.71 (NSE) and will often see values well above 0.80. Even on a full-record basis NSE
values were in the range of 0.801 to 0.814, using parameter sets obtained from the four calibration
methods. For a conceptual model, the LCM can accurately reproduce most historic groundwater
levels for the catchment, even if it does struggle during extreme events such as droughts and floods
due to its structure and inability to accurately reproduce the recharge processes in the Chalk.
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The LCM was also modified in terms of input data in an attempt to reproduce historic records
more accurately, and the observed effect on groundwater and streamflow caused by changes in the
input data (rainfall and potential evapotranspiration). This ability allows the LCM to produce
future projections of groundwater levels using available UKCP09 Weather Generator data.
10.2.5. The Coupled LCM and SMAP Model
Given the concerns around the accuracy of the LCM’s output and its ability to represent physical
processes it was decided to compare the LCM to a second model. Most models are based on solving
Richards’ Equation (RE) where plant roots are represented as a distributed, pressure-dependent
sink term as opposed to the LCM, which is based on Penman’s empirical drying curve. However,
an alternative method is to apply simple soil moisture accounting procedures (SMAP) based on
conceptual stores and conditional statements, as with the LCM.
A new version of the SMAP RE based model was developed in MATLAB. This was done
by coupling the routing module of the LCM to a MATLAB developed version of the SMAP based
on the work presented by Mathias et al. (2015). The same input data used with the LCM were
used for this second model. This new coupled model provided an alternative method of simulating
groundwater levels for the Lavant catchment.
Resultant NSE values for the initial SMAP model run on the full Chilgrove groundwater
record were found to be lower than those produced by the LCM. The NSE values for the SMAP
model were in the range of 0.710 to 0.769. This compares to a range of NSE values of 0.801 to 0.814
produced by the LCM. Additional model parameters for the SMAP were selected on the basis of
60 to 80% silt content in the soil as a better representation of the actual soils of the South Downs.
The highest NSE value achieved with this adjustment was 0.784 for a 15%, 80% and 5% sand, silt
and clay content respectively.
Again, as with the LCM, there is a mixture of over and under-prediction of groundwater
levels by the SMAP. The SMAP model does appear to more accurately represent the observed
groundwater during drought events and particularly during major events such as 1976 and 1991 to
1992. Here the SMAP’s ability to reproduce the slow drainage from the unsaturated zone of the
Chalk that sustains recharge, which allows the SMAP model to better simulate the groundwater
recession curve. This drainage is continuous throughout the year even during drought conditions
and the LCM is unable to reproduce this but performs better for the overall record than the coupled
model.
The LCM’s ability to reproduce the observed Chilgrove record should not be discounted due
to its conceptual structure. While the use of an incorrect representation of hydrological processes
as is inherent to conceptual models may be viewed as a barrier, any representation of these pro-
cesses means the natural processes have been in some way simplified (Semenova & Beven, 2016).
Testing the representations in hydrological models (as multiple working hypotheses about the func-
tioning of hydrological systems) depends on specifying boundary conditions and model parameters
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adequately. This will always be difficult in applications to a real hydrological system because of
the heterogeneities, non-stationarities, complexities and epistemic uncertainties inherent in environ-
mental prediction (Beven, 2012).
Another factor assumed is an underlying confidence in the data used for both of the models
here. Models can be calibrated to give satisfactory simulations (Beven, 2016). A study by Beven &
Binley (2014) found that it is common in hydrological modelling to find that the model performance
in simulation is not as good as in calibration, implying that the residual characteristics are not
homogeneous between calibration and validation periods, but are non-stationary (at least in the
short term), even if they have long-term stationary when integrated over a sufficiently long sample
of epistemic errors and that there may be elements of surprise in conditional validation and future
simulation periods, when the epistemic errors might be quite different to those seen in calibration
(Beven & Binley, 2014). The most critical aspect is evaluating the real data content of hydrological
data series, and the related issue of reducing the epistemic errors in input and output data (Beven
& Binley, 2014). While Beven & Binley (2014) also note that the design of model evaluation
strategies that can allow for the epistemic error generic to hydrological data series and that allow
for model rejection when not fit-for-purpose, rather than compensation by an error model under
the assumption that sources of uncertainty can be treated as if only aleatory in nature. They note
this as crucial in shaping the likelihood surface in any model application and therefore the potential
for improving the efficiency of defining the shape of that surface using advanced sampling strategies
(Beven & Binley, 2014).
For further work with the LCM and SMAP the suggested use of an explicit error model, such
as reported by Beven & Binley (2014) may be considered. In real applications confidence can only be
assessed by comparison with observed data while allowing for uncertainties in inputs (Romanowicz &
Beven, 2003). Romanowicz & Beven (2003) also noted evidence for the effective values of parameters
may change with the the magnitude of an event, so that confidence in calibration might not carry
over to more extreme events. Beven (2012) also notes that it can be difficult to say one model
is better than another due to the uncertainties around the underlying equations/dynamics and
parameters of the various models. This limits the ability to be fully objective on models, something
that has been in the view of Beven, (2012) largely discarded in recent decades of hydrological
modelling.
While the LCM does produce an overall better representation of the observed groundwater
record for Chilgrove by the NSE metric the processes involved within the model’s structure must be
examined. As observed, the LCM cannot represent slow matrix drainage during summer months.
Bypass flow was observed to be the reason for sustained higher recharge and ultimately groundwater
levels during the summer months, as the soil moisture deficit that is generated stops drainage from
the soil. However, it is known that this slow matrix drainage and not bypass flow is the process
that sustains summer water levels (Ireson & Butler, 2013). Work by Ireson & Butler (2011) also
noted that only a small amount of precipitation events lead to a recognised response in regards to
bypass recharge, with only 18 out of 536 precipitation events producing a bypass recharge response.
Precipitation is required to be over a threshold in both volume and intensity to activate bypass
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flow, as well as being dependent on antecedent soil moisture (Ireson & Butler, 2011). In the LCM
every precipitation event will generate an amount of bypass flow (dependent on the bypass flow
parameter). This is an inconsistency with the physical processes of the Chalk unsaturated zone that
is not present in the SMAP model. However, the LCM does struggle in the more extreme events
such as droughts and floods but for a more average year the LCM performs accurately. During
these extreme droughts, such as 1976, it can be observed the issue around the slow drainage and
bypass flow becomes more exaggerated and highlights the weakness of the LCM in this situation,
as was suggested by Ireson & Butler (2013). The LCM though is a surprising powerful tool for
reproducing groundwater levels for the Lavant catchment, even when considering the flaws of the
conceptual model, which do apply more broadly to such simple models (Ireson & Butler, 2013).
10.2.6. Lavant Conceptual Model - Projections
The LCM was run with the UKCP09 WG data and the 1,000 simulated 20-year annual low ground-
water levels were plotted for forward projections (2020s, 2050s and 2070s) to create an envelope.
They were then used to generate the ranked annual minimum groundwater values for ranks 1 to
20 for the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles. These were then plotted with the observed
20-year periods from the historic data for the Chilgrove groundwater record. The 1971-1990 and
1991-2010 historic Chilgrove 20-year periods lie below the 50th percentile for the baseline data for
all rank positions and all apart from ranks 8, 9, 18, 19 and 20, respectively. The 1971-1990 observed
period contains some exceptionally cross the 50th percentile and 1891-1910 falls below the 50th
percentile for ranks 16 to 19. The remaining 20-year periods lie above the 50th and below the 95th
percentile for the most part. This suggests that relative to the baseline period that 1971-1990 and
1991-2010 contained a number of exceptionally low annual minimum groundwater levels, which did
not occur in the other periods. This further corroborates the suggestion that annual minimum levels
from 1971 are generally lower than those prior to 1971 although observing distinct trends in these
projections is difficult.
Further analysis of the projected 20-year periods for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s for low,
medium and high emission scenarios was carried out by comparing the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and
95th percentile values for ranked annual minima to those for the baseline control period of 1961-
1980. it was observed that there is no obvious trend present and it was only possible to make general
observations and there appears to be little variation in the median percentile. When examining the
control period data and the 1,000 realisations of this have shown that the variability in this data is
large. The stochastic WG will give a high variation of groundwater levels based on the same set of
meteorological parameters. The lack of variation in parameters means that the output data from
the WG is just how the random numbers generated come out. From the control period data plots
it can be said that this performs similarly to the observed historic data. The amount of variation in
the output based on the control data is, as stated, large but also comparable to the variation in the
observed historic data. Indications of a trend in the historic data have been observed, particularly
the annual minimum groundwater series but this trend is not clear. Fundamentally, given the
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variability of the projected data generated by the WG, as indicated by comparison of the historic
to the control period as well as the projections to the historic data, is comparable to the variability
in the historic data. Given this variability is large it can be said on this basis that it is difficult to
state that a climate change signal can be observed in these projections as the variation is so large
relative to the observed change in the median of groundwater levels. This is due to the variability
in the groundwater levels being much larger than the variation in the median groundwater levels,
although this is on the assumption that the climate change models and methodologies used here
are valid. The lack of clear evidence for systematic changes in groundwater drought frequency and
severity in the projections based on the UKCP09 data is consistent with studies such as those by
Jackson et al. (2015). The changes in the groundwater levels, particularly since the 1960s in the
observed historic annual minima may also be said to be similar to the evidence of multi-annual to
decadal coherence of groundwater levels and large-scale climate indices (e.g. the NAO) noted by
Jackson et al. (2015) and the results of this study indicate that the evidence for the impacts of
future climate change scenarios on groundwater levels is limited and difficult to distinguish due to
the variability present, consistent with the observations by Jackson et al. (2015).
Fundamentally it can be said that based on UKCP09 significant variability is expected to be
observed, similar to that observed in the historic data. However, it is unclear if groundwater levels
(the annual minimum series specifically) will become lower in the future.
10.3. Summary of Contributions
The main contributions reported in this thesis are summarised as follows:
• An examination of three of the longest groundwater records in the UK (Chilgrove, Compton
and Idsworth) and possibly the world has been carried out. These records have been shown
to be of the best possible quality and any known limitations have been discussed.
• Graphical and statistical methods have been applied to the historic groundwater levels. These
have indicated that when examining full historic records, no distinct trends can be detected.
• An annual low groundwater level was selected as a surrogate drought indicator to indicate
changes in historic groundwater levels.
• When applying graphical and statistical methods to the annual minima, a downwards shift
in the annual minima throughout the historic records can be observed. Importantly, this
downwards change in minima values appears to occur from the late 1960s/early 1970s and
particularly low annual minima appear to have become more common with the maximum for
the minima decreasing.
• Applying further statistical methods, it has been observed that the annual low record may be
treated as an approximation to a normal distribution. Application of trend tests also further
the graphical indication of a change occurring in the annual minima.
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• The application of a ranked Weibull plotting position to 20-year annual low groundwater
periods showed a distinct downwards shift for 1971-1990 and 1991-2010 compared to earlier
periods.
• A review of hydrometric data has indicated a general increase in temperatures in the region.
PE has been shown to indicate a general increase in PE from 1961 onwards. Monthly total
PE has been observed to show a general monthly increase from 1961.
• A combination of these factors has lead to changes in recharge. A series of cyclic recharge
periods have been observed, with extreme events (droughts and floods) acting as the transition
period from high, low and normal recharge. Recharge is reflected in the annual low groundwa-
ter periods (i.e. low recharge: low minima). There appears to have been little change though
in total recharge but there has been a change to recharge timing with less summer recharge
and more winter recharge, reflective of changes in rainfall and PE. Low annual recharge years
also have become more common since the late 1960s.
• A conceptual model, the Lavant Conceptual Model (LCM) has been developed to allow for use
in modelling the Lavant catchment. It has been shown to perform well overall in reproducing
the historic groundwater levels and flows. The LCM performance indicators are strong on
both a full-record and 20-year basis, with the model only failing to accurately reproduce
groundwater levels during extreme conditions.
• A second model has been developed by coupling a SMAP-RE based model to the routing
model of the LCM. This allowed for comparison of the LCM’s performance in simulating
the historic groundwater record for Chilgrove with that of this second coupled model. This
new model demonstrated that it was better at reproducing groundwater levels during drought
events than the LCM. However, the LCM often performed better during flood type events
and produced a better overall representation of the historic groundwater record as indicated
by the LCM’s NSE value of 0.814 versus 0.784 for the coupled model.
• A series of forward projections have been produced by further development of the LCM,
combined with data from the UKCP09 Weather Generator. These have indicated for the
2020s, 2050s and 2070s under low, medium and high emission scenarios that annual maxima
have the potential for a much greater range of variability than the control data and the
observed historic records. Annual minima were observed to indicate the possibility for greater
severity and variability in the annual minima than seen in the control data and the observed
historic records. More normal conditions may see an actual increase in the typical annual
minima encountered. The driving force for the changes in levels seen in the WG projections
are significant increases in PE, while rainfall was observed to remain relatively similar to that
observed historically.
• Baseline (1961-1980) data from the weather generator was used to generate percentile plots
for the control period for comparison to the historic annual minima 20-year periods for the
Chilgrove groundwater record. The comparison to the historic data indicated that the post-
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1971 minima all sit within the 50th and 5th percentile range for the control period. Moreover,
nearly all pre-1971 data sit within the 50th and 95th percentile range, further corroborating
that a change has occurred in the annual minima with the post-1971 minima levels being of
lower values than those observed prior to 1971.
• Analysis of the projected 20-year periods for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s was carried out by
comparing the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentile values for ranked annual minima to
those for the baseline control period of 1961-1980. There was no obvious trend present and
only general observations on the data can be made, such as the plotted shape for low, medium
and high emission scenarios for the 5th, 50th and 95th percentiles all showed a similar shape
and the 25th, 50th and 75th percentiles all showed an increase in annual minima percentile
values for most, if not all ranks from the 2020s moving to the 2070s.
• The WG outputs gave a high variation of groundwater levels due to the way the WG is
conditioned with stationary parameters. The variation produced by the WG based on both
the control period (1961-1980) and future projections (2020s, 2050s and 2070s) for the three
emissions scenarios (low, medium and high) has been shown to be comparable to the variation
present in the observed historic annual minimum groundwater series. The produced plots
indicate only small changes in the median levels. Therefore, given these trends (changes in
the median) are so small relative to the variability produced by the UKCP09 data, it is difficult
to see any climate change signal in the projections but variability will be observed in the future
projects comparable to that observed in the historic data. This is based on the assumption
that the WG and methodologies are appropriate and valid.
From this it can be concluded that a downwards shift in annual minima values has been
observed since the 1960s onwards, particularly as in the post-1970 annual minima values. This
is not due to impacts of abstraction, but rather from changes related to changes in hydrological
processes, such as evaporation in turn impacting recharge. A further implication is that conceptual
models, while not accurately reflecting processes, remain a useful tool for simulating groundwater
levels. The future simulations created using the weather generator data show a degree of uncertainty
and variability making it hard at this stage to state clear statements on the presence of any trends
in the annual minima.
10.4. Further Work
An area of further work is to obtain further hydrometric data. The LCM has been driven by
limited spatial data. Point data from single gauges was used to drive the LCM as this was the only
good quality data available at the time. However, a number of gauges do exist in the catchment
and surrounding areas. If it was possible to obtain further rainfall data the potential effect of
spatial variation within and outside of the catchment in regards to differences in rainfall could be
investigated as these in turn would have an influence on the groundwater levels generated by the
LCM. Coupled to this, further hydrometric data from the Compton and Idsworth areas could be
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obtained and used to drive the LCM and repeat the analysis.
The applicability of the LCM may come into question if used with data from other catchments.
The LCM does seem to cope reasonably well when reproducing the levels for Compton, but this
has not been tested extensively. Calibrating the LCM for use with Compton (and potentially
Idsworth if further input data more local to Idsworth could be obtained) would allow for repeat
analysis on these records. Another aspect of the LCM that could be further analysed is the actual
SMD values calculated by the model. These were observed to be over and under-generated when
examining the model. Detailed analysis was not carried out on the SMD values and would further the
understanding of the LCM performance issues. The acquisition of additional hydrometric data would
also address any potential spatial limitations of the results presented here. The use of Idsworth may
be more telling for the applicability of the LCM to other catchments due to its geographic location.
The use of bypass flow to represent processes within the Chalk has been discussed previously, but
this requires further investigation. Also, the artesian nature of the Chilgrove monitoring well could
be reflected by a “topping out” feature implemented in the model. Further work is required around
the LCM and abstraction simulation.
Further work will require a full calibration for the coupled model, ideally for data from the
Lavant catchment to test whether this improves performance.
The forward projections carry the same underlying assumptions that were used with the LCM
when reproducing historic groundwater levels. That is, the land-use changes have been relatively
insignificant within the catchment and in turn have not affected groundwater levels to a significant
degree. It also assumes abstraction will remain either constant (as was modelled in the sensitivity
analysis) or in the case of the projections not significant enough to have a detrimental influence
on groundwater levels. The LCM would require further updating to include this aspect when
running simulations of the projections to understand any influence abstraction may have on future
projections. Maximum and minimum future flows were also produced with the LCM and WG
data. These again are presented in Appendix H but have not been analysed. Fundamentally these
projections indicate the potential in terms of the variability or severity of these events; not the
actual likelihood of occurrence.
The comparison of the baseline control period (1961-1980) percentiles with those from the
2020s, 2050s and 2070s 20-year projections (for the low, medium and high emission scenarios) was
not conclusive and requires further work.
The effect of the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) on groundwater levels and droughts was
briefly examined in Section 6.6.1. It is important to note that climate signals exhibit periodicity over
a range of frequencies (e.g. seasonal, annual and longer term) that are affected as they propagate
through the water cycle (Holman et al., 2009). There appear to be apparent cycles in the recharge
data but they are not in-sync with the NAO data in its frequency or timing, where high NAO values
appear to coincide with periods of lower recharge. There does appear to be some indication of the
relationship between large-scale climate systems and groundwater records, as originally suggested
by Holman et al. (2009). But this relationship is not obvious due to the lag of the recharge and the
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NAO, with periods of high NAO values coinciding with periods of both higher and lower recharge.
It must be noted that this analysis was conducted on the full groundwater record and not the annual
low record and is an area for further work. The NAO values in this study do show a slightly positive
linear trend, as does the recharge and this does not match the negative linear trend observed in the
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A. Appendix - UK Environment Agency
Project Work
A.1. Background
In September 2008 the Environment Agency (EA) published a review of its national groundwater
monitoring network for England and Wales. The findings of this report showed significant variation
in many aspects of the monitoring network, including monitoring frequencies and recording methods.
The report found a total of 6,093 active groundwater monitoring sites. From this a methodology
was developed by the EA to review the monitoring sites within the network. A series of tests were
assigned:
Mandatory tests: “to check that certain pieces of essential information are available. For
example, if it is not known what datum the water levels are being measured from, then it is difficult
to interpret and use the water level data.”
Statistical tests: “designed to assess the quality of the historical data record available from
each borehole, by looking for features such as long gaps, unexplained steps or jumps in the water
levels, and usual numbers of outliers among data points.”
Spatial tests: “to assess the spatial uniqueness of each monitoring borehole (whether its
function is duplicated by a similar borehole close by), and look for adverse influences such as a
nearby abstraction borehole.”
Supporting information: “to provide additional information, while not being included in the
scoring system. Information includes the borehole type, the density of monitoring within the ground-
water body, the distance to the next nearest monitoring borehole, the name of the nearest Site of
Special Scientific Interest and its status.
These tests were designed to highlight boreholes whose inclusion in the network may not be
justified. 24% of all monitoring boreholes failed one or more of the mandatory tests. It was clear
from the reports findings a greater degree of confidence is required in the groundwater level data.
The main findings of the report can be summarised as follows:
“Revised site visit frequencies should be adopted for all groundwater monitoring sites in line
with the EAs review and ensure compliance with this revised site frequencies , including monitoring
undertaken by outside contractors.”;
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“The quality of existing archived data and all incoming data needs to be improved urgently”;
“Operational instruction should be prepared on the subject of quality control of groundwater
level data, whether from manual dipping or loggers, and on the correct procedures for uploading
good quality data onto databases. This should be implemented consistently across all regions”; and
“Telemetry is expensive (due to the capital cost involved in purchasing loggers) and the use
of loggers is restricted to high-importance sites (which may change over time). As a result any new
borehole added to the network should have a logger installed for a year in order to assess the appro-
priate method and frequency for monitoring. The logger would then be removed if appropriate.”
Whilst currently it would appear that the universal application of loggers across the network
is currently not feasible due to the costs involved, but the implementation of a standard set of
guidelines described by the EA in their review would go some distance to improving the overall
quality of data recorded by manual dipping methods.
The EA in its report also advocates that a new series of guidelines need to be implemented
when transferring recorded data from both manual dipping methods and loggers to data storage
systems to improve data quality and ensure consistency. The report states an Operational Instruc-
tion on groundwater quality control is going to be produced in the near future, but this will not
improve poor quality historic data. This may help overcome the previously mentioned data issues.
It is also recommended that future reviews be carried out on the groundwater monitoring network
and incoming data on a regular (typically annually) basis. There is a need to improve the quality
of both current and historic data. Groundwater level records are essential national assets, and so
improvements in data quality and a standard set of guidelines on site visit frequencies are also
required.
The report also recommends that a method should be developed to identify and assessing
those aquifers with little or no monitoring that may be affected by climate change. The report
clearly states that pressures on groundwater resources will change in the future and in turn the
monitoring network needs to be able to deal with the potential changes. Importantly and relevant
to this work, the report summarises the requirements as follows:
“We need to look for changes in groundwater levels where they are most likely to occur, and
that we are better able to establish the impact of each pressure on groundwater resources”;
“The groundwater monitoring network needs to have the statistical ability to detect changes
that we believe will occur”;
“The network will need monitoring points to detect changes”;
“We will also need data records of sufficient length and resolution to detect changes in time”;
and
“All sub-sets of data will need to be of a sufficient size to demonstrate statistical significance.”
Whilst the review of the network was not originally spurred by climate change (but by an
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audit of the EA by the National Audit Office), an outcomes of the report was to highlight the quality
of the monitoring network and also its potential use for looking for climate change. As a result of
potential climate change, the EAs monitoring network needs to be managed “adaptively” and if
changes occur the network will need to be assessed to manage its ability to detect any changes. Due
to the scale of the groundwater monitoring network and the vast amount of historic and incoming
data on groundwater levels, the network and data has the potential to be a useful tool for attempting
to detect climate change by using changes in groundwater levels as a potential indicator.
A.2. Brief and Data
From the Agency’s review, it is clear that there is a large amount of historic data available (6,093
monitoring sites). However, as the length and quality of the data records vary significantly, it was
important that a screening process was undertaken in order to select those records that would be
suitable as potential indicators of climate change. Climate change was not originally viewed by the
EA as one of the driving factors in their review of the groundwater monitoring network, but as
stated previously the EA is aware that stresses and demands on groundwater resources will change
in the future and as a result the EA hopes to develop further the network so that they will be
capable of predicting where changes to the network may take place. Data records of a suitable
length and resolution will also be required to detect changes over time and also provide a statistical
backing to any trends or observations. The review published by the EA is considered a step towards
developing this. With the review of the monitoring network complete, it was proposed that this
large body of groundwater level data be used to develop a methodology for identifying whether
there is any evidence for climate change. As a result, an initial three month window was provided
by the Environment Agency to examine the usefulness of the data records for this task. To reduce
the 6,093 records to a more manageable number, a set of minimum criteria for records were decided
upon:
• A 20 year record length;
• A minimum or 12 readings per year;
• A known datum; and
• Located away from an abstraction.
These criteria act essentially as a screening process, in that if climate change has impacted
the groundwater levels recorded in the monitoring wells, we would expect to see it occurring in these
screened wells, as they will provide the best quality data. If we are unable to see any evidence for
climate change from these screened wells we would not expect to see it occurring in any of the wells
with lesser quality data. From these minimum requirements 1,093 sites from the original 6,093 sites
were left, producing a total of 1,156 individual records for use. These records were divided up into
Environment Agency regions consisting of Anglian, Midlands, North-East, Southern, South-West
and Thames. No sites from Wales or the North-West region passed these minimum requirements
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and so these localities are not represented.
When contemplating any study of droughts some of the methods used in previous studies must
be reviewed and compared. A useful review of drought events was carried out by the Assessment
of the Regional Impacts of Droughts in Europe (ARIDE Technical Report No. 6) by Hisdal and
Tallaksen (2000a). This review noted two commonly used general methods. The first method being
the annual minimum series (AMS), where the most severe event within a year is used to define a
drought. The annual minima can then be compared. One limitation is that events are considered
to be annually independent rather than multiple year events. As a result, the same event may
be identified twice by the AMS method, plus a time series with a large degree of variability may
result in minima of some years being greater than maxima in other years (Peters, 2003). The
second method is the use of a threshold level first developed by Rice (1945) and later expanded
upon by Cramer and Leadbetter (1967). This method uses a defined threshold level which if the
groundwater level falls below, then this is considered to be a drought. This method is often applied
to streamflow but also storage systems. Linked in with the threshold method is the use of a Partial
Duration Series (PDS). The PDS is all the values that fall below the defined threshold level and
the severity of droughts are defined by the drought deficit. Whilst the PDS method allows the
definition of multiple year events, it also can give a better definition of a drought period by not only
considering the most extreme annual event unlike the AMS method. However, the PDS method can
be distorted by minor droughts, so often minor droughts are excluded in the analysis. The AMS
method allows an obviously more simple method of defining an annual event. However, if selecting
the AMS or PDS methods the type of data available and required analysis must be considered
(Hisdal and Tallaksen, 2000a). Given the available data from the EA, the use of an AMS based
method was selected as being the more appropriate. This was based on the data being variable in
quality but also resolution, with datasets often being monthly in resolution. The general coarseness
of the datasets would mean it would be difficult to define a threshold level based on a very limited
number of data points, whilst the use of an annual method would be more suited to the low number
of data points. Given that we are concerned with long term changes too, annual series may be
considered to be suitable.
Whilst the EA opted for a 20 year minimum length for records and work by Bloomfield et
al. (2003) that looked the potential impacts of climate change on groundwater levels suggested a
16-20 year time series of data is required when using linear regression methods. However, when
looking at extreme events (in this case drought) we must be careful in how we define the extreme
event. Often these drought events are referred to a 1 in 100 year drought event or 1 in 200 year
drought event and so logically if a shorter time period is adopted there is the potential that the
rarer and more significant events may well not be observed and so a 20 year period may not be
sufficiently long to be able to detect any significant changes or trends. In addition 20 years may
be considered too short a time frame to give any statistical backing to any potential trends visible
in the data record. Work by McKee et al (1993) found that drought frequency would decrease
inversely and duration increases linearly with time-scale and this would imply that a longer record
would result in the potential detection of more significant events. Tallaksen et al (1997) noted that
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statistical analysis of droughts may be further complicated by the occurrence of a large number of
minor droughts. In turn the use of a short time period may produce a record with a large number
of minor events, which may be so common that they do not appear to be unusual when compared
to the rest of the record. The use of a longer time series would allow for great variability between
values. A major stumbling block with any drought analysis is the averaging period being used for
the analysis. Dracup et al (1980a) stated that droughts may be studied in varying periods, such
as months when considering drought in terms of low precipitation. However, being concerned with
groundwater levels a longer period is required, due to the time taken for the groundwater system to
respond to changes in recharge (due to changes in precipitation). Importantly Dracup et al (1980a)
state that “the selection of the averaging period (unit of time or duration) for a particular drought
study is dependent almost entirely on the purpose for which the study is intended”.
So in turn annual values were used for this study as they were considered to give a good
indicator of changes over a longer period. Overall we may consider that the longer the time period
used, the more significant the events that may occur will be detected. Also we are aware of a number
of well-known historic drought events in the UK (such as the 1976 drought event) and use of a time
series that covers as many of these major events would be useful to detect any impacts caused by
these events on groundwater levels.
After a period of trial and error on varying methods of analysis on the groundwater level
monitoring data provided by the Environment Agency, a longer 40-year minimum record length
was selected. This had the dual impact of firstly reducing the number of suitable records to a much
lower and more manageable number, and secondly this time period was considered to be more
suitable for assessing whether potential impacts of climate change could be detected from the data.
Different record lengths (20 and 30 years for example) were also considered but were found to be
unsuitable for detecting whether climate change impacts are evident.
Following on from this initial screening of the borehole records a visual inspection of the data
was undertaken. First, the raw groundwater levels for each individual borehole were plotted as is.
This allowed a very simple and rapid visual inspect of the data to identify any major flaws, such as
large gaps or suspect values, in the record. From these initial examinations, a number of data issues
were readily apparent. As previously mentioned one area of concern was large gaps in the time series,
as these would affect the analysis of the data particularly when seeking to identify any trends present.
A large gap in readings could mean a number of things, e.g. the borehole was decommissioned (in
turn due to a number of possible different factors, such as costs) or the data was simply “lost” ,
possibly because the body or person(s) responsible for monitoring the borehole and maintaining the
records changed and in the process the data were lost. Another problem encountered was variations
in the temporal resolution of the groundwater level data. Two methods of collecting groundwater
levels are used by the EA. These are manual dipping, using a hand-held dipper, where a graduated
measuring tape with an electronic sensor at the end (which typically emits a high-pitched beep upon
contact with water) is lowered down the monitoring well and the water level is recorded typically
to the nearest centimetre below a known datum and electronic logging of water levels measured by
a pressure transducer/data-logger, which are installed in boreholes at a known position below the
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water level. The pressure transducer records the pressure at the installed position, which can then
be converted to a height of water above that known point and in turn the water level. In the case
of the latter, clearly these can provide an extremely high frequency of measurements, i.e. daily or
even sub-daily. However, even where loggers are in use, it is assumed they have generally been in
use for a limited period of time, which may be related to the growth of the monitoring network
after the Water Resources Act in 1963. Where data have been collected by manual dipping site visit
frequencies can vary greatly across the network. To help to overcome this concern the EA developed
a test for site visit frequencies to define a missing period in the data record. This was defined as a
“gap between readings that is greater than six times the expected visit frequency of the time series in
question”. The frequency of site visits associated with a particular borehole was designated as the
most common time difference between groundwater level readings (i.e. the modal value of the time
intervals between groundwater level readings). Other problems encountered with the data appeared
to be linked to the borehole’s physical characteristics. A particular feature, which was of concern
given that the focus of this research is drought, was “bottoming out”. This is where a minimum value
is recorded consistently throughout the data record, and which may or may not be a true reflection
of the actual groundwater value. For example, the borehole may become silted up over time due to
its construction, or damaged. Depending on the borehole construction, the filters on the borehole
may become blocked and water may become trapped in the well itself. In addition the well itself
may simply be too shallow to cover the entire range of fluctuation of the water level. Furthermore in
the case of wells with transducers installed, the location of the transducer may be above the bottom
range of water levels in the borehole and so when the water level drops below the transducer it
will record atmospheric pressure. Changes to hydraulic conductivity may also result in a period of
extremely similar values as a result to a sudden drop in the hydraulic conductivity. A sudden drop
will make it much more difficult for water to flow away, resulting in a period of relatively stable
levels. A particular example would be in a highly fractured rock (such as the Chalk) where there
is a fracture with low hydraulic conductivity and below this fracture the hydraulic conductivity of
the rock drops off by so much that it is effectively impermeable. Figure A.1 shows a plot of a few
selected wells highlighting some of these issues that did occur.
A.3. Approach
Following the procedure described above for selecting appropriate borehole records, it was found
that the number of suitable ones varied greatly from region to region. A figure of 10 suitable records
per region was decided upon as being a reasonably manageable number. However, not all regions
produced this number of suitable records, an example being the Southern Region, which provided
only 1 record of 40 years or greater. Initially the acceptable minimum record length was set at 40
years and all records of 40 years length or greater were selected for analysis (provided the record
was of suitable quality). But as previously mentioned, not all regions contained a sufficient number
of records of 40 years length. As a result the acceptable minimum record length was reduced to
30 years in order to increase the number of records analysed. It is worth noting that when using a
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Figure A.1.: Plot of 3 borehole records illustrating data quality issues.
minimum record length of 30 years, the number of suitable records for use increases greatly. The
use of a 30 year cut-off point meant the number of records with a sufficiently long length numbered
over 100 in total between all the regions (but this also varied significantly between regions). Initially
the records with the best datasets were selected for use to give as near to 10 as possible records per
region. However, some regions (e.g. South-West) did not have 10 suitable records and some regions
(e.g. Thames) had many more. As a result some regions had more than 10 records selected and
some had less than 10 selected.
As previously mentioned a significant discrepancy became apparent between the numbers of
records per region with a record length of 40 years or greater. For example the North-East region
had no records extending back 40 years, the longest being 39 years in length, but multiple records
of 30 years of historic data do exist. In contrast to this the Thames region was noted to have over
20 records containing at least 40 years worth of historic data. Every record with 40 years worth
of historic data was selected for use for each region (provided the data was of suitable quality).
Table A.1 shows a breakdown of the available records and the number of records used per region.
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Region No. of Records No. of Records with 40 Years+ No. Records used in analysis
Anglian 343 7 7
Midlands 178 4 10
North-East 207 0 8
North-West 0 0 0
Southern 123 6 6
South-West 15 7 7
Thames 290 16 16
Wales 0 0 0
Total 1156 40 62
Table A.1.: Table of record numbers for EA regions
The first step in using the data consisted of simply plotting the records. Whilst this is
unsuitable for any proper analysis, it did allow further cutting down of usable records by allowing
for the removal of data records with problems in the record, such as large gaps or bottoming out.
Following on from this, a simple standard score normalisation technique was carried out on the





Where x is the value to be normalised, µ is the mean of the dataset and σ is the standard
deviation of the dataset. The standard score normalisation allowed plots of different monitoring
well datasets to be readily compared against each other. From these similarities/differences in the
plots could be observed (shape, magnitude of peaks and troughs, variation in frequency of data).
Overall trends could be observed between wells from each region. The following graph (Figure A.2)
illustrates these concepts over a short time frame (eight years).
Carrying out a standard score normalisation allowed data from different boreholes to be
directly compared. From these plots some general trends could be identified over the available time
period. When examining the plot of the normalised data, arguably there appears to be a general
lowering of levels from the late 1980s onwards, particularly if a cut-off was to be drawn across from
the -2 value on the y-axis. This may indicate that the groundwater levels recorded in these wells
have decreased somewhat over the examined time period. However this is not a clear cut trend.
From the Figure A.2 it can be seen that two of the wells show a relatively similar pattern
(Clayton Clarts Laceb and Nr Cherry Trees Stud), in that the peaks of the hydrographs show
similar timing and extent, but the troughs of the groundwater levels show much more dissimilar
behaviour. It is very difficult to distinguish any trends in the shape of the rising and recessing limbs
of the normalised hydrographs. Interestingly, the other two wells do not show any such similarities;
although the Springhall record does appear to show what appears to be a maximum level in the
well being reached (may be becoming artesian or topping out). Any similarities with the Springhall
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Figure A.2.: Selection of normalised records for Anglian region.
record and the other records cannot be clearly defined. The plot for Blindwell Droveway shows the
reverse, in that during periods of groundwater recession it does not appear to match the other wells,
but during periods of recharge the levels show a more similar behaviour to the other wells (Clayton
Clarts and Nr Cherry Trees). Whilst these normalised plots were useful for gaining an overall view
of the behavior of the groundwater levels, they do not provide any real statistical evidence for
potential climate change. We cannot make the statement that any change in groundwater levels
seen in these plots is a result of climate change. Firstly we are unsure how groundwater levels
will respond to potential climatic changes. There may be assumptions that groundwater levels will
fall, however more recent climate change models, such as UK Climate Projections Briefing report
(Jenkins et al, 2009) have predicted that not only periods of less precipitation occur (particularly
during summer periods), but periods of more intense precipitation (during winter periods) will
occur. These two potential scenarios may even result in an evening out of groundwater levels. In
addition if a fall in groundwater levels is found to occur, the issues such as increased abstraction
and changes in land-use need to be eliminated before any changes can be suggested to be a result
of climatic change. As previously mentioned, from the normalised data plots, hints of a general
decrease in groundwater levels over longer periods were visible. A good example of this came from
three wells from the Midlands region, each dating back prior to 1970 (Four Crosses, Grangewood).
Figure A.3 an example of a simple plot of normalised groundwater levels for a selected number of
wells from the Midlands region.
Again from examining a plot of the boreholes with long term data a rough general pattern
can be seen. Whilst during the 1965-1980 period groundwater levels are generally consistent (with
the exception of the 1976 drought event, which is clearly represented in the record for all three
wells). Minimum levels tend to be relatively similar from year to year, with no major differences,
with the exception of extreme drought events. Interesting though, moving along through the record,
minimum levels appear to be getting generally lower moving towards the most recent data. Much
lower levels also appear to be occurring with greater frequency, particularly from 1980 onwards.
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Figure A.3.: Plot of pre-1970 records for selection for Midlands EA region.
The series for Grangewood and Four Crosses illustrate this particularly well. Before 1980 the series
for Grangewood rarely fell below -1 (exception being around the 1976 drought event), but after 1980
appears to fall below -1 on a near annual basis and the same can be said for the Four Crosses series.
Whitehouse Farm appears to show an upwards shift in the high end groundwater levels in addition
to a slight downwards shift in groundwater levels. Four Crosses arguably show a more general
decrease in groundwater levels, particularly the late 1980s onwards. Interestingly the increase in
levels shown in in Whitehouse Farm may be an indication of changes in recharge, which in turn
may be caused by potential climate changes.
In addition to these lower low groundwater levels, Four Crosses also appears to be illustrating
lower peak levels as the series progresses. Whilst this in itself is not evidence for climate change,
it is an indication of changes occurring that are in turn influencing groundwater levels. Further
statistical analysis is required to provide further backing to the idea that groundwater levels are
indeed falling over time and secondly whether the driving force for these changes is climate change
or some other explanation (e.g. due to changes in abstraction in the vicinity of the borehole).
As mentioned previously, further analysis was required to prove that a change in groundwater
levels has occurred over the past 40 years. The approach to this was based on previous work in the
area. If climate change is occurring, this will influence recharge (Herrera-Pantoja & Hiscock, 2006),
which in turn will impact groundwater levels. In addition, in this work we are focussing on the
low groundwater level events, which are associated with drought. As a result, the annual minimum
groundwater level was selected as a “surrogate” drought value. Often work in modelling drought
occurrence has relied on modelling recharge processes themselves or modelling large-scale climate
change scenarios and the influence on discharge (Labat et al, 2004) or small scale studies focusing
on single catchments and discharge levels (Limbrick et al, 2000). Some work has been carried out
focusing solely on groundwater levels and climate change (Bloomfield et al, 2003). Bloomfield et al,
(2003) suggested the use of a minimum groundwater level in a one in an x year annual minimum
groundwater level (i.e. a one in one year return period used in this work, but can be modified
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for a one in 20 year return period if required). Work by Tallaksen et al (1997) also suggested
the use of extreme value modelling when modelling drought duration using annual values, which
generated results comparable to other methods modelled, such as a moving average procedure.
Use of the annual low groundwater level as a surrogate drought indicator allows the difficulty of
defining what we mean by a drought by providing a set indicator per year. Groundwater droughts
themselves can be thought of in a number of different ways, such as the minimum groundwater
level, but also minimum baseflow, a minimum level at a supply source or even a maximum stress
at a groundwater source (Bloomfield et al, 2003). Use of groundwater levels as an indicator also
eliminates the other methods of defining droughts, such as meteorological droughts, streamflow
droughts and socio-economic droughts (Hisdal et al, 2000).
As stated above, the use of groundwater levels as a drought indicator was decided upon.
Another issue with this is at what point the groundwater level would be considered to be in drought
conditions. The problem with this is related to the severity of drought events. A simple example is
to consider extreme events and their severity as a one in x years event, e.g. one in 100 year event
or a one in 50 year event. Where the one in 100 year event is more extreme of the two, but also as
the name implies, less common in occurrence. A potential issue is that the available data for this
study rarely extends back beyond 40 years in length, so the possibility of encountering a one in 100
year event is, in fact, much lower. The shortness of the available data record also meant that the
number of events encountered throughout the record may be less and there is even the possibility
that events will not be significantly different (minor droughts) to the “more normal” groundwater
values to truly register as a drought event.
To help overcome this problem the use of the annual minimum groundwater level was selected
as a surrogate drought indicator, partly based on the idea put forward by Bloomfield et al, (2003).
The use of a minimum groundwater level per year would be used to give an indication of a gen-
eral shift in groundwater levels. A general downwards shift in levels may be considered a better
indication of an overall change in groundwater levels rather than looking specifically at drought
events themselves. It also as previously mentioned circumnavigates the issue with what a drought
is defined as.
The use of annual minimum groundwater levels obviously represent the lowest groundwater
value recorded in a year. So the use of the annual minimum groundwater level will show not only the
extreme events but also in turn show minor events by the changes in the “more normal” minimum
groundwater levels.
To assist with this a second statistical method was applied to the groundwater records. This
is the Weibull plotting position (Weibull, 1951). The Weibull plotting position only requires two
parameters, allowing it to be applied to most datasets and can be used to plot the extreme high
and low values of a series. What is particularly useful about this method is that it follows no
distribution (Makkonen, 2008) so we are not making any assumptions about the shape or distribution
about the dataset. Interestingly the work by Makkonen (2008) states that the plotting position for
extreme value analysis suggested originally by Weibull (1951) should be adopted for all extreme
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value analyses as the result is unique and independent of any parent distribution. The Weibull
plotting position has often been used in extreme value applications, such as extreme flood analysis
(Boes, 1989), but in this case is used in essence for the reverse application in analysis of low-end
extreme values (droughts) rather than high-end extreme values (floods). Generating a series annual
low groundwater values for a set number of years provides a data record of extreme (low-end) values
(too act as surrogate drought values). The Weibull method allows for further investigation of how
this variation of these low-end extreme values can be analysed by plotting the data using a Weibull
plotting position technique using ranked datasets. The use of this plotting technique allowed for
comparison in an attempt to see if a shift in groundwater levels could be detected in historic data.
The datasets were reduced to produce data records consisting solely of the annual low ground-
water levels. The data sets were examined in 20 and 10 year “blocks” for 40 year records or 15
and 10 year “blocks” for 30 year records. The “blocks” were ranked from 1 to 10 (or 1 to 15, etc.),





Where i is equal to the rank position and n is equal to the total number of data points in the
sample. The plot position value produced from this equation was plotted against the annual low
groundwater values for each 10, 15 or 20 year “block”. This method allowed comparison of the 10,
15 and 20 year plots in groups for each well, allowing for a general indication of whether the annual
low groundwater levels have been shifting downwards.
Following on from these Weibull plots, the extreme values (rank 1 & 10) were removed from
the data series and linear lines of best fit added to the produced plots. The reasoning behind this
was that the plots often produced showed significant variability at the high and low end extreme
values, but notably less variability in the less extreme regions of the plots. The extreme values
(rank 1 & 10) may be overly influencing on any lines of best fit added. It is also important to
note that if looking for an extreme event, for example the one in 100 year event, due to the limited
data record, such extreme events may not be present at all in the available data. Therefore it was
considered sensible to look at the more central plot positions of the annual low groundwater levels
as a potentially more useful indicator for drought due to their more regular occurrence, which would
suit the limited data record.
A.4. Regional Observations
A.4.1. Anglian
Anglian region contained a higher number of usable records than most of the other regions. Plots of
normalised groundwater levels showed some consistency between groups of records (simply based on
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the apparent behaviour of the groundwater levels, e.g. similar periods of recession and rise), such as
the records for Blindwell Droveway and Claytern Clarts. This may be due to relative proximity of
the monitoring wells or linked geology, as significant variation is observed between some of the other
records. Initially nine wells were selected for use, but this was trimmed to seven wells after plots of
the groundwater levels produced some issue s with two of the nine initially selected wells. Plots of the
normalised data for wells with 30 years records also showed a reasonable level of consistency. These
wells were not used for any further analysis due to their limited length. No significant trends could
be seen in their normalised plot, although there does appear to be a hint of the lower groundwater
levels during periods of recession becoming slightly lower on average after 1980 in a few of the wells
(Verge B1102 Nr Swaff, Verge Nr Roundhouse and Manor Farm Crimplesh).
Figure A.4.: Anglian normalised records with 40 years of observations.
Figure A.5.: Anglian normalised records with 30 years of observations.
Plots of the 20 year records of the Weibull plotting positions (Following set of figures) produced
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a relatively high level of consistency between the different monitoring wells. Five of the seven wells
produced a result of the later 20 year series containing generally lower groundwater levels. Blindwell
droveway, Verge B1102 Nr Swaff and Verge Nr Roundhouse proved to be three good examples of the
expected downwards shift in groundwater levels, with all three showing a consistent and dramatic
downwards shift in levels between the two 20 year periods. Springfield Bottish and Nr Cherry Trees
showed a less consistent downwards shift in groundwater levels, but the shift was still visible to an
extent, with the shift being present in the upper plot positions for Springhall Bottish and the lower
plot positions for Nr Cherry Trees. The remaining two wells, Claytern Clarts and Manor Farm show
significant cross over between the two 20 year series and no significant trends, with the levels being
relatively consistent for the entire 40 year period, indicating little variation in minimum groundwater
levels over the 40 year record. This may be due to factors such as the well construction causing a
minimum level or ponding in the borehole and would require further information and investigation
on the actual boreholes themselves to eliminate these potential issues.
When the high and low extreme values were removed from the datasets and then linear trend
lines were fitted to the 20 year series. Three of the nine wells showed the expected downwards shift
in groundwater levels (Blindwell Droveway, Verge B1102 Nr Swaff and Verge Nr Roundhouse) for
the two x 20 year series. The remaining four wells show a crossover of the trend lines, although the
trend lines for Nr Cherry Tree show significant widening of the shift at the lower groundwater levels.
Manor Farm also shows this widening of the gap between the trend lines at lower groundwater levels,
although to a lesser extent than that seen in the plot for Nr Cherry Tree. This widening may be
an indication of the inherent variability in the system at the more extreme values (high and lows).
Springhall Bottish and Clayern Clarts show a crossover of trend lines with the later series trend
lines eventual y-axis intercept being lower.
Figure A.6.: Anglian 20 year record 1.
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Figure A.7.: Anglian 20 year record 2.
Figure A.8.: Anglian 20 year record 3.
Figure A.9.: Anglian 20 year record 4.
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Figure A.10.: Anglian 20 year record 5.
Figure A.11.: Anglian 20 year record 6.
Figure A.12.: Anglian 20 year record 7.
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Plots of the 10 year Weibull series (following set of figures) were much less consistent. Verge
Nr Roundhouse and Verge B1102 Nr Swaff showed the best representation of a downwards shift in
groundwater levels. Although an exact steady downwards shift from series one to four (oldest to
most recent) was not observed in any of the datasets. Blindwell Droveway also showed a significant
downwards shift in levels, with the latter two series both being similar in levels, but still markedly
lower than the earlier two 10 year series. Manor Farm, Springhall Bottish and Claytern Clarts
showed no definite trends, with variation in the series order being quite significant. The dataset for
Nr Cherry Tree was interesting in that the 1989-1998 series was significantly lower than the other
three 10 year series, which in turn all showed relatively consistent groundwater levels. This may be
an indication of this monitoring well being adversely affected by the 1988-1990 groundwater drought
event, and then may of taken a significant time to recover to its more typical levels. This may be
in turn linked to the Chalk geology present at the site.
Figure A.13.: Anglian 10 year record 1.
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Figure A.14.: Anglian 10 year record 2.
Figure A.15.: Anglian 10 year record 3.
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Figure A.16.: Anglian 10 year record 4.
Figure A.17.: Anglian 10 year record 5.
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Figure A.18.: Anglian 10 year record 6.
Figure A.19.: Anglian 10 year record 7.
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Again over a longer time frame (40 years) some indication of a downwards shift in groundwater
levels can be established from the available dataset, with a number of the monitoring wells producing
a downwards shift in levels. Whilst the time frame of 10 years again appears to be too short to be
able to draw any significant trends from. The 40 year record length, whilst showing the trend is
again limited by the low number of samples (two).
A.4.2. Midlands
The Midlands region contained approximately 60 sets of groundwater level monitoring data dating
from 1980 or earlier. Of these 60 records only four were found to originate in date prior to 1970.
Approximately 27 records originated from the 1971-1975 period. From these records, the series was
further trimmed to select an arbitrary number of records, to give a spread throughout the region
on a number of different aquifer types, whilst maintain a long as possible historical data set. Initial
selection provided 10 suitable records.
These records gave variability in aquifer type and included both sandstones and limestones.
Initial plots of the data were carried out to examine the data records to look for any general trends
or irregularities in the data series. Some series were found to contain a varying number of gaps in
the data record and these gaps were removed. The majority of records, as expected, were monthly
in their resolution. However the issue of variability in coarseness of the data was apparent, with
a notable change in regularity of data readings, with most records missing readings at some point
during the entire length of the record (2001 was noted to be missing a large number of readings). Also
based on these simple plots, two borehole records were eliminated (Cherry Tree and Robinson’s End
Cottage), due to unusual data values, leaving eight borehole records to be used for further analysis.
Normalisation was carried out on the remaining eight borehole records (Figure A.20)). The
normalised data was then plotted to examine the borehole records together. From examination of
these plots a clear overall correlation is present between the eight records, with peaks and troughs
occurring in highly similar locations (with variation in magnitude), resulting in a general match
in the shape of the plots. Whilst overall the plots show the same general shape, the Cowburns
plot is notably different in shape for a significant proportion of the record with a notably greater
normalisation values for both peaks and troughs.
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Figure A.20.: Midlands Region normalised groundwater levels
A simple pot of the pre-1970 records showed a good correlation for portions of the records.
Four Crosses and Grangewood were generally similar in both shape and magnitude for the major-
ity of the record. Whitehouse Farm was observed to again be similar in general shape, but the
magnitudes of positive and negative normalisation values were found to be significantly greater.
Weibull plots of the 40 year records for the three suitably long datasets (Four Crosses, Grange-
wood and Whitehouse Farm) were produced. Whilst these may be of little statistical value, they
are useful to show a visual representation of the general correlation in the trend of annual low
groundwater levels. Continuing on from this, plots were produced of two by 20 year and four by 10
year records were produced (Figures A.22 to A.27 - Please note only the plots with trend lines and
Weibull plot positions are shown in this section for brevity) for the annual low groundwater level for
these three wells. The 20 year plots for Grangewood and Four Crosses show a similar trend, with a
downwards shift in groundwater levels being clearly visible between the 1968-1987 and 1988-2007 se-
ries. Similarity in the shape of the plots can also been observed, with a widening of the shift present
in both plots around the middle range of values, but also convergence of the values present in both
plots around the more extreme (high and low) values. For both of these datasets the overall lowest
minimum groundwater level is present in the later (1988-2007) dataset. The Whitehouse Farm plot
shows no definite trend. Convergence between the two series is again present at the “more extreme
high and low” values, and there is a slight widening of the gap during a portion of the two datasets
in the 0.45-0.8 region. Overall the two series show crossover a four points along their length, with
the later series being generally higher than the earlier series, contrary to the expected downwards
shift in groundwater levels. It is also apparent that the variation in groundwater levels in this well
(Whitehouse Farm) is much less than that in the other two wells with such long records. This may
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be due to factors such as the well construction or other influences such as local abstraction or the
local geology and as such we require further information to investigate this.
Figure A.21.: Midlands region Normalised records for pre-1970 groundwater levels
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Figure A.22.: Four Crosses 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.23.: Grangewood 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.24.: Whitehouse Farm 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.25.: Four Crosses 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plotting Positions
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Figure A.26.: Grangewood 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plotting Positions
Figure A.27.: Whitehouse 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plotting Positions
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To incorporate the remaining five wells, Weibull plots of two x 15 year length datasets were
produced (Figures A.28 to A.35). The expected trend of the 1993-2007 series being overall lower than
the 1978-1992 series was significantly present in three of the eight wells (Four Crosses, Grangewood
and Cowburns). A convergence was observed in the 0.6-0.8 plot position range for all of the eight
wells. Crossover between the series was observed on seven of the eight plots. The amount of crossover
did vary significantly, with only some crossover occurring in the extreme ends of the series, such as
that in the plot of Four Crosses, or multiple points of crossover, such as in the plot of Ivy Farm. The
amount of crossover appears to be dependent on the general variation in the minimum groundwater
level values for the two series. Where values are more similar, more crossover occurs. Interestingly
at the extreme ends of the series both spread and convergence appears to occur, with no one type
being particularly more prevalent. Burton Shutts for example shows convergence at both ends of
the series, whilst Cowburns shows spread at both ends. Whitehouse Farm shows convergence at the
higher extreme and spread at the lower extreme, whilst Hod Hill shows the opposite. The lowest
overall groundwater level occurs five out of eight times in the later series (as would be expected).
This again shows the apparent inherent variability in the data, but also may be an indication that
a total record length of 30 years is not sufficiently long to detect any major trends.
Figure A.28.: Four Crosses 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.29.: Grangewood 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.30.: Whitehouse Farm 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.31.: Hod Hill 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.32.: Ivy Farm 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.33.: Royle Farm 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.34.: Burton 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.35.: Cowburns 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
To further this investigation, the extreme high and low values were removed from each dataset
and then linear trend lines were fitted to the Weibull data plots. Plots of two x 20 years were pro-
duced for the three available 40 year datasets (Figures A.36 to A.38). Four Crosses and Grangewood
again showed the expected downwards shift in groundwater levels, with Four Crosses being the more
dramatic shift. The gradients of the linear trend lines were also quite similar and in both cases the
trend lines for each series run roughly parallel with a lower y-axis intercept being in the later series.
Whitehouse Farm produced a plot where the trend lines cross over in the 0.35 plot position region.
The gradient of the two trend lines differ in that the later trend line is steeper with a lower y-axis
intercept value than the later trend line. The R squared values for all the trend lines showed a
confidence of 0.9 or greater, with the exception of the 1968-1987 trend line for Whitehouse Farm. It
is interesting to note that whilst the plot for Whitehouse Farm doesn’t produce the clear downwards
shift (unlike the other 40 year records), it does produce a much steeper gradient when plotting a
linear trend line, indicating a greater change in levels over the later 20 year period.
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Figure A.36.: Four Crosses 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plotting Positions
Figure A.37.: Grangewood 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plotting Positions
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Figure A.38.: Whitehouse 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plotting Positions
In addition two x 15 year plots were also produced with linear trend lines after removing
the extreme low and high data points. Four Crosses and Grangewood show much the same result
as in the two x 20 year plots, as does Whitehouse Farm (albeit the crossover has been slightly
shifted upwards along the plot position values from 0.35 to 0.4). Of the five 30 year records (two
x 15 year series), Hod Hill, Burton Shutts and Cowburns show the expected downwards shift in
groundwater levels with a R squared value of 0.88 or greater. The remaining two wells (Ivy Farm
and Royle Farm) show no real trend. The values for Ivy Farm are relatively consistent between
the two series resulting in a crossover in the 0.5 plot position, with the earlier series producing a
unexpected steeper trend line. Royle Farm is unusual in that the later series does produce a steeper
trend line, but the groundwater levels for the earlier series are nearly always lower for the entire
record of annual low groundwater levels.
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Figure A.39.: Four Crosses 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and
20) Removed
Figure A.40.: Grangewood 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and
20) Removed
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Figure A.41.: Whitehouse Farm 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position
1 and 20) Removed
Figure A.42.: Hod Hill 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and 20)
Removed
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Figure A.43.: Ivy Farm 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and 20)
Removed
Figure A.44.: Royle Farm 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and
20) Removed
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Figure A.45.: Burton 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and 20)
Removed
For both Four Crosses and Grangewood the lowest of the four series was the 1988-1997 series,
which also occurred in the wells in the Anglian region, and again may be an indication of a delayed
recovery from drought events during the late 1980s in the UK. The later series (1998-2007) tended to
be the 2nd lowest series. For Whitehouse Farm no real trend can be observed, with the later series
showing the highest overall values, although the 1988-1997 series is generally the lowest, it is highly
similar to the 1968-1977 series, but again this may be due to the drought events in the UK that
occurred during 1976 which may have significantly affected this well. Again further information on
the well construction, local abstractions, geology and groundwater system is not currently available,
which if was, may assist in our understanding.
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Figure A.46.: Cowburns 15 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Extreme Values (Position 1 and
20) Removed
A.4.3. North-East
The north-east region was unique from the other available regions in its lack of many long term
records. Initially eight records were selected for use with suitable long and of good quality data.
Of these records, only one was near the requirement of a 40 year length, dating back 39 years. The
remainder of the records were of only sufficient length to allow a 30 year record for use. Overall the
eight borehole records showed a good correlation in the shape of the historic normalised groundwater
plots, but as expected the eight records could be sub-divided into small groups related to their
relative proximity and geology. The following two figures illustrate the plots of the normalised
groundwater levels for the eight wells selected from this region. Overall the majority of the wells
show a good consistency, with most following a similar shape (in peaks and troughs to indicate low
and high groundwater levels during periods of recharge and recession) but to varying magnitudes,
as would be expected. Rushyford was noted to be rather different from the other seven wells, with
much less variation in the values, but still displayed roughly the same behaviour but to a much lesser
extent. Sharrow hall, Warlaby Nook, Tholthorpe RAF and Scuton Village all showed remarkably
similar behaviour and also similar values for levels. This may be related to their possible proximity
and similar geology, which will require further investigation. The same can be said for Baldersby
Garage, Bimbo Farm and Castle Farm. These three wells all show very similar behaviour to each
other and also to all the other wells (with the exception of Rushyford). Overall when looking at the
normalised data plots, again as in the Anglian region there does appear to a slight downwards shift
in overall levels over the 39 year time frame. Also with the exception of around 1976 the minimum
groundwater levels that have occurred do appear to be lower from 1980 onwards, much like the
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Anglian region once more.
Figure A.47.: Normalised records for North-East region plot 1.
Figure A.48.: Normalised records for North-East region plot 2.
When examining the 15 year records (1979-1992 and 1993-2007 in most cases - the next set
of figures), three of the records show a clear downwards shift in groundwater levels, with the earlier
record being clearly lower for the vast majority, if not entirety of the record length (Castle Farm,
Scuton Village, and Warlaby Nook). Three of the records (Baldersby Grange, Bimbo Farm and
Sharrow Hall) show cross-over between the two series, with levels being quite similar and thus
showing no distinct trend. Tholthorpe RAF does show a slight downwards shift in levels around
the higher plot positions, but some cross-over is present in during the lower plot positions during
the two 15 year series, and so again it is hard to distinguish a set trend.
Some conversion of levels is observed in the 0.2 and 0.7 plot position range, and some spread
observed at the high and low extreme value ranges in some well records (e.g. Warlaby Nook, Scuton
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Village, Sharrow Hall). Interestingly the longest record (at 39 years), Rushyford shows the opposite
of the expected trend, with the later series showing higher groundwater levels than the earlier
series for the entire record length. The conversion may be a result of an apparent spread of values
around the high and low extreme values, which in turn may be a result of inherent variation in the
groundwater levels.
When the high and low extreme values were removed and linear trend lines added to the
plots, three of the eight wells (Castle Farm, Scuton Village and Warlaby Nook) show the expected
downwards shift in groundwater levels with time at the 15 year record length scale. The shift in
levels clearly varies in magnitude between the three wells with Scuton Village appearing to suffer
the greatest downwards shift in levels. When linear trend lines are fitted to all three of these wells,
the trend lines appear to show a very similar gradient and y-axis and x-axis intercepts. The distance
between the trend lines is also relatively consistent for all three wells, with the trend lines running
roughly parallel on a similar gradient. However Bimbo Farm for example, shows the opposite to
expected, although the levels are relatively similar with some cross-over between the two series.
Baldersby Grange shows no dominant trend with cross-over and Rushyford shows a shift for about
two thirds of the series, where at the 0.6 plot position range the values become extremely similar.
This behaviour is unusual and cannot be easily explained, and as a result, Rushyford may be
discounted. Tholthorpe RAF shows a slight downwards shift in levels, with the extent of the shift
increasing in the higher plot positions (i.e. higher annual low groundwater values). Sharrow Hall
exhibits similar behaviour to Tholthorpe RAF but with some cross-over between trend lines around
the 0.3 plot position.
Figure A.49.: Castle Farm 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.50.: Scuton Village 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.51.: Warlaby Nook 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.52.: Baldersby Grange 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.53.: Bimbo Farm 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.54.: Sharrow Hall 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.55.: Tholthorpe RAF 15 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.56.: Rushyford 19 and 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Plots of 10 year length Weibull distributions were produced for all eight wells used. The
expected downward shift in groundwater levels is not apparent in the majority of the records. It is
only notably visible in the Tholthorpe RAF monitoring well record. Whilst an overall decrease in
levels can be distinguished, there is often cross-over between series. Often the middle period series
appears to contain the lowest groundwater levels of the three series, such as that for Castle Farm.
A number of records, such as those for Baldersby Grange and Sharrow Hall show no obvious trend.
Again the Rushyford record is unusual in its variation of groundwater levels between series, with
the earliest of the four series being significantly lower than the later three series. Castle Farm and
Scuton Village both show a downwards shift in levels, but with the two more recent 10 year series
of groundwater levels being similar, rather than a set sequence to the downwards shift.
The 10 year plots with extreme high and low values removed and linear trend lines added
show generally unexpected results. Scuton Village shows the expected downwards shift in ground-
water levels. Interestingly the plots for Castle Farm, Tholthorpe RAF and Warlaby Nook show a
downwards shift in levels, but with the middle (typically 1988-1997) series showing the lowest levels.
This may be a result of the 1988-1990 groundwater drought event. Baldersby Grange and Sharrow
Hall show no dominant trend and Rushyford shows the opposite as expected, with groundwater
levels increasing with time.
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Figure A.57.: Castle Farm 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.58.: Scuton Village 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.59.: Warlaby Nook 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.60.: Baldersby Grange 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.61.: Bimbo Farm 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.62.: Sharrow Hall 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.63.: Tholthorpe RAF 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.64.: Rushyford 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
A.4.4. Southern
The southern region covers a relatively large area, in which are a number of groundwater dominated
catchments. However only six wells were would to have data records of the required 40 year or greater
length.
The plot of normalized annual low groundwater levels of these six wells produced a plot which
showed a relatively good consistent similarity in both the shape of the plot but also the trends
occurring to groundwater levels. A few unusual readings can be observed, such as that for 1978 for
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East Stratton, which appears to be anomalously high. However, a similarly high reading was later
recorded in 2007 (although this may be due to the incomplete dataset for 2007). The Southern
region plot of annual low groundwater levels was one of the better ones to show the influence of
major historic drought events of the past 40 years on groundwater levels. The events of 1976-1977,
1988-1989, 1990-1992, 1995-1997 and 2005-2006 are clearly defined in the groundwater record. A
significant drop in groundwater levels can be observed across most of these data records. Also
present was a potential bottoming out issue with the Woodgarsten data record. Overall all six
selected wells show a good consistency. Tufton Warren, Whitelane Oakley and Woodgarsten Farm
all show a very similar shape when the normalised levels are plotted, with peaks and troughs being
very similar in location, but also similar in magnitude. The similarity is likely to be a result of
very similar geology between the wells and potentially relatively close locations. No. 3 West Dean
appears to show the lowest groundwater levels over all out of the six wells, but these are still not
drastically different to the other five wells. The other two wells (East Stratton and Hurtbourne)
appear to be consistent with the other wells selected. Hurtbourne however seems to have a maximum
level that does not seem to be passed, which may be a result of well construction. Overall three
of the wells (Tufton Warren, Whitelane Oakley and Woodgarsten Farm) seem to show reasonably
consist low groundwater levels with little change over the 40 year period. However, East Stratton,
Hurtbourne and No. 3 West Dean do show some signs of a general overall decrease in groundwater
levels moving towards the end of the series (2007), with lower levels appearing to become somewhat
more regular.
Figure A.65.: Southern Region normalised plots 1.
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Figure A.66.: Southern Region normalised plots 2.
20 Year Weibull plots were produced for the six wells. Overall four of these (East Stratton,
No.3 West Dean, Hurstbourne and Tufton Warren) show that for the majority of the record, the
lower groundwater level values are found in the latter 20 year period. However the variation in
levels between the two different 20 year series is not significant. Interestingly cross-over between
the two 20 years series occur in these four wells. There is a slight shift in levels, but nothing as
dramatic as seen in the data from other regions, such as North-East or Anglian for example. No. 3
West Dean shows the most dramatic shift, but this is only really present in the 0-0.7 plot positions,
with cross-over occurring beyond the 0.7 plot position. Hurstbourne and East Stratton also show
hints of this shift in levels but only at the lower plot positions with cross-over occurring at the high
plot positions.
Again variation at the extreme ends of the series is present, with some cross-over of the
two records occurring in the 0.1-0.3 and 0.7-0.9 value ranges. Greater variation is observed at the
extremes. In all records the lowest value is present in the latter 20 year period, bar that for East
Stratton. There is potential for a general trend of groundwater levels falling over the two 20 year
sample periods, with those in the latter 20 years being generally lower. The Woodgarsten record was
found to be highly anomalously with values being near consistent for over half of both 20 year series,
possibly due to the already mentioned potential bottoming out issue, so was discarded from further
analysis. Overall at the 20 year resolution the Southern region does not appear to show significant
evidence for a downwards shift in groundwater levels over the past 40 years when compared to the
regions where a more significant shift in levels can been seen using two 20 year samples when using
the Weibull plotting positions.
Again the extreme values of the 20 year series were removed and linear trend lines added. Here
a greater degree of similarity was observed between the five plots. For all five records the intercept
of the later series with the Y-axis was lower, indicating the potential for an overall decrease in
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groundwater levels for this latter sample period. Generally the trend lines for the latter series were
observed to be of a steeper gradient, indicating a greater variation in the high and low extreme
values of the series. Crossover of the trend lines was observed in all five records in the 0.5-0.9
value range. However none of the wells showed a simple downwards shift between the trend lines
as observed in other regions. The East Stratton plot appears to produce the closest result to this
with the trend lines running roughly parallel but converging at the 0.9 plot position. No. 3 West
Dean also shows a similar shape but with a much larger shift downwards from the earlier 20 year
trend line to the later 20 year trend line. Cross-over again occurs in the high plot position area
(0.8-0.9). It is interesting to note that the convergence of the trend lines occurs in the higher annual
low groundwater level range on both wells. This may again by linked to the potential for more
inherent variation at the extremes. Hurstbourne, Tufton Warren and Whitelane Oakley all show
a very similar shape, with crossover between the two trend lines occurring in the 0.6-0.7 Weibull
plot positions. It is hard to distinguish a set trend from these three wells, but for the majority of
the record, the latter 20 year series; do show lower annual low groundwater levels for the majority
of the record. The lowest annual low groundwater level does occur in the later series for all three
wells. But as previously mentioned the levels for these three wells are relatively similar throughout
the record, so it is hard to distinguish any significant trends.
Figure A.67.: East Stratton 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.68.: Hurstbourne 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.69.: West Dean 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.70.: Tufton 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.71.: Whitelane Oakley 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.72.: Woodgarsten 20 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
10 year Weibull plots were again produced. Again the four by 10 year plots show a much less
definite trend. There is much more variation between the individual wells when using a 10 year
sample period. Some convergence is apparent in the middle value range and again variation in the
extreme value ranges. However, more potential for trends is exposed by the removal of the high and
low extreme values and the addition of linear trend lines to the plots. From all five plots, the 88-97
series tends to be overall the lowest of the four 10 year samples in all five of the wells. The earlier
two samples can be said to generally contain the higher groundwater level values. The 98-07 sample
period appears to be of a steeper gradient. With the exception of the No. 3 West Dean record, the
remaining four plots appear to show the same general trend when fitted with linear trend lines.
None of the five wells show a simple downwards shift in levels between the four 10 year series
when moving from the oldest series to the most recent series. No. 3 West Dean is the only well
to show that the latter two series are lower than the earlier two series. The remaining four wells
consistently show that the 88-97 series is the lowest overall series for the majority of the record,
but other than that, there appears to be no set trend in any of the wells used in this section.
Groundwater levels appear to be relatively consistent between series for the remainder of the wells
for most of the record when using 10 year samples.
The Southern region does provide some evidence for falling groundwater levels on a 20 year
sample period, but again the limited sample numbers (two per well) limits the confidence in this.
A number of anomalous results are apparent and at a 10 year sample period the trend becomes
much less definite, but it is still apparent if generally considering the latter two samples being lower
than the earlier two samples as evidence for a decrease in levels. The general occurrence of the
88-97 samples being the lowest over sample may be a result of the drought events that occurred
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during the 1988-1989 influencing the recovery of groundwater levels, but this cannot be confirmed.
Interestingly the three other series are relatively similar and so trends cannot be identified. However
if examining the trend lines themselves, it can be seen in all five wells, if the trend line for the 98-07
series was to be extended fully to the x-axis intercept, this series would be indeed lower than the
earlier two series (68-77 and 78-87). So as a very general trend we can say that the later two series
do show overall lower levels and a slight downwards shift in levels, but this is not as solid a trend
as seen previously in other regions. Note all following Figures are mAOD.
Figure A.73.: East Stratton 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.74.: Hurstbourne 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.75.: West Dean 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.76.: Tufton Warren 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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Figure A.77.: Whitelane Oakley 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
Figure A.78.: Woodgarsten Farm 10 year Annual Low mAOD Weibull Plot
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A.4.5. South-West
The South-West region contained an overall much lower number of boreholes than the other regions
represented. This is likely related to the region being relatively small, but also the geology, with the
presence of a large amount of igneous geology, the potential for groundwater is limited. Assuming
a simple divide of the region into Devon and Cornwall, we can crudely say that Cornwall is igneous
dominated overall, so groundwater observation wells will not be present. Devon is dominated in
the central areas by igneous geology, but also present are limestones and sandstones, resulting in
potential for groundwater systems. The seven wells selected for initial observations are all located
in Devon or North Wessex within sandstone or limestone geological strata. It can be said the South-
West region is not groundwater dominated. Plots of unmodified groundwater levels were carried
out, however these proved unsuitable for any analysis. Some similarity in the shape of plots was
observed, such as Warren House and Kingston Farm, but this may be due to the relative proximity
of the wells and similar geology. There was also some variation in record length present, with
Warren House and Kingston Farm only have readings up until 2007 and the other wells continuing
into 2008.
Once again normalisation was carried out on the seven monitoring well datasets. Some gen-
eral similarities in the shape of plots were observed. Issues with potential bottoming out became
apparent in some data sets, such as that for the Southfield Ho Whatly monitoring well. Greater
similarity in the shape of plots can be observed from 1980 onwards. This may reflect an improve-
ment in data quality or monitoring techniques. Variation in the monitoring frequency is also visible.
The normalised groundwater level plots for the longer records (40 years plus) show relatively good
consistency in their overall shape, with Kingston Farm and Warren House being particularly similar
in shape. Woodbury Ed is similar in shape but shows much less variation in values, but after 1990
appears to show generally lower values for the remainder of the record. The shorter records (below
40 years, typically 30 years) also show a good level of similarity, with Oakhill No.2 Silverlake Farm
showing similar overall shapes, but some variation in magnitude. Southfield Ho Whatly displays
some potentially unusual behaviour with periods of near constant levels for relatively long periods
(months). This however cannot be bottoming out of the well as at other points through the dataset
both significantly higher and lower values are observed. This well was removed from further analysis
following this observation. The similarity of the longer wells may be linked to the geology. Kingston
Farm and Warren House display very similar levels and are both located on the Bromsgrove Sand-
stone aquifer, whilst all the shorter (30 year) records are located on similar geology to each other
(either Carboniferous Limestone or Inferior Oolite Group) but different to the longer records (all
on sandstone), with the exception of Woodbury Ed which is located in pebble beds.
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Figure A.79.: South-West Region normalised plots 1.
Figure A.80.: South-West Region normalised plots 2.
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Following on from this the Weibull Plot Position analysis was carried out once more. The
shorter records (30 years) were discounted and only the 40 year records were used for further analysis.
This was due to a combination of factors. Firstly the longer records, as previously discussed, are
more useful for detecting trends. Also this region is considered to be not groundwater dominated
as other regions, such as the Anglian region for example, as shown by the much lower number of
groundwater level data sets available for the South-West region So potential evidence for climate
change from the South-West region was considered to be less.
The datasets were trimmed to leave only the minimum annual low groundwater level for each
year, to act as a surrogate drought value. The Weibull plot position method was used to produce 20
year plots for three wells (Kingston Farm, Warren House and Woodbury Ed). Kingston Farm and
Woodbury Ed show the expected result of annual low groundwater levels being lower in the latter
20 year record than the earlier 20 year record. The downwards shift in the levels for Kingston Farm
and Woodbury Ed is very clear and also quite significant, with every point in the earlier (1967-
1986 and 1968-1987) series being lower than that in the later (1987-2006 and 1988-2007) series.
Interestingly, as seen in some other regions there is some convergence around the more central
Weibull plot positions (0.5-0.8) and some spread around the extremes (Weibull plot positions of 0.8
plus). This spread occurs in both the plots for Kingston Farm and Woodbury Ed. The spread in
the plot positions at the higher plot values is more apparent in the Woodbury Ed plot than the
Kingston Farm plot.
However Warren House does not show the expected downwards shift in levels. Both series are
extremely similar for Woodbury E, with multiple points of convergence and cross-over between the
two series. No trend can be observed from this plot, with the lowest overall annual low groundwater
level occurring in the earlier series and the highest overall annual low groundwater level occurring
in the later series, opposite to what would be expected and what was observed in the plots for
Kingston Farm and Woodbury Ed.
For the 20 year plots with fitted linear trend lines, Woodbury Ed and Kingston Farm show
the expected decrease in levels and similar gradients, whilst Warren House shows a cross-over of
the trend lines and data series. However it can be observed from the plot that the majority of
the 10 lowest annual low groundwater levels are present in the later (77-06) data set. The plot for
Kingston Farm shows a consistent downwards shift in levels, with the linear trend lines running
approximately parallel to each for the entirety of the plot. The plot for Woodbury Ed again shows
the downwards shift in levels, but the added linear trend lines display a change in the shift. The
shift in levels becomes more significant in the higher plot value range with some conversion in the
lower plot positions. If extending the trend lines back to the x-axis intercept it may be possible
that the linear trend line for the earlier series may well cross the x-axis at a lower value than that
for the later series trend line. The variation in values for the earlier series is much more noticeable
than that in the later 20 year series. Again the plot for Warren House displays no significant trend,
with the linear trend lines being relatively similar and displaying crossover.
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Figure A.81.: Kingston Farm 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.82.: Warren House 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.83.: Woodbury Ed 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Weibull plot positions for 10 year series were also produced for these three monitoring wells.
All three wells showed a degree of convergence around the 0.7 value plot position and a larger
spread around the 0.1 and 0.9 value plot positions. This again may be an indication of the inherent
variability in the extreme values. Woodbury Ed shows the closest example to the ideal downwards
trend in values, with the earliest series showing the higher annual low groundwater levels overall
and the latest series showing the lowest overall low groundwater levels. There is a significant
shift between the earliest 10 year series (1968-1977) and the last 10 year series (1998-2007) for the
Woodbury Ed plot. However, the latter two series are quite similar for the majority of the record,
with crossover occurring across the entire plot. Overall though it can be said there is a trend of
decreasing groundwater levels over the 40 year period moving towards the present for this well.
But again at this scale of 10 year series there is a lot more variation and trends are certainly less
definite when compared to the plots for 20 year series. Also for Woodbury Ed, there is a definite
shift and gap between the earlier two 10 year series and the later 10 year series. Kingston Farm
does show a downwards shift, but it less definite than that seen in the plots for Woodbury Ed.
Overall the second most recent (1987-1996) series if the overall lowest series, but again crossover
does occur with the most recent (1997-2006) series, but to a lesser extent than that seen in the plot
for Woodbury Ed. But again it can be said the annual low groundwater levels for the later two 10
year series are lower overall than those for the earlier two series, potential evidence for a downwards
shift in groundwater levels caused by climate change. Again though the shift in groundwater levels
is less definite at a 10 year scale than the shift seen at a 20 year scale. The plot for Warren House
shows no significant trend. All four 10 year series are relatively similar for the entirety of the plot.
For the 10 year Weibull plot positions with linear trend lines fitted Woodbury Ed shows a
steady overall decrease in annual low groundwater levels with time, with each progressive 10 year
record being lower than the last. The gradients to the fitted linear trend lines are also similar,
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showing a more steady, almost consistent downwards shift in annual low groundwater levels. The
latter two 10 year series however are very similar and show some cross over, but the most recent
(1998-2007) series appears to be the lowest overall for the majority of the plot. Interestingly the
earlier two 10 year series display a similar shape in their plot but also the gradient of the trend lines
are very similar and appear to run roughly parallel, whilst the latter two 10 year series are very
similar to each other and also display trend lines of a very similar gradient, but in turn are very
different to the two earlier 10 year series.
Kingston Farm also follows this trend, although the 87-96 series is lower than that of the
97-06 series (this may be artificially overly influenced by the 1989 groundwater drought event). But
again it can be said that the more recent 20 years does display overall low annual low groundwater
levels than the earlier 20 year period. Again the earlier two 10 year series display very similar shape
and also the linear trend lines again run roughly parallel to each other. The latter two series are
more similar to each other than the earlier two series, but to a lesser extent than that seen in the
plot for Woodbury Ed. The trend lines are also more different for Kingston Farm for the latter two
series than those seen for the plot for Woodbury Ed. However they are also relatively similar to
the trend lines for the earlier two series (with the 1987-1996 trend line being particularly similar).
Again Warren House exhibits no obvious trend.
Figure A.84.: Kingston Farm 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.85.: Warren House 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.86.: Woodbury Ed 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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A.4.6. Thames
The Thames region contained approximately 20 wells with a sufficiently long record for use. This
was trimmed 16 wells following initial an examination of the data for any errors. It is interesting
to note that the Thames region contained six wells with 100 years or greater worth of groundwater
level records. However following some initial plots of the raw data of these wells it became quickly
apparent that these records would prove unsuitable for the proposed analysis due to issues such as
massive groundwater rebound in the Thames region.
Initial plots of the normalised groundwater levels for the 16 wells showed a good correlation
when compared to other regions, with the shape of the normalised plots being relatively similar,
but with obvious variation in magnitude. Major drought events such as the 1976 and 1988-1990
events were easy distinguished from a drop in levels and period of recovery afterwards. Plots of
normalised annual low groundwater levels also showed good consistency between the wells. Wells
could be grouped into plots that show a similar shape. Apparent was the significant variation in
the resolution of readings from well to well.
Figure A.87.: Thames normalised plot 1.
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Figure A.88.: Thames normalised plot 2.
Figure A.89.: Thames normalised plot 3.
As can be seen from the previous plots, a general similarity can be observed between the
normalised groundwater level plots. Interesting if one was to draw a line from -2 on the x-axis
across the width of all three graphs of the normalised groundwater levels, for the vast majority of
the wells, the amount of times the data line for each well touches or crosses that line appears to
increase as you move towards the present date. That is to say there appears to be a greater number
of lower groundwater levels occurring more recently. This is particularly apparent in the second
plot of the normalised groundwater levels from the late 1980s onwards. Whilst this in itself is not
direct evidence for change in groundwater levels due to climate change, it does appear to indicate
that groundwater levels have indeed been changing over the past 40 years, and it is occurring in
a number of wells, across an entire region from different catchments and somewhat varied geology.
The next group of plots are difficult to distinguish any major trends in (Old School House, Shalden,
The Old Farm and Well House). In these plots levels remain generally quite similar for the majority
of the record, such as in the case of the Shalden and Well House wells. The other plots show more
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variation and cross-over in levels, therefore making it difficult to establish whether a shift in levels
has taken place. The remaining wells, Roke Farm and Springfield Road is anomalous to the rest
of the selected wells in that it shows a general upwards shift in groundwater levels for the last 40
years.
The plots of 20 year Weibull plot position records show significant variation across the region.
These plots may be grouped into four types. The first group of plots (Pit King, Hixham and
Gallowstree) show a good correlation with the expected trend of a downwards shift in groundwater
levels with time, with both plots producing a significant gap in levels for the majority of the record.
Gallowstree shows a particularly good example, with a significant downwards shift between levels
for nearly the entirety of the record. Pit King and Hixham do show a downwards shift in levels
overall, but this shift is less dramatic than that seen in the plot for Gallowstree. Hixham also shows
some cross-over between the two 20 year series in the higher rank positions.
The 20 year annual low groundwater level records used to produce the 20 year Weibull ranked
plot positions were trimmed to remove the extreme values (rank 1 and 20). Linear trend lines were
then fitted to these plots to assist with indicating a potential shift in levels by the steepness of the
gradient of the trend lines and also the general shift in the position of the trend lines.
The use of the trend lines was a good indicator for a downwards shift in levels. The ideal
scenario to result from the plots would be a set of two linear trend lines that are separated (with
the later 20 year series being lower) but running roughly parallel. This would indicate a simple
but relatively uniform downwards shift in groundwater levels. The plots for Ampney Crucis 1,
Gallowstree and, Piddington 1 all show a steady downwards shift in groundwater levels, with the
trend lines running roughly parallel with very similar gradients for their entirety. The plot for
Pit King shows the next best example, with a clear shift in levels but with convergence occurring
towards the higher plot positions but no intercept.
The plots for Berden Hall, Cave Gate, Erlands House show a similar shape to the plot for Pit
King, with a shift in levels being apparent, but more extreme at the lower plot positions and the
shift decreases towards the higher plot position ranks resulting in convergence moving up the rank
positions until cross-over occurs in the 0.8-1.0 ranked plot positions.
Plots for the Old School house and the Old Farm show a similar shape in that the two trend
lines cross-over around the 0.5-0.6 plot position. In both cases the trend line for the 1988-2007 series
does produce the steeper gradient indicating a greater variation in levels. Also the trend line for
1988-2007 for both plots would intercept the x-axis before the trend lines for the 1968-1987 series.
Again the plots for Roke Farm and Springfield Road appear to show an indication for an upwards
shift in levels over the past 40 years in contrast to the other wells. Well House a shows only a slight
trend slight downwards shift in levels between the two series.
Overall from these 16 wells we can see that three show good evidence for a downwards shift
in levels over a 40 year period (two 20 year samples), and another seven also show some evidence
for a downwards shift in levels.
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Figure A.90.: 6 Cottages 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.91.: Ampney Crucis 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.92.: Berden 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.93.: Cave Gate 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.94.: Erlands House 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.95.: Ford Farm Cottages 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.96.: Gallowstree 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.97.: Hixham 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.98.: Old School House 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.99.: Piddington 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.100.: Pit King 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.101.: Roke Farm 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.102.: Shalden 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.103.: Springfield Road 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Figure A.104.: The Old Farm Road 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
Figure A.105.: Well House 20 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot
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Again plots of four 10 year periods were generate for each borehole dataset using the Weibull
ranked plotting position method. The plots of 10 year Weibull plot position records show even
greater variation than the 20 year plots. It is hard to distinguished any significant trends from any
of the plots and one of the plots show the “perfect” downwards shift in levels for each progressively
recent 10 year series. A number of the wells do show some hints of trends. For example the plots for
Berden Hall and Gallowstree do show a general downwards shift in levels. Gallowstree shows the
best example of the downwards shift, with the two more recent 10 year series being lower overall,
but also very similar to each other with some cross-over. Berden Hall does show a similar shift at
the lower plot positions but not at the higher plot positions. Interesting in a number of the plots
(6 Cottages, Shalden and Old School House) the earliest 10 year series appear to contain some of
the lowest overall annual low groundwater levels. Hixham does appear to show a slight downwards
shift, again with the later two 10 year series being lower for the majority of the record.
Often the 1988-1997 10 year series appears to be the lowest overall series, such as in the case
for Erlands House and Cave Gate. This may be related to the drought events during the late 1980s
having a lasting impact on levels. Often the 1978-1987 series appears to be the highest overall series
in a number of plots (Ampney Crucis 1, Erlands House, Berden Hall, Ford Farm Cottages as a few
examples). This may indicate a period of less drought events or less severe drought events.
Again it is very hard to identify any definite trends in these plots. Shalden and Roke Farm
for example shows no trend, with levels being very similar throughout. Interestingly as in the 20
year series plots there does appear to be some spread of values amongst the more extreme (high
and low) plot positions in a number of the wells (Erlands House, Berden Hall and Old School House
for example). No significant evidence for change in levels can been seen from these 10 year plots.
Some hints of a change in levels, with the later 20 years appearing to be generally lower overall in
a number of the wells (Gallowstree and Berden Hall for example). However, it is clear that at a 10
year scale there appears to be too much variation to detect trends.
The 10 year annual low groundwater level records used to produce the 10 year Weibull ranked
plot positions were trimmed to remove the extreme values (rank 1 and 10) as done to the 20 year
records. Linear trend lines were then again fitted to these plots. At a 10 year scale none of the
plots, as stated previous show the perfect downwards shift in levels in 10 year series moving from
the oldest series to the most recent series. Whilst these plots are very similar to the previous 10
year plots, it was hoped that removing the extreme (rank 1 and 10) plot positions may result in
some changes when added linear trend lines that could indicate evidence for a downwards shift in
groundwater levels. The plot for Gallowstree gives the best result, with the two later 10 year series
being the lowest overall (but very similar to each other with cross-over occurring around the 0.6
plot position.
What is apparent in a number of the plots is the second most recent 10 year series (typically
1988-1997) appears to be overall the lowest series. In the plots for Ampney Crucis 1, Cave Gate,
Erlands House, Ford Farm Cottages, Hixham and Piddington 1 it is clearly the lowest overall series.
Again may be an indication of the groundwater drought events the occurred during this period.
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Whilst all these plots have this one factor in common, they are otherwise extremely different in
appearance, with the trend lines produces significantly different gradients and also significantly
different shifts between the trend lines. It is difficult to distinguish any trends with any degree
of confidence. The majority of the plots show little to no significant trend. Pit King, Springfield,
Shalden and Roke Farm all show no visible trend.
Figure A.106.: 6 Cottages 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.107.: Ampney Crucis 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.108.: Berden Hall 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.109.: Cave Gate 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.110.: Erlands House 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.111.: Ford Farm Cottages 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.112.: Gallowstree 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.113.: Hixham 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.114.: Old School House 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.115.: Piddington 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.116.: Pit King 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.117.: Roke Farm 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.118.: Shalden 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
Figure A.119.: Springfield Farm 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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Figure A.120.: The Old Farm 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines.
Figure A.121.: Well House 10 Year Annual Low Weibull Plot with Trend Lines
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A.5. North Atlantic Oscillation
It was proposed that the shift in groundwater levels could be attributed to changes in the North
Atlantic Oscillation (NAO henceforth). Values for the NAO index were obtained from the Climatic
Research UNIT (CRU) at the University of East Anglia. The NAO index was obtained as a series
of monthly values. Using these values a simple mean annual value was generated for each year
to compare with the annual low groundwater levels for each year. The mean annual NAO index
values were normalised using a standard score method (discussed further later in this chapter)
to compare against the normalised annual low groundwater levels. This process was repeated for
Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth. It appears that there is no significant correlation between the
NAO index and annual low groundwater levels. There does appear at times to be some general
agreement between the overall shape (peaks and troughs) of the two data sets for all three wells,
but in contrast at times there are periods with no correlation at all (Figures A.122- A.124). No clear
correlation or agreement can easily be seen between the two datasets. It can be assumed that the
NAO is not likely to have an influence on annual low groundwater levels but much more thorough
statistical testing is required to confirm this.
Figure A.122.: Plot of normalised NAO annual average index values (of monthly values) and nor-
malised annual groundwater minima for Chilgrove.
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Figure A.123.: Plot of normalised NAO annual average index values (of monthly values) and nor-
malised annual groundwater minima for Compton.
Figure A.124.: Plot of normalised NAO annual average index values (of monthly values) and nor-
malised annual groundwater minima for Idsworth.
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A.6. Summary
Following the observations and analysis carried out on the groundwater level data provided by the
UK Environment Agency, a number statements can be made.
Firstly as a very general and broad statement, from a significant number of groundwater
wells there does appear to be a general downwards shift in groundwater levels over the previous 40
years. However, the trend is not definite and the strength behind this statement is limited by the
available datasets. This shift appears to be visible on a 20 year scale, but due to the nature of the
datasets available we are limited to only two samples and clearly the use of only two samples does
not give a definite trend. The shift observed did occur in a wide range of aquifer types, including
sandstones, Chalk and limestones, amongst others, it also was present in every region available to
varying degrees. The use of annual low groundwater levels as a surrogate drought value seems to be
a valid option and useful tool for looking for climate change. The logic that low groundwater levels
will change if climate change is occurring appears to be a valid idea. The annual low groundwater
levels will show evidence for variation in severity of droughts and more general trends such a general
decrease in levels, which appears to be present in a number of boreholes.
To overcome the limited number of samples, the use of 10 year sample periods was used.
From the use of 10 year sample periods it became apparent that this sample period is far too short
to detect any significant hints of trends, let alone detect any definite trends. The shift that was
clearly seen using 20 year sample periods was not apparent on a 10 year sample scale, but the shift
did appear on some occasions, but nowhere near the regularity as it occurred when using 20 year
length sample periods. The use of a 10 year sample period provided too much of what appears
to be inherent variation in the datasets to detect clear trends at a 10 year resolution. From this
work it appears that a 20 year period is the minimum required record length to give any potential
indication of changes in groundwater levels. Shorter time periods (e.g. 10 and 15 years) seem to be
unsuitable due to the amount of inherent variation in the data. We are aware that to allow us to
say trends are visible, longer records are required.
Another issue is that the data provided did not include any significant additional information.
The data essentially consisted of groundwater levels and dates, with a brief indication of quality,
with data referred to being “good” or “interpolated”. What is required to help give backing to
the trends observed in some wells is further information on the wells themselves, such as the well
construction, exact location and also groundwater flow regimes in the region. In addition to this
the influence of any potential abstractions and any other anthropogenic activity is not known and
further information on these are required. Again the sampling method is open to errors, in particular
is manual dipping. The variation in sample resolution needs to be addressed. Clearly a well being
dipped on a weekly basis will obviously have a greater number of sample values than a monthly
dipped well, but also in turn will have the potential to gain lower values from the larger number
of available samples. The potential for variation in the sample period needs to examined, this will
require a record with at least a weekly sample resolution. This addition information may eliminate
some boreholes, and will help in generating a set of indicator boreholes that may prove particularly
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useful for attempting to detect climate change. Recharge processes themselves are not covered in
this section. Further information is needed on these for any wells that would be selected for use,
particularly when looking at drought conditions. Spatial issues have not been considered and it has
been assumed that the boreholes are distance enough to not be overly similar; however this needs
to be confirmed.
Further statistical testing is required on the data itself. The potential for autocorrelation is
present in the datasets, and has not been testing for. However it is assumed when modifying the
datasets to contain only the annual low groundwater levels, the potential for autocorrelation will be
dramatically lower, to the extent that it should not be of concern. In addition it has been observed
that spread in values often occurred at the extreme ends (high and low). It is not known whether
this spread in values is part result of the time scale used and the use of a longer sample period or
number of samples is required to test this. Further statistical analysis is required to give further
backing to the potential for the shift in levels.
As stated previously, a large amount of data was culled from the overall dataset due to its
unsuitability for a variety of reasons. As a result the data was limited to a certain extent. Not of
the records provided that contained a dataset of a length greater than 40 years proved suitable to
be used for analysis. Whilst some hints of trends were detected in a 40 year record, a much longer
record is required to help confirm these trends. Currently two such datasets are available, those for
the Chilgrove House borehole and Compton House borehole (both over 100 years) located in West
Sussex in the South of England.
As a result it was decided from this work carried out on the data provided by the Environ-
ment Agency that similar work should be conducted on the long term datasets available from the
Chilgrove and Compton boreholes. The Chilgrove and Compton records are both considered to be
of good quality and also are weekly sampled for the majority of the records, which will allow for
the investigation of the potential issues summarised in this section.
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B. Appendix - Additional Literature Review
B.1. The Chalk as a Resource - Pollution
Pollution of groundwater resources has become more of an issue in recent years and groundwater
has been extensively impacted by a wide variety of pollutants throughout the twentieth century
with nitrate being the most widespread (Bloomfield & Marchant, 2013). The natural, or baseline,
quality of groundwater is highly variable in the UK and groundwater chemistry is a function of rain-
fall chemistry, aquifer lithology, geochemical environment, groundwater flow regimes and residence
times (Shand et al., 2007). The increased intensification of agriculture and urbanisation over the
twentieth century has resulted in the associated contamination increasing as well as the abstraction.
Knowledge of the quantities and rates of water flow are important for the understanding of the im-
pact and transfer of pollutants leached from soils. The baseline review of groundwater quality in
the UK noted the most significant factor to be diffuse agriculture pollution, in particular nitrate. It
has been generally accepted that this increase is the result of increases in arable farming intensity
since 1945 causing increased nitrogen leaching from Chalk soils (Wellings, 1984b). Levels of nitrates
higher than the recommended maximum nitrate concentration of 11.3 mg l−1 for potable water
(World Health Organisation) have been observed in pore water of the saturated and unsaturated
zone of the Chalk since the mid-1970s (Young et al., 1976). Average increases of 0.34 mg l−1 per
year were observed by Stuart et al. (2007) and concentrations are expected to rise further (Jackson
et al., 2007).
B.2. Further Groundwater Drought Information
A number of definitions exist for groundwater drought, such as defining on the basis of water
resource availability, a particular example is African based drought work. Typically, this is where
water resources fail. Peters & Van Lanen (2000) presented a definition where “a groundwater
drought occurs if in an aquifer the groundwater levels have fallen below their critical level over a
certain period of time, which results in adverse effects” or a groundwater threshold level on the
hydrograph (like for streamflow). The threshold is typically defined from a probability or frequency
distribution based upon historical data. The focus is on groundwater levels, but other aspects
can be introduced that define when the adverse effects taking place indicate a drought (Hisdal &
Tallaksen, 2000a). The factors are socio-economic, ecological and environmental.
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Sandstone aquifers in the UK are around 30m thick, but have a much greater specific yield in
the region of 15-27% depending on the coarseness of the rock.
Further work has been carried out on the Chalk of other regions outside of the UK, such
as Belgium. Goderniaux et al. (2009) examined six climate change simulations from six regional
climate model scenarios, predicting hotter drier summers and warmer wetter winters with an aim
to provide an improve methodology for estimating the impact of climate change on groundwater re-
serves by combining a physically-based surface-subsurface flow model with advanced climate change
scenarios for the Geer basin in Belgium. This noted that during 2011 to 2040, no clear changes from
the observed control simulation (1967 to 1997) were identified, with large uncertainties projected
in the direction of change for both surface flow rate and mean groundwater hydraulic head. The
authors noted that however, by 2041 to 2070 and 2071 to 2100, the simulations project a signifi-
cant decrease of almost all groundwater levels and some flow rates compared to the control period.
Goderniaux et al. (2009) noted by 2071 to 2100 that mean groundwater levels are expected to
decrease by two to eight metres depending on location in the Geer basin and the climate change
scenario analysed.
B.3. Drought Indicators
Dracup et al. (1980b) noted two basic approaches to drought analysis existed; analysing the stochas-
tic structure of the components within a hydrological system and analysing the interaction between
stochastic components. Drought indicators (or triggers) are variables used to detect and characterise
drought conditions (Steinmann et al., 2005). These include magnitude, severity and spatial extent
of droughts and are based on hydrological and meteorological observations. Changes in these vari-
ables can indicate the occurrence of droughts. Combining indicators gives rise to drought indices.
Difficulties can arise when relating the indicators to actual physical and statistical characteristics
of droughts and often the indicators are heavily reliant on available historical data that can be lim-
ited in both quality and quantity. These indicators can be used as thresholds to indicate droughts
(Steinman et al., 2005). The indicators can be developed on the basis of available historical data
and can be precipitation, streamflow or a combined multi-variable solution (Ramachandra Rao &
Voeller, 1997).
To define indicators an averaging period is required. Most variables are continuous and so
require averaging for analysis. Drought events may have sampling periods varying from months to
years. A lower limit of one month for averaging periods was suggested by Dracup et al. (1980a).
The length of the averaging period will impact the number of apparent drought events. A shorter
averaging period will result in more visible drought events, whilst increasing the averaging periods
results in fewer events. The averaging period will also have an impact on serial correlations between
drought events. A shorter period will result in a longer serial correlation, whereas a longer period
will result in smaller serial correlations.
A truncation level (X) is a value set that is used to separate a time series into two components,
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one being above and the other below a given condition. The truncation level is then used as the
basis for all other parameters of the time series. For example the cumulative deviation from X
(severity), average deviation from X (magnitude) and distance/time between crosses of the X value
(duration).
To select a truncation level, the type of water deficit being studied must be taken into account,
such as mean groundwater levels over a given time period. Dracup et al. (1980) combined the
averaging period and truncation level to produce four main categorisations of hydrological events.
These are simply defined by whether the event is above or below the truncation level and has a
short or long averaging period, as shown in Figure B.1. The use of a mean or median value to
distinguish drought events was approached by Dracup et al. (1980a; 1980b). Different truncation
levels would result in producing two different sets of drought events.
Figure B.1.: Diagrammatic explanation of indicators used to define extreme events (Dracup et al.,
1980a).
Later work by Hannford et al. (2011) looked at drought using regional indicators of precipita-
tion and streamflow deficit by examining over 500 river flow time series from 11 European countries,
along with gridded precipitation data, to examine the spatial coherence of drought in Europe using
regional indicators of precipitation and streamflow deficit by generating drought indicators for 24
regions and relationships were explored in time series of drought indicators between regions. The
authors found correlations to be generally low, but the use of multivariate analyses revealed broad
continental-scale patterns, which appear to be related to large-scale atmospheric circulation indices,
such as the North Atlantic Oscillation, later collaborated by Folland et al. (2015). Hannford et
al. (2011) developed a methodology for forecasting that predicts “drought from drought” by using
spatial coherence of drought to facilitate early warning of drought in a target region, from drought
which is developing elsewhere in Europe, athough the effectiveness of the method was limited it did
show some ability to forecast ending of droughts.
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B.4. Streamflow Drought - Additional
Low flow studies are described as being analyses aimed at understanding the physical development
of flows at a point along a river at a short-term (e.g. daily). Hydrological drought analyses in
terms of streamflow deficits are said to be studies over a season or longer time periods and in
a regional context. An in depth review of the definition and aspects are presented by Hisdal &
Tallaksen (2000a) and Tallaksen & Hisdal (1997). Droughts are defined as the deficit of water for
some specific purpose (e.g. irrigation), whilst although low flows are normally experienced during a
drought, they are only one element of a drought: the drought magnitude (Mishra & Singh, 2010).
Low flow studies are short-term analyse at a specific point, whilst hydrological drought analyse in
terms of streamflow deficits are studies over a season or loner and regional. Streamflow drought
event definitions quantitatively define whether the flow can be regarded as a drought, whilst low
flows will use indices that characterise specific aspects of the low flow range (Hisdal et al., 2000). For
defining streamflow droughts the most common method is the threshold method (Figure 2.12), first
developed by Rice (1945). Early major hydrological applications were by Yevjevich (1967). The
properties of the method are the drought duration and severity. The minimum flow is a low flow
measure. The actual threshold is a set low flow amount. The severity is often defined by the ratio
between drought deficit volume and duration. The threshold can be defined in a number of ways,
such as well defined quantity such as reservoir specific yield/storage or applying low flow indices
or flow exceedence (Dracup et al., 1980a). Work by Tallaksen et al. (1997) used the threshold
approach applied to three different procedures for dependent droughts. The first method based
was on an inter-event time and volume criterion (IC), the second on a moving average procedure
(MA), and the third method was based on the sequent peak algorithm (SPA). The extreme values
of drought duration and deficit volume were analysed using both an annual maximum series (AMS)
and a partial duration series (PDS) approach (Tallaksen et al., 1997). Tallaksen et al. (1997) found
that the IC and MA methods provided virtually the same sample statistics of the AMS of drought
duration and deficit volume for all thresholds considered, while the results of the SPA method
differed significantly from the other two methods for high thresholds due to the presence of multi-
year droughts. Tallaksen et al. (1997) noted that for the analysis of seasonal droughts the SPA
method is restricted to low threshold, while the occurrence of a large number of zero drought years
for low thresholds may significantly reduce the information content and quality of the AMS, and
in this instance the PDS model is superior in application. The authors also observed the problem
of minor droughts in the PDS was implicitly reduced by using the MA and SPA methods, and felt
these methods have an important advantage as compared to the IC method (Tallaksen et al., 1997).
B.5. UKCP09 - Further Information
Changes in rainfall patterns are particularly important to the UK, with replenishment of resources
taking place typically between November-April. Therefore a reduction in rainfall in this period may
have a major influence on resources. The UK Climate Projections Science Report (Murphy et al.,
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2010) projections for the 2080s (based on change relative to 1961-1990) under a medium emissions
scenario predict temperatures in Southern England will increase up to 4.2% at 50% probability
with temperatures increasing across the whole of the UK. The UK Climate Projections Science
Report (Murphy et al., 2010) estimates rainfall to decrease in summer by 40% in Southern England
and increase during winter by 33% at 50% probability. An increase in winter and decrease in
summer precipitation have been also predicted by six regional climate models (RCMs) driven by
four different general circulation models (GCMs) (Blenkinsop & Fowler, 2007). For future UK
climate projections entire suites of models have existed in addition to the UK Climate Projections
Science Report (Murphy et al., 2010). The UK Met Office Hadley Centre combines a family of
models (HadGEM and HadCM3) that are used to reduce the uncertainty in predictions and produce
complex feedbacks or test multiple scenarios (Pope et al., 2007). The influence of uncertainty is
an important aspect with any climate predictions as well as the ability to combine complex and
simple models to accurately represent complex processes and quantify uncertainty and run multiple
simulations (Pope et al., 2007), much like the physical and conceptual modelling approaches for
catchments.
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C. Appendix - Study Area
C.1. Soils and Land Use - Additional
The report on the River Lavant flood of 1994 commissioned by the National Rivers Authority
and carried out by Posford Duviver (Newman, 1994b) included a summary of the major factors
affecting the long term catchment regime (Newman, 1994). It is clear, as mentioned previously, that
farming practices changed from the World War Two, with mechanisation assisting with increases in
cultivation, resulting in large areas of arable crops (Newman, 1994). Since the 1960s, areas of the
Upper Lavant Catchment (surrounding Chichester) have seen an increase in wheat farming and also
increases in the use of winter-sown varieties (Newman, 1994). The changes to winter cultivation,
as stated previously, have increased the region’s potential for creating run-off and combined with
ploughing, this has resulted in gullying and loss of the topsoil (Newman, 1994).
Interestingly a number of climate scenarios have predicted increased yields for winter crops
(Boardman & Favis-Mortlock, 1993), whether this will in turn have further impact on land-use in
the region and management of the soils and erosion waits to be seen. It is thought that agricultural
land use may assist in producing runoff during extreme events. The presence of woodland will lead
to increased interception and may reduce runoff, however the influence on groundwater is not clear.
The report by Posford Duvivier (Newman, 1994) found it hard to draw any solid conclusions as
to whether agricultural changes have impacted runoff and flooding in the region due to the lack
of available data. Further studies by Boardman (2003) and Boardman & Favis-Mortlock (1993)
have furthered the idea that the general changes to farming practices over the past 40-60 years
have increased run-off and the potential for flooding. However, given the geology of the region,
runoff may not form a significant influence on overland river flows. This is indicated by flood waters
during major events (such as the Chichester flood of 1994) generally being observed as being clear
water, indicating a groundwater source, rather than muddy, indicating overland run-off (Newman,
1994). In contrast to this, smaller flood events, such as those that occurred at Rottingdean in
October 1987 and Breaky Bottom in November 2000 were observed to be muddy waters caused by
runoff (Boardman, 2003). These “muddy” floods tend to be smaller-scale localised floods, which are
the result of non-sustainable farming practices that have increased soil erosion (Boardman, 2003),
rather than being linked to groundwater.
There has been approximately 39 hectares of urban development in the Lavant catchment
area between 1960 and 1988 (Southern Water, 1988). This is likely to have increased since 1988
as further development has taken place around Chichester. A review of Ordnance Survey maps
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for the region from 1933 onwards illustrates little changed in terms of urban development in the
catchment and wider region. The largest urban centre in the catchment is that of Chichester, a
cathedral city that covers an area of approximately 10.67 km2 with a population of 23,731 in the
2001 UK Census. The remaining urban developments in the catchment comprise various villages
of varying sizes. Urban development tends to be concentrated towards coastal areas. A number of
managed waterways exist, such as the Chichester Canal, and the Wey and Arun Canal. The urban
development has resulted in the increase in drainage via soakaway drains within the lower catchment
area (particularly around Chichester) and discharge into sewerage systems (Southern Water, 1988).
While roads may act as flow paths for overland flow when the ground is highly saturated, it is
doubtful that urban development has had a major influence on groundwater regimes or river flows
(Southern Water, 1988).
No major changes can be observed in terms of changes to woodland since the 1880s. Histor-
ically agriculture in the catchment area was mostly winter cereals until the late 1980s, but with
some changes to include oil seed rape and linseed (Boardman, 2003). Coupled with this, during 1940
much of the natural Chalk grassland was lost due to increases in arable farming due to World War
Two. Other agricultural aspects have historically involved the grazing of sheep on the grasslands.
The northern parts of the catchment tend to be more wooded than the southern. Changes in the
wooded areas have occurred. It is thought that the tree density in the northern parts may have
reduced since the late 1980s (Newman, 1994). The extent of woodland in the upper catchment
is thought to be in the region of 35%, comparable to neighbouring catchments (Newman, 1994).
Reviews of historical Ordnance Survey maps have shown little change in terms of wooded areas of
the catchment in the area surrounding Chilgrove House since the 1960s.
There are a number of areas for recreational activities. There are a number of foot and cycle
paths throughout the catchment. In addition, there are country parks such as the Goodwood Estate.
As of April 2011, the South Downs National Park covering an area of 1,627 km2, stretching 140 km
east to west from Winchester to Eastbourne has come into existence. The National Park covers areas
of the Chalk ridge of the South Downs and parts of the western Weald. Also within the South Downs
are a number of National Nature Reserves (NNRs), such as Kinglet Vale near Chichester, containing
an area of ancient yew trees. A review of documentation on land use changes within the catchment
that were examined in detail by Newman (1994) and more recent publications (Boardman, 2003).
Coupled with historic maps, this has indicated that any changes that have occurred have not had
any appreciable impact on the River Lavant.
C.2. Gravel Extraction
As mentioned in the section reviewing the geology of the region Chapter 3.5), gravel deposits are
common in the region and are also a source of aggregates, one of the few industrial type activities in
the region. Historical gravel extraction and infilling occurred during 1948-1994 in the east Chichester
area, giving a total area of about 290 hectares (Newman, 1994). In-filled gravel pits are present
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in the Westhampnett area (just north of Chichester). Most gravel pits were excavated until the
underlying impermeable geological units were reached (Reading Beds and London Clay) (Newman,
1994). Some were still worked in the late 1990s (Church Farm and Coach Road), but this has yet
to be confirmed.
Many of the gravel pits were excavated on top of the less permeable deposits that overlie low
permeability Reading Beds and impermeable London Clay (Newman, 1994). Gravel pit develop-
ments are known to reduce the storage capacity of the gravels and also reduce the transmissivity
of the unit, causing higher groundwater levels on the upside and lower groundwater levels on the
downstream side (Newman, 1994). Depending on the coarseness of the gravels, removal may in-
crease permeability if the gravels removed are of a finer grain. Due to the extraction of gravels,
it is believed that groundwater flow patterns have been influenced, resulting in relatively narrow
corridors between the gravel pits. The gravel pit at Chalk Farm has been shown to be in hydraulic
conductivity with the local groundwater system, but the extent of its influence is not fully under-
stood (Institute of Hydrology, 1990). There appears to be a general link, with reduced flow rates in
the River Lavant coinciding with falling water levels in the Chalk Farm Pit (Institute of Hydrology,
1990). Rainfall events are thought not to have a significant effect on water levels in the Chalk
Farm Pit. There appears to have been an apparent plateauing of maximum levels since 1979, but
a progressive rise before this from 1969 to 1979 (Institute of Hydrology, 1990). The study carried
out by The Institute of Hydrology (1990) was not able to draw any significant conclusions. There
was local concern over the excavation of gravel pits and the potential effect on the risk of flooding
(Newman, 1994).
C.3. A72 Westhampnett Bypass
The development of urban areas in any catchment will result in an increase in surface runoff. The
A27 Westhampnett bypass (Figure C.1) (completed in 1993) is drained into soakaways, so the
resultant runoff from the A27 is drained into the Lavant catchment. There has been a historical
local perception that the A27 has been influential in the Chichester flood event of 1994 (Newman,
1994). An embankment along the southern edge of an area known as Church Farm pit has resulted
in potential influences on water levels in this pit. The construction of the A27 required Church
Farm pit to be drained in 1993, lowering water levels and thus adding extra storage capacity. Two
drainage culverts were also installed to prevent blockage of southward groundwater flows. The
effect of the A27 is not confirmed in regards to catchment water levels. Since the commission of
the Posford Duvivier (Newman, 1994) report on the flood, further flooding occurred in 2000. As
such, there may be some grounds to suggest the construction of the A27 has resulted in raised
groundwater levels in the area, possibly increasing the risk of flooding.
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Figure C.1.: Map of A27 area with key features (Modified from ESRIi, 2016).
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C.4. Catchment Drought and Flood Events
A number of major drought events, not specifically local to the South Downs have affected the
region. Hydrographs of the long-term records are useful for illustrating the major events and these
are reviewed in detailed in Chapter 4 (Groundwater Data and Initial Groundwater Record Analysis
Section 4.3). The “long droughts” of 1854-1860 and 1890-1910 are reflected in the hydrographs,
along with higher levels from 1912-1916. A brief review of the major drought events of the UK
has been reviewed in Chapter 2 (Literature Review Section 2.2.6) and these are mostly reflected in
the hydrographs of Chilgrove House, Compton and Idsworth. The variation of these major drought
events varied geographically in terms of their severity. Some, such as the 1933-1934 drought, were
severe in Southern England, however their impact on groundwater also varied notably. More recently
a number of more extreme events have severely impacted the South Downs. The summer drought
of 1976 is the most severe in terms of regional impacts on groundwater levels in the South Downs.
This was a result of a unusually hot and dry summer, coupled with very high demand for water. A
lack of significant recharged caused minimal recovery of water levels during the 1975-1976 winter,
as such levels by early summer in 1976 were approaching their minimum (Jones & Robbins, 1999).
However, with a request to reduce demands the aquifers managed to meet requirements. A second
major drought occurred during 1988-1992, although less severe than the 1976 event it was protracted
into phases of severity. Rainfall for the period was generally low and evapotranspiration very high
with the period being one of the warmest during the 332 year history of the Central England
Temperature series (Jones & Robbins, 1999). Runoff and recharge were extremely limited for the
four years giving an extended period of low recharge. Levels did recover quickly during late 1992
once the drought ended (Jones & Robbins, 1999). During the winter of 1989-1990 a period of
intense precipitation interrupted the drought, causing levels to rise rapidly, then fall again, caused
by only large fractures being recharged by the precipitation filling quickly, then emptying quickly
(See Chapter 2, Literature Review for more detail on recharge processes of the Chalk in Section 2.1.4
to 2.1.9). The 1995 drought was similar to the 1976 drought in being a summer drought, albeit
less severe than 1976. Groundwater levels had fully recovered during the previous winter but high
summer temperatures and a lack of precipitation had by the end of the summer, caused high soil
moisture deficits (Jones & Robbins, 1999). The precipitation that occurred was not sufficient to
allow groundwater levels to recover and did not recover until the winter of 1995-1996. The 2004-
2006 drought also had a marked impact in the region, causing depression of groundwater levels and
spring failures across South East England. Consecutive dry winters and summers led to drought
mitigation measures across Southern England (Marsh et al., 2007). Recovery did not occur until
the winter of 2006-2007.
Several flood events have occurred in the South Downs. Following the 2006-2007 drought
intense precipitation lead to some flooding. A major flood occurred on the Chichester Chalk block
in the Lavant Catchment during the winter of 1960-1961 (Taylor, 1994). A lack of long-term
flow records for rivers prevents significant further historical analysis. Some evidence (historical
anecdotal references and images) exists for further historic floods in 1771, 1809, 1826, 1839, 1852,
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1894 and 1939. A review of these historic events was presented by Newbury (2000). The most
significant recorded event is that of the 1993-1994 Chichester floods, which lasted for a month.
Once groundwater levels exceeded 69.5 mAOD at Chilgrove House the Lavant Catchment became
highly responsive to rainfall and the Chalk no longer had the capacity to store further recharge
(Jones & Robbins, 1999). The 69.5 mAOD level has been suggested to be a critical value that
corresponds to a zone of high permeability in the chalk (Jones & Robbins, 1999) that once exceeded
will result in flooding. A combination of already high groundwater levels and intense precipitation
were the underlying cause of this flood.
C.5. The Lavant Flood Relief Scheme
During October 1993 groundwater levels in the Chalk Downs were low, but from then until January,
higher than average levels of precipitation occurred (Taylor, 1994). A good summary of the events
leading up the Chichester flood of January 1994 is provided by Taylor (1994). The total rainfall
for the October (1993) to January (1994) was 610 mm against the average of 379 mm for the same
period for 1961-1990. Heavy rainfall occurred during late December and early January, with daily
rainfall amounts almost reaching 50 mm (Taylor, 1994), with 350 mm of rainfall falling from the
28th November until mid-January and 40% of this 350 mm falling in only six days during late
December and early January (Taylor, 1994). As a result the moisture deficit was overcome quickly
and in turn groundwater levels responded rapidly due to this relatively short, but intense period of
rainfall. Around late December the water level recorded at Chilgrove House was some 16-18 m above
average and the well became artesian for 18 days (Taylor, 1994) and in turn river flows increased
due to the high levels of saturation. On the 5th of January 1994, the River Lavant overflowed its
banks at Westhampnett, causing approximately 91 megalitres of water a day to flood the area.
Following these major flooding events a report was commissioned by the National Rivers
Authority (NRA) (now Environment Agency). The report recommended a flood alleviation scheme
be put into place (Newman, 1994) and various options reviewed. Initially a series of relief channels
and tunnels have been constructed to direct flood waters away southwards from Westhampnett Mill
(the point of the initial breach of the river channel in January 1994) to a discharge point at Pagham
Harbour, via the Pagham rife area (Newman, 1994). The recommended option was a relief tunnel
for flow from the River Lavant at Westhampnett near Chichester via Church Farm Pit with a link
to the headwaters of Forebridge rife after flowing west of the village of Merston. From here the
relief tunnel continues south towards the Forebridge rife Tributary of the Pagham rife at Shopwyke,
where it continues to flow south to discharge into Pagham Harbour. Following further flooding
in 2000, the scheme was fully commissioned by the Environment Agency and in 2001 emergency
works took place before their conversion to the final permanent relief channel. A phased scheme was
developed with phase one involving the lowering of water levels in Church Farm Pit and East Pit
(east of Chichester) by adjusting sluice gates allowing for extra floodwater storage capacity. The
second phase involves diverting water from the River Lavant into the pits and once the pits are full,
floodwater will flow down the alleviation scheme route to Pagham rife. As of January 2014, phase
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one was completed and phase two on-going.
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D. Appendix - Initial Groundwater Statistics
- Additional
D.1. Additional Borehole Information
Originally nine borehole records of more than 10 years in length were considered. Of these boreholes,
all were located within the Chichester Chalk block and six of these nine were located within the upper
catchment of the Lavant itself. The Environment Agency provided a dataset of 49 boreholes within
the Chichester Chalk block for the updated LCM. The frequency of recordings varies with record.
Typically the records were found to contain monthly readings of groundwater levels from 2000 to
2007. The actual day of recording also varies for each of the groundwater records. Unfortunately
some of the borehole records previously used do not cross over from pre-2000 to post-2000, and
all are insufficiently long enough for any long-term analysis. Figures 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3 indicate the
locations of the main boreholes found around the Lavant catchment.
D.2. Initial Groundwater Plots
D.2.1. Full Groundwater Records
D.2.2. Groundwater Records With Linear Trends
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Figure D.9.: Compton Groundwater Record 1893-2010 with Linear Trend Fitted
Figure D.10.: Idsworth Groundwater Record 1931-2010 with Linear Trend Fitted
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D.3. Normalised Plots
Figure D.11.: Normalised annual low groundwater levels for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth for
1930-1970.
Figure D.12.: Normalised annual low groundwater levels for Chilgrove (1835-1930) and Compton
(1893-1930).
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Figure D.13.: Normalised groundwater levels for Chilgrove (1835-1930) and Compton (1893-1930).
Figure D.14.: Normalised groundwater levels for Chilgrove, Compton (1930-1970) and Idsworth
(1931-1970).
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Figure D.15.: Normalised groundwater records for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth 1970-2010.
D.4. Compton and Idsworth 20 Year Period - Annual Low
Records
The following two figures are the Compton and Idsworth annual minima records split into 20 year
periods.
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Figure D.16.: Compton Annual Low Record 1893-2010 - Divided Into 20 Year Periods
Figure D.17.: Idsworth Annual Low Record 1931-2010 - Divided Into 20 Year Periods
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D.5. LOESS Curve Fitting
LOESS fitting is a non-parametric fitting method based on local weighted polynomial regression.
Simple models are fitted to local subsets of the observed data. In this instance for each groundwater
level observation a low-degree polynomial fit is fitted to a subset of the data, with explanatory
variable values near the observation point. The polynomial fit is carried out by a weighted least
squares method, giving more weight to points near the observation value for which a response is
being estimated and less weight to those further away. The value of the regression function for each
observation is calculated by evaluating the local polynomial using the explanatory variables for that
observation. Depending on the degree of the polynomial the fit will vary. Higher order polynomials
over-fit the data; lower order polynomials are generally more suitable as the method is based on
the principle that a function can be approximated by low-order polynomials. A zero degree fit is a
moving average. Second and third-order LOESS curves are fitted to both the full and annual low
records for Chilgrove, Compton and Idsworth.
The second order LOESS curve fitting for the Chilgrove record (Figure D.19) is consistent with
the linear trend, showing a general increase in levels. The same plot for Compton (and Idsworth-
D.22) shows an initial increase to around 1960 and a general decrease afterwards (Figure D.18),
whilst Idsworth shows a general decrease.
Figure D.18.: Compton record with second order LOESS curve fitted
The third-order LOESS curves for the three records show the same general trends with a
general increase in levels until the 1950s, after which a decrease is observed from the 1960s onwards.
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Figure D.19.: Chilgrove record with second order LOESS curve fitted
There is an increase from the late 1990s, but the upwards curvature is likely due to the cut-off of
2010.
The second and third-order LOESS plots are repeated for the annual groundwater minima.
The second-order plots for all three annual low records show a general decrease in levels, with
Chilgrove and Compton exhibiting a similar curvature. Both suggest an increase until the 1920s
and a decrease afterwards, while Idsworth indicates a decrease until the 1990s and an increase
afterwards. The third-order plots for Compton and Idsworth show similar curvature, with increases
in levels followed by decreases notable from the 1960s and increases in the 2000s. Chilgrove shows
an initial increase and then a decrease from the 1920s onwards. The third-order plots generally show
the same behaviour, as indicated by the very similar curvature of the fits. Compton (Figure D.24)
shows slightly less variation in levels with a slightly flatter curve. Plots for Chilgrove and Idsworth
are presented in Appendix B as well. These plots help to graphically illustrate an apparent change
in annual low groundwater levels across the records
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Figure D.20.: Chilgrove record with third order LOESS curve fitted
Figure D.21.: Compton record with third order LOESS curve fitted
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Figure D.22.: Idsworth record with second order LOESS curve fitted
Figure D.23.: Idsworth record with third order LOESS curve fitted
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Figure D.24.: Compton annual low record with third order LOESS curve fitted
Figure D.25.: Chilgrove annual low record with second order LOESS curve fitted
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Figure D.26.: Chilgrove annual low record with third order LOESS curve fitted
Figure D.27.: Compton annual low record with second order LOESS curve fitted
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Figure D.28.: Idsworth annual low record with second order LOESS curve fitted
Figure D.29.: Idsworth annual low record with third order LOESS curve fitted
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D.5.1. LOWESS Plots
Further scatter plots are produced with a Locally Weighted Scatterplot Smoothing (LOWESS)
applied. A smooth is a superimposed line on the data, where no assumptions are made prior to
its calculation and the smooth is fully derived from the actual data. Smooths are a simple tool for
illustrating the relationship between two sets of variables. LOWESS smooths are polar: the data is
transformed into polar coordinates, a smooth calculated, and then the data is re-transformed back
to the original coordinates. Effectively, a LOWESS smooth fits a (typically) third-order polynomial
to the data.
From the three LOWESS scatters (Figures D.30-D.32) the linear tread is clearly present,
though there is a slight curvature to all three scatters (with the greatest curvature in the comparison
between Chilgrove and Idsworth, Figure D.31). We cannot expect the relationship between the three
monitoring sites to be exact: a degree of common sense should be applied when we consider that
while these three sites are relatively close geographically and will have very similar hydrological
conditions, a large number of variables that influence the groundwater levels will not identical apart
(e.g. rainfall).
Figure D.30.: Chilgrove and Compton Annual Low LOWESS Smooth Plot 1893-2010
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Figure D.31.: Chilgrove and Idsworth Annual Low LOWESS Smooth Plot 1931-2010
Figure D.32.: Compton and Idsworth Annual Low LOWESS Smooth Plot 1931-2010
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D.6. Moving Average
The following plot is a moving average plot for the Idsworth record.
Figure D.33.: Idsworth Annual Low Groundwater Level 13 Month Moving Average 1931-2010
D.7. Threshold Plots
Additional threshold plots for Compton.
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Figure D.34.: Compton Plot 1971-1990 Displaying Varying Thresholds
Figure D.35.: Compton Plot 1951-1970 Displaying Varying Thresholds
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Figure D.36.: Compton Plot 1931-1950 Displaying Varying Thresholds
Figure D.37.: Compton Plot 1911-1930 Displaying Varying Thresholds
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D.8. Percentiles
Percentiles have often been applied to the analysis of future flow projections under differing climate
projections. Cloke et al. (2010) undertook a simple analysis of the river flow projections generated
using early UKCP09 projections, which were in turn routed through a catchment model (CATCH-
MOD). This approach was intended to analyse climatic impact of river flow. The initial predictions
were based on a baseline period of 1960 to 1990. While the primarily concerns are groundwater
levels and the examination of historic records (rather than future predictions), the relative simple
approach by Cloke et al. (2010) is applicable to differing hydrological parameters, allows visuali-
sation of the changes in groundwater levels, and has not been carried out previously on such long
term historic records.
Groundwater levels are split into three average percentile values for each of the 20 year peri-
ods: the 5th percentile, below which only 5% of observed levels fall (low groundwater value); the
95th percentile is the value below which 95% of the observed values fall (high groundwater value).
The 50th percentile is the median groundwater level value. These percentile values are calculated
using monthly averages for each 20 year period from 1851 onwards due to a varying number of
samples. Figure D.38 shows the 5th percentile plot for Compton and Figure D.39 is the Chilgrove
5th percentile plot. Chilgrove and Compton 5th percentile plots for the 20 year periods demonstrate
that the latter two 20 year periods produce lower values for nearly all months, indicating a lowering
of annual (and monthly) low levels. 1971-1990 exhibits the lowest overall values. Both latter two
periods (1971-1990 and 1991-2010) display lower winter values than the earlier periods, with the
1991-2010 period displaying notably lower values from September to January. The 1971-1990 period
displays lower summer values, which might be somewhat influenced by the very low groundwater
levels observed during the 1976 drought. Interestingly the plot does not show a simple chronological
downwards shift across the 20 year periods. There appears to be no clear pattern, with some hints
of cycles between periods of higher and lower annual low levels. The main conclusion to be drawn
from this analysis is that it provides further evidence of a lowering of low groundwater levels since
1971.
The median groundwater levels for Compton (Figure D.40) are consistent with the 5th per-
centiles in that the lowest median values are observed in the latter two 20 year periods (1971-1990
and 1991-2010). Interestingly there are notably higher values for winter months of 1991-2010, while
for April to September this period displays the lowest median values. These high winter values
could be a reflection of the major flood events that occurred in the Chichester area in 1994-1995.
For Chilgrove (Figure D.41), the lowest median values are observed in the earlier periods of
1851-1870 and 1891-1910 for January to July. From September the latter two periods of 1991-2010
and 1971-1990 display more similar lower values, with the lowest values occurring during October
to December for 1971-1990. This again could be explained by the drought values observed in
1976 overly affecting the mean and median by making both lower, in part due to having a greater
number of low groundwater levels than in non-drought years. From a graphical analysis of the
median monthly values, the three earlier 20 year periods appear to produce a much smoother slope.
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Figure D.38.: Compton 20 year period monthly 5th percentile plot.
It is also worth noting that are the higher median values for the 1991-2010 period, which indicate
that there has been an increase in high (flood) groundwater levels in this period. This is consistent
with Compton and gives further support to the suggestion of changes in groundwater levels at the
extremes.
Finally, plots are produced for the 95th percentile for Compton and Chilgrove (Figures D.42
and D.43). Both show a similar shape. The lowest summer value for Chilgrove is observed in the
1891-1910 period, for August. There does not appear to be any significant, dominant chronological
trend. For both Chilgrove and Compton records, the 1991-2010 period winter months show notably
higher levels than earlier periods (prior to 1991). Winter values for 1971-1990 have notably lower
observed high groundwater values for October to January. There is a high level of variability
around the more extreme values found in winter months. All three of these simple percentile plots
demonstrate the seasonal pattern of groundwater levels. Given the primary concern of this work
are low groundwater levels, the 5th percentile plots demonstrate a downwards shift in groundwater
levels on a monthly basis for the latter two 20 year periods of 1971-1990 and 1991-2010, and there
appears to be a general lowering of median values for both Compton and Chilgrove for summer
months (Figures D.40 and D.41 respectively). This is further indication that low, and potentially
median, groundwater levels have experienced a downwards shift since the early 1970s.
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Figure D.39.: Chilgrove 20 Year Period Monthly 5th Percentile Plot
Figure D.40.: Compton 20 Year Period Monthly 50th Percentile Plot.
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Figure D.41.: Chilgrove 20 Year Period Monthly 50th Percentile Plot
Figure D.42.: Compton 20 year period monthly 95th percentile plot.
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Figure D.43.: Chilgrove 20 Year Period Monthly 95th Percentile Plot
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D.9. Percentage Change
A percentage difference method is applied to the calculated percentile values for the later 20-year
periods of 1971-1990 and 1991-2010 for Compton and Chilgrove. Figures D.44 and D.45 display the
change in low, median and high groundwater levels throughout the year for these periods relative
to a baseline of 1931-1950 for Compton. The baseline period is selected as we are looking at an
apparent downwards shift in groundwater levels from 1971 onwards, and earlier data is possibly of
lesser reliability. The analysis and figures for Chilgrove may be found in Appendix D.9.1.
For low (5th percentile) levels for Compton, there are a few clear observations. For both
periods there is a consistent lowering of 5th percentile values with all months exhibiting a relative
decrease. This is steadier for 1971-2010, but both periods display large decreases for April. The
median levels for 1971-1990 fluctuate around zero change, from being slightly higher during the first
half of the year to being slightly lower later in the year. However, for 1991-2010 there is much greater
fluctuation as the winter months are significantly higher (with December being the exception) and
the summer months are notably lower. The 95th percentile values demonstrate similar behaviour,
to varying degrees, for both periods. April shows the most significant change. The overall pattern
is generally similar with a greater percentage of change seen until May and then a steadier from
onwards. Overall, both periods show a clear reduction in low groundwater levels.
A second series of plots are produced for Compton, for 1971-1990 and 1991-2010, using the
full record of 1893-2010 as a baseline (Figures D.46 and D.47. Corresponding Chilgrove analysis is
located in Appendix D.9.1.
The Compton percentage change plots against the full record baseline period show differing
behaviour to those of Chilgrove. The 5th percentile levels for the 1971-1990 period show a general
decrease for most months, whilst for 1991-2010 the change fluctuates generally by quite small
amounts around zero. The median values for 1971-1990 also fluctuate around zero, whilst for 1991-
2010 there is a decrease for summer months and an increase for winter months. The 95th percentile
values for 1971-1990 are lower for all months apart from July, with the largest difference being
during winter months. For 1991-2010, and in contrast to the 1971-1990 period, summer months
show a negative change while winter months show a large increase.
Overall the percentage change varies depending on which baseline period is used. When using
the 1931-1950 period for Chilgrove and Compton, the 1971-1990 and 1991-2010 periods for both
sites show generally similar behaviour. Importantly, both show a decrease for the low groundwater
levels. This change is not so clearly reflected when using the whole record as a baseline: for Compton
it is somewhat evident for 1971-1990 but is not so apparent for 1991-2010. Chilgrove shows a better
representation for 1991-2010 (Appendix D.9.1) with a number of months showing a slight decrease,
whilst 1971-1990 seems more variable. The use of a full record baseline seems to match with the
overall linear trend lines applied to the full records; the 1991-2010 period for Compton shows little
change in the 5th percentile, and the linear trend line has little slope to it.
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Figure D.44.: Compton Monthly Percentage Change for 1991-2010 Relative to 1931-1950
Figure D.45.: Compton Monthly Percentage Change for 1971-1990 Relative to 1931-1950
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Figure D.46.: Compton Monthly Percentage Change 1991-2010 Relative to 1893-2010
Figure D.47.: Compton Monthly Percentage Change 1971-1990 Relative to 1893-2010
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D.9.1. Chilgrove Percentage Change
In the case of low groundwater levels for Chilgrove for 1971-1990 (Figure D.49) the 5th percentile
shows significantly lower levels than the baseline period. The same is generally true for 1991-2010
with the exception of May. Major changes in the region of reductions in the region of 15% are seen
for multiple months for both records. For Chilgrove all months showed a reduction of about 5%
or greater. 1991-2010 (Figure x.x) showed a very slight increase for May but otherwise showed a
reduction for every month. The variation is notably less for August-December for 1971-1990 and
July-December for 1971-2010, showing a greater degree of change in the early stages of the year or
towards the peak of the groundwater recession curve.
Median levels for 1971-1990 are similar to Compton with fluctuation around the mean, being
higher for the first half of the year and lower the second half. The same split is present in the 1991-
2010 plot, but it shows a more general downwards slope. Oddly, the two periods display opposite
behaviour for December, January and April to June, with a rise and fall in levels observed in the
1971-1990 and 1991-2010 periods respectively.
The 95th percentiles show a similar shape for both periods. Summer months show a greater
lowering of levels for the 1991-2010 period compared to the 1971-1990 period. Significant reductions
of over 20% are present for October and November for Chilgrove. 1991-2010 shows a similar degree
of reduction for October but then shows a slight increase for November. Overall the general pattern
is similar, with both periods showing slight increases in earlier months, followed by a decrease for a
large part of the year.
From the plots for Chilgrove for 1971-1990 (Figure D.51) there is a notable decrease for both
the median and 95th percentile levels for much of the middle part of the year. Median values are
greater for the winter months and lower for summer months and the same is true for the 95th
percentile levels. The 5th percentile levels show fluctuation around 0 for the first half of the year,
after which they show a decrease in percentage terms. The Chilgrove plot for 1991-2010 against
the full record baseline period shows median values to indicate an increase for summer months a
decrease for winter months. The 95th percentile levels fluctuate around 0 for much of the year until
showing a comparatively major decrease in levels for the winter months. The 5th percentile values
show consistently lower levels for nearly the entirety of the year.
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Figure D.48.: Chilgrove Monthly Percentage Change 1991-2010 Relative to 1931-1950
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Figure D.49.: Chilgrove Monthly Percentage Change 1971-1990 Relative to 1931-1950
Figure D.50.: Chilgrove Monthly Percentage Change 1991-2010 Relative to 1836-2010
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Figure D.51.: Chilgrove Monthly Percentage Change 1971-1990 Relative to 1836-2010
D.10. Baseline Methods
A baseline value was also calculated, similar to Cloke et al. (2010), however no single 20 year period
could realistically be considered a baseline period. To overcome this problem, two baseline periods
were considered for use. The first was to use the maximum length of the total groundwater record
for Chilgrove that was divisible into 20 year periods (1851-2010). The second option was based on
the simple downwards shift observed in the Weibull plots of annual low groundwater levels of 20
year periods. From these a plots a distinct downwards shift was observed in the later two 20 year
periods (1961-1990 and 1990-2010). As a result, a 20 year baseline period (keeping in line with
the 20 year periods used) of 1931-1950 was selected. This work was not completed, but did show
some initial indications of the post-1971 data being notably different to that prior. This an area for
further work.
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E. Appendix - Long Term Groundwater
Record Analysis and Statistics - Additional
E.1. Re-Sampling
One potential issue with the groundwater data is when the water level is recorded. Given that
most of the data is monthly it was proposed that monthly readings could possibly miss the actual
lowest value in a calendar month and a higher resolution (weekly or daily) of recording water levels
is required. To test this theory and see the potential impact it had on monthly groundwater levels
and in turn the annual minimum groundwater level, a re-sampling was carried out on the Compton
record for the period when weekly data is available (1970 to 2001). Re-sampling was carried out
by dividing calendar months into four periods using 8, 7, 8, 7 days for thirty day months, 8, 7, 8, 8
for thirty-one day months and 8, 7, 8, 6 for February. The lowest value in each period was taken to
generate four records. If no value was present in within the day period, the nearest value in distance
of days from the neighbouring period was selected instead (but not the lowest value). Figure E.1
shows the resulting scatter plot for the four periods showing that the re-sampling had very little
influence on the annual minimum value. Weekly values within a month do not appear to vary
greatly enough for re-sampling to be a concern. Slow recovering levels within the Chalk may be
also a reason for a lack of variation in weekly values within a calendar month. There is obviously
some variation, but overall monthly sampled data may be considered a suitable sample period that
is in turn acceptable to be used to obtain annual minimum values from. Monthly data is likely the
most coarse sampled groundwater data that can be used to generate an acceptable annual minimum
groundwater time series.
Clearly from Figure E.1 the variation in sampling appears to have only a minor effect on
the actual low groundwater value. Typically values were found to be within a fluctuation range of
approximately 1 metre for most sample points and were often much less. This may simply be a result
of the recharge processes occurring in the Chalk meaning that changes in levels are more gradual,
rather than sudden changes. There does appear to be a slightly larger amount of variation with the
higher low groundwater values, but this variation is again slight. Overall, it can be said that the
sample position within a calendar month does not appear to overly affect the lowest groundwater
value selected from a series and in turn the selection of an annual minimum groundwater level is
generally a good representation of the lowest groundwater value of that year for groundwater level
time series with monthly or weekly resolution sampling.
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Figure E.1.: Plot of re-sampled values for Chilgrove (2001-2007).
E.2. Histogram Analysis - Additional Figures
E.2.1. Histograms - Square Root Method
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Figure E.2.: Compton produced histogram using the square root method
Figure E.3.: Idsworth produced histogram using the square root method
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E.2.2. Histograms - Scott’s Method
Figure E.4.: Histogram for Compton produced using Scott’s method
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Figure E.5.: Histogram for Idsworth produced using Scott’s method
E.2.3. Annual Low Histograms
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Figure E.6.: Annual low histogram for Compton using Scott’s rule.
Figure E.7.: Annual low histogram for Compton using square root method.
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Figure E.8.: Annual low histogram for Idsworth produced using Scott’s rule.
Figure E.9.: Annual low histogram for Idsworth produced using square root method.
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E.3. Non-Parametric Tests - Additional
E.3.1. Spearman and Pearson Rank Correlation Coefficients
Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient (rho) is a non-parametric method to measure statistical
dependence between two variables. It is suitable for both continuous and discrete variables and
describes how well the relationship between the two variables can be described by a monotonic
function. Spearman’s rank test returns a value of +1 or -1 for a perfect monotone function with no
repeated values. It is often used in hydrological studies for this purpose (Yue et al., 2002).
A simple Spearman’s rank test was carried out on the Chilgrove and Compton records. A
value of 0.18 was returned for Chilgrove and 0.25 for Compton. This was repeated for the an-
nual minimum records giving rho values of 0.18 and 0.28 for Chilgrove and Compton, respectively.
These comparatively low values reflect the distribution of values seen in the earlier scatter plots
(Figures 4.9 to 4.12, Chapter 4.4). There is obviously some weak-to-medium positive correlation
with the groundwater levels but there is no distinct monotonic trend in the data. This is graphically
represented by the scatter-plots. Given the large number of samples within the records and very
small p values (approx. 0.02), this indicates the correlation in the full record is not due to chance
but real. However this is obviously explained and expected as previously discussed when assessing
the autocorrelation of groundwater levels. The Spearman rank has limitations when it comes to tied
ranks (same values) being present. As such, the Pearson correlation coefficient (r) can be utilised
instead. This is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables given a value of +1 to
-1 (total positive or negative correlation), with 0 being no correlation. Pearson values should be
similar to those produced by Spearman’s rank.
The Pearson r value for Chilgrove and Compton was calculated for the full and annual mini-
mum records, giving values of 0.16 and 0.22 for Chilgrove and Compton annual minimum and 0.16
and 0.12 for the full records, respectively.
The Pearson and Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient values are very similar, indicating
a moderate positive correlation for the full records and weak correlation for the annual minimum
records. This is a simple confirmation of the expected autocorrelation in the groundwater record.
However, it does indicate further that the annual minimum record is less affected by it. Like
many simple statistical methods, neither of these tests are particularly robust on their own and
can be overly influenced by outliers, which do occur with extreme events in the record. There is
also the assumption of a normal distribution for the samples when applying Pearson’s r. A Fisher
transformation can be carried out on both Pearson and Spearman’s coefficients where the samples
are not a perfect normal distribution. It converts the correlation values to a value that is normally
distributed. In the case of these values it increases the positive correlation observed by a small
amount (0.157 to 0.158 for Chilgrove and 0.175 to 0.176 for Compton Spearmans r). However,
these are not insignificant values, but simply serve to confirm the expected weak-medium positive
correlation present in the groundwater record.
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E.3.2. Student’s T-Test
The Student T-Test is a common statistical method based on Student’s T distribution. This dis-
tribution is applied to families of continuous probability distributions where the sample size is
relatively small and the standard deviation of the distribution is unknown and the mean can be
estimated. Student’s T distribution is used in the T-Test to assess the statistical significant between
two sample means.
The one sample T-Test is a location test where the location parameter is compared to the
given constant of a statistical population. In this case the test was performed on the null hypothesis
that each 20 year period is a random sample of data from another of the 20 year periods. This was
carried out for each 20 year periods for the Compton record at 0.05% and 1% significance. It is
assumed that the 20 year periods are random samples and are of a normal distribution, with a mean
of 0 and an unknown variance at 0.05% significance. Fundamentally the underlying assumptions
are a single sample location test and whether the mean of the normally distributed population has
a value specified in the null hypothesis. The one sample T-Test rejected the null hypothesis in every
instance at both levels of significance. This helps to indicate that each of the 20 year samples are
each differing distributions.
The two sample T-Test was performed on the Compton annual minimum dataset 20 year
periods. This is a two sample location test of the null hypothesis that the means of the two
samples are independent random samples from a normal distribution, with equal means but unknown
variances at 0.05% significance. The two sample t-test rejected the null hypothesis in every instance.
This could be expected, showing the mean for each 20 year sample to be different.
In summary the null hypothesis was rejected in every instance for both the one sample and
two sample Student T-Tests. This indicates that the annual minimum levels have not remained
constant in terms of their distributions. However, there may be some possible issues with variances
as we assume them to be unknown but equal with no evidence for this.
E.4. Outlier Tests
Given we can assume the data are at least an approximation to a normal distribution, tests for
outliers can be performed. The Grubbs’ test (Grubbs, 1950) is a statistical method used to detect
outliers in a dataset, which is otherwise assumed to come from an approximate normal distribution.
The method detects one outlier at a time and removes it from the sample data until none remain;
the outlier can be a minimum or maximum value, or both (two-tailed). The two-tailed statistical
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Is the upper critical value, N - 2 is the degree of freedom and α is the significance level.
A two-tailed Grubb’s test was carried out on the annual minimum and full datasets. The null
hypothesis of the minimum or mean not being an outlier was accepted at 5% significance for all of
the annual minimum and full records. This indicates that the extreme low and high levels in the
record are not outliers and should not overly influence the data.
E.5. Normal Probability Plots - 40 Year Annual Minimum Periods
Normal probability plots were first produced for the Compton annual minimum dataset split into
three 40 year blocks for 1891-1930, 1931-1970 and 1971-2010. Using these three blocks, three normal
probability plots were produced for each block to test for normality. 40 Year blocks were initially
used as a middle ground option between record length and sample size for the plots to limit the
potential for deviations in the plots but it was later decided to focus on 20 years for consistency.
Figure E.10.: Compton 1971-2010 annual minimum normal probability plot.
The 1971-2010 (Figure E.10) 40 year block produced a good overall linear fit for the vast
majority of the data block. There are some slight deviations from the linear plot, but these occur
in the extreme high and low ranges of the data block. The data does not display an S shape. Data
points bend down slightly to the right of the fitted normal line at the extremes with a slight right
skew. The data points that deviate from the normal line at the lower sections can be explained
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Figure E.11.: Compton 1931-1970 annual minimum normal probability plot.
by the major UK drought events in 1976, 1990-1992, 1995-1997 and 2004-2006. In particular the
lowest point (1976), this is an extremely unusual event and the most serious for the duration of
the groundwater record. As such these points may be beyond the limits of a standard normal
distribution fitted to the data. However, removing extreme events, the lack of an S shape and the
small level of skewness indicates that the normal distribution is an overall good model for the data.
The 1931-1970 period (Figure E.11) shows a similar shape. Overall the data shows a relatively
linear fit and good approximation to normality. Deviations are present at the extremes, but again
there is a lack of a distinct S shape to the data points with a very slight right skew at the extremes.
Some of the low extreme values may be explained by the drought events of 1933-1934 and 1959.
The 1891-1930 period (Figure E.12), which contains two generated surrogate values (for 1891
and 1892 due to being two years short for a full 20 year period; these were generated using a
relationship between Chilgrove and Compton explained in Section 5.6.1), shows a lesser linear fit.
Overall it does show a fair match to the fitted linear trend line along the central values, but in
comparison to the other two data blocks, the fit is not as good overall. There is a clear indication
of short tails to this plot. There is a slight S shape to the data. The combination of short tails and
slight S shape indicates less variance than expected. The extreme values do not appear to be a good
fit to a normal distribution, with a marked departure from the fitted normal line. The central points
do show a good approximation to normality. There is a clear departure from a normal distribution
for this 40 year period. There is a small amount of curvature to the data points possibly indicating
a degree of bimodality.
Two of the three 40 year periods clearly show that a normal distribution is a suitable distri-
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Figure E.12.: Compton 1891-1930 annual minimum normal probability plot.
bution to be applied to the Compton annual minimum groundwater record. The deviations present
are most likely explained to major drought events and the slight skewness due to the limitations on
lower levels discussed in histogram analysis.
40 year blocks (1891-1930, 1931-1970 and 1971-2010) were created for the Chilgrove annual
minimum record and normality plots produced (Figures E.13 to E.15). The 1891-1930 plot shows
a good approximation to normality for the most part. There are some deviations from normality
towards the top of the plot. There is no pronounced S shape. There is a short upper tail present but
no lower tail due to the lower limit issue discussed previously. There is some right skewness as a result
of this limit. The 1931-1970 period shows a good approximation to a normal distribution. There
are some minor deviations above and below the fitted line. There is no major S shape, skewness or
curvature present. The 1971-2010 period shows a good overall fit to a normal distribution. There
is some right skewness, reflecting the histogram plot and lower limit issue. There is no S shape
present or curvature. The lower deviations again are explained by major drought events. Overall
the 40 year Chilgrove annual periods each show a good approximation to a normal distribution as
reflected in the plots for Compton and Idsworth.
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Figure E.13.: Chilgrove 1971-2010 annual minimum normal probability plot.
Figure E.14.: Chilgrove 1931-1970 annual minimum normal probability plot.
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Figure E.15.: Chilgrove 1891-1930 annual minimum normal probability plot.
E.6. Confidence Limits
Please note this section was originally located in Chapter 5, before the Randomly Generated Values.
This has been removed from the main report at request of the Examiners.
E.6.1. Confidence Interval Limits for Weibull Plotting Positions
The confidence interval (CI hence forth) limit was applied to the ranked annual low groundwater
level data for each of the three monitoring wells. The CI limit method provides a robust method
with which to test the hypothesis that any value lying outside a calculated upper and lower CI
limit originates from a differing statistical population to any value that lies within these limits.
The CI limit method relies on the assumption that the distribution is a normal distribution. It has
previously been proven within this section that a normal distribution is a suitable distribution type
for an annual low groundwater record. The second assumption is that the standard deviation of
the data series is either known or can be calculated, as is the case with the data used in this work.
This builds on the fitting of a normal distribution to the annual groundwater record, and in turn
that non-standard normal distributions can be fitted to the annual low data.
The CI limit principle was applied to the 20 year periods. Both 5% and 95% CI limits and
1% and 99% CI limits were generated to test whether the 20 year periods fall outside the CI limits.
Anything found to lie outside of these limits may be considered to be from a different statistical
population to anything within these limits, adding to supporting hypothesis that a change in annual
low groundwater levels has occurred. The following formulae were used to generate the CI limits:












Figure E.16.: Compton Ranked 20 Year Annual Low Periods with 5% & 95% Confidence Limits
(Black line)
For the Compton record the 5% and 95% CI limits indicates that the 1971-2010 (Figure E.16)
period falls well outside of the lower (5%) CI limits for the entirety of the period. The 1991-
2010 period continuously crosses back and forth within and outside of the lower CI limit for the
lower section of the period. This suggests that these two periods originate from a different statistical
population to the earlier 20 year periods. This downwards change of groundwater levels is indication
that a change has occurred. The remainder of the 20 year periods mostly lie well within the upper
and lower CI limits. Some crossover of the upper limit does occur in places. For the 1% and 99%
CI limits (Figure E.17), again the 1971-1990 period lies outside of the lower (1%) CI limit for its
entirety. In this second plot the lower 1991-2010 period only crosses the lower CI limit on one
occasion. This is not a clear indication of a change. Again the earlier 20 year periods mostly fall
within the upper and lower CI limits suggesting they all originate from the same or very similar
statistical population(s).
For Chilgrove the evidence for differing population may be considered more compelling at
first. For the 5% and 95% CI limits (Figure E.18) the 1971-1990 period falls outside the 5% limit
for its entirety. The majority of the 1991-2010 period also lies outside the lower limit, whilst the
other six 20 year periods mostly fall well within the CI limits. This again suggests these two later
periods acn be treated as a differing statistical population to the earlier six 20 year periods. For
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Figure E.17.: Compton Ranked 20 Year Annual Low Periods with 1% & 99% Confidence Limits
(Black line)
the 1% and 99% CI limits (Figure E.19) the 1971-1990 period still lies completely below the lower
(1%) CI limit and again the 1991-2010 period also lies below it for the most part. The other 20
year periods mostly lie within the upper and lower CI limits as with Compton.
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Figure E.18.: Chilgrove Ranked 20 Year Annual Low Periods with 5% & 95% Confidence Limits
(Black Line)
Figure E.19.: Chilgrove Ranked 20 Year Annual Low Periods with 1% & 99% Confidence Limits
(Black Line)
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E.6.2. Confidence Interval Limits Summary
The use of confidence interval limits provides a useful further visual representation of an apparent
statistical change in annual low groundwater levels, building upon the previous downwards change
in annual low groundwater levels observed by the use of ranked plotting positions in Section 5.6.1.
The addition of confidence interval limits adding weight to the proposal that the latter 20 year
periods of 1971-1990 and 1991-2010 are different to earlier periods. The 1971-1990 period is shown
consistently to be outside of the lower limits at both 5% and 1% for Compton and Chilgrove. The
1991-2010 period has also been shown to fall below the lower limit for significant proportions of
the record at 5% and 1%. This further adds evidence to indicate that a change in annual low
groundwater levels has occurred since the early 1970s and levels since are notable different to those
prior.
Further CI plots were produced for Idsworth and are available in Appendix E.6.3. Whilst the
Idsworth ranked plots clearly indicate the downwards change in annual low levels since 1971, only
the 1971-1990 period showed similar results to Compton and Chilgrove in this instance. This is
due to the calculation method to generate the CI limits. This relies on the mean of and number of
samples within the the series for calculation. The lack of sample numbers means the Idsworth plots
are not particularly reliable. A non-mean value approach was used to generate confidence interval
limits to attempt overcome the possible issue with lack of sample numbers. This dramatically
changed the position of the intervals to much higher limits and was clearly unsuitable as all periods
fell well outside of the lower limits and was abandoned.
E.6.3. Confidence Limits - Idsworth Additional
Figure E.20.: Idsworth 20 year annual low periods with 95 and 5 percentile confidence limits.
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Figure E.21.: Idsworth 20 year annual low periods with 99 and 1 percentile confidence limits.
E.7. Randomly Generated Envelope - Idsworth
The following two figures are plots of the historic Idsworth record with a randomly generated
envelope of 20 year periods calculated on the basis of the full historic record.
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Figure E.22.: Idsworth 20 year historic period annual low groundwater level and envelope of ran-
domly generated 20 year periods (Blue 1991-2010, red 1971-1990, yellow 1951-970,
pink 1931-1950).
Figure E.23.: Idsworth 20 year historic period annual low groundwater level and envelope of pre-1970
randomly generated 20 year periods (Blue 1991-2010, red 1971-1990, yellow 1951-970,
pink 1931-1950).
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F. Appendix - Hydrometric Data
F.1. Rainfall - Additional
Rainfall data are split into two groups, gauges with rainfall data available before 1970 and gauges
with data available after 1970. The initial data available was found to be inconsistent in that
differing versions of the same record were available, typically with measurements shifted by a day
or two. This was solved simply by comparing datasets from multiple gauges located close to each
other to ensure that rainfall and dry periods matched appropriately.
F.1.1. Rainfall Before 1970
Only three rain gauges offer any consistent data of significant length and extend to 2010. The first
of these, Chilgrove, is the only in-catchment record that extends as far back as 1834 (similar to
the length of the Chilgrove House groundwater record) and is indicated of being of good quality
(Halton-Thomson, 1921; 1956). The actual gauge was moved around its locality a number of times
throughout its history, but this is not viewed as having any impact on readings as the distances
involved are small being only a few metres. No further information is available on the exact previous
locations. Chilgrove has only monthly measurements until 1920. As such, the Chilgrove data is
only suitable for use post-1920. The next record for data pre-1920 is that of Compton House, which
provides a daily record dating back to 1887. The Compton House pre-1920 data were compared
to that of Chilgrove and found to be extremely similar but was adjusted to equal the monthly
Chilgrove values to be more representative of the catchment. The third record, from Southampton
dates back to 1855. Again, this was compared to the Chilgrove pre-1920 monthly values and
adjusted accordingly. The resulting datasets, while not a complete reflection of the exact catchment
rainfall for these periods; they are the best available representation and reflect the timing and scale
of the catchment rainfall events well. The monthly sum values are the same, but the daily values
will inherently deviate from the actual values, however given the relatively slow reaction of Chalk
groundwater levels this does not present an issue. In regards to the overall quality, whilst not having
an in-catchment gauge for the historic data, the data from Compton is sufficiently corroborated by
rainfall data from the Chilgrove gauge (and West Dean and East Dean) to be adjusted to reflect
the catchment rainfall.
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F.1.2. Rainfall Post 1970
A Thiessen polygon approach was adopted for rainfall between 1970 and 2002. This assumes that
when considering any two gauges, each gauge is the most representative at its location and its
importance then reduces in moving towards another gauge until reaching zero at the location of the
next gauge. Areas for each gauge were defined by drawing lines mid-way between the gauges until
it intersecting the catchment boundary (Figure 6.1). This allowed the gauge areas to be defined
from the catchment area. The final rainfall for this record was generated by multiplying the rainfall
at each gauge by its area as a proportion of the entire catchment summing all the individual results
together.
The Thiessen method could not be continued as the addition post-2002 data provided by
the EA does not match the previous records. Only the records from Chilgrove, Funtington and
Upwaltham continue from the original dataset to after 2002. The exact grid references for the
gauges were not provided by the EA, but using the gauge names and eastings and northings an
approximate location was determined for each gauge. Using these approximate locations of all the
new gauges fall outside the given catchment boundaries (Figure 6.1 and 6.2). Most are located
south of the southern tip of the catchment, towards the town of Chichester. The Upwaltham record
causes a few problems. Prior to 2000 there is both an Upwaltham and Upwaltham 2 gauge, but
after 2002 there is only an Upwaltham gauge. It was assumed that this was the same gauge as prior
to 2002, and so is one dataset.
For the gauges post-2002, all of the records, with the exception of Bosham, begin and end
on the same date. Bosham was removed at this point. Comparison between the gauges shows a
generally consistent trend. However, some differences exist between gauges, but rainfall events are
clearly represented consistently and the geographic spread of the gauges is considered to give a good
overall indication of rainfall for the catchment, as illustrated in Figure F.1 and F.2 by plotting the
data. The Eartham gauge was removed as the plots indicated that consistent values were applied
to the record for significant periods of time that did not match the other gauges. Figure F.1 was
reproduced as a bar plot in Figure F.3 for the full post-2002 gauge data and a sample year (2002)
in Figure F.4.
Given the Chilgrove gauge is the main gauge for the catchment, it is more rigorously examined.
During 2002-2004 the Chilgrove data is marked as being interpolated in places, but no further
information is provided on this. During 2005 (31/12/05), the gauge is marked as being blocked and
given a zero value. During 2005 the Chilgrove data is again marked as having interpolated values
and during 2006 and 2007 some values are marked as estimated. An average value for all the data
post-2002 was generated with, and without the Chilgrove record included to compare Chilgrove to
the other gauges located outside the catchment. This was also done to compare an average of the
gauges located around the catchment to the Chilgrove gauge. Figures F.5 and F.6 show the two
different values (average with and without Chilgrove) compared with the Chilgrove values. Data
files of all three were generated for input and used with the LCM. Chilgrove shows higher values
than both average values, thus the influence of the Chilgrove record is small. Input data files for the
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Figure F.1.: Sample plot of available post-2002 rainfall gauge data for May to September 2005.
LCM were created with Chilgrove only data post-2002 and a simple average value, but the Chilgrove
was data used for the final model analysis. The Thiessen polygon method was not adopted for this
very short time period as it was deemed that the Chilgrove data was a suitable representation for
the catchment given the shortness of the period involved.
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Figure F.2.: Sample plot of available post-2002 rainfall gauge data for mid-late 2005.
Figure F.3.: Sample plot of available post-2002 rainfall gauge data for May to September 2007.
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Figure F.4.: Sample plot of available post-2002 rainfall gauge data for 2002.
Figure F.5.: Chilgrove rainfall compared to catchment averages with, and without Chilgrove data
included.
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Figure F.6.: Chilgrove rainfall compared to catchment averages with, and without Chilgrove data
included on bar plot form.
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F.1.3. List of Rain gauges
The following is a table (Table F.1) of available rainfall gauge data.
Gauge Years Available Resolution Comments
Southampton 1855-2000
Chilgrove 1834-2010 Monthly to 1920, then daily









West Dean 1925-2007 Daily Missing Data
East Dean 1970-2007 Daily Missing Data
Halnaker 1968-2007 Daily Missing Data
North Marden 1966-2007 Daily
Upwaltham 2002-2007 Daily 2 gauges 1 & 2: not clear
Hambrook 2002-2007 Daily
Table F.1.: Table of main catchment rain gauges.
F.1.4. Additional Rainfall Figures
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Figure F.7.: Mean monthly total rainfall for 30 year periods (1920-2010) for Compton
Figure F.8.: Mean monthly total rainfall for Compton 20 year periods as a percentage of the long-
term (1891-2010) mean monthly total
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Figure F.9.: Compton mean monthly total rainfall as a percentage of the 1920-2010 mean monthly
total
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F.2. Temperature - Additional
F.2.1. Temperature Data After 2000
The Southampton Met Office station closed in 2000 and more recent data from Hayling Island
and Southsea were not available, generating a requirement for new data from other stations to
create an extended record. The only station with data available freely was the Met Office station
located at Hurn. Hurn is located on the western side of the Solent (near Bournemouth airport),
a considerable distance from the Lavant catchment (approximately 72 km south-west). While
the station is located far from the catchment, its distance inland is similar to that of the Lavant
catchment, being approximately 8-10 km inland. As a result, coastal influences were considered to
be negligible. The Hurn dataset is a monthly average time step. The monthly values were later
applied at a daily resolution for input to the Lavant Conceptual Model. While the Hurn station is
located relatively far from the catchment, it was noted that other closer (now closed) stations were
located still a relatively far distance of 15-40 km from the Lavant catchment.
The Hurn monthly values were compared to the Southampton monthly values over a period
from 1959 (Hurn start year) to 2000 (Southampton closure year). A plot (Figure F.10) of the two
datasets shows a very similar trend with only minor differences. Monthly mean values for Hurn were
found to be slightly lower than the Southampton mean values for the majority of the comparison
period. Typically the difference between the two values was in the range of +/−2 ◦C. A third
dataset was obtained from the Met Office Station at Eastbourne. Eastbourne is coastal locality
and approximately 80 km east of the catchment. The dataset available from this station was also
monthly values. Simple plots of annual mean temperatures and 12 month moving averages were
produced for both (Appendix F.2.2). These also reflect the slight warming of temperatures seen in
the Southampton data over the 1959-2000 period but also continuing until 2010.
The Hurn and Eastbourne data was compared to the Southampton data over the 1959-2000 pe-
riod. The Eastbourne data showed a very similar trend to the other 2 datasets. Again Southampton
was found to generally be the warmer of the three datasets. Variation between the three datasets,
whilst small, may be due to factors such as differing topography, actual distance inland and ur-
ban density in the surrounding area. No supporting information could be obtained for any of the
datasets, and so no direct contrasts can be drawn any of the datasets so this could not be expanded
upon further.
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Figure F.10.: Southampton and Hurn monthly maximum and minimum temperatures.
F.2.2. Temperature Plots - Additional
Figure F.11.: Southampton 3, 6 and 12 month moving average temperature
Figure F.16 and F.17 are 20 year period seasonal plots.
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Figure F.12.: Monthly maximum temperatures for Southampton record 1855-1930 with linear trend
Figure F.13.: Monthly maximum temperatures for Southampton record 1931-2000 with linear trend
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Figure F.14.: Monthly minimum temperatures for Southampton record 1855-1930 with linear trend
Figure F.15.: Monthly minimum temperatures for Southampton record 1931-2000 with linear trend
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Figure F.16.: Ranked summer mean temperature 20 year periods for Southampton
Figure F.17.: Ranked winter mean temperature 20 year periods for Southampton
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Figure F.18.: Annual maximum, minimum and mean temperatures for Southampton record
Figure F.19.: Monthly mean temperatures for Eastbourne (1959-2010) with 12 month moving aver-
age and fitted linear trend
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Figure F.20.: Monthly mean temperatures for Hurn (1957-2010) with 12 month moving average and
fitted linear trend
F.3. PE Data - Additional
A second test dataset was generated using fully MORECS where available and test results were near
identical in terms of model outputs. Changes from PENSE to MORECS at 2005 are not deemed
to be an problem due to the extremely short period of the record affected when compared to the
full record. The limitations of the pre-1918 data can also be disregarded if the LCM performs
sufficiently well and given the inherent issues with PE estimation, the pre-1918 data should not be
considered a major issue as discussed in Appendix F.3.1.
F.3.1. PE Prior to 1918
No recorded PE data exists from before 1918 but as temperature data is available, PE can be
approximated using this. Linear regression was used by Terry (2002) in an attempt to provide a
relationship between PE and temperature. This relationship was found to be poor during winter
months but the overall correlation was no worse than that between the MORECS and PENSE
datasets. Terry (2002) generated a monthly PE series for 1855 to 1918 and then a daily PE series
by applying his monthly formula to daily temperature values. This has been retained for use with
the LCM. This was further extended to a daily time series by dividing the monthly value by days
in the month. This was found to give a better fit when calibrating the model instead of linear
interpolation between the monthly values. Clearly the limitations of this data must be accounted
for but, given the length of the records involved, it should not affect the overall model performance.
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F.3.2. PE Addition Plots
PENSE daily PE comparison sites (Figure F.21).
Figure F.21.: Plot of PENSE daily values for three localities within the Lavant catchment
F.3.3. PE Monthly
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Figure F.22.: January monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend
Figure F.23.: February monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend
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Figure F.24.: March monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
Figure F.25.: April monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
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Figure F.26.: May monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
Figure F.27.: June monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
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Figure F.28.: July monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
Figure F.29.: August monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear trend
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Figure F.30.: September monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend
Figure F.31.: October monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend
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Figure F.32.: November monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend
Figure F.33.: December monthly total PE for PENSE and MORECS 1961-2005 with fitted linear
trend
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F.4. North Atlantic Oscillation Additional
Figure F.34.: Fourier coefficients for Chilgrove annual cumulative excess rainfall.
F.5. Streamflow Data - Additional
A number of other flow measurement sites have been in operation on the Chichester Chalk block
over varying periods. Most of these have only operated historically for relatively short periods.
These sites can be divided into two main groupings of scarp slope springs and dip slope springs.
There are 19 gauged scarp slope springs that drain north to the River Arun and Rother. Only six
sites have been in continuous operation for any length of time. A further 23 ungauged sites were
identified in the early 1980s (Southern Water, 1988). The two main rivers, the Ems and Lavant,
which drain the Chichester Chalk block are gauged.
Flow data for the Lavant catchment is limited. The only permanently operating river gaug-
ing station on the River Lavant is located at Graylingwell, just on the northern edge of town of
Chichester (grid reference: SU871064). This station has been in operation since December 1970.
The station is described as being a flat V shape weir with a crest breadth of 5 metres, a cross-slope
of 1:10 and is constructed from concrete. The weir has a capacity of 6.0 cumecs, with a stage
of approximately 1.0 metre. River levels are logged every 15 minutes. There is a stage discharge
relationship from zero to a depth of 1 m at which flow will overtop the structure and so significant
bypass can occur during extreme high flow events. A depth of 1 m corresponds to a flow of 8 cumecs
(Newman, 1994). The River Lavant often experiences flows outside of the main river channel dur-
ing times of flood, an example of this being the Chichester flood event of 1993/1994, where the
River Lavant levels remained higher than usual for a protracted period, causing significant flooding
(Taylor, 1994). During periods of high precipitation the typically low-lying ground becomes highly
saturated, causing the formation of pools on the surface, which are in turn linked by small streams.
The geology around the area of the gauging station at Graylingwell is comprised of gravel beds over-
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lying the Chalk bedrock. Terry (2002) observed that a number of groundwater abstraction points
(i.e. Lavant borehole and Brick Kiln) are located relatively close to the Graylingwell station and
personal communications from the EA for this study stated that these abstractions may well impact
the 15 minute flow record at Graylingwell but not the overall daily record. The amount of influence
was not quantified. The additional influence of abstractions was not considered during the initial
development of the LCM, and to be included in the model would require further modification of the
model structure. Abstraction would most likely reduce the overall flow, but detailed abstraction
data are not available.
Flow data were provided by the EA for the Graylingwell gauging station. The data are
provided on a daily basis and in cumecs, along with indication of the quality. As stated, the River
Lavant is intermittent, so for significant portions of the record no flow is recorded. Overall the
flow data are of good quality, but there are a few issues with manually observed data being a good
match to recorded stage readings. The data are mean daily flow values for the majority of the
record provided. However, at the start of 2002 the data begins as weekly flow values until the 4th
February 2002, where it becomes daily values again, which it continues as for the remainder of the
record.
Initial statistics were carried out on the streamflow record in calendar years, not water years.
The annual total and average flow values were calculated and the resultant plots (Figure F.35
and F.36) are near identical in shape, with the only variation occurring for 1979, where the average
value is lower than expected when looking at the total flow for the year, likely due to a number of
concentrated periods of flow during March to July with the remainder of the year having no flow,
with the exception of the last few days of December. The most striking feature of the hydrograph
is the increased variation between the height of peaks and depths of troughs in the second half of
the record, reflecting an apparent increase in both drought events but also flood events since the
1980s. This may be an indication of a greater variation in the range of extreme events and their
occurrence becoming more common.
F.5.1. Initial Streamflow Analysis
Given the direction of this work and the intermittent nature of the River Lavant, the analysis on
the streamflow data is consciously limited. Initial statistics were carried out on the streamflow
record in calendar years, not water years. The annual total and average flow values were calculated
and the resultant plots (Figure F.35 and F.36) are near identical in shape, with the only variation
occurring for 1979, where the average value is lower than expected when looking at the total flow
for the year, likely due to a number of concentrated periods of flow during March to July with the
remainder of the year having no flow, with the exception of the last few days of December. The
most striking feature of the hydrograph is the increased variation between the height of peaks and
depths of troughs in the second half of the record, reflecting an apparent increase in both drought
events but also flood events since the 1980s. This may be an indication of a greater variation in the
range of extreme events and their occurrence becoming more common.
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Figure F.35.: Annual total flow of River Lavant at Graylingwell gauging station 1971-2010
Figure F.36.: Average annual flow of River Lavant at Graylingwell gauging station 1971-2010
F.5.2. Cumulative Streamflow
Cumulative streamflow was plotted for the gauging station at Graylingwell. This shows a generally
linear increase with occasional periods of plateauing (Figure F.37) due to periods of no flow. These
occur during periods of drought events when the River Lavant did not flow for extended periods,
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such as during 1992-1993. Flood events are also reflected by a sudden increase in the cumulative
flow over short durations, such as around the events of 1993-1994 and 2001-2002. Reflecting the
earlier analysis, there is a division in the plot, with the earlier 20 years showing a more steady
linear increase compared to the second 20 years, where the increases are notably less linear. The
staggered increase gives an indication that both low and high flow events appear to have become
more frequent.
Figure F.37.: Cumulative streamflow (1971-2010) for the River Lavant at Graylingwell gauging
station.
F.5.3. Moving Average Streamflow
Simple moving mean flows were calculated for 10, 5 and 3 year periods. Use of moving means can
help smooth out short-term fluctuations and highlight the more long-term patterns. Although the
dataset is relatively short (40 years) both the 5 and 10 year averages clearly reflect the overall pattern
(Figure F.38). Interestingly the 1971-1990 period is more stable with less fluctuation between the
peaks and troughs, even with the major 1976 drought event included. The 1991-2010 period shows
a marked change with both the 10, 5 and 3 year averages showing the increase in frequency and
intensity of both high and low flow events. Again suggesting their occurrence becoming more
frequent.
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Figure F.38.: Moving average for 3, 5 and 10 mean with mean annual flow for the River Lavant
gauged at Graylingwell.
F.5.4. Ranked Annual Flow
Ranked annual flows were calculated and plotted as a histogram (Figure F.39), which essentially
represents a flow duration curve. The histogram displays a clear right long-tailed skewness but
overall for the majority is comparatively flat. At the tails, the extreme high and low flow events
show a more noticeable departure from the overall shape of the histogram. There is no significant
split in the record in terms of rank positions between the 20 year periods (two groups of 20 ranks)
with an 11 to 9 split of the higher events coming between 1991-2010 and vice-versa for low flows
(Figure F.39). When spilt into 10 year periods (and four groups of 10 ranks) there is a clear increase
from 1981 with 7 of the 10 ranks coming from after 1991 again, as shown in Table F.2. The same
is also true for high flow events.
Rank 1971-1980 1981-1990 1991-2000 2001-2010
1-10 (High Flow) 2 1 3 4
11-20 (High Flow) 1 5 3 1
21-30 (Low Flow) 5 3 0 2
31-40 (Low Flow) 2 1 4 3
Table F.2.: Tabulated results of ranked annual flow positions for streamflow at Graylingwell.
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Figure F.39.: Histogram of ranked annual mean flow for the River Lavant at Graylingwell.
F.5.5. Monthly Streamflow
A series of plots (Figure F.40) were produced for monthly mean and total streamflow data for
1971-1990 and 1991-2010 periods. There is a distinction of higher flows in winter months in the
1991-2010 period, along with lower flows from April to July (Figure F.40). Periods of no flow
were the effectively above average for September and October for both periods. This adds some
further indication of changes in regards to the severity of high flow events during winter months.
Little can be drawn on droughts due to the intermittent nature of the River Lavant, but the earlier
summer period does show lower average flows. The same plot was produced for monthly total flows
(Figure F.41), which shows the same behaviour.
The 95th and 25th percentile monthly mean flows were also calculated and plotted (Fig-
ure F.42 and F.43). Any percentile below 25 did not show enough values above 0 to illustrate any
noticeable change. The 95th percentile plot shows a similar shape to mean flows, with the winter
months for 1991-2010 being higher and then lower during May to July. The 25th percentile plot
indicates that low average flows are notably lower for the periods when flow occurs at this percentile
level.
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Figure F.40.: 20 year periods of monthly mean flow for the River Lavant at Graylingwell.
Figure F.41.: 20 year periods for monthly total flow for the River Lavant at Graylingwell
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Figure F.42.: 25th percentile monthly flows for the River Lavant at Graylingwell
Figure F.43.: 95th percentile monthly flows for the River Lavant at Graylingwell
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F.5.6. Streamflow Summary
In summary there is a clear indication that both low and high flow events appear to become more
frequent and also potentially more severe for the duration of the available flow record for the River
Lavant, or the potential for increased natural variability. There appears to be a distinct divide
between the flow records for 1971-1990 and 1991-2010. Mean monthly flows for spring months are
lower, whilst winter flows are higher, as observed in Figure F.40. This would match the observed
decreases in summer rainfall and increases in winter rainfall events. The River Lavant typically
does not flow during most summers (July-September) so often no observations can be made for this
period.
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G. Appendix - Lavant Conceptual Model
G.1. Chilgrove - Initial Performance Data Issue
During the early stages of the LCM development issues were observed with the input data as shown
in Figure G.1. From Figure G.1 it can be also seen that following this artesian period, there is an
oddly steep drop in groundwater levels at the end of 2001.
When this is compared to the data used initially and to that provided by the Environment
Agency, the latter is much more similar to that produced by the model. The initial data used was
also at the time, sourced from the Environment Agency and so the values have been substituted
into the main dataset to correct this apparent issue. No explanation was provided for the issue in
the data provided by the Environment Agency. Following a review of the datasets indication of
errors in the readings was observed and corrected. Also the Chilgrove well becoming artesian (as
noted in Chapter 4.2.2) can be observed during 2001 and 2002. Returning to the performance of
the model with the reproduction of extreme values, again we see during these initial stages that the
LCM struggles to reproduce the lower values present in the observed data.
The issue of the over-prediction of groundwater levels is also shown in Figure G.1. The
Chilgrove monitoring well is known to become artesian and this can be clearly seen in Figure G.1,
with the topping out of the observed data during late 2000 (the well tops out at 77.18 mAOD). It is
difficult to decide therefore whether greater simulated values are valid, but simulated values could
be topped out at the same level.
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Figure G.1.: Chilgrove Simulated versus Observed versus Initial Results (2002) Groundwater Levels
1999-2002.
G.2. Compton
G.2.1. Compton - Initial Performance Plots
The same approach was initially applied to examining the results from running the same catchment
input data with the Compton historic groundwater record. The Compton record is worthy of
attention given its length and better quality than Chilgrove. The values for matching simulated
and observed records were extracted and plotted. The record was divided into approximately three
40 year periods.
Compton also shows a good overall correlation for the entirety of the simulated and observed
groundwater records (Figure G.2). All three 40 year periods for Compton show a strong correlation
between simulated and observed levels (Figure G.3 to G.5)). There are outliers present in all three
periods, but none of these appear to be significant enough to have a major influence on the overall
correlation.
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Figure G.2.: Compton initial simulated vs observed groundwater levels 1893-2010.
Figure G.3.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Compton for 1891-1913.
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Figure G.4.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Compton for 1914-1973.
Figure G.5.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Compton for 1974-2010.
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G.2.2. Extreme Event Failure - Compton
As with Chilgrove, the LCM struggles to reproduce groundwater levels in periods of extreme events.
The major 1976 drought is actually predicted to be more severe than the actual recorded levels.
The period of 1993-1998 was also examined, and Figure G.6 shows clearly that the LCM preforms
much better during this period for Compton than it did for Chilgrove in terms of producing accurate
groundwater levels during periods of extreme events. The LCM appears to accurately reproduce
the high groundwater levels that occurred during periods of flooding during early 1994. However,
the LCM does seem to struggle somewhat in reproducing the low groundwater levels of the drought
conditions between 1995 and 1997, albeit to a lesser extent than that seen in the results for Chilgrove.
In a similar fashion to Chilgrove, the LCM struggles to produce low enough values for Compton
during 1995 and in turn over-predicts the levels during 1996 and then under-predicts levels during
1997.
Figure G.6.: Compton observed versus initial simulated groundwater levels 1993-1998 illustrating
LCM strugling to reproduce extreme events.
Additional extreme value failure observed was for Idsworth during many of the same periods
and the associated figures can be found in Figures G.9 to G.14.
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Figure G.7.: Plot indicating observed and initial simulated results for Compton for 1974-1978 indi-
cating drought year failure in the LCM.
Figure G.8.: Plot indicating observed and initial simulated results for Compton for 1993-1998 indi-
cating drought and flood year failure in the LCM.
G.3. Extreme Value Failure - Idsworth
The process of plotting simulated (using the same driving data as for Chilgrove and Compton)
and observed groundwater levels (as Section 7.5.4) was repeated for a final time using the Idsworth
dataset, from 1932 to 2010. As stated previously, the Idsworth monitoring well is located outside of
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the Lavant catchment, approximately 10 km south-west of Chilgrove House. The Idsworth dataset
was split into three sections, approximately 26 years in length. The simulated and observed levels
were again plotted from the first runs of the LCM.
The Idsworth plots (Figures G.9- G.12)how a consistent good fit over the three periods and
overall record. The fit of these plots and resultant Rˆ2 values correlate well with those of Compton,
with an Rˆ2 overall value of 0.8159 for Idsworth and 0.8255 for Compton. However, the periods
the Idsworth record was split into are lower than those for both Compton and Chilgrove due to the
shorter overall record at Idsworth.
Figure G.9.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Idsworth 1932-2010.
Again the period of 1974 to 1978 was examined closer to inspect the LCM’s performance
during extreme events (Figure G.13). The identical problem occurs with the use of the Idsworth
dataset. During the extreme drought of 1976 the LCM fails majorly to reproduce the drought
accurately, over predicting it significantly. In addition the LCM fails to predict the low levels seen
in 1974, over predicting the levels as with Chilgrove and Compton simulations.
Again the 1993-1998 period was examined in detailed for Idsworth to cover both drought and
flood events (Figure G.14). The Idsworth area (Rowlands Castle) did not experience flooding during
the 1994 flood. However, the input data driving the model is the same, so may show simulated levels
that reflect the flooding of this time. Interesting, the LCM preforms much better with the Idsworth
data compared to that of Chilgrove and Compton over this period in producing similar simulated
levels. The build-up winter floods are under predicted at the end of 1993, but the model reproduces
the high levels seen in early 1994 during the periods of flooding well. This better performance is
consistent with that seen when using the Compton record. The model preforms somewhat better
in producing the drought periods between 1995 and 1997 than seen previously with Compton and
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Figure G.10.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Idsworth 1932-1958.
Chilgrove. However, there is still a combination of over and under prediction of levels.
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Figure G.11.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Idsworth 1959-1985.
Figure G.12.: Plot of observed vs. initial simulated groundwater levels for Idsworth 1986-2010.
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Figure G.13.: Idsworth drought year failure for 1974-1978.
Figure G.14.: Idsworth drought and flood year failure for 1993-1998.
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G.4. Single Objective Calibration - Streamflow
The LCM calibration was run initially 10,000 times against streamflow, producing 10,000 parameter
sets with a resultant NSE value for each parameter set. Parameter ranges were initially set at a
range (Table 7.2) that has been defined that incorporates all values seen which do not contradict
the intentions of the model. Parameter sets which have been excluded are those for which extreme
values have been proposed and those which require the model to run in an unrealistic manner
(Terry, 2002). The use of suggested values from the literature were also incorporated, such as the
suggestion of a root constant of 200 mm being optimal for the Chalk (Limbrick, 2002) and bypass
flow of 10-15% being suitable (Ireson et al., 2006).
Parameter Initial Boundaries
Root Constant (mm) 0 300
Soil Moisture Bypass Value 0.0 - 0.5
Accounting Unit Initial Deficit 0 - 0
Drying Curve Parameter 0.05 0.5
k1 Residence Time (Days) 0 400
k2 Residence Time (Days) 0 400
Routing Module k3 Residence Time (Days) 0 200
h1 Outlet Height (mm) 0 300
h2 Outlet Height (mm) 0 400
Table G.1.: Table of initial parameter boundaries for LCM Chilgrove calibration.
The calibration runs using these initial parameters were based on the datasets from 1971-
2010 and groundwater values for Chilgrove. Conversion to the objective function value produced
a optimum value of 0.1291. Calibration was carried out against streamflow, Q, data as previously
but over a longer period of 1971-2002.
These parameter sets were produced using the parameter boundaries initially defined in Ta-
ble G.1. This process was repeated for the same dataset but with calibration carried out on the
1971-1996 streamflow data and then tested from 1997-2010. This produced a NSE value of 0.8731
following 10,000 iterations and the same parameter boundaries as before. Dotty plots were produced
for each parameter as can be observed fully in Appendix G.4.1 (Figure G.24 to G.37). The dotty
plot shapes visualise the difference in identifiability of parameters, with an example of little initial
identifiability being the bypass value (BP) and a more identifiable being fast residence time 1 (k1)
(Figure G.15). The LCM calibration (for each calibration method) was run numerous times to allow
the boundaries to encroach. in other words, the LCM calibration was run with the initial parameter
boundaries, which produced a refined set of boundaries. This process was then repeated 20 times,
each time with the boundary range reducing for the parameters. This process was stopped at 20
when the boundaries effectively stopped reducing (i.e. the change may be deemed so slight as to be
insignificant). Initially 10,000 simulations were performed, this was then changed to 100,000 and
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later 1,000,000 to improve the accuracy of the parameter ranges.
Figure G.15.: Dotty plot of Chilgrove streamflow calibration for residence time (k1) parameter
values.
G.4.1. Steamflow Calibration Parameters 1971-2010
The following dotty plots represent the single objective calibration after 10,000 runs on the 1971-2010
streamflow (Q) data (calibration 1971-1996 and tested/compared to 1997-2010) from the Grayling-
well monitoring station.
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Figure G.16.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for Root Constant (D1)
parameter
Figure G.17.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for bypass value (BP)
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Figure G.18.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for drying curve pa-
rameter (PE2AE)
Figure G.19.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for Outlet height 1
(H1) parameter
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Figure G.20.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for outlet height 2 (H2)
parameter
Figure G.21.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for residence time 1
(K1) parameter
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Figure G.22.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for residence time 2
(K2) parameter
Figure G.23.: Streamflow (Q) single objective calibration for 1971-2010 data for residence time 3
(K3) parameter
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G.5. Dotty Plots for Parameters - Chilgrove Groundwater
The following set of plots are dotty plots for each parameter for the LCM after a first run of 100,000
Monte Carlo realisations for Chilgrove as per Section 7.5.5.
Figure G.24.: Dotty plot for bp parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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Figure G.25.: Dotty plot for drying curve parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
Figure G.26.: Dotty plot for h1 parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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Figure G.27.: Dotty plot for h2 parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
Figure G.28.: Dotty plot for k1 parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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Figure G.29.: Dotty plot for k2 parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
Figure G.30.: Dotty plot for k3 parameter following 1 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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The following dotty plots for each parameter are from after 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo reali-
sations against groundwater levels.
Figure G.31.: Dotty plot for bp parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
Figure G.32.: Dotty plot for drying curve parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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Figure G.33.: Dotty plot for h1 parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
Figure G.34.: Dotty plot for h2 parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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Figure G.35.: Dotty plot for k1 parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
Figure G.36.: Dotty plot for k2 parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
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Figure G.37.: Dotty plot for k3 parameter following 20 x 100,000 Monte Carlo realisations.
G.6. Latin Hypercube Sampling
Monte Carlo sampling techniques are random in that in the instance of this work, each parameter
value may lie within the predefined ranges set for each parameter. In this case, given the set
parameter limits we may consider the use of Monte Carlo simulations are more pseudo-random.
Whilst Monte Carlo simulations are effective in producing desired results in this instance, there are
issues related to assessing the required number of realisations for it to be effective. The accuracy
of Monte Carlo realisations is therefore related to the size of the generated samples.
Therefore it was decided to see if similar results to the Monte Carlo method could be obtained
by using Latin Hypercube sampling (LHS). The Latin Hypercube method is a form of stratified
sampling and often used to reduce the number of realisations required when compared to Monte
Carlo simulations. Effectively, the variables (parameters) are sampled using an even sampling
method and then combined into random sets of variables that are used for one calculation of the
target function (the simulated streamflow and groundwater levels in this instance). Conceptually,
the method may be thought of as a square grid containing a number of sample positions (Latin
Square) if there is only one sample in each row and column. Given that multiple parameters are
being assessed, this must be expanded to a Latin Hypercube, which is an expansion of this concept
to an arbitrary number of dimensions, dependant on the number of variables. Each variable is the
only one in each on the axis-aligned hyperplane containing said variable.
An LHS method was built into the LCM calibration options. Latin Hypercube sampling has
been shown to be as effective as Monte Carlo simulations for moderate sample sizes and even out
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preforming it at times. It has also been suggested that the LHS method can require around 30%
fewer calculations to produce good quality results. The LHS sampling was run for two thirds of the
number of Monte Carlo simulations used (i.e. 6667, 66667, 666667) with the same initial parameter
boundaries as before. The resultant dotty plots for each parameter showed a very similar shape to
the Monte Carlo plots and can be observed in Appendix G. Given the similarity the LHS method
results to the Monte Carlo method and the similar efficiency of the newly redeveloped LCM model
in terms of time taken to compile, the LHS was not continued further.
G.6.1. Dotty Plots - Latin Hypercube
This section contains the dotty plots for each parameter against groundwater for Chilgrove using
the Latin Hypercube calibration method with 6667 simulations.
Figure G.38.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - D1
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Figure G.39.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - BP
Figure G.40.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - PE2AE
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Figure G.41.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - H1
Figure G.42.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - H2
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Figure G.43.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - K1
Figure G.44.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - K2
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Figure G.45.: Dotty plot for Chilgrove Latin Hypercube method - K3
G.7. Extended Boundaries
Figure G.46.: Dotty plot from calibration with expanded initial parameter limits for k1 parameter.
From the initial calibration runs and resultant dotty plots for each parameter, it appeared
for some of the parameters that they may be constrained somewhat by the previously imposed
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Figure G.47.: Dotty plot from calibration with expanded initial parameter limits for d1 parameter.
limits on the parameter range. This appeared to be possibly true in the case of all the parameters
when considering the lower limits for each. The same appeared to be possibly true in the case of
the upper limits for the root constant, bypass value and drying curve parameter (all from the soil
moisture accounting unit). As such, the Latin Hypercube sampling method was repeated for 10,000
realisations for the Chilgrove dataset with a largely extended set of boundaries for each parameter.
The resultant dotty plots (Figure G.47 and Figure G.46) of the Latin Hypercube method of sampling
with the extended ranges for each parameter clearly shows that the originally defined range were
acceptable for the calibration.
G.8. Compton Calibration
A multi-objective calibration was completed using the Compton groundwater record for comparison.
This used the same input data as for Chilgrove, but were possible substituted the Compton rainfall
record for that of Chilgrove (both are very similar). The overall performance indicator was slightly
worse than that for Chilgrove due to a combination of the input data being for the Lavant catchment
(Compton sits outside the catchment to the west) and being jointly optimised against the River
Lavant, which bears no relation to groundwater levels in Compton. Having said this, the parameter
values were not significantly different as can be observed in Table G.2. No further calibration was
carried out using the Compton record or that of Idsworth.
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Parameter Set 1 Set 2 Set 3 Set 4 Set 5
Root Constant (D1) 219.985235 219.985218 219.985229 219.985177 219.985159
Bypass Value (BP) 0.140096 0.140096 0.140096 0.140096 0.140097
Drying Curve (PE2AE) 0.095952 0.058651 0.055076 0.078453 0.077624
Outlet 1 (h1) 127.999774 127.967874 128.008005 127.936051 127.932081
Outlet 2 (h2) 256.951084 256.926566 256.944194 256.895659 256.938139
Residence Time 1(k1) 150.366297 150.36631 150.366307 150.366291 150.366283
Residence Time 1(k2) 143.744499 143.7549312 143.747255 143.773844 143.843127
Residence Time 1(k3) 27.988946 27.987154 27.990097 27.990437 27.991005
1-NSE Value GW 0.14693 0.146931 0.146931 0.146931 0.146918
1-NSE Value Q 0.136742 0.136741 0.136741 0.136741 0.136755
Combined NSE 0.200716 0.200716 0.200716 0.200716 0.200716
Table G.2.: Best 5 parameter sets for Compton from multi-objective calibration from 100,000 Monte
Carlo realisations.
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H. Appendix - Model Performance
H.1. 20 Year Analysis
H.1.1. Pre-1871
Whilst this period was not sufficiently long to create another 20-year period due to the lack of
input data, the LCM still performs well given that the input data is likely to be least reliable
(Figure H.1). The model reproduces the overall trend of levels well but it fails to match the high
levels multiple times. During 1862 and 1863 for example but also fails to match low levels during
1859 and 1861 for example. These drought dates are notable for the “Long Drought” of 1851-1860.
This was a major long-term event with a major and sustained groundwater impact. The LCM fails
to match the severity of low levels during this period, as well as simulating levels greater than the
observed high levels. At multiple times the LCM simulates recharge (such as at the end of 1858
and 1860) when from the observed data there appears to be none. However, we must be wary
of any data or references from the period due to uncertainties in the input data and groundwater
observations. Considering the limited data for the period as well as the calibration on post-1971,
the LCM performs remarkably well for the period in matching the recession and rising limbs.
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Figure H.1.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 1 and 4) for 1855-1870.
H.2. Additional 20 Year Analysis Plots
The following plots are for 20 year periods for parameter sets 2 (multi-objective 1,000,000 simula-
tions) and 3 (sensitivity parameters i.e. with abstraction).
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Figure H.2.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1991-2010.
Figure H.3.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1971-1990.
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Figure H.4.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1951-1970.
Figure H.5.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1931-1950.
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Figure H.6.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1911-1930.
Figure H.7.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1891-1910.
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Figure H.8.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1871-1890.
Figure H.9.: LCM performance for Chilgrove (Parameter Sets 2 and 3) for 1855-1870.
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H.3. Matched Ranked Analysis
H.3.1. Matched Ranked 20 Year Plots - Parameter Set 1 (Multi-Objective
100k)
Figure H.10.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1991-2010 (pa-
rameter set 1).
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Figure H.11.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1971-1990 (pa-
rameter set 1).
Figure H.12.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1951-1970 (pa-
rameter set 1).
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Figure H.13.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1931-1950 (pa-
rameter set 1).
Figure H.14.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1911-1930 (pa-
rameter set 1).
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Figure H.15.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1891-1910 (pa-
rameter set 1).
Figure H.16.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1871-1890 (pa-
rameter set 1).
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H.3.2. Matched Ranked 20 Year Plots - Parameter Set 2 (1,000,000
Multi-Objective Calibration)
Figure H.17.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1991-2010 (pa-
rameter set 2).
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Figure H.18.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1971-1990 (pa-
rameter set 2).
Figure H.19.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1951-1970 (pa-
rameter set 2).
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Figure H.20.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1931-1950 (pa-
rameter set 2).
Figure H.21.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1911-1930 (pa-
rameter set 2).
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Figure H.22.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1891-1910 (pa-
rameter set 2).
Figure H.23.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1871-1890 (pa-
rameter set 2).
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H.3.3. Matched Ranked 20 Year Plots - Parameter Set 3 (Sensitivity
Calibration)
Figure H.24.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1991-2010 (pa-
rameter set 3).
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Figure H.25.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1971-1990 (pa-
rameter set 3).
Figure H.26.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1951-1970 (pa-
rameter set 3).
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Figure H.27.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1931-1950 (pa-
rameter set 3).
Figure H.28.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1911-1930 (pa-
rameter set 3).
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Figure H.29.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1891-1910 (pa-
rameter set 3).
Figure H.30.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1871-1890 (pa-
rameter set 3).
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H.3.4. Matched Ranked 20 Year Plots - Parameter Set 4 (Groundwater
Calibration)
Figure H.31.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1991-2010 (pa-
rameter set 4).
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Figure H.32.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1971-1990 (pa-
rameter set 4).
Figure H.33.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1951-1970 (pa-
rameter set 4).
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Figure H.34.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1931-1950 (pa-
rameter set 4).
Figure H.35.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1911-1930 (pa-
rameter set 4).
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Figure H.36.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1891-1910 (pa-
rameter set 4).
Figure H.37.: Matched observed and simulated ranked 20 year period for Chilgrove 1871-1890 (pa-
rameter set 4).
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H.3.5. Table of Matched Ranked Periods
The following two tables (Table H.1 and H.2) are tables of the matched pairs for 20 year periods
split into ranks 1-10 and 11-20 for parameter sets 2 and 3 for the Chilgrove calibration.
Parameter Set Period No. Matched Ranks 1-10 No. Matched Ranks 11-20 Total
Set 2 1991-2010 8 8 16
Set 2 1971-1990 8 8 16
Set 2 1951-1970 8 8 16
Set 2 1931-1950 7 7 12
Set 2 1911-1930 7 7 14
Set 2 1891-1910 8 8 16
Set 2 1871-1890 6 6 12
Set 2 Total 102
Set 3 1991-2010 8 8 16
Set 3 1971-1990 8 8 16
Set 3 1951-1970 8 8 16
Set 3 1931-1950 6 6 12
Set 3 1911-1930 7 7 14
Set 3 1891-1910 8 8 16
Set 3 1871-1890 6 6 12
Set 3 Total 102
Table H.1.: Breakdown of pairings of ranks 1-10 and 11-20 segments for parameter sets 2 and 3.
H.4. UKCP09 Projections - Additional
H.4.1. LCM UKCP09 Weather Generator
The LCM was modified to accept WG variables as inputs to drive the model. The LCM was
modified to use the baseline period of 1961-1980 rainfall and potential evapotranspiration data to
drive simulations. The LCM produced 1,000 realisations of simulated groundwater levels for a 20
year period based on the input data from the WG; in this case the baseline period (1961-1980)
input data. The LCM can then plot these 1,000 realisations in an envelope form with the 5th,
25th, 50th, 75th, and 95th percentiles plotted. The LCM can also output the statistics of the input
data in regards to total and average rainfall and potential evapotranspiration and produce plots of
the annual minimum and maximum groundwater levels, maximum flow and flow duration curves
for the 20 year periods. From these the user is able to manually extract the rank values (1 to 20)
for each percentile. The observed historic groundwater level data (minimum and maximum) can
also be plotted with the simulated data. Thus the LCM can output a simulation of 1,000 20 year
periods using the baseline data (producing percentile values for ranks 1 to 20) for comparison to
the historic or any forward projected data. The LCM was run 1,000 times to generate a series of
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Parameter Set Period Ranks 1-5 Ranks 6-10 Ranks 11-15 Ranks 11-20 Total
Set 2 1991-2010 2 1 2 3 8
Set 2 1971-1990 2 3 4 5 14
Set 2 1951-1970 2 1 1 2 6
Set 2 1931-1950 3 1 1 4 9
Set 2 1911-1930 4 1 2 2 9
Set 2 1891-1910 3 1 1 3 8
Set 2 1871-1890 4 2 2 3 11
Set 2 Total 20 10 13 22 65
Set 3 1991-2010 1 1 3 3 8
Set 3 1971-1990 4 2 3 3 12
Set 3 1951-1970 2 1 1 2 6
Set 3 1931-1950 3 0 1 5 9
Set 3 1911-1930 4 1 2 4 11
Set 3 1891-1910 2 1 1 2 6
Set 3 1871-1890 4 2 2 3 11
Set 3 Total 20 8 13 22 63
Table H.2.: Breakdown of pairings of ranks 1-5, 6-10, 11-15 and 16-20 segments for parameter sets
2 and 3.
simulations for groundwater levels and flows as outputs for forward projections for 20 year periods
for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s. The 95th, 75th, 50th, 25th, and 5th percentiles for the simulated
groundwater levels were plotted with the observed 20 year annual low and high groundwater levels
for the historic 20 year periods.
H.4.2. Emission Scenario Detail
The three emission scenarios (low, medium and high emissions) include a wide range of greenhouse
gases and other pollutants. As an example, the CO2 emissions are shown in Figure H.38. Fu-
ture emissions will be determined by human choices so relative likelihoods cannot be assigned to
these scenarios, and emission uncertainty cannot be combined and other uncertainties to produce
a single probabilistic projection covering all types of uncertainty. All scenarios are deemed as non-
interventionist, that is they all assume no political action to reduce emissions in order to mitigate
climate change and differences between them arise purely from different assumptions about future
socio-economic developments. For more detail please refer to the user guidance to the UKCP09
report: UK Climate Projections science report: Climate change projections.
654
Figure H.38.: CO2 emissions under the three IPCC SRES scenarios used in UKCP09: A1FI (black:
high emissions), A1B (purple: medium emissions) and B1 (green: low emissions) from
the UKCP09 Summary Report.
H.4.3. Projections - Cumulative Flow Plots
The following figures are cumulative and maximum flows for 20 year periods for low, medium and









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure H.44.: High emission scenario cumulative simulated flows for 20 year periods.
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H.4.4. Projections - Cumulative Flow Plots For Baseline Data
The following figures are cumulative and maximum flows for 20 year periods for low, medium and
high emission scenarios for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s generated using the LCM and UK09 Weather
Generator data for the baseline 1961-1980 control period.
Figure H.45.: Cumulative flow (top) and maximum flow (bottom) curves for baseline 1961-1980
(control period) generated using WG control data with observed data for Graylingwell
(1971-1990) plotted.
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Figure H.46.: Plot of percentiles generated using baseline 1961-1980 WG control period data for a
low emissions scenario and observed historic annual groundwater minima for 20 year
periods for Chilgrove record.
H.4.5. Projections - Observed Groundwater Levels Plotted With Simulated
Control Percentiles
The following figures are additional plots generated using the baseline 1961-1980 WG control period
data for a low, medium and high emission scenarios for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s to produce
percentile plots with the observed historic annual groundwater minima for 20 year periods for
Chilgrove record.
663
Figure H.47.: Plot of percentiles generated using baseline 1961-1980 WG control period data for a
medium emissions scenario and observed historic annual groundwater minima for 20
year periods for Chilgrove record.
664
Figure H.48.: Plot of percentiles generated using baseline 1961-1980 WG control period data for a
high emissions scenario and observed historic annual groundwater minima for 20 year
periods for Chilgrove record.
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H.5. Projections - 20 Year Maximum Levels
When examining the effect of a low emission scenario on annual maximum levels on the 2020s,
2050s and 2070s periods (Figure H.49) little change can be observed. There is a slight upwards shift
of the 50th percentile from the 2020s-2050s in the region of 0.5 mAOD, but this change is small
compared to the range of the 5th to 95th percentiles thus making it hard to observe any distinct
trends due to the large variability present in the 20 year projections. The most obvious feature
when comparing to historic data though is the constantly higher levels in all three projections. This
indicates that maximum levels are likely to see an increase in these scenarios, particularly by the
2070s where we can observe the 5th-95th percentile range increasing by nearly 4.0 mAOD. Another
interesting observation is how the lower ranks (higher maxima levels) for the historic data are at
the very low-end of values for projections in the three periods (i.e. around the 5th percentile) below
rank 10. Importantly, the position of the 25th-75th percentiles changes little from the 2020s to the
2070s under a low emissions scenario and only relatively minor changes are observed in the 5th-95th
boundaries. These changes are more apparent in the 5th percentile above rank 10 from the 2050s
onwards. An important observation though is the position of the 25th-75th percentiles compared
to the historic data. In some simulation periods we see below rank 15 (high maximums) that the
historic data falls below the 50th percentile and then progresses towards the 75th percentile by rank
1 for most observed points. This change suggests that historic maximum levels for the catchment
could be much lower than the projection extreme levels (as much as around 8 mAOD) than the
more normal conditions occurring at lower ranks. However, we must remember that at Chilgrove
the monitoring well becomes artesian above 77.18 mAOD so the validity of levels above this is not
clear. There are indications of the potential for levels to be around 30 mAOD higher from the
projections. There are indications for the maximum levels (as with the minima) for a higher degree























































































































Figure H.49.: 2020s, 2050s and 2070s low emission scenario projections for 20 year annual maxima,
























































































































Figure H.50.: 2020s, 2050s and 2070s medium emission scenario projections for 20 year annual
maxima, with marked percentile boundaries and historic annual high groundwater
levels for 20 year periods.
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The same patterns occur for a medium emission scenario (Figure H.50) with the historic data
being comparable to the 5th percentile for ranks below 15 for all three projections. The overall range
of the 5th-95th percentiles is relatively consistent for ranks 1-10, then after rank 10 a widening can
be observed from the 2050s to 2070s, indicating a potential for lower maximum levels. Although
the median does shift upwards by around 0.5 m from the 2050s to 2070s. The most distinct feature
is the significant widening of the 5th-95th percentile boundary from rank 14 in the 2070s. All three
periods reach a very similar lower maximum level boundary at rank 20. This decline begins at a
much earlier rank position (10) in the 2070s compared to the 2020s and 2050s (ranks 13 and 14).
There is some indication from these boundaries that there is the potential for a greater amount of
variation in maximum levels for the 2070s, possibly indicating greater prevalence of flood events.
Comparing to a low emissions scenario there is no significant difference in the projections. The 50th
percentile shows a slight increase in a medium emission scenario from the lower ranks having higher
levels. For the 2070s, the 95th percentile shows little difference and the 5th percentile shows a more
gradual drop to rank 20. There, as with minima, a slight flattening of the 50th percentile in a high























































































































Figure H.51.: 2020s, 2050s and 2070s high emission scenario projections for 20 year annual maxima,
with marked percentile boundaries and historic annual high groundwater levels for 20
year periods.
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Under a high emission scenario for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s (Figure H.51) there is little
difference in the 25th, 50th and 75th percentile range across the three projection periods. There are
some differences when comparing low and medium emission scenarios. The overall position of the
25th-75th percentiles rank values appear to shift upwards by a very small amount (0.1 mAOD or
less) around the middle ranks. The position at the extreme ranks is near enough identical. Again
the position of the 25th-75th percentiles suggest that the more normal maximum levels indicate
an upwards shift compared to the historic data for ranks below 15. A slight upwards shift can be
observed along the middle rank positions for the 2070s when comparing the position of the 1981-2010
period to its position in the 2050s plot. The behaviour of the 5th percentile shows a considerable
widening from rank 16 for the 2020s. This begins earlier at rank 13 for the 2050s and rank 11 for
the 2070s. However, all three periods reach similar points for the lowest maximum. The plateauing
of the higher ranks for the 50th percentile is not present in a high emission scenario.
Fundamentally, in all emission scenarios for each period there is the potential for significantly
lower maxima, matching the observations for potentially lower minima. However, particularly
important is the potential for much greater maximum levels. This adds to the potential implications
for water management in the catchments’ broader region, as certain parts have been vulnerable to
flood events historically.
Additional analysis was included to examine the annual maximum groundwater levels gener-
ated using the WG data from the baseline control period for 1961-1980. These were then used to
create percentile plots for the 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentile as with the annual minima
series. These were then compared to the annual maxima series for the historic 20 year periods for
the Chilgrove record. The results of these can be observed as tabulated in Figure H.52 and then
the percentile plots can be seen in Figure H.53.
A few observations can be made from Figure H.53. The 1851-1870 period contains a number
of lower value for the annual maxima ranked series, particularly around ranks 4 to 14 than the 5th
percentile for the control period. The majority of rank values for the historic series’ are lower than
the 50th percentile for the control period. Only some values from the 1991-2010 and 1911-1930
periods around ranks 6 to 12 and for the 1950-1971 and 1951-1970 periods for ranks 15 to 20. The
1991-2010 period appears to contain a number of higher ranked annual maximum values but no
obvious trend appears to be present in the data.
Finally, the percentile plots of 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentile plots of the annual
maximum series were combined with the historic data annual maximum series for Chilgrove in
Figure H.54. From these plots there are no obvious trends present in the data. Additional separate
plots for the individual percentiles are presented in Appendix H.5.2 for further reference. These plots
in Appendix H.5.2 further indicate the lack of statistical trend in the data. Tables of the data are
also available in Appendix H.5.2. Fundamentally, as with the minima, it is hard to distinguish any
distinct trends in the projected maxima due to the variation present in the projections, particularly
when compared to the relatively small observed change in the median.
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Figure H.52.: Tabulated values for 5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th percentiles for annual maximum
groundwater levels generated from WG baseline data for 1961-1980 control period and
annual maximum groundwater levels for historic 20 year periods for Chilgrove record.
H.5.1. Summary
Annual maximum groundwater levels were observed to show significant potential variation at the
extreme rank positions, further indicating the potential not only for more severe droughts causing
lower maximum levels, but the potential for higher maximum levels that may lead to flood events
but once more a trend is not clear.
Maximum groundwater levels appear to show less variance for the most part in a 1 in 20
return period. Variance occurs at the more extreme positions of a ranked plot and this variance is
potentially large compared to the more middle rank positions. Comparing to historic maxim levels,
there is an indication that under all potential emission scenarios for 2020s, 2050s and 2070s around
half of the maxima have the potential to be significantly higher (over 30 mAOD) than historically
recorded values. Coupled with the potential variance of the more uncommon events, the occurrence
of significant high flow events may be seen that have the potential to be more severe than those in
the historic record. Also there is the potential for maxima to be notably lower (approximately 2
mAOD) in a 20 year period than historically observed. The behaviour of more normal conditions
remains relatively consistent in all scenarios. When compared to historic data there is a general
upwards shift in the normal simulation maxima compared to the historic data for typically half a
20 year period. The key observations of this showed that annual maximum groundwater levels were
observed to show significant potential variation at the extreme rank positions, further indicating
the potential not only for more severe droughts causing lower maximum levels, but the potential
for higher maximum levels that may lead to flood events but once more a trend is not clear. In
addition, percentile plots comparing the baseline period to the forward projections for 2020s, 2050s
and 2070s for low, medium and high emission scenarios for annual maximum groundwater levels
672
Figure H.53.: Annual maximum groundwater levels percentiles generated from WG baseline data
for 1961-1980 (control period) (top left), historic maximum groundwater levels 20 year
periods for Chilgrove record (top right) and combined percentile plots of 5th, 50th,
and 95th percentiles (bottom left) and combined percentile plots of 5th, 25th, 50th,


















































































































































































indicate a lack of an obvious trend or statistical significance in the data.
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H.5.2. Projections - Observed Groundwater Levels Plotted With Simulated
Control Percentiles For Maximum Levels
The following plots are the individual percentile plots produced for the 1961-1980 baseline control
period using the WG data. These are plotted for low, medium and high emission scenarios for the
2020s, 2050s and 2070s and then split by percentile (e.g. 5th).
H.6. Percentile Plots for UKCP09 Projections Emission Scenarios
The following plots are for the low, medium and high emission scenarios for the UKCP09 projec-
tions in Chapter ??. These are the same plots as in that chapter (in Sections ??, ?? and ?? in
Figures ??, ?? and ??) but presented in a vertical sequence here. They present the 5th, 25th, 50th,
75th and 95th percentiles for the 2020s, 2050s and 2070s based on the 1,000 20 year realisations
of the LCM for three emission scenarios. The percentiles were then calculated from these 1,000 20
year periods for each rank position for rank 1 to 20. The plot for the baseline control period data




















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Figure H.64.: Percentile plot (5th, 25th, 50th, 75th and 95th) for control period baseline data (1961-
1980).
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Figure H.65.: Percentile plot for 2020s, 2050s and 2070s for low emissions scenario.
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Figure H.66.: Percentile plot for 2020s, 2050s and 2070s for medium emissions scenario.
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Figure H.67.: Percentile plot for 2020s, 2050s and 2070s for high emissions scenario.
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